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ABSTRACT

This thesis proposes an investigation of contem porary and near-contem porary 

French poetry and an exploration of the poetic im agination, using a thematic 

approach based on a Jungian/Bachelardian concept o f im aginary symbolism. I 

have chosen the them e of the threshold as a way into the poet’s im agination for, 

whether portrayed in tenns of a physical, tem poral or spiritual entity, it is a 

recuiring them e and m otif throughout contem porary poetry. How ever, despite the 

prevalence o f the lim inal image in contem porary French poetry, there is 

rem arkably little published material concerning this them e and this thesis is an 

attem pt to redress this im balance in som e small m easure.

In the introduction, I dem onstrate that alterity has been an overriding 

preoccupation with m odem  poets and the way in which this preoccupation is 

com m only expressed through the them e of the threshold. I then outline the 

principal ways in which the threshold is represented in contem porary poetry and 

the value o f a hm inal them atic approach to poetry criticism .

In the five subsequent chapters of the thesis, I em ploy a them atic analysis of 

the poetry of Jacques Reda, Jean-Claude Renard, Pierre O ster, Philippe Jaccottet 

and Alain Bosquet. Basing my research on the evidence found within the texts, I 

select the m ost salient exam ples from each of the poet’s w ork in order to illustrate 

the lim inal preoccupation that each of the poet’s displays. Starting from the most 

concrete representations of the threshold, I exam ine lim inal fram ew orks that 

range from  the transcendental to the linguistic and the gradations therein.

In the conclusion, I outline the m ain patterns of lim inal representation that 

have em erged from  the texts and attempt to determ ine the value of the threshold 

im age as m eans of reading contem porary French poetry.



INTRODUCTION

‘La poesie est I’experience d ’un questionnem ent’

W ithin the poetry pubhshed in France over recent decades one finds a broad 

sweep of poetic styles, subject matters and philosophical positions. In contrast to 

previous centuries, when the formal rules governing the poetic form  had, for the 

m ost part, been closely adhered to, poets throughout the tw entieth century 

challenged sim ultaneously the perim eters that define the stylistic requirem ents 

and the im aginative content of poetry.’ The subsequent diversity is the fruit of a 

poetic revolution (born of Rim baud, Baudelaire and o ther precursors) that 

flourished throughout the last century, in which the poet explored this new-found 

creative freedom . ConcuiTently over the years, an increased interest in 

contem porary issues and a rejection of versification led to a dim inished 

investm ent in classical rhetoric and gave rise to a burgeoning range within the 

genre  that has continued to expand up to the present day. H ow ever, as the variety 

o f poetic voices in France has diversified and fragm ented and m any of the 

traditional rules governing form and content have been reconsidered, there has 

been a decrease in the poetry-reading population. Thus it w ould seem  that this 

creative exploration on the part of poets has led to a certain m easure o f confusion 

am ongst the reading public, as contem porary poetry has eam ed  itse lf a generally 

accredited reputation for often being im penetrable." T his thesis proposes a

' Roger Little remarks that ‘in France, poetry had becom e indissociably equated with verse during 
the centuries up to the early nineteenth’, in The Shaping o f  Modern French P o e t jy  (Manchester: 
Carcanet Press, 1995), p .10.
 ̂ Jean-M ichel Espitallier, contemporary poet and co-editor o f  the Java  revue, describes 

contemporary poetry as ‘un genre accuse d’a peu pres tous les maux: herm etism e chic, cerebralite 
ennuyeuse. froideur hautaine, inactualite'this statement in his introduction to ‘La N ouvelle Poesie  
frangaise’. Magazine Litteraire.  396 (mars 2001).



them atic study as a means of countenng this perceived im penetrability  and o f 

facilitatm g a better understanding of contem porary French poetry.

Critical theories over recent decades have exposed the innate problem atic 

with language, challenging both Platonic m etaphysical assum ptions and the 

A ristotelean assertion that a w ord can convey the unm ediated expression of 

som ething non-linguistic. As a result, language’s role as a natural, transparent 

m edium  through which a reader m ay grasp a solid  unified Truth or Reality has 

been repudiated  and instead it is regarded as a system within o ther systems and 

subjective p ro c e sse s / The author, having been stripped of all m etaphysical status, 

is no longer perceived as being a priest-like figure expressing Truth. Rather, he is 

the location w'here language and references cross and re-cross, and it is the reader 

who im bues the text with significance.'' As a result, in Barthesian term s, 'I’unite 

d ’un texte n ’est pas dans son origine, mais dans sa destination’  ̂ and therefore 'le 

Texte n ’est pas coexistence de sens, mais passage, traversee; il ne peut done 

relever d ’une intei-pretation, mem e liberale, m ais d ’une explosion, d ’une 

dissemination.*^

The critical and sociological shift in the perception of the text have had 

particular ram ifications on poetry, a genre  that form erly had inextricable 

associations with expressions of m etaphysical truth and revelatory experience. 

Poetry, a genre  that was previously regarded as a rom antic space o f literature and 

the grounds for understanding being and culture, is now seen m ore in terms o f a 

general plane where identity, origin and truth are m ultiple assem blages. On the 

whole, contem porary poetry exposes the com plications and sim ultaneity of life 

without necessarily offering inteipretation or em bellishm ent. As D eguy states;

 ̂ This is argued and demonstrated particularly effectively in Roland Barthes, S /Z  (Paris: Editions 
du Seuil. 1970).

Umberto Eco, The Role o f  the Reader: Explorarions in the Sem iotics o f  Texts (London: 
Hutchinson. 1981). p.49.
 ̂Roland Barthes. Essais Critiques IV: Le Bruissement de la langue (Paris: Seuil, 19840, p .66.
 ̂Barthes. Essais Critiques IV, p.73.



La poesie est I’experience d’un questionnement. [...] La poesie ouvre 
I’existence a son etre-en-question(s) -  «sans reponses». Q u’est-ce qu ’etre ici, 
comment y etre «vraiment». La passion et la puissance figurative de la poesie 
portent a I’eclairement de questions I’aimer, le douloir, I’oeuvrer, le desirer, le 
donner, le perdre... Elle met en relation les choses entre elles[.]^

While these developments in poetry and critical theory have led to a great 

deal of stimulating debate, they have also highlighted the problematic nature of 

what was previously regarded as the relatively straightforward process of critical 

classification and intei-pretation. Consequently, the reader is faced with the vastly 

diverse range of contemporary poetry with perhaps only the vaguest of notions of 

a helpful way in which to approach the texts. Moreover, the lack of obvious 

stylistic or imaginative cohesiveness within contemporary poetry renders it all the 

more difficult for the reader to execute an intelligent reading of the texts in terms 

of general themes and approaches. It is one of the chief aims of this study to 

demonstrate a useful model of reading contemporary French poetry and to bring 

some light to bear on a form of literature that is commonly regarded as opaque.

Given the panoply of cun'ent poetic voices in France, one can make 

relatively few overarching statements about contemporary French poetry as a 

whole. In sharp contrast to movements such as the Romantics, the Symbolists or 

the Surrealists that were prevalent in previous generations, on the whole poetry 

over recent decades has eluded broad classification or pigeonholing. Some of the 

great poets to publish in France in the past fifty years, such as Saint-John Perse, 

Andre Frenaud, Yves Bonnefoy and Lorand Caspar, clearly illustrate the breadth 

of stylistic expression alone within contemporary poetry. As a contemporaneous 

body of work, poetry written in the latter half of the twentieth century does not 

seem to say anything cohesive on an ideological level. Rather, scepticism and 

conviction, materialism and spiritualism, pragmatism and complexity co-exist and 

interchange, not only from poet to poet but even from poem to poem.

As literature as a whole underwent great innovations and experimentation 

during the twentieth century, so the work of poets such as Francis Ponge and Paul

 ̂ Michel Deguy, ‘La Traversee du Lethe’, in La Poesie au toiirnant des annees 80: actes du 
colloque de Londres. decembre 1986, ed. by Philippe Delaveau (Paris: Jose Corti, 1988) p p .149- 
164 (p. 149).



Q ueneau testify to the innovative w ork within the poetic genre. Nonetheless, on 

the whole, it w ould be reasonable to claim  that poets in m ore recent decades have 

produced work that is perhaps far less obviously experim ental than earlier 

m ovem ents with such as Suirealism  and Absurdism . W hile displaying a great 

variety, contem porary poets as a group seem  to be less preoccupied with 

challenging the stylistic and linguistic boundaries o f the genre  than their 

predecessors. Rather, their poetry, in style and content, tends to focus both on 

everyday events and m etaphysical exploration, as a m eans of negotiating an 

identity in a world. Thus, there are poets such as Yves Bonnefoy, Rene Char, 

M ichel Deguy and Henri M ichaux (to name but a few) all producing work that 

centres around explorations of identity, belonging and truth, how ever relative 

these concepts may be.

‘InteiTOgation de I’enigm e du monde. exploration de I’intim e etrangete du moi"

Since Baudelaire, the philosophic dualistic tradition of D escartes and Pascal has 

continued to run as a m otif throughout French poetry, contributing to what Jean- 

PieiTe R ichard refers to as ‘I’experience generique de la poesie m odem e [ ...]
o

celle, double, de I’em erveillem ent et du conflit[.]’ This ‘caractere dialectique  ou 

contrastant de la m entalite synthetique’  ̂ that pervades so m uch of twentieth- 

century poetry has been the rich subject of a great deal of critical attention, from 

studies in texts from  post-colonial to fem inist writers. W hile the linguistic and 

them atic expression of these explorations has m anifested itse lf in a m ultitude of 

ways, nevertheless m any poets display a deep interest in alterity and Vinconnu  

(w hether this be defined in geographical or m etaphysical term s).

Rather than specifically stylistic or idealistic, this aw areness of otherness 

seem s to im pinge on all aspects of poetic expression and inform  the m odem  

im agination:

* Jean-Pierre Richard, Onze eludes sur la poesie moderne, (Paris: Gallimard, 1964), p.7.
 ̂ Gilbert Durand, Les Structures anthropologiques de I’imaginaire: introduction d

I'archetypologie generale, 6*'' edn (Paris: Bordas, 1969), p.403.
In this thesis, the term 'alterity' is to be understood as 'fait d'etre un autre, caractere de ce qui est 

un autre', Le Grand Robert de la langue frangaise, ed. by Alain Rey, 2nd edn, 9 vols (Paris: Le 
Robert, 1985), I, p.280. s.v. alterite. Similarly, I'inconnu is 'ce qui est inconnu, ignore (quelles que 
soient les formes, les causes et le domiane de cette ignorance)', Le Grand Robert, III, p.289.
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[ ...]  il sem ble que les poetes contem porains privilegient le plus souvent 
dans leur pratique et dans leur reflexion le pole de I’alterite; pour eux la 
poesie se definit notam m ent com m a inten 'ogation de I’enigm e du monde, 
exploration de I’intim e etrangete du moi, confrontation du langage a ce qui 
le conteste, dialogue avec autrui.

As the poet ventures ‘au fond de I’lnconnu pour trouver du nouveau ! ’ his 

exploration is often expressed in what Jean-Pierre R ichard  refers to as ‘des 

couples d ’antinom ies concretes: proche et lointain, instantane et durable, ouvert et 

clos, expansif et replie, superficiel et profond, opaque et transparent, obscur et 

lum ineux’.'"’ T his suggests an inherent awareness, not only of I ’autre, but of a 

force that both links and divides the contrasting elem ents w ithin his im aginative 

framework.''^ In the contem porary poetic im agination, negotiations o f identity, 

belonging and truth often appear to be intrinsically linked to an underlying 

awareness of and fascination with ‘I ’aulre cote si proche'^^, where the poem  is ‘la 

figure privilegiee de ra lte r ite .’ "̂  This fascination with 'le pole de I’alterite' seems 

to be so w idespread and have so many diverse form s of expression that it could be 

said to be one o f the few unifying themes o f contem porary poetry.

‘L ’Autre, c ’est celui ou celle q u ’on dit A utre’

As we will see in the follow ing study, the term  'alterity' (from  the Latin alter) 

incorporates tw o main elem ents that em erge repeatedly in the work of different 

contem porary poets. Firstly, as an im aginative concept, alterity acts as a pole of 

reference and therefore it can only be understood in term s o f opposition. That is to 

say, there is no I ’autre w ithout Vun or le je ,  and thus alterity is dependent on both 

a subject and a referent. Secondly, often this process is not sim ply a neutral a 

foiTTi of categorisation but rather, as U m beito Eco highlights, it stem s from  the

" Michel Collot et Jean-Claude Mattiiieu, Poesie et alterite: actes du colloque de jiiin 1988: 
rencontres sur la poesie nioderne, ed, by Michel Collot & Jean-Claude Mathieu, 4th edn (Paris; 
Ecole normale superieure. 1988), p.7.
'*■ Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du nial (Paris: Gallimard, 1972), ‘Le V oyage’, p .172.

Jean-Pierre Richard, Onze etudes sur la poesie moderne, p.7.
The term I'autre will be used in this thesis to refer to that which lies beyond the self ( ’ce qui n’est 

pas le sujet’, Le Grand Robert, I, p.739).
Andre Frenaud. La Sorciere de Rome. Depuis toujours dejd (Gallimard: Paris, 1984). ‘Vieux 

pays', p .158.
Henri Meschonnic, ‘Transformations du traduire et alterite’, in Poesie et alterite, pp.105-15 

(p. 105).
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17perception of reality divided up into noiTnality and divergences from  that reality.

In broad term s, alterity can be m ost succinctly defined as that which exists beyond

the self and textual representations of I ’autre  can often reveal that this otherness

can'ies with it threatening associations in the poet’s im agination. As the work of

the poets in this study dem onstrates, poetic alterity com bines both these aspects,

where and thus 'le poem e [ ...]  se construit autour d ’une im tation  provoquee par la

non-assim ilabilite de I’Autre'.'^

As an expression of the relationship betw een self and other, the rhetoric of

alterity may be presented in m yriad different foiTns, for 'I’alterite n ’est pas un

attribut qui puisse etre fixe objectivem ent. E lle depend d ’une position, d ’un acte

de poser. L ’Autre, c ’est celui ou celle q u ’on dit Autre, q u ’on fait Autre en le

disant.'^  Therefore, one of the m ain difficulties that the critic faces when

exploring representations of Vautre lies in its highly non-specific nature and the

consequent range and diversity of its possible poetic m anifestations. Indeed,

cataloguing possible signifiants  of alterity in the w ork o f a num ber o f poets would

encom pass such a range of representations that it w ould arguably be of little use

to the reader who is looking for a useful model for reading contem porary French

poetry. Therefore, in order to ascertain the extent to which alterity is an

underlying preoccupation in the contem porary poetic im agination, it may be

helpful to focus our attention on a specific them atic representation of Vautre.

As a them e and m otif, alterity is frequently conveyed in representations of

the conflicting forces governing I ’in terieur  and I ’exterieur, le pro fane  and le
20sacre, le je  and I ’autre  or I ’ici and I ’ailleurs. The nexus of this conflict can be 

located at the point where the subject m eets that which is other. Therefore, by 

identifying an im age that contains w ithin it the notion o f confrontation between le 

je  and I ’autre, one can then use it in textual analysis to ascertam  the extent to 

which alterity appears to inform  the contem porary poetic im agination. This thesis

For an illuminating study on the processes o f  exclusion through categorisation as ’other’, I refer 
the reader to Umberto E co ’s The Role o f  the R eader: E xplorations in the Sem iotics o f  Texts 
(London: Hutchinson, 1981).

Eric Gans, 'L'Autre originaire de la poesie', p p .45-51, in P oesie  et a lterite , pp.45-51 (p.50).
Eric Gans, ‘L ’Autre originaire de la p oesie’, p.47.
W here I'ailleurs is 'le lieu ou Ton ne'at pas, oii I'on ne se tient pas (I'oppose a I'ici), avec ce qu'il 

com porte de connaissances nouvelles et d'enseignement', Le G rand R obert. I, p .214. Edouard 
Glissant remarks on the link between I’ailleurs  and the imagination when he notes ‘ce  mouvement

6



proposes the im age of the threshold as a viable cipher for alterity for, as I will 

seek to dem onstrate in the following chapters, its presence in a text denotes both 

an aw areness o f I ’autre  and the tension that this aw areness can also instigate. The 

literal definition of the threshold is the ‘dalle ou piece qui forme la paitie 

inferieure de la baie d ’une porte’ and the ‘entree (d ’une m aison, d ’une batisse); 

paitie  du sol qui entoure la poite d ’en tree’.^' The threshold is the physical 

boundary that delineates one spatial context from  another, signifying 

sim ultaneously the point of passage and separation betw een Vinterieur  and 

I ’exterieur. In this way, it represents a point of contact, m arking the point of 

transition betw een an inner and an outer space. M etaphorically , the threshold is 

also defined as being the ‘passage a un niveau superieur (dans une evolution)’,“ a 

definition that contains within it the notion o f transform ation and progression. 

W hether used literally or m etaphorically, the threshold is not merely an abstract 

object but rather it is entirely referential and therefore, through a them atic study of 

textual representations of the threshold, the poet's perception of alterity will 

necessarily em erge.

‘Les im ages sortent du propre fonds hum ain’

O ver the course o f literary criticism , the term s ‘im age’ and ‘them e’ have been 

used to convey such a broad range o f concepts that their m eanings have become 

bluiTed and often uncertain, and therefore dem and clarification. The usage of the 

term  ‘im age’, for exam ple, can extend from  a m ental picture to a m etaphor, simile 

or symbol. For the puiposes of this thesis, I have em ployed ‘im age’ as that which 

is ‘used to refer to figurative language in general or to those elem ents of literary 

works to w hich the word CO NCRETE rather than abstract seem s suited, and 

which appear to have a certain sensuousness ' T h a t  is to say that the 

representations o f the threshold chosen from  the poem s fo r this study m ust be 

sufficiently evocative so that they cause the reader 'sensuously to experience the

vers I’Ailleurs qui ja lonne la litterature fran^aise', L ’Intention poetique  (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 
1969), pp.107 & 127.
■' Le Grand Robert, VIII, pp. 741-42, s.v. seuil.

Le Grand Robert, vill, p .742.



taste, feel, smell, sound or appearance o f som ething strongly and in a 

particularized w ay’.̂ "* In addition, the term  ‘im age’ connotes a spontaneously 

expressive sigiiifiant indicative of a spiritual, psychological, intellectual or 

m etaphysical reality?^ It is im portant to stress that this study regards the repeated 

use o f an image as a means of allow ing the poet to give voice to his im aginative 

vision, ‘not as a source of m ere ornam ental imagery, but as a m eans o f knowing 

the self and the uni verse’.

For the puiposes of this study, R oger Fow ler’s definition o f ‘them e’ is the 

m ost apposite, where:

[ ...]  a them e is not usually thought o f as the occasion o f a w ork of art, but 
rather a branch of the subject which is indirectly expressed through the 
recun'ence of certain events, im ages or symbols [...] the term  is sensitive 
and useful precisely because it adm its o f degrees of abstract reference [...] 
W e think of it as a line or thread running through a work, linking features

27which are un- or otherw ise related.

M y work is based on the Bachelardian prem ise that threads or them es can be 

traced running through a work by means o f noting the repeated use o f im ages that 

em erge from  the text. A ccepting the Jungian/Bachelardian concept o f im aginary 

sym bolism  where ‘the practice o f art is a psychological activ ity’" and ‘les images 

sortent du propre fonds hum ain’,̂  ̂ this study provides a possible reading of 

contem porary poetry by means of exploring the threshold im ages em ployed by a 

num ber of poets. It is the prem ise of this thesis that, as the reader engages with 

the texts and analyses them on a them atic, linguistic and stylistic level, the 

em erging pattem s also reveal som ething o f the im aginative scaffold on which the 

texts are constructed. Thus, the repeated use o f certain signifiants  indicates 

patterns of images that may connote underlying them es in the poem s, where

Jeremy Hawthorn, A G lossa iy  o f  C on tem pora iy  L iterary T heoiy, 4th edn (N ew  York; Oxford 
University Press, 2000), p. 169.

Hawthorn, p. 169.
For further discussion on the term ’im age’, I refer the reader to P.N. Furbank, R eflections on the 

W ord ’Im a g e’, (London: Seeker & Warburg. 1970).
Peter Broome and Graham Chesters, The A pprecia tion  o f  M odern French P o e tiy  1850-1950  

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976), p .40.
A D iction a iy  o f  Modern C ritical Terms, ed. by R oger Fowler (London: R outledge and Kegan 

Paul. 1987), p,248-249.
C. G. Jung. The Spirit in Man, A rt and L iterature, trans. by R. F. C. Hull (London: Ai'k 

Paperbacks. 1966), p.65.



30‘I’image poetique, dans sa nouveaute, ouvre un avenir du langage’. These in 

tuiTi point to the broader preoccupations of the poet and ultim ately offer the reader 

a point o f access to the poetic imagination.

This them atic critical approach is perhaps particularly valuable in the study 

of contem porary poetry, where the hugely diverse range of styles and interests 

may obfuscate com m on underlying patterns am ongst poets. As the following 

chapters will m ake evident, the threshold im age does not sim ply convey physical 

and m etaphysical perceptions o f alterity, but form s an intrinsic part o f the poet's 

im aginative fram ew ork. The threshold can be deteiTninate, being so central to the 

poet’s expression through the text that it structures the w ork around itself and in 

this way determ ines the final form of the work. Therefore, the threshold can be 

seen both in term s o f an im age and a them e, for it com bines referentiality and 

m etaphor, while also acting as a springboard to the investigation of poetic 

structure.'"' This them atic study can therefore also be seen in ternis o f a threshold 

into the poetic im agination for, as an im age, it is not confined to the purely
o n

m etaphorical, but inform s the very structure of a poem.

The them atic approach chosen for this thesis follow s in the critical footsteps 

of Gaston Bachelard, Gilbert Durand and Jean-Pierre Richard.^^ ConcuiTing with 

Durand that ‘c ’est bien I’im aginaire qui apparait com m e recours suprem e de la 

conscience’, t h i s  study is based on the supposition that the p oe t’s imagination 

acts as a structuring dynam ic in the work, revealing itse lf in the poem s with a 

large degree of homogeneity.^^ This approach also presum es a Bachelardian

Gaston Bachelard, Lm  Terre et les reveries de la volon te  (Paris: Jose Corti, 1948), p.4.
Bachelard, La P oetique de  la reverie, 3rd edn (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1965), 

p.3.
This link between the im age and structure o f  a poem  is described by B room e and Chesters, who 

refer to ‘the use o f  the extended im age to underpin the w hole structural framework o f  a poem ’, 
p.45.

For the purpose o f  this study, I will be em ploying Gilbert Durand’s definition o f  structure as 
‘une forme transformable, jouant le role de protocole motivateur pour tout un groupement 
d’im ages’, in Les S tructures anthropologiques de  I ’im aginaire, p .66. Durand provides a thorough 
investigation o f  the imagination by means o f  thematic criticism . A dopting a Bachelardian 
approach, Durand's book can'ies out a com prehensive study on ‘L e R egim e diurne de I’im age’, 
'Le Regim e nocturne de F im age’ and ‘Elements pour une fantastique transcendantale'.

The work o f  such critics as Roger Little, John D. Price and Jean-Pierre Jossua show that the 
value o f  an approach via the threshold has persisted in more recent decades.

Durand. Les S tructures an thropologiques de I'im aginaire, p.500.
That is to say that ‘the poet’s imagination is his vital attribute, "la reine des facultes" as 

Baudelaire said, a kind o f  sixth sense which comm ands and binds together all the others’, Broome 
and Chesters, The A pprecia tion  o f  M odern French P oet}y , p .39.



belief in the coherence betw een signifiant and signifie, as the poet’s unity of 

thought and the sym bolic representation in the poem  are presented in tenns o f a 

pei-petual refinem ent of the constant dialectic within the sign. In Heideggerian 

teiTns, I will be tracing the patterns of structures of im agery that are revealed 

through the inten 'elation of p oe t’s Denken  (thinking) and D ichten  (poetising). My 

study began by a close reading of the texts, using all the writings available to me 

(as listed in the bibliography), looking for representations o f the threshold and 

seem ingly closely related signifiants. A fter som e analysis, a variety of im ages and 

patterns em erged within each group o f texts, indicating som ething of the 

im aginative fram ew ork from which the poem s have been crafted. For the 

pui-poses o f this thesis, I have selected what I have deem ed to be the m ost salient 

exam ples from  each body of texts, in order to illustrate the various threshold 

representations to be found within each of the five poets' work. Given the 

com plexity o f the threshold image and its m apping w ithin the landscape of 

contem porary French poetry, it has been not possible to detail possible evolutions 

o f a poet across the developm ent of his coipus. Therefore, I have focused on the 

prim acy o f threshold im ages, rather than their chronology. W hile an investigation 

into the chronology and evolution of the threshold im age w ould undoubtedly 

prove to be m ost rew arding, this study has focused on the textual representations 

of le seuil. This lim itation has been im posed upon me by the nature o f this 

research project and by what is possible w ithin the m argins o f the exercise. 

Nonetheless, it is hoped that this contribution to the critical studies on 

contem porary French poetry will enable the reader to return to the poetry with a 

deeper awareness and, it is greatly hoped, renew ed pleasure.

‘Un m ouvem ent de V im asination

This thesis traces the patterns of representation of a specific im age in an attem pt 

to understand the poetic im agination better and in this regard has been influenced 

by the critical work o f Gaston Bachelard. H is detailed and thorough investigation 

of literary im ages has contributed greatly to the field of criticism  and his approach
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to poetry has yielded a selection of insightful studies/*^ As can be seen in L ’Eau et 

les reves and subsequent publications, B achelard’s interest in literary images lies 

prim arily in the circum stances sun'ounding the textual expression o f those images 

and on 'des attitudes irreflechies qui com m andent le travail m em e de la 

reflex ion’/ ’  ̂ Bachelard based his studies on literary im ages in the belief that, if 

closely detailed, they would reveal the im aginative workings of the poet;

Si I’im age initiale est bien choisie, elle se revele com m e une im pulsion 
a un reve poetique bien defini, a une vie im aginaire qui aura de veritables 
lois d ’im ages successives, un veritable sens vital. Les im ages m ises en serie 
par Vinvitation au voyage prendront dans leur ordre bien choisi une vivacite 
speciale qui nous perm ettra de designer [ ...]  un m ouvem ent de 
r  imagination:^^

The Bachelardian model dem ands close, repeated readings o f the texts in 

order to establish recuning  patterns and m otifs. In this thesis, I aim  to trace the 

'm ouvement de V im agination’ o f five contem porary French poets by m eans of a 

close analysis of the threshold image, where the use o f the im age is seen as a 

subjective, dynam ic process. Illustrating what Bachelard teiTns ’une soite de 

revolution copeinicienne de I’im agination’,^  ̂ this study will highlight the way in 

which the poet privileges the subjective im agination over objective perception. 

That is to say that T im agination n ’est pas [ ...]  la faculte de foiTner des images de 

la realite; elle est la faculte de foiTner des im ages qui depassent la realite, qui 

chantent la r e a l i t e . A l s o  coixesponding with Bachelardian theory, this study is 

based on the prem ise that an im age can never be classified in absolute term s, due 

to the highly subjective nature o f representation and interpretation. N onetheless, it 

is precisely because of the highly subjective nature o f a textual im age that it can 

be a rich source of critical analysis, for it is a literary out-w orking of the poet's 

im agination and thus it is placed at the forefront o f Bachelardian critical theory.

Roland Barthes com m ents that ‘G. Bachelard a fonde une veritable eco le  critique, si riche que 
Ton peut dire que la critique frangaise est actuellem ent, sous sa form e la mieux epanouie, 
d'inspiration bachelardienne’, in Essais critiques  (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1964), pp. 252-53.

Gaston Bachelard, L'Eaii et les reves: essai sur I'imagination de la matiere  (Paris: Jose Corti, 
1973), p.25.

Bachelard, L'Air et les songes: essai siir I ’iniagination du mouvem ent  (Paris: Jose Corti, 1943),
p. 10.

Bachelard. L ’A ir  et les songes,  p .l 19.
Bachelard, L'Eau et les reves, p.23.
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A ccepting that, as B achelard states, 'une sim ple im age [ ...]  ouvre un monde','^' in 

the follow ing chapters I will seek to prove the value o f a them atic study of this 

kind as a point o f access, or threshold, into contem porary French poetry.

‘L ’ouveiture infinie [...1 de la conscience poetique’

This thesis has also been influenced by the m ethodology o f Jean-PieiTe Richard, 

whose writings gather together various exam ples o f a particular image and 

rigorously analyse them  in order to illustrate the central presence o f a them e, or 

'1’invisible architecture'"^^ of a text. By exploring the m ajor im ages and themes, 

R ichard seeks to expose the im aginative fram ew ork undeipinning a given text, 

that is ‘I’ouverture infinie -  et a la lim ite m ortelle -  de la conscience poetique’.'*'’ 

Similarly, the follow ing them atic study will seek to prove the existence of a 

'concert thematique'"*"* running throughout a selection o f contem porary French 

poetry, where 'un them e serait alors un principe concret d ’organisation, un scheme 

ou un objet fixes, autour duquel aurait tendance a se constituer et a se deployer un 

monde.'"*^ As Richard points out, a thematic study is much m ore than the noting of 

the statistical frequency of a given image, for this is itse lf does not always 

indicate relative value. Rather:

Plus im portante peut-etre est la valeur strategique de them e, ou, si Ton 
prefere, sa qualite topologique [ ...]

Le them e nous apparait alors com m a I’elem ent transitif qui nous 
peiTnet de parcourir en divers sens toute I’etendue in tem e de I’oeuvre, ou 
plutot com m e I’elem ent-cham iere grace auquel elle s'articule en un volume 
signifiant. Toute them atique releve ainsi a la fois d ’une cybem etqiue et 
d ’une systematique.'^*^

In line with Richard's critical approach, this thesis will dem onstrate the ways in 

which, within a wide range of contem porary poetic texts, repeated im ages reveal

Bachelard. Lm  Poetiqiie de I'espace (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1974), p. 129. 
Jean-Pierre Richard. L ’Univers imaginaire de M allanne  (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1961), p.24. 

For further discussion on the merits of thematic criticism, I refer the reader to L ’Univers 
imaginaire de M allanne, pp. 13-38.

Jean-Pierre Richard, M icrolectures (Paris: Seuil, 1979).
Richard, Onze etudes sur la poesie moderne, p. 10.
Richard, L'Univers imaginaire de M allanne, p.24.
Richard, L ’Univers imaginaire de M allanne, p.26.
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an underlying preoccupation with the them e of the threshold and how this 

'element-chaiTiiere' in tum  acts as a structuring force, whereby the poetic them e 

reveals som ething o f the poets' subconscious.

‘L ’im age concrete du seu il’

For the puiposes of this thesis, I have chosen to dem arcate two broad categories 

of threshold im ages for, while in no way absolute, they do help the reader to 

delineate the broad perim eters of a poet’s dom inant perception of alterity, or 

lim inal m entality. Throughout the follow ing chapters, an exploration o f threshold 

images will centre on the distinction betw'een representations o f horizontal and of 

vertical autres. Those poets who em ploy liminal representations that are linked 

predom inantly with physical points o f passage, where the threshold is portrayed 

as leading from  one physical space to another, can be said to have an im agination 

that is principally horizontal in its focus. In contrast, a vertical im agination is 

indicated in texts that contain a preponderance of im ages that express the 

threshold in term s of point of passage upwards. In broad term s, the horizontal 

im agination will be one that is chiefly concem ed with alterity as a physical or 

geographical force, whereas the vertical im agination w'ill perceive le lim inaire  in 

term s of access to a m etaphysical ailleurs. In the follow ing chapters, we will see 

that patterns of representation of the lim inal im ages enable the reader to 

determ ine both the direction in which the threshold is approached and the nature 

of the space on either side of the threshold. These two factors will in turn 

contribute tow ards a useful classification of the im ages by this horizontal/vertical 

distinction.

The range of threshold images exam ined in the follow ing chapters will vary 

from  the m ost literal and concrete form s (such as doors) to m ore abstract 

conceptions. At its m ost literal level, the threshold is a physical dem arcation that 

divides two spatial contexts. It is an entry point that establishes the defining line 

between le dedans and le dehors, where ‘I’image concrete du seuil [...] denote le 

lieu de passage du dedans -  un lieu ferme, un enclos -  au dehors, un espace non

13



plus enferm e deniere des m urs, mais ouvert vers I’inconnu de I’in fin i.’'̂  ̂ As such, 

it delineates the edge or boundary of two separate, yet co-existing, spaces. From  

the recuiring image o f w indows, reflective surfaces and doors in M allarm e’s 

poem s to C aspar’s pei*petual journeying, a preoccupation with ‘la jouissance 

d ’horizontalite’"̂  ̂ and with the threshold, as both a physical boundary and a point 

o f access to a geographical ailleurs, is reflected in a great deal o f m odem  poetry. 

As one w ould expect, the journeying act in particular is frequently represented in 

term s of physical (i.e. horizontal) threshold im ages, as the texts convey m ovem ent 

from  one spatial context to another. The association betw een geographical 

displacem ent and physical thresholds may be expressed in a variety of ways, such 

as Jabes’ Seuil that is characterised by ‘L ’absence de lieu’ and ‘de/vaines visions 

de voyage’"̂  ̂ or Saint-John Perse’s aw areness of ‘portes ouvertes sur les sables, 

portes ouvertes sur I'exil/Les cles aux gens du phare, et I ’astre roue v if  sur la 

pierre  du seu iV !’̂  In Reda's poetry, the threshold is represented in very concrete 

term s, with an em phasis on real locations. R eda’s poem s are peppered with 

references to districts and streets as he travels around the French capital and the 

liminal im ages ai'e m ost chiefly expressed in the representation of doorways, 

windows and journeys etc. In this respect, his work is rem iniscent o f the Parisian 

urban poets such as Aragon, who believed that ‘des m ythes nouveaux naissent 

sous chacun de nos pas’ as he sensed ‘le sentim ent du m erveilleux quotid ien’.^’ 

As the follow ing chapter dem onstrates, in this sense R eda’s use o f lim inal im ages 

reveals an im agination that works alm ost exclusively on the horizontal plane.

John D . P rice , ‘L e C hem in du seuil -  une analyse  de la p o e s ie  de V a lery , Jouve , Frenaud, 
B o n n efo y  et Saint-John P erse ’ (unpublished doctoral th esis . U n iv ersity  o f  Sou tham pton . 1 9 7 3 -7 4 ),  
p.lO .

Henri M ich au x , C hem in s ch erch es, C hem in s p e rd u s . T ra n sg re ss io n s  (Paris: G allim ard . 1981). 
‘G lissem en t’, p. 136.

E dm ond Jabes, Le Seuil, L e  S a b le  (Paris: G allim ard , 19 8 7 ), p .23  &  p .25.
Saint-John P erse . E lo g es  s ii iv i  d e  La G lo ire  d e s  ro is, A n a b a se , E xil (Paris: G allim ard , 196 0 ),  

p. 150. R oger  L ittle  em phasises the lim inal aspect o f  Saint-John P er se ’s poetry , stating that the 
threshold is a ligned  with notion s o f  ex ile  ‘de fagon in d is so c ia b le ’. E tu d es su r  S a in t-J o h n  P erse  
(Paris: K lin ck sieck . 1984), p .32.

L ouis A i'agon, L e P a ysa n  d e  P a r is  (Paris: G a llim ard ,1926) p. 14.
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‘A toute im m anence s ’adioint une transcendance’

In general, the critical analysis of vertical im ages can prove m ore challenging than 

that of horizontal images, for a poet's perception of a m etaphysical autre, as 

reflected in the recuning  textual representations of the threshold, is often less 

straightforw ard and consistent. Jean-Pierre Jossua’s study of the lim inal 

im agination in literature is particularly helpful in this regard, as his work displays 

a keen sensitivity to the privileging of both spatial and spiritual thresholds in 

m odem  poetry. His understanding of the threshold im age as being applicable to 

spatial, tem poral and m etaphysical contexts is based on his findings that ‘une 

bonne part de la litterature contem poraine vit de cem er cet indicible, de tendre 

vers I’ailleurs et I’avenir inconnus, tout en les concevant de fa^ons tres diverses et 

avec un rapport au present et au sensible fort d ifferen t.’ '̂’ This diversity is also 

reflected by the fact that a poet’s perception of the threshold is highly subjective 

( ‘certains se trouvent places sur le seuil ou la frontiere par les circonstances; pour 

d ’autres, c ’est en vertu d ’une necessite intim e, essentielle: ils y sont assignes’).̂ "̂  

N evertheless, one of the com m on links that the fragm ented im pressions of 

contem porary poetry display is the im aginative association betw een an ineffable 

autre  and the threshold and Jossua em phasises this link when he states ‘I’inconnu, 

le m ysterieux, appelle tout naturellem ent un langage du seuil et de I’attente, si 

diverses que soient les perspectives de nos auteurs’. I n  the fo llow ing chapters, a 

broad range of imaginative fram ew orks will be seen, as contem porary  poets seek 

to convey 'cet indicible' by m eans of a ‘vocabulaire lim inaire pour suggerer leur 

peipetuelle visee d ’une transcendance jam ais objectivee, point de fuite a la fois 

necessaire et par hypothese inatteignable’.̂ *’

D espite the remarkably scant amount o f  published material concerning the theme o f  the 
threshold, Jean-Pierre Jossua’s highly illuminating thematic criticism o f  the poetic imagination is 
primordial in its sensitive and detailed exploration o f  liminal them es and the notion o f vision in 
primarily nineteenth-century poetry. W hile Jossua is specifically  a religious rather than a literary 
critic. I refer the reader to chapter 4 entitled, ‘Sur le seuil, dans I’attente -  affinites theologiques de 
quelques themes litteraires contem porains’, in P our une h istoire re lig ieu se  d e  V experience  
U neraire (?ax\s\ Beauchesne, 1985), p p .101-181.

Jossua, p. 109.
Jossua, p. 124 .
Jossua, p. 117.
Jossua, p. 101.
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The threshold as a point of passage from  a profane to a sacred space is 

frequently expressed in term s of m ovem ent from  the horizontal to the vertical 

plane and denotes w hat Bachelard calls ‘la psychologie ascensionnelle  

U ndoubtedly stem m ing from  the traditional sym bolism  of heaven as being up 

above, m any religious poets have conveyed a sense that ‘toute valorisation est 

ve iticalisation’^̂  in their poem s. This can be seen, for exam ple, in V erlaine’s 

perception of spirituality as involving m ovem ent upw ards towards ‘I’oubli d ’ici- 

b as’^̂  and in C laudel’s vision of an absolute fusion of the visible (horizontal) and 

the invisible (vertical) in a ‘m onde m aintenant total [...] entier des choses visibles 

et m visib les’.'̂ '’ In this study, the portrayal of the threshold  as a point o f entry to 

the sacred w orld is exem plified in the poetry of the late Jean-C laude Renard, 

where there is an insistence on the vertical axis through the repeated use of 

spiritual teiTns and religious vocabulary. In this sense, R enard ’s poetry epitom ises 

B achelard’s conception o f the im agination, where there is an em phasis on the 

transcendental, the infinite and the pure ( ‘dans le regne de I’im agination, a toute 

im m anence s ’adjoint une transcendance. [...] Dans le regne de I’im agination, 

I’infini est la region oCi I’im agination s ’affirm e com m e im agination pure, ou elle 

est libre et seule’.)*̂ '

M ircea E liade's illum inating study of representations of the profane and the 

sacred highlights the im portance of the role of the threshold:

For a believer, the church shares in a different space from  the street in 
which it stands. The door that opens on the in terior of the church actually 
signifies a solution of continuity. The threshold that separates the two 
spaces also indicates the distance between tw o m odes of being, the profane 
and the religious. The threshold is the lim it, the boundary, the frontier that 
distinguishes and opposes two worlds -  and at the sam e tim e the 
paradoxical place where those worlds com m unicate, where passage from 
the profane to the sacred world becom es possible.

Bachelard. L ’A ir  et les songes,  p. 17.
Bachelai'd. L ’A ir  et les songes,  p .18.
Paul Verlaine. CEtivres poetiq iies  completes  (Paris: Gallimard, 1962), ‘X X I’ from ‘S agesse’,

p .260.
Paul Claudel, Cinq G randes Odes siiivies d'lin Processionnal p o u r  saluer le s iecle  nouveau, Lm  

Cantate d trois voix  (Paris: Gallimard, 1966), ‘L ’Esprit et I’eau’, pp.42-43 .
Bachelard, L'Air et songes, p. 12.
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E liade’s focus on the am biguity of the threshold as both a point of access and a 

boundary is highly pertinent to any exploration of lim inal representations in 

tw entieth-century poetry. In the poetry of Jouve, for exam ple, the uncertain nature 

of the threshold is stressed, as he portrays it as som ething that both unites and 

divides physical and spiritual existence:

Car m aintenant j ’ai une autre ame 
Faite d ’un autre paysage.

Dans mon desir il y avait 
Une porte que j ’ai franchie,
Un pont noir qui devient a moi,
M ais me tient disjoint de moi.*^'’

The am biguity of the threshold is sim ilarly reflected in works such as B onnefoy’s 

D ans le leurre du s e u i l Jabes' Le Seuil, Le Sable  and in du B ouchet’s depiction 

of:

...seuil -
a j ’extrem ite dehors -  com m e rapporte, lorsque j ’entre, au linteau... 

... sur moi trouvant, oCi je  me separe, et avance, appui
65-  et moi ...

L ikew ise for Renard, as the chapter exploring his poetry will dem onstrate his 

deeply-held religious convictions and adherence to the Catholic faith aligned with 

the p oe t’s use of liminal im ages reveals a deeply am biguous attitude tow ards a 

spiritual autre.

Mircea Eliade. The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature o f  Religion, trans. by Willard R, Trask 
(Florida: Harcourt, Brace & Jovanovich, 1987), p.25.

Pierre Jean Jouve, Presences (Paris: Cres, 1912), ‘Le Nouveau Paysage’, p.36.
Yves Bonnefoy, Poenies, Du mouvement et de I ’immobilite de Douve, Hier regnant desert, 

Pierrre ecrit. Dans le leurre du seuil (Paris: Gallimard, 1982), ‘Dans le leurre du seuil’, p.257. 
Andre du Bouchet, L ’Incoherence (Paris: Hachette, 1979).
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‘Une fam iliere etrangete’

Traditionally, a poet’s sensitivity to tlie vertical axis would have been expressed 

through articulations of transcendence in poem s of an overtly religious nature. 

O ver the course of recent decades, however, the decline and dism issal of much 

traditional religion has meant that even the small m inority of contem porary 

religious poets that do hold to the tenets of orthodox religion frequently struggle 

to reconcile their belief system W'ith the world around them.*^^ There no longer 

exists a com m on set of fixed religious to unite society and thus:

The m an whom  we can with justice  call ‘m o d em ’ is solitary. He is so of 
necessity and at all times, for every step tow ards a fuller consciousness of 
the present rem oves him further from  his original ‘participation m ystique’ 
with the m ass of men -  from subm ersion in a com m on unconsciousness. 
[...] Indeed, he is completely m odem  only when he has com e to the very 
edge o f the w'orld, leaving behind him all that has been discarded and 
outgrow'n, and acknowledging that he stands before a void out o f w'hich all 
things m ay grow'.^^

Standing before a void, the contem porary poet finds h im self in what Jaccottet 

refers to as ‘Paysages avec figures absentes’,*̂  ̂ where the previous signposts of 

orthodox religion are no longer there to guide him. H ow ever, it is precisely when 

the poet finds him self at 'the very edge of the w orld ’ that aw areness of a 

m etaphysical alterity may become m anifest in the texts as the contem porary 

poetic im agination explores and expresses the void. Thus, while the term s with 

which the poet describes a transcendental autre  have becom e less conventionally 

religious and hom ogeneous over the past century, aw areness o f a m etaphysical 

other is resolutely present in contem porary poetry. N icolas Castin stresses this 

aspect of the twentieth-century poetic im agination when he writes that 'une vaste 

part de la poesie de notre siecle entre dans le m onde par I’em erveillem ent, et

Collot remarks that ‘la quete du divin dans la poesie m oderne s ’assortit de modaiites qui 
I'appartient au recueillem ent heideggerien de I’Etre. Depuis le detournement des dieux, le divin 
n’a plus de nom ni de v isage’, in La Poesie m oderne el la structure d ’horizon, p.42.

C. G. Jung, P o e tiy  Criticism  and Practice: D evelopm ents S ince the Sym bolists: A C asebook, ed. 
by A. E. D yson (London: Macmillan, 1986), p .21.

This is the title o f  one o f  Jaccottet’s publications (Paris: Gallimard, 1976).
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fonde sa constitution sur I’heureux constat d’une presence, d ’un «etre-la» 

sensible, anterieur a toute predication.'^^

Portrayal of a transcendental autre is no longer exclusively linked to 

traditional religious beliefs, but rather ‘I’alterite poetique pouirait etre definie 

comme une familiere etrangete; c ’est la realite quotidienne qui, tout en restant 

elle-m em e, se revele autre qu’on ne croyait’7° This is reflected in M ichaux’s 

‘Grand Inexplique’ '̂ or Bonnefoy’s ‘I’improbable [...] qui aggrave au lieu de 

resoudre, qui designe I’obscur’/^ Similarly, Frenaud, despite the continual use of 

religious references in his poem s, is forced to conclude that II n pas  de paradis. 

The possibility of access to this 'autre qu’on ne croyait' is often conveyed in the 

texts through various representations o f the threshold, for ‘I’inconnu, le 

mysterieux, appelle tout naturellement un langage du seuil et de I’attente, si 

diverses que soient les perspectives de nos auteurs’. From ‘La bordure chez 

Baudelaire’ to ‘La teixasse des princes de Rimbaud’,̂ "̂ contemporary poetry 

consistently portrays a vastly broad range of perceptions of alterity through 

representations of ‘le seuil encore differe’.̂  ̂ Indeed, as we will see in the 

following studies of Oster and Jaccottet, while neither poet chooses to express 

their verticalite  with the strident religious conviction of Claudel or Verlaine, they

Nicolas Castin, Sens et sensible en poesie nioderne et contem poraine  (Paris: Presses 
Universitaires de France, 1998), p. 19. This link between imaginative representations of the 
threshold and the metaphysical can be traced throughout a range of modern poets’ work and it is 
one that has received increasing (while still minimal) critical attention by some contemporary 
critics. M ary-Ann Caws makes the point that ‘the threshold in all its form s is the central 
architectural figure and the thought o f  the poetry o f Rene Char [...] In a universe where extremes 
correspond, and dimensions cross over into one another, the image is capital’, in The Presence o f  
Rene Char ([Princeton]: Princeton University Press, 1976). Similarly, R ichard’s study on Char 
highlights the fact that ‘tout I’effort poetique consiste en effet a dem ontrer ici que I’impossible est 
en realite possible [...] a condition d ’en interroger I’enigme par les voies de I’im agination’, 
Richard, Onze Etudes sur la poesie inoderne, p .86. Elsewhere, Claude D ebon’s critical work on 
Lorand C aspar’s poems states that ‘s ’il est un m otif obsedant de la poesie m oderne, c ’est bien 
celui du seuil et de I’absence, des trouees de la parole, de tout ce qu ’elle tait, de son irreparable 
veuvage’, ‘«Tu es pierre...»’, in Sud: Espaces de Lorand C aspar, ed. Roger L ittle (1983), 208-21
(p.221).
™ Michel Collot, ‘L ’Autre dans le m em e’. in Poesie et alterite, pp.25-32 (p.26).

Michaux. Chemins cherches, Chemins perdus. Transgressions, ‘G lissem ent’, p. 142,
Yves Bonnefoy, L ’Improbable et autres essais suivi de Un reve fa it  a M antoue  (Paris: M ercure 

de France. 1980), p .9.
Jossua. p. 117.
Michel Deguy, Gisants (Gallimard: Paris, 1985), ‘B ord’, p .67.
Frenaud, Lm  Sorciere de Rome, D epuis toujours dejd, ‘Depuis toujours deja’, p. 187.
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do convey their individual spirituality through a range o f vertical lim inal images,

where ‘chaque mot est un chem in de transcendance’.̂ ^

In this study, we will also see that alterity is not restricted to physical

locations or spiritual encounters. Indeed, as Lacanian theory dem onstrates, an

aw areness of other is fundam ental to the negotiation of identity, where the subject

seeks confirm ation o f itself in the response of the O ther^^ In H eideggerian term s,

the threshold  image can be an articulation o f ‘the belonging  together o f man and

being’ for it represents ‘the unabridged entry into that belonging which alone can

grant a tow ard-each-other of man and Being, and thus a constellation of the

tw o’ Representations of the threshold in poetry can provide the vehicle for this

‘tow ard-each-other’, whereby the poet m ay articulate this experience o f a fuller

self-realisation through interaction with I ’autre. Bereft of the powerful structuring

force o f traditional religion, frequently the contem porary poet uses his texts as a

m eans o f understanding and intei-preting the world, in a process whereby ‘le poete

se sert de la poesie com m e in teiprete’7^ Thus, for the contem porary poet, the

poetry itse lf can provide a m edium  through which the poet may deconstruct and

reconstruct his perception of reality. In the words of C aspar, poetry functions as

the ‘langage inaugural, langage des langages, puissance de liaison et de

disjonction, de construction et de d isso lu tion’. This function is particularly

relevant to the poetry of Bosquet, which draw s the reader's attention to the often

com plex relationship betw een the poet, the nan'ative subject and the reader. As

this study will explore, in Bosquet's poem s le je  projects h im self im aginatively
81into a m yriad of personae.

Jean-Paul Sartre, Q u ’est-ce que la lirteraiiire? (Paris: Gallimard, 1948), p .58.
The Lacanian definition o f  the Other being the locus from which the questions o f  the subject’s 

existence may be presented to him. For a detailed study o f  his theory o f  the discourse o f  the Other 
in psychoanalysis. I refer the reader to Jacques L acan’s Ecrits.

Martin H eidegger, Iden t in  and  Difference, trans. by Joan Stambaugh (N ew  York: Harper and 
Row, 1969), p .33.
™ Edmond Jabes, Le Seuil, Le Sable.  ‘Spectacle’, p. 176.

Lorand Caspar, A pproche de  la paro le  (Paris: Gallimard, 1978), p. 16.
This ability conferred on the poet is referred to by Charles Baudelaire when he describes the 

way in which 'il peut a sa guise etre lui-meme et autrui. Comme ces ames errantes qui cherchent un 
corps, il entre, quand il veut, dans le personnage de chacun’, CEuvres completes ,  2 vols (Paris: 
Gallimard, 19 7 5 ),! , ‘Les F ou les’, p.291.
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‘Le poem e est des choses prochaines/Q u’il faut aller chercher’

This thesis explores som e of the individual in teipretations and representations of 

le lim inaire  in contem porary French poetry and investigates the rhetoric o f liminal 

negotiations as it is revealed in recum ng m otifs in the texts. The principal aim  of 

this study is not sim ply a survey of m odem  French poetry but rather it is to 

classify, analyse and com m ent on the use of the threshold im age in contem porary 

poetry. In doing so, 1 hope to establish the im portance o f the threshold as a them e 

and motif*^ in contem porary poetry and to reach a greater understanding of the 

poetic im agination of five contrasting contem porary poets. Follow ing the Jungian 

understanding of the im agination and the Bachelardian tradition o f critical 

analysis, this study uses the them e of the threshold as a m eans o f access, or 

threshold, into the im agination of contem porary French poets. It seeks to establish 

that the polysem ous representations of the threshold provide the basis for a useful 

critical model and that a them atic study of this kind is both a valid and helpful 

way of characterising the texts and of approaching contem porary French poetry.

The coipus chosen for this study is restricted to contem porary French poetry
83or, more precisely, poetry from  the latter half of the tw entieth-century. The poets 

were selected specifically both to highlight the broad span o f poetic voices in 

contem porary French poetry and to illustrate the extent of the application of a 

them atic study such as this. M y work exam ines a selection of poets from  the same 

generation whose writings display the w idest variety across the m odem  range. It 

focuses on five poets (Jacques Reda, Jean-C laude R enard, Philippe Jaccottet, 

P ieire  O ster and Alain Bosquet) all of whom  have produced a considerable corpus 

over the past fifty years and thus provide m aterial that is sufficient in quantity for 

a study of this depth. W hile all five poets have been w idely acknow ledged for 

their contribution to contem porary poetry, rem arkably little in-depth analysis has 

been earned  out on these particular poets' works as com pared to som e of the

Where the m otif is a ’thematic unit which occurs in various works', B oris Tom ashevsky, 
Thematics', in Litera iy  Theoiy: an anthology, ed. by Julie Rivkin & M ichael Ryan (Oxford: 
B lackw ell press, 1999), pp.24-27  (p.25).

The reader is asked to note that the absence o f  any fem ale poets in this study is primarily due to 
the lack o f  extensive publications by any fem ale poet from the literary generation studied here. For 
a com prehensive anthology o f modern French poetry by wom en, I refer the reader to Elies: A
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major lim inal' poets of the same period, such as Bonnefoy, Char and Jabes.*"^ This
85study is an attem pt to coiTect this im balance in som e small m easure.

This thesis seeks to act as a coming together of some of the widely diverse 

French poetry written in the past sixty years and, in this sense, to act as a nexus of 

various poetic strands that all join at the threshold. Certainly it is true that French 

poetry over the past half-century has not been exempt from the scepticism and 

fragmentation that have dominated late-twentieth-century Western culture as a 

whole. However, while poetry is no longer seen as a repository of Truth, 

nonetheless, as the following study reveals, it does seem to be regarded by the 

poets themselves as serving an important role, and even the medium for a truth. In 

a culture where literary scepticism prevails, one can detect what might be tenned 

a wilful naivete in contemporary poetry, where poets on the whole still describe 

poetry in teiTns of a vehicle of artistic expression and of an exploration of the 

world and the self, as Deguy suggests when he states that 'le poeme est des choses 

prochaines/Qu’i! faut aller chercher'.^*" In this study, both the poetry and the poets'

Bilingual Anthology o f  M odern French Poetry by W omen, ed. by M artin Sorrell (Exeter; 
University o f  Exeter Press, 1995).

W hilst there is very little detailed research on the five poets, their contribution to contemporary 
poetry is reflected in the many anthologies and studies in which they appear. In particular, I refer 
the reader to the following texts, each of which makes reference to at least one o f the five poets: 
Simon W atson Taylor & Edward Lucie-Smith, French P oetiy  Today (London: Rapp & Whiting, 
1971)
Gabriel Belloc & Claude Debon-Tournadre, Les Chemins de la poesie frangaise au XXe siecle 
(Paris: Delagrave, 1978)
Michael Bishop, The Contem poraiy P oetiy o f  France (Am sterdam: Rodopi, 1985)
La Poesie an toun ian t des annees 80: actes du colloque de Londres, decem bre 1986, ed. by 
Philippe Delaveau (Paris: Jose Corti, 1988)
M arie-Claire Bancquart, Poesie de la langue frangaise 1945-1960  (Paris: Presses Universitaires 
de France, 1995)
Jean-Claude Pinson, H abiter en poete  (Seyssel: Champ V allon, 1995).
^^The notable exceptions to this general trend are Jean-Pierre Jossua. Roger L ittle and John D. 
Price, all o f whom exhibit a keen interest in representations o f le lim inaire in the poetic 
imagination. W hile the title does not obviously refer to poetry, Jossua’s Pour une histoire 
religieuse de I ’experience litteraire does carry out a detailed exploration of the liminal 
representations that are to be found in Hugo’s poetry, while also giving an overview o f the 
imaginative link between the threshold and religious belief that in contem porary literature. John D. 
P rice’s unpublished thesis also adopts a thematic critical approach as he examines the theme o f the 
threshold in a num ber of modern poets. His investigation o f the poetry o f Valery, Jouve, Frenaud, 
Bonnefoy and Saint-John Perse offers a detailed analysis o f the texts while also arguing the case 
for a moving threshold within the poets' imginative framework. Just as these two critics have 
demonstrated their interest in the threshold in individual studies, Roger L ittle’s recurrent 
fascination with the theme o f the threshold is reflected in the broad sweep o f his literary interests 
In particular, 1 refer the reader to Roger Little’s Etudes sur Saint-John Perse, Rimbaud: 
Illuminations (London: Grant & Cutler, 1983) and Andre Frenaud:entre I'interrogation et le vide 
(Marseille: Sud. 1989).

Michel Deguy, Gisants (Paris: Gallimard, 1999), ‘Aide m em oire’, p. 122.



comments about their work have been taken into consideration and it has been my 

intention to reflect the poets’ individual paradigms in my analysis. As is apparent 

in the following chapters, these poets are not academics and they display 

strikingly little interest in cuirent literary or critical schools of thought. 

Consequently, they prove persistently elusive in terms of critical categorisation 

and, while varying greatly, the work of each of the poets contains difficulties, 

ambiguities and contradictions. To a large extent, therefore, an analysis of liminal 

representations will necessarily be problematic for, as a signifie, the threshold 

represents a dual-faceted reality and encapsulates much of the uncertainty that an 

encounter with Vautre frequently seems to elicit. This thesis will explore the 

multiplicities and ambiguities w’ithin a wide variety of representations of the 

threshold and the ways in which the poets reconcile themselves to this ambiguity, 

often making a virtue of its potential. While undoubtedly other critical approaches 

would prove highly rewarding, the usefulness of the threshold image in thematic 

criticism remains undiminished. The following conclusions are the result of a 

close analysis of the poetry, while also acknowledging and accepting that, like the 

image of the threshold itself, poetry w'ill always contain ambiguities that cannot, 

and perhaps should not, be resolved with ease. Moreover, this study 

acknowledges that the possibilities of a literary work are never exhausted and 

that, as Jung states, ‘for all its apparent obviousness it does not explain itself and 

is always ambiguous. [...] It presents an image in much the same way as nature 

allows a plant to grow, and it is up to us to draw conclusions’.

The individual style and artistic expression of these poets who are broadly 

contemporaneous with each other varies greatly, ranging from the down-to-earth 

urbanity of Reda to the ethereal otherworldliness of Oster. Nevertheless, despite 

the diversity of the texts, this study seeks to reveal that an awareness of alterity in 

each of the poet’s work is conveyed through a variety of liminal representations. 

My detailed analysis of the poetry begins in chapter one with the most concrete, 

or horizontal, representation of the threshold, as is found in Reda’s work. Then in 

chapter two, I examine Renard’s portrayal of an exclusively transcendental 

threshold that focuses very much on the vertical plane. In chapters three, four and 

five, I will explore the rather more complex portrayals of liminal representations

Jung. The Spirit in Man, A n  and Liieralttre,  p. 104.



to be found in the poetry of Oster, Jaccottet and Bosquet, where the thresholds 

conveyed exist on both the horizontal and vertical axes. As a starting point, I have 

chosen the poetry of Jacques Reda because, first and forem ost, his work presents 

the threshold in straightforw ard terms as a physical and spatial point of division. 

O f all the poets under analysis in this thesis, Reda portrays le seuil in its most 

concrete form  and therefore his ceuvre provides a clear opening, or threshold, into 

the poetry.
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JACQUES RED A:

THE CONCRETE THRESHOLD

‘Et i ’ai longtemps eiTe’

Moving on to a closer analysis of an individual poet’s work, that of Jacques Reda 

(1929-) is a logical point of departure in this study, for it is here that the threshold 

is expressed in a particularly literal form. Reda’s repeated references to 

joumeying run as a motif throughout the poetry and his liminal mentality is 

strongly linked in with the notion of travel.' His poetry presents evocations of 

Paris that focus on the marvels of the most ordinary settings:

C’est souvent dans la hauteur qu’une merveille se declare. Evidemment des 
ciels, mais aussi parfois de bien curieux couronnements d’immeubles qui 
n’offrent pour le reste qu’une certaine banalite.

( C Cl )

Reda’s work forms a coherent ensemble of lyrical meditations on predominantly 

urban life, directing the reader’s attention away from the more familiar parts of 

the French capital, towards the overlooked districts and suburbs. The poet takes 

his time to explore backstreets, garden lofts, small cafes and other comers of the 

city where ‘I’esperance au bout d ’une rue appauvrie’ (ART 177) may be found. In 

general, Reda’s strolls and Velo-Solex rides through the bustling Parisian streets 

have no specific destination and are modest in scale. Reda displays a desire to 

write poetry that is as accessible as possible, by focusing on everyday scenes and 

frequently employing a regular rhyme scheme (in particular the rhyming couplet).

' Jean-Claude Pinson refers to him as a ‘poete en m ouvem ent et poete du m ouvem ent’, Habiter en 
p oe te  (Seyssel: Champ Vallon. 1995), p. 197.
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It is these petits voyages that afford Reda the opportunity to ‘[se] metamoiphoser 

en un marcheur-descripteur’.

Reda’s use of Parisian urban settings and his emphasis on movement 

through the city follows a strong poetic tradition that dates back to Baudelaire. In 

Le Spleen cle Paris, Baudelaire writes of his desire to create an alliance betweeen 

movement and poetry through ‘une prose poetique, musicale sans rythme et sans 

rime, assez souple et assez heurtee pour s ’adapter aux mouvements lyriques de 

I’ame, aux ondulations de la reverie’."’ Baudelaire found the city to be an intrinsic 

part of poetic inspiration, for ‘c’est suitout la frequentation des villes enormes, 

c ’est du croisement de leurs innombrables rapports que nait cet ideal obsedant’. 

This dynamic created by ‘innombrables rapports’ is one that has been reflected in 

the broad range of writers who have focused on urban themes over the past two 

centuries. Many of Reda’s own promenades follow in the footsteps of two great 

explorers of the Parisian streets, Apollinaire and Fargue. Bestowing themselves 

with the titles Le Flaneur des Deux Rives and Le Pieton de Paris respectively, 

both writers delighted in the beauty and pleasure obtained from everyday 

experiences:

Le passant qui, du quai de Passy remarque la rue Berton, n ’aper^oit qu’une 
voie mal tenue, pleine de cailloux et d ’omieres et que bordent des murs 
ruineux, cloture a gauche d ’un pare admirable.

Ma vie a ete vecue de telle fagon que je  connais tous les cafes de 
Montmartre, tous les tabacs, toutes les brasseries. Quarante ans de voyages 
a pied dans ce pays forme par les frontieres du dix-huitieme et du neuvieme 
aiTondissements.^

Similarly, the focus of Reda’s poems is continually placed on daily life and there 

is a strikingly firm but deliberate insistence on everyday experiences.^ The poet

‘ Jean-Pierre Martin, ‘Territoires du desaccord’, in Lire R eda. ed. by Herve M icolet ([Lyon]: 
Presses Universitaires de Lyon, 1994), p p .105-16 (p .105).
 ̂ Baudelaire, CEuvres com pletes. ‘Le Spleen de Paris’, pp.275-76 .
Guillaume Apollinaire, CEuvres en p rose  com pletes, 111, ‘Souvenir d ’A uteuil’, p .4.

 ̂ Leon-Paul Fargue, Le P ieton de P aris  (Paris: Gallimard, 1939), p .31.
Richard Blin makes the observation that ‘il est bien rare, dans la litterature contem poraine, ce 

type d ’errance orientee dans les pleins et les delies de la realite la plus com m une, dans les 
meandres et les sous-bois de notre plus humble quotidiennete’, ‘La M agie du corps creux ou 1‘ame 
de I’intime exterieur’. in Lire R eda, pp .117-23 (p .120).
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uses the urban environment as the main source of inspiration in his work, always 

alert to new discoveries as he wanders the streets:

Et j ’ai longtemps eire, comme en dormant, [...]
De suiprise morose en fade enchantement,
Mais toujours attire plus loin, mis en aleite 
Par la proximite de quelque decouverte 
Philosophale

{LU  15)

Reda’s fascination with his sun'oundings is fed by ‘la proximite de quelque 

decouverte’, where every street holds the promise of new' possibilities he explores 

the urban spaced The poems reverberate with a strong impulse to travel and many 

of the titles he has chosen for his poems and prose convey this vagabond spirit 

{Les Ruines de Paris, Hors les murs, Celle qui vient a pas legers. 

Recommendations aux promeneurs, La Liberte des rues). In the midst of an urban 

sprawl, Reda often limits himself to nearby locations and yet even these parochial 

trips still can-y strong connotations of the adventure of travel. By exploring the 

immediately accessible reality of his daily suiroundings, Reda is still excited by 

the prospect of new discoveries:

Du cote de Montmartre, j ’anive tout a coup sur une place d ’oCi se decouvre, 
mais a I ’interieur de la ville, une campagne sans bom e et doree par le soleil 
du soir. En roulant, j ’ai parfois I’impression de prendre, dans la parenthese, 
une tanoente sur laquelle elle ne se fermera plus.

{RP 136)

Even this brief depiction of a square in the heart of the city employs a number of 

terms that suggests a poetic imagination that recognises boundaries and borders 

( ‘une campagne sans borne’, 'a I ’inlerieur de la ville’, ’une tangente sur laquelle 

elle ne se fermera plus'). It also indicates that Reda situates his poems in his 

locality precisely because he sees it as a place of great adventure and, in this way, 

'Je fondrai dans un pur lointain sans quitter mon quartier (CC 30).

’ This aspect o f Reda's poetry calls to mind M ichel Collot's description o f  the modern poet, where 
‘a mesure qu’il “realise” ses projets, d ’autres possibles se profilent [ . . . ]  a chaque horizon 
decouvert, s ’ouvrent de nouveaux horizons a explorer.’, La P oesie  m oderne et la structure  
d ’horizon  (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France. 1989), p .69.
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Over the course of Reda’s career, the poet’s fascination with travel has been 

an integral component in his writing and, throughout the texts, one can detect a 

keen awareness of space, borders and thresholds. This is expressed in the 

representations of doorways, windows, walls and paths that pervade his writing, 

which connote the fact that the poet is alert to potential thresholds at almost every 

stage of any of the journeys that he undertakes. A thematic analysis of liminal 

representations is therefore particularly germane when studying the writings of 

this p o k e  vagabond. In this chapter, I will examine the theme of the threshold as 

expressed in Reda’s portrayal of what he describes as 7e monde illimite" (RP 74), 

using the poem s’ various representations of the threshold as a guide. To facilitate 

this study, the chapter is organised into four sections, beginning with the 

threshold as represented in the door image and then moving on to the poet’s 

portrayal of physical, temporal and metaphysical thresholds as conveyed in the 

images of the window, the wall and the journey.

The Door

‘J ’avais franchi la porte et cela s’etait laisse surprendre’

The literal definition of a threshold as a ‘piece of timber or stone which lies below
o

the bottom of a door, and has to be crossed in entering a house’ classifies it, first 

and foremost, as a physical entity that delineates the point between I’interieur and 

Vexterieur. Consequently, the threshold image invariably implies a notion of 

passage, transition and movement and there is an intrinsic link between a journey 

(however modest in scale) and le liminaire. With each journey, the poet finds 

himself ‘au seuil de I’inconnu’ (CC 48) whereby he must take the initial step over 

the physical threshold that mediates between Vinterieur and I ’exterieur. This 

notion of passage is frequently conveyed in Reda’s poetry in the image of the 

door.

As the writer of these ‘chroniques vagabondes’, Reda remarks on the 

doorways in many of the places depicted in his poems and, while these references
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are often brief, nevertheless they are a key component in many of the scenes 

described. Throughout, Reda places a deliberate emphasis on the physical aspect 

of doorways, often by highlighting the sound they make as they are opened or 

closed ( ‘grince la porte d ’une armoire’, PLR  26, ‘les portes claquant/On remonta, 

redescendit I’escalier en spirale’, RC  13, ‘le grincement des poites’, RC  21). The 

symbolic resonance of the door seems to be very much part of Reda's imaginative 

framework, as is portrayed in ‘LTtineraire’, for example, in which Reda recalls 

the significance that the door held for him even as a child of eight years old:

J ’avais franchi la porte et cela s ’etait laisse surprendre. Je ne I’oubliai p lu s .'
II me semblait qu’a tout moment I’etrange allait se reproduire.

i C V 3 \ )

The door is depicted as a threshold to new possibilities (Tetrange allait se 

reproduire') but elsewhere it prompts other emotional responses in the poet as can 

be seen, for example, in the poet's description of the act of closing a door:

C ’est simplement I’heure de partir comme si Ton allait a la Poste
en claquant deiTiere soi la poite et sans meme emporter les cles.

{RC 23)

The movement here is directed outwards ( ‘partir’) and the crossing of the 

threshold marks a new departure rather than a return to familiar suiTOundings. 

This poem, entitled ‘Demenagement’, powerfully evokes the scene of a family 

who is moving house. The internal echo of the door closing ( ‘porte7 ‘emporter’) 

emphasises the void that has been left by the family, a void that is compounded by 

the dramatic sound of the door being shut for the last time ( ‘claquant’). This 

definitive gesture of the door closing signifies the creation of both a literal and 

metaphorical baixier, for as the threshold of the house is now permanently closed 

off, so too is that era of the family's life. As the above example illustrates, the 

door can serve as both a mediator and a bam er, rendering it a problematic image 

throughout the texts.

* The Oxford English D ictionnaiy,  ed. by J.A. Sim pson and E.S.C. W einer, 2nd edn, 20 vols 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), X V II. p. 1008.
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The door is the physical point that can mark the beginning or end of a 

journey and, in Reda’s poems, doors lead both out to the world and into private 

spaces:

En un d in  d ’oeil entre les murs, par la poite qui s’ouvre,
Le ciel rouge tres sombre sous les branches qui veillaient

Et qu’a la porte de I’eglise en juin
La presence eclatante et sombre cherchant I’acces du cceur violent 

comme une torche
(R 45 )

In the above examples, the door's dual-directional focus means it can be a 

threshold to both the exterior world (’Le ciel rouge') and to the interior of 'I’eglise 

en juin'. Not only is the poet’s conception of a physical autre depicted in terms of 

a dual movement but equally, the door image highlights the fact that Reda sees 

alterity in highly ambivalent teiTns. In the above examples, therefore, the poet 

associates the door with a certain amount of trepidation, as revealed by the fact 

that it is a threshold to locations associated with the adjective ‘som bre’. Thus, 

while Reda's poetry is primarily focused on the physical world, the door is not 

conveyed in purely spatial terms, for it also suggests the metaphysical boundaries, 

containing within it ‘une double existence passive, aux limites de I’inconnu et de 

I’aventure!’  ̂ Throughout literature, the door has been used as to represent the 

possibility of access to another realm. We think, for example, of Hugo’s 

description of 'la porte [qui] est inflexible' from beyond which 'on entend le 

trousseau des clefs mysterieuses/Sonner confusement'*^ or of Ande G ide’s La 

P one etroite, in which the door is an ambiguous symbol that leads to both 

salvation and damnation:

 ̂Aragon, Le Paysan de Paris, p.25.
Victor Hugo, Les Contemplations  (Paris; Hetzel, 1973), T leurs dans la nuit’, p. 139.

M any o f the references to H ugo’s poetry in this chapter have been prompted by Jean-Pierre 
Jossua’s insightful reflections in ‘Essai sur la poetique theologique de H ugo’, in P our une liistoire  
religieiise de I ’experience litteraire.
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Entrez par la porte etroite, car large [est la porte] et spacieux le chemin 
qui menent a la perdition, il y  en a beaucoup qui entrent p a r  la.
M ais etroite est la porte et resserre le chemin qui m enent a la vie, et il y en 
a pen qui le trouvent}^

Sim ilarly, from R eda’s earliest poem s onwards, the im age o f the door is linked 

not only with physical points of passage, but with enlightenm ent and revelation:

Approche,
je  m ’appuie a la porte qui trem ble et brule 

De tout le soir oblique en ses vitres [...]
Pose enfin ton pied nu au bord du gouffre oii tu eclaires 
Les racines des racines de I’ebranlem ent.

(A 30)

H ere the liminal image of the door is form idable ('la porte qui trem ble et brflle'),

while also being associated with the threshold to a realm  that is both unknown

and revelatory ('gouffre ou tu eclaires/Les racines des racines de I’ebranlement'). 

In this way, the door appears to provoke is a dual m ovem ent o f attraction and 

repulsion on the part o f the poet, em phasising the predom inantly  destabihsing 

capacity o f this particular threshold.

‘Par la porte ouverte au coeur etouffant de septem bre’

In the Am en  collection (published in 1968), Reda includes a series of poems 

entitled Porte d 'autom ne, that is particularly pertinent to a them atic study of the 

door image. The door conveys a physical m anifestation o f the season, where the 

sound of the wind in the trees echoes the sound m ade by a door’s hinges:

Porte d ’autom ne, lente, ecluse entre les peupliers; [...]
Souffle du haut vantail sur les gonds criants des forets ;
Espace enfin, dem an'age de tout I’espace a travers un espace vrai

(A 62)

"  M atth ieu  7. 13-14.
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The autumn wind not only produces sounds but it also cairies odours that evoke 

the season. As a threshold that mediates between the interior and exterior space, 

the open door grants access to this 'cceur etouffant de septembre':

Et, par la poite ouveite au ccEur etouffant de septembre,
Voici le vent couleur d ’averse du matin qui rentre
Avec son odeur de tem er, de bois mouille, de gelee blanche,
Et sa statue d ’autrefois dressee comme une promesse.

(A 61)

In the Porte d ’automne sequence, the titles suggest that a melancholy atmosphere 

is associated with the autumn in Reda's imagination ( ‘Dernier dimanche de I’ete’, 

‘Distance de I’automne’, ‘Pluie en octobre’). Whereas the door image can 

represent access to an enticing adventure ( ‘Et qui brille a present comme une 

porte ouverte’, HM  31), here it is a point of passage opening out to a rather bleak 

scene, where ‘le ciel/Tres pale se reserve et ne touche plus I’herbe ni les eaux/Qui 

se retoum ent vers la profondeur oblique’ (A 64).

In these poems, the liminal function of the door is expressed not only in 

physical but in temporal terms, as the door signifies the passage of time from one 

season to another. Autumn is a season of dramatic change in the natural world, 

when abundant signs of life and growth are replaced by ones of sleep or death. 

Therefore, autumn represents the crossing of a threshold between the long, bright 

days of summer and the dark winter months when, in the words of Baudelaire, 

‘nous plongeons dans les froides tenebres;/Adieu, vive clarte de nos etes trop 

courts!’'^ Reda situates the Porte d ’automne sequence in autumn ( ‘Je suis ici a 

murmurer la poesie d ’octobre!’, A  62), focusing on the transition it marks from 

summer to w'inter. The link that Reda establishes between the changing seasons 

and the passage of time echoes Apollinaire’s perception of autumn, which the 

latter refers to as ‘mon automne etemel 6 ma saison m entale’.’"’ In ‘Automne 

malade’, Apollinaire makes an explicit connection between the falling leaves and 

life’s inevitable demise:

B audela ire . Les F leurs du M ai. ‘C hant d ’au tom ne’, p .87.
G uillaum e A po llinaire , CEuvres poetiques  (Paris: G allim ard , 1959), ‘L ’A utom ne et I’e ch o ’, 

p.588.



Les fruits tombant sans qu’on les cueille 
Le vent et la foret qui pleurent 
Toutes leurs laiTnes en automne feuille a feuille 

Les feuilles 
Q u’on foule 
Un train 
Qui roule 
La vie 
S ’ecoule*'*

Similarly for Reda, autumn acts as the door to winter and subsequently to death 

and it is therefore a threshold that marks the relentless passage of time. The final 

poem in Reda’s Poite d ’auTomne series is aptly entitled ‘Am en’, for it marks the 

poet’s own acceptance of the uncertainty within death:

Nul seigneur je ne nomme, et nulle claite je ne vois dans la nuit.
[...]
Le degre le plus bas, la separation intolerable 
D ’avec ce que je saisirai, teixe ou main, dans I’abandon sans 

exemple de ce passage —
Et ce total renversement du ciel qu ’on n ’imagine pas.

(A 69)

The poet resolutely refuses to comfort him self with the notion of religious 

experiences that he has not undergone himself ('Nul seigneur je ne nomme, et 

nulle claite je  ne vois dans la nuit'). Nevertheless, his sense of 'la separation 

intolerable' and 'ce total renversement du ciel qu’on n ’imagine pas' indicates a 

belief in the absolute othemess of that which lies beyond the grave. This is also 

seen elsewhere in the Porte d'automne sequence for, despite the absence of 

religious belief, Reda does not see the approach of death (as represented by the 

autumn) as an absolute end;

Guillaume Apollinaire, Alcools  (London: The Athlone Press, 1975), ‘Automne m alade’, p. 113.
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Je tends les bras dans ce retour de m illiers d ’ailes

Vers ce qui fut promis par la cloche aigue du college sous le 
brouillard,

Vers les anges depossedes qui guiderent m es pas parm i les bogues 
de I’allee,

Et la gloire d ’octobre a genoux dans les feuilles m oites.
(A 61)

Reda's attraction to the possibilities of an afterlife are qualified by a degree of 

uncertainty ('Vers ce qui fut promis [ ...]  sous le brouillard,/V ers les anges 

depossedes'). N onetheless, the association betw een the dead leaves and triumph 

rather than defeat ('la gloire d ’octobre a genoux dans les feuilles m ortes') suggests 

that, in this instance, R eda does see death as the door to life.

T a r  quelle porte encore entrouverte?’

In the texts, the poet oscillates between fearing and w elcom ing the opportunities 

he perceives in the threshold and there is often a sense o f tension associated with 

the unknown that lies beyond the door. In ‘D ans la m aison’, the poet's depiction 

of Vinconnu  highlights its destabilizing capacity:

De quoi pouvons-nous avoir peur ici, puisque c ’est la m aison? 
Dehors nous entendons le ciel com m e le souffle d ’une bete 
Chercher cet autre ciel en nous qui s’& arte  sans fond.
L ’inconnu marche, on voit ses pas m arques dans les touffes 

d ’etoiles, [...]
Quand notre m isere interroge, une detresse lui repond 
Ainsi, com m e a la porte basse oCi heurte la priere.

(A 66)

In this poem, R eda is protected physically from  the unknow n by seeking 

shelter inside from  ‘la saison seule et dure’. Significantly, the door is m entioned 

only in a figurative capacity, and the poet denies any real and im m ediate point of 

passage between the in terior and exterior. In this way, the threat o f the unknown 

is kept at a distance from  ‘nous qui som m es toujours au centre, avec/Nos bras 

poses sur le cercle de I’horizon’. By creating this protective centre, the poet can 

rem ain ‘dans la demeure/OiJ tout nous est donne’ and thus avoid any need to cross 

the threshold. W ithin the safe confines of a house, R eda feels protected from the
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elements outside. On a metaphysical level, the door functions as mediator 

between the coiporeal and spiritual plane. Significantly, Reda resists the 

traditional notion of the spiritual realm existing above the physical one. Instead he 

depicts prayer as moving on a horizontal plane ( ‘a la porte basse oij heurte la 

priere’) and challenges the assumption that the heavens exist above. Repetition of 

the phrase ‘en nous’ emphasises the fact that Reda relocates ‘le ciel’ and ‘cet 

autre ciel [...] qui s’ecarte sans fond’ within man, rather than without. 

Nevertheless, there is still a sense that access to the spiritual world is problematic. 

While Reda is aware of the possibility of crossing some type of threshold in order 

to experience the spiritual world, it is clear that this is not an easy transition to 

make. Indeed, it would seem that the threshold in this instance is almost 

impassable, as conveyed by the sense of violent desperation in the verb ‘heurter’. 

The contrasts set up in these lines focus on reciprocal relationships that are 

simultaneously united and divided by a threshold (whether that threshold be a 

geographical ( ‘ic i’/ ‘dehors’) or relational one ( ‘inteiToge’/ ‘repond’).

Many of the references to doors in Reda’s poems draw particular attention 

to their liminal function by stipulating whether the door in a particular scene is 

open or closed. The half-open door is portrayed in terms of its function as a 

unifying and separating force between two realms and is linked with the concept 

of a spiritual au-dela that is both enticing and intangible:

Je prends ces visions du petit jour (pour fausses 
Q u’elles semblent, apres un court moment d ’espoir)
Comme le seul acces a des metamoiphoses 
Qui pennettraient enfin de comprendre, de voir

Ce que la nuit, le jour, meme, nous dissimulent,
Et le temps qui les fait toum er obstinement 
Comme une porte: le signal du crepuscule 
Qui brille sans bouger dans I’entrebaillement.

{RC 146-47)

The poet's belief in any fonn of spiritual revelation is qualified by the adjectives 

employed, where 'ces visions' may be 'fausses', and the 'moment d'espoir' is 'court'. 

Equally, Reda emphasises the ephemeral nature of this experience through the 

reference to 'le signal du crepuscule/Qui brille sans bouger dans 

I’entrebaillement'.
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If the image of the 'poite entrebaillee' is charged with ambiguity then that of 

the ‘porte battante’, one of the most frequent representations of the door since 

Reda’s eariiest collections, is particularly problematic.'^ Here, the door is neither 

fully open nor closed, and is in a pei-petual state of indeterminacy. Thus its full 

ambiguity is made evident (for it is acting neither as a form of protection nor as a 

point of passage). This is reflected in the fact that Reda expresses feelings of 

confusion or trepidation when confronted with the ‘porte battante’ ( ‘on entend 

battre des portes,/De teirains envahis d’un confus attirail’, HM  35). For the poet, 

the indeterminate liminal function of the ‘la porte battante’ is especially 

unsettling, as it fulfils neither the role of a passageway nor a of form of 

protection. ‘La porte battante’ moves backwards and fowards, granting only brief 

glimpses of I ’au-dela:

II m ’aurait englouti. Par exemple je  me souviens d ’une porte: elle battait au 
fond d’un couloir et j ’ai vu beaucoup d ’autres portes, mais c ’etait done 
celle-la.

(ART  153)

As the door oscillates between its function as mediator and barrier, it reveals its 

fundamentally unstable nature and compounds the poet’s own conflicting 

emotions ( ‘au fond des petites maisons les portes battent et claquent, un frisson de 

crainte et d ’esperance court jusqu’a I’horizon par les jardins’, PLM  10).

The ‘porte battante’ is used frequently by Reda to convey not only a 

physical threshold between two spatial contexts, but also a metaphysical seuil. 

The profound uncertainty that the poet associates with the image of the door is 

brought to light in a poem entitled ‘La Porte’, in the Amen  collection;

Et pourtant c’est ainsi: Ton voit, par la porte battante,
Une lumiere qui s’approche, hesite puis s’eteint.

(A 15)

There is a very direct link between this poem and the other poems in this 

collection, as the opening words ( ‘Et pourtant c ’est ainsi’) echo the sentiments of 

the title’s collection (the Hebrew word ‘amen’ meaning ‘ainsi soit-il’). This

M aulpoix makes reference to the fact that ‘I’une des im ages les plus insistantes d'Anien,  [est]
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immediately sets the overall tone of the texts, communicating an acceptance of 

the status quo and a certain resignation, where any glimmer of hope has been 

extinguished ( ‘une lumiere [...] s ’eteint’). In this way, the collection begins with 

its own conclusion and so prompts a redefinition of the reader’s perceptions as it 

challenges the notion of logical progression. Reda therefore destabilises the 

reader’s expectations by opening the collection with these apparently concluding 

remarks ( ‘Amen’, ‘c ’est ainsi’). Here, Reda constructs poetry that functions like 

the ‘porte battante’, as opposing forces are held together by the same ambiguity 

that divides them (where, in this instance, the beginning of the work is marked by 

an end). The poem ’s regular line length (fourteen syllables throughout) contrasts 

with its iiTegular rhyme scheme, serving to emphasise the feelings of doubt and 

uncertainty experienced by the poet. Reda employs both short sentences and 

enjambement as a means of disrupting the traditional line rhythm, the general 

flow of the poem and, consequently, the reading of the text. Just as Reda is unsure 

as to ‘ce qu’on ne peut pas dire ni comprendre’, so this is represented textually 

where the regular line length contrasts with the vers litre  and iiregular 

punctuation;

Souvent I’attente se prolonge. Et seul, a qui sourire 
En silence? Personne. Et qui nous repondrait de loin 
Si Ton criait? Personne encore. Un jou r on croit rever,
Un autre jour mourir —  et vraiment c ’est un songe, et c ’est 
Aussi la mort.

(A 15)

Reda stresses the communal nature of this experience by using the first person 

plural ( ‘Et qui nous repondrait de loin/Si Ton criait?’), while the feeling of 

insecurity that ‘La Porte’ instils in the poet is miirored in the text by the fact that 

the lines of poetry have been disrupted by the punctuation. The ‘porte battante’ 

calls to mind both the potential of imaginative possibilities and the end of that 

potential in death ( ‘et vraiment c ’est un songe, et c ’est/Aussi la m ort’). Both the 

dream and death are presented as intermittent realities and are therefore partially 

true, but Reda is haunted by the lack of consistency brought about by the 

swinging door. This is emphasised by the numerous references to time made

celle d'une porte entrebaillee sur I’horizon qui n’autorise que d ’improbables echappees’, p .16.
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throughout the twelve lines of the poem. Reda sets up a chain of events that are 

all linked temporally ( ‘puis’, ‘souvent’, ‘un jour [...| un autre jo u r’, ‘paifois’, 

‘enfin’). The swinging door denies the onlooker a sufficient view of the other 

side, for one is only ever granted fleeting glimpses of Vau-dela. As a result, the 

images themselves remain resolutely insubstantial and intangible. This condition 

is compounded by the solitude he feels, for there is no-one else to act as witness 

or inteipreter. An acute sense of loneliness pervades the text ( ‘Et seul’, ‘En 

silence?’, ‘Personne [...] Personne encore’). The repeated questioning and use of 

the subjective ‘croire’ all exacerbate this sense of loneliness and insecurity. In this 

instance, the threshold fills Reda with fear as he begins to suspect that ‘le sens de 

la vie’ is a joyless discovery ( ‘timides’, ‘soucieux’). In the final lines of the poem, 

the source of Reda’s anguish (namely the door) stops swinging. It is interesting to 

note that the poet does not specify whether the door finally closes shut or whether 

it opens fully, but simply that ‘incidemment, la porte cesse/de battre’. As soon as 

the door ceases to be in this ambiguous state, the anonymous on assumes a new 

active role in the scene ( ‘et Ton dresse en criant plus fort dans le noir’). 

Moreover, the confusion that has gone before is alleviated for a new clarity is 

brought to bear on the situation (‘Ou bien la clarte s ’etablit’). Finally, one is 

granted a fleeting glimpse of I ’autmi in the form of an indefinable, momentary, 

yet undeniable epiphany:

[...] et Ton distingue enfin,
Pour un instant, ce qu’on ne peut pas dire ni comprendre.

‘De rau tre  cote de la porte’

In general terms, the sense of peipetual movement in Reda’s poems imbue the 

texts with a sense of restlessness that betokens a sustained disinterest in dwelling 

on metaphysical questions:
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Et m im e  en paix, d ’ailleurs, puis-je, indefiniment,

M e garder en ce poin t presque m etaphysique  
Oil, com m e sous I ’ejfet pu issant d ’une musique,
M ’elever d travers un vague firm am ent?

Non. Tot ou tard i lfa u t s ’eveiller de ce reve 
Et reprendre un chemin qui mene quelque part.

{RP 188)

The tem ptation that R eda feels to stay 'en ce po in t p resque  metaphysique'’ \s firmly 

resisted through his resolute pragm atism , as em phasised by the definitive 'Non.' al 

the beginning of the stanza. Instead, the poet senses an inevitability about 

returning to rea lity ’ (V/ fa u t  s ’eveiller de ce reve') and continuing his travels, 

despite the fact that his destination seem s vague V reprendre un chem in qui mene 

quelcjue pa rt') . This privileging of the physical over the spiritual can be seen 

throughout the texts, even when the door image is linked to a spiritual autre and 

portrayed as a threshold to revelation:

Peut-etre aussi, au fond du jeu solitaire des portes, une m essagere distante et 
fidele qui ne cesserait plus de venir et qui, dans I’intervalle heureux dont 
nous avions la garde, accordait la parole.

(CV 33-34)

Here, the poet's belief that 'la parole' may com e is fleeting, and any hope in 

spiritual enlightenm ent is tem pered with uncertainty:

Pourtant je  me trom pais. Celle qui vient a pas legers, inexplicablem ent 
peut se retirer de I’espace habitable oij nous nous tenons dans la faveur de 
son souffle.

In another poem, situating him self on the ‘Seuil du desordre’, R eda uses the 

image of the half-open door to convey the destabilising pow er o f this particular 

threshold, as he w onders if  he is ‘plein/D e la presence oij je  ne fus que porte 

battant sur le no ir?’ (A 14). The poet is torm ented by the chaos that suiTOunds him 

and by the potential threatening presence that the door m ay conceal;
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Par la se sont glisses les yeux d ’une nuit degoutante

Et qui n ’etait pas moi mais poussait toujours cette porte.
(A 14)

Reda is aware of his own am biguous liminal state, as he feels h im self ‘battant sur 

le no ir’ and the helplessness he feels is em phasised by the negative qualifier ‘ne 

[...] que’. The sw inging door is portrayed as having no control over itself but as 

being utterly controlled by extem al forces on either side that push or pull it. In 

this instance, the threshold im age is associated with helpless confusion and 

disorder, as it serves as a point o f passage through which threatening forces may 

gain access. The sinister aspect of the darkness ( ‘une nuit degoutante’) is 

com pounded by its persistence in trying to gain access by the door ( ‘mais poussait 

toujours cette po rte’).

The door’s capacity to be open, closed or sw inging betw een these two states 

indicates a variety o f perceived functions o f the threshold in R eda’s poems, 

rendering it a particularly rich image. In a them atic study o f representations of the 

threshold, it is im portant to note that the door is not always conveyed in terms of 

a point o f passage, for som etim es the doors are closed or closing in the texts. In 

one particularly striking exam ple, the slam m ing door is em ployed to express 

division and isolation, where the liminal potential o f the door has been curtailed:

Oui, beaucoup de desordre dans la tete et dans ce coeur [...]
T rop d ’amour ressem ble au sursaut d ’une po ite  qui claque,
Et toujours de I’autre cote de la porte je  paiie

(7 2 8 )

Here, the door im age is used to highlight the separation that the poet experiences, 

where the door has been fiiTnly shut and is acting m ore as a b a n ie r  than as a point 

of passage. The lim inal function of the door has been subverted  and physical 

access to the other side is denied, prom pting a sense of exclusion as the poet 

resigns him self to his isolation ( ‘toujours de I’autre cote de la porte  je  parle’).
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The Window

‘E t chaque fenetre est un oeil de ciel indifferent’

As a natural progression from  the threshold of the door, the w indow is another 

significant m arker in R eda’s lim inal landscape, bringing with it its own 

possibilities and restrictions. A lthough not norm ally a physical point of passage, 

the w indow  acts as an im portant visual threshold and provides the poet with a 

source of creative inspiration.'*’ The specific visual aspect o f the w'indow is one 

that is highlighted throughout R eda’s work and there is a close associative link 

established between the window and its function as a visual threshold to another 

spatial context. W hen situated in front o f this particular threshold, the p oe t’s role 

is predom inantly one of a bystander and observer. In this respect, the window 

inspires the same reaction from Reda as it did from  Hugo, who stood ‘a la fenetre, 

pendant la nu it’ and observed that ‘la creation vit, croit et se m ultip lie ,/L ’homme 

n ’est q u ’un tem oin.’'^ Frequently in the texts, the door im age is linked with an 

em otionally charged response from  Reda, where the door's portrayal either as a 

point of passage or as a bairier is indissociable from  the poet's perception of the 

unknown that lies beyond. In contrast, the window grants Reda visual access to 

the other side and so encourages a less introverted approach to I ’au-dela.

R eda displays an insatiable curiosity about life in the everyday scenes that 

he portrays, of which landscapes, street scenes, and people are all a part. The 

frequency with which the w indow  im age recurs in the texts indicates its 

im portance and close im aginative link is established between the poem s’ subject 

m atter and the perform ative role o f the w indow as a visual threshold  to I ’ailleurs. 

For exam ple, a num ber of poem s are based on im ages or scenes observed by Reda 

as he is sitting inside, by a w indow (w hether that be by a w indow  on a train, in his

For one such exam ple, I refer the reader to a selection o f  poem s entitled ‘C oin fenetre’ in La 
Course.

H ugo, Les C ontem plations, ‘A la fenetre pendant la nuit’, p. 171.
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study or in a hospital).'* Positioned inside, Reda nonetiieless m ay still see beyond  

his cuiTent spatial context by means o f the window :

De la fenetre ouverte juste au milieu d ’un erable,
A travers le feuillage on peut encore distinguer 
Quelques arbres

{PLR 15)

Ma fenetre ouvre au nord: jardins de mousse et de ciment;
Des arbres japonais y dessinent avec talent 
Jusqu’a midi contre I’hiver dore.

{HM 24)

As the above examples demonstrate, the window has a strong outward directional 

force, for it draws the poet’s attention beyond I ’ici ( ‘De la fenetre [...] juste au 

milieu’, ‘A travers’, ‘Ma fenetre ouvre au nord’). In this sense, while the window 

is not a threshold that permits physical displacement, Reda does portray it in 

terms of a point where two worlds converge:

Et le d e l brille et bat comme au vent comme une vitre ouverte 
Par ou sans bougerje m ’enfuis vers I ’espace, vers toi

(CC 29)

Here, the window image allows the poet to experience movement without 

displacement {'sans bouger') and is associated with freedom rather than 

restriction ( ‘;'e  m ’enfuis vers I ’espace'). Elsewhere in the texts, the poet’s 

restricted physical access to I ’au-dela would seem to be counterbalanced by the 

fact that the wmdow appears to move towards the world outside ( ‘Et la fenetre 

penche au travers la nuit’, R 29). Throughout the poems, the window is very much 

portrayed as serving a threshold function, for it allows Reda to occupy I ’ici while 

also granting access to I ’ailleurs:

Par les fenetres sans volets des dortoirs, il m ’aniva de retrouver a I’aube un 
ciel devenu tout entier semblable aux sanctuaires.

(Cy33)

Indeed, Reda’s comment that Pierre Reverdy's poems ‘sont exactement, vitre apres vitre, des 
coups de poing dans la fenetre qui nous coupe de la realite’ would seem equally applicable to his 
own poetry. "A I’envers’ {SV 106).
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The window not only grants visual access to the poet w ho is inside (P a r  les 

fenetres [ ...]  il m ’am va de retrouver a I’aube un/ciel') but it also allows I'ailleurs 

to penetrate the interior space:

M es fenetres donnent a present sur des jardins aux essences diverses [...] 
Vers six heures, le soir, un soleil discret penetre dans la cuisine.

(C C  12)

As a threshold view'ed from  within, the w indow allow s R eda to rem ain in 

one space and yet interact with the outside world. W hen placed beside a window, 

the poet is poised on a threshold, as he occupies one space and yet directs his 

attention tow ards the other side:

L ’erable qui frem it devant notre fenetre
Est com m e une autre cham bre oii nous ne penetrons
Q u ’au m om ent de dorm ir [...]
Alors nous devenons peu a peu ce feuillage

{RC  138)

This function o f the window as a threshold is rem iniscent o f Balzac's Sarrasine, 

the opening paragraphs o f which describe the narrator seated by a window:

Assis dans I’em brasure d ’une fenetre, et cache sous les plis onduleux d ’une 
rideau de m oire, je  pouvais contem pler a mon aise le jard in  de I’hotel o£i je  
passais la soiree. [...] Ainsi, a ma droite, la som bre et silencieuse image de 
la m ort; a m a gauche, les decentes bacchanales de la vie.'^

As the nairator gazes through the window, he can see the snow -covered trees and 

the dark em ptiness of the world outside. M eanw hile the ball continues inside and 

the naiTator is aware of the women who, bedecked in all their finery, continue to 

dance. On one side of the window, therefore, is coldness and death, while on the 

other side there is life and warmth. Seated beside the w indow , the nairator 

rem ains on the threshold betw een these two worlds ( ‘M oi, sur la frontiere de ces 

deux tableaux si disparates’). It is the particular features o f the window as a 

threshold that perm it this state of indetem iinacy. For Reda, a poet who is 

preoccupied with ‘les charm es d ’ailleurs’ {RP 11), the w indow  allow s him  to
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participate in both this interior and ex terior space. Yet, as we have seen in the 

door im age, this dual participation that is so central Reda'a perception of the 

threshold can also contain an inherent tension, as the poet seeks to reconcile I ’id  

and 1 ’ailleurs.

‘Des portes v itrees’

In ‘La V ie de la fam ille’, R eda’s description o f a dom estic scene draws the 

reader’s attention to the role of the w indow  as a transparent barrier and highlights 

the em otions and tensions within fam ily life. The father busies h im self with his 

work in the study, while his children observe him from  the other side o f a pane of 

glass. They can see their father and thus are visually invited into his presence. 

How ever, the glass also acts as a banner, denying physical access to  the children. 

In the scene that Reda depicts, the contexts o f the father and children differ 

greatly and are connected only by a glass door. This visual connection is a 

significant one, for it renders the fam ilial division all the m ore acute and the 

visual quality of the w indow -threshold is em phasised throughout the poem. The 

ch ildren’s excitem ent and the father’s im m ersion in his own affairs are clearly 

portrayed as being incom patible, although they rem ain inextricably linked by the 

window. W hile the transparent b a m e r rem ains, neither reality can be ignored 

satisfactorily:

Voici: les deux pieces donnaient, par des portes vitrees,
Sur un couloir plus som bre

{RC  19)

D espite the fact that the father is aware of his children’s presence, he cannot 

allow them  into his world where ‘la teiTeur/Regnait’. The father is lost in his work 

( ‘perdu dans cette tom ade/Inerte’) and the atm osphere in the study is one of 

‘silence’ and ‘vigilance/A nxieuse’. In contrast, the children arrive hom e from 

their walk ‘voulant entrer, me raconter leurs jeux , vaille que vaille’. U ndoubtedly, 

their excited m ood is an unwelcom e disruptive force in the quiet atm osphere of 

the father’s study. Equally, the children soon tire o f their fa the r’s som bre and

Honore de Balzac, Sarrasine  (Paris: Gallimard, 1995), pp.35-36.
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enclosed w orld. H ow ever, their fascination w ith the study is heightened by the 

w indow -threshold, through which the father appears enticingly close, and yet 

rem ains at one distance removed:

[...] je  vis les deux enfants, retour de prom enade.
Poser sur la vitre la plus basse un nez tout rond,
V oulant entrer

A closed w ooden door would establish a definitive point o f passage between the 

two w'orlds and exclude the children utterly. In contrast, the w indow sustains a 

certain am biguity, for it displays the very w orld into which the children are not 

allowed to enter. The transparent barrier therefore encourages the children to be 

transfixed by their father’s activity and by the space from  which they are 

banished:

E t je  ies ai laisses dehors (allons, papa travaille),
E t pleurer, partir.

Thus, a m inim al form  o f com m unication is sustained through this glass threshold 

and it is significant to note that the window affords a view to both parties. The 

children are upset at being excluded from  their fa ther’s w orld and are taunted by 

his continued visual presence. Likew-ise, the father is a w itness to his children’s 

distress. Inevitably, the children tire of the situation, accept that they cannot enter 

into their fa ther’s study and go to play elsewhere. In contrast, the father remains 

enclosed in his study, as 'des portes vitrees' serve to isolate him  in his ‘fureur 

m uette’. A gain, it is the transparent quality of the door that exacerbates the 

situation. The father resolutely refuses to give in to his ch ild ren ’s w ishes, despite 

the fact that he can see the upset he is causing them . In a very real sense, the 

window hinders him  from  ‘turning a blind eye’ to the situation, and so his own 

sense of guilt is com pounded (he compares h im self to ‘un egoi'ste qui se fout/De 

tou t’). Ironically, one o f the consequences of this scene is that the father, having 

banished his children from  the study door, is left experiencing feelings of 

abandonm ent and o f isolation ( ‘je  sais q u ’ils n ’entreront/P lus jam a is ’). W hile 

initially in control of the situation, the father has subsequently  becom e a passive
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figure in the poem . Reda conveys this helplessnesss by em phasising the fact that, 

rather than the father looking out at the sky, it is the dispassionate sky that 

observes the father through the window ( ‘le ciel qui me surveillait a travers la 

fenetre’). H aving asserted 'des poites vitrees' as a baixier betw een him self and his 

children, the father becom es aware of his own isolation. In this poem , the hm inal 

awareness o f the protagonists brings about unforetold em otional consequences, 

where physical banners signify familial rifts. The transparency o f this particular 

threshold highlights potential conflicts betw een the tw o w orlds, rendering 

reconciliation betw een the two alm ost im possible.

‘D eniere  des rideaux ’

At times w ithin the texts, there is a significant shift of focus as the poet m oves 

from an in terior space looking outwards to an exterior  space looking in. The 

window is now seen from outside, becom ing the m edium  through which Reda 

may look into private spaces. As part of this shift, there is strong em phasis placed 

on the physical appearance of the w'indow (an aspect of the w indow  that does not 

feature in scenes when the poet’s gaze is directed outwards). T he window is no 

longer portrayed as an utterly transparent threshold, as Reda now  focuses on the 

glass and curtains that fram e and delineate it. For exam ple, the poet describes the 

scene of a deserted house from  the outside as if it were an oiphan. Left w ithout 

anyone to take care of it, the abandoned building has grown dirty and shabby with 

‘les rideaux sa les’ (RC  20). As the poet’s focus is directed inw ards from  the 

exterior space, the em phasis placed on the curtains and fram e o f the window 

highlights the role of the w indow as a baixier, rather than a threshold, to Vau-dela. 

In the poem ‘Hotel des Deux Fonts’, Reda focuses on the appearance o f the 

windows from  w ithout, rather than on the scenes that are o ccu n in g  on the other 

side of the window' panes. The hotel is described as having ‘ses fenetres (dix-huit 

obscures sans rideaux)’, leading the poet to conclude that:

L ’Hotel des Deux Fonts n ’a pourtant qu ’assez peu d ’existence.
C ar il est rempli des som m eils du cceur inhabite.

{HM  29)
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As an onlooker, this em phasis on the exterior conveys a sense of exclusion, 

for the threshold betw een the subject and the w orld on the o ther side of the 

w indow  now appears im passable. In the same way, w indow s with draw n curtains 

or with no curtains suggest exclusion and isolation:

Les gens passent devant les rideaux baisses des boutiques, devant les 
m agasins qui n ’ont pas de volets et paraissent encore plus tristes, encom bres 
iusqu’au fond dans I’ombre oil suffoquent des chaises.

(C V 39)

C onversely, Reda em phasises the lim inal function o f the illum inated window by 

draw ing our attention to its role as a point o f contact between the exterior and 

in terior space:

Le solitaire qui s ’en va, sur le coup de cinq heures,
Par les rues calm es et deja som bres sous un ciel gris,
Aime voir s ’allum er sur la facade des im m eubles 
Et com m e au hasard les fenetres. [...]
II croit pouvoir redevenir lui-m em e, ou s ’eveiller 
Un autre a la lueur secrete oij baigne chaque chambre,
Et s ’y confondre avec tous ceux dont bouge a peine 1’om bre
deiriere des rideaux qu ’agite un souffle de chaleur

(RC  124)

M oreover, the window also seems to act as a threshold  whereby le solitaire  may 

'redevenir lui-m em e [ ...]  Et s’y confondre avec tous ceux dont bouge a peine 

I’om bre/den iere  des rideaux q u ’agite un souffle de chaleur'. H ow ever, the 

w indow as a point of contact is problem atic, for it does not perm it a reciprocal 

relationship betw een the exterior and interior space. W hile the figure studies the 

illum inated w indows, those on the other side o f the glass rem ain anonymous. 

Thus, reciprocal com m unication rem ains a desire rather than a reality ( ‘II croit

pouvoir’). The contrast set up betw een the dark streets outside and the light

com ing from within only serves to highlight the b a m e r that exists betw een the 

tw'o spatial contexts. The glimpses o f ‘la lueur secrete oii baigne chaque 

cham bre’ is m ade all the more tantalising by ‘I’ombre/deiTiere les rideaux’ and 

yet the window, as perceived from w'ithout, continues to deny the onlooker any 

access to the interior space.
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Elsew here in the poem s, the window as a visual point of passage is also 

controlled and restricted  by curtains or blinds. These m ay either reveal or conceal 

life a I ’interieur, and so they can be seen as being an instrum ent of pow er for 

those w ithin w ho m ay open or close them at will. It is perhaps for this reason that 

the outside onlooker often finds the view through a w indow particularly 

intriguing, as ‘ce q u ’on peut voir au soleil est toujours m oins interessant que ce 

qui se passe den ie re  une vitre. Dans ce trou no ir ou lum ineux vit la vie, reve la 

vie, souffre la v ie ’. '  The curtain or volet acts as a protective barrier and is a 

means of contain ing or hiding. The w indow ’s function as a visual threshold can 

thus be subverted, becom ing instead a barrier that conceals ‘un m onde obscur 

deiTiere les rideaux/Q ui bougent’ {HM  55). Yet from  within, the curtain can serve 

as a form of protection, m asking the threatening transparency of the window:

Faire autrem ent je  ne peux pas, non, il faut que je  sorte. [...]
Je I’ai vu qui me souriait deiriere la fenetre.
J ’ai tire les petits rideaux sensibles -  rou^e et blanc.

{R 69)

‘Le reflet des vitres dans les vitres etire a I’in fin i’

Closely linked to the visual aspect of the w indow  is the representation of light in 

R eda’s poem s as references to light are often jux taposed  with those of windows. 

On a purely aesthetic level, Reda is attracted by the visual quality of sunlight 

playing on w indow panes. The window also serves as both a threshold and a 

b an ie r to light, acting as a vehicle for and protection against the rays of the sun. 

The poet often chooses to describe interaction betw een the light and a 

windowpane as seen from  outside. Rather than focusing on the light that comes 

through the glass, Reda describes the window as it reflects the light:

Baudelaire. (Euvres Completes, ‘Les Fenetres’, p .339.
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Et je me souvenais des soirs ou la lumiere
D ’un bond s ’aiTache encore a I’abime et Ton voit
Bruler contre I’angle d ’un mur, au fond d ’une fenetre [...]
Les outils q u ’elle pose avant de disparaitre [...]
Et par I’obscurite devenue eclairante 
Sans faste ni declin dissipant ses rayons.

(7  32)

C ’est par le reflet dans les vitres d ’en face 
Que le soleil illumine le fond 
De cette cour, chaque matin

{PLR61)

As the sunlight rebounds off the windowpane, the darkness is dispelled ( ‘la 

lumiere [...] s ’airache encore I’abime’, ‘le soleil illumine le fond/De cette cour’). 

By highlighting the reflective quality of the glass, Reda focuses on outward 

movement, as the light is denied access to the interior space ( ‘N ’est de nouveau 

que reflet d ’un reflet/Repercute de fenetre en fenetre’, PLR  61-62).

From inside, the window serves as a threshold to the outside world and 

Reda links this with a sense of self-discovery:

Je ne sais plus quel est le sens de cet instant 
Oii, par I’etroite fenetre de I’auberge,
Le ciel pale eclairait en moi cette certitude:
Voici le vrai visage de ma vie.

{A 40)

There is a parallel drawn between the view of the sky through the window and the

view that the poet is granted of 'le vrai visage de ma vie' (emphasised by the

repetition of 'c' in the third line of the stanza and of 'v' in final line). There is a

sense that Reda’s revelation is made accessible through the window and thus the
21text hints at the familiar association between light and enlightenment. In the 

same way that the window acts as a point of passage for light and dispels the

Durand argues that ‘il est normal que I'osil, organe de la vue, soit associe  a I’objet de la vision, 
c ’est-a-dire a la lumiere. [...] Quoi qu’il en soit, ceil ou regard sont toujours lies a la transcendance, 
c'est ce que constate la m ythologie universelle aussi bien que la psychanalyse.’ Therefore there 
exists an ’arsenal cedipien pour associer I’ceil et la vision au schem e de I’elevation et aux ideaux 
de la transcendance’, in Les structures anthropologiques de I’iinaginaire,  p .170.
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darkness inside, so it may also be associated im aginatively with a possib le point
22o f access to a metaphysical revelation.

Conceptually, there are strong imaginative links in the texts between the 

wdndow and the min'or, for both are portrayed as having the ability to reflect back 

an image of the self. Paradoxically, the miiTor conveys both reality and a 

distortion of that reality, offering an exact reflection where every detail is a 

I ’envers:

Malgre I’effroi de se rencontrer face a face,
L’homme inventa son double inverse des miroirs.
Et dans la profondeur impenetrable et fausse,
II se connait a demi serf, a demi roi 
De lui-meme, reflet de sa propre figure

{PLR 17)

While acknowledging m an’s impulse to search for ‘son double inverse’, Reda 

regards self-reflection as deceptive ( ‘la profondeur impenetrable et fausse’) and 

something to be feared ( ‘I’effroi’). Offering only ‘I’espace illusoire d ’un salut’ (R 

38), Reda’s miirors are often portrayed as being false representations of reality:

-  il me reste que mon portrait

Dans la fictive profondeur d ’une vitre que zebre 
Et hache la lueur convulsive ou la dure algebre 
Des gares, d ’un triage.

(C 136)

The w indow  becom es a miiTor as it reflects a portrait o f  the subject and yet this 

reflection is qualified by the fact that it is in its 'fictive profondeur'. This sense of  

deception that the miiTor instils in the poet can be found elsew here in the texts, 

where the im age in the miiTor is nothing other than a co ld  reflection:

Un seul baiser dans un miroir, ciel de ce travesti 
Oij mes levres n ’auront touche que ma glagante image.

(7?C31)

Jean-Louis Ezine comments on this aspect o f  Reda's poem s, remarking that 'quelquefois, au coin  
de nulle part, dans un faubourg oublie des horloges, c ’est le seul reflet du flaneur dans la vitrine 
qui absorbe tout entiere la mortelle et insaissable morsure du present', ‘Jacques des villes et 
Jacques des cham ps’, Le N oiivel O bsen'ateur, 12-18 mars 1998, p p .l 14-115.
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However, this is not always the case, for the min'or is also depicted as 

offering much more than a straightforward reflection:

[...] la glace s ’envoie a une jeune femme I’image breve de sa nudite 
et tire obliquement de la penombre I’image d ’un ancetre

{PLR 26)

In the above example, the miiTor projects an image back to the subject that it 

much more than a 'glagante image', for it appears to also be a temporal threshold. 

Thus, the miiTor is seen as having the power not only to reflect the present reality 

(Timage breve de sa nudite') but to summon up the past. This pow'er is 

highlighted by the fact that, spatially, the mirror reflects both that which stands 

exposed in front of it and that which is obscured ('obliquement de la penombre'). 

This link between reflection and a temporal threshold is reiterated elsewhere, 

when Reda writes that ‘le reflet des vitres dans les vitres etire a I’infini’ {PLM 

38). Here, the repetition of the short [i] 'miiTors' the reflection in the windows, 

where the reflective property of the glass assumes an atemporal quality. 

Significantly, in both these examples, Reda undermines the potentially limiting 

capacity of the mirror. That is to say that in these rare instances when the mirror 

image is used in the poems, while it may not offer visual access to Vailleurs, it 

does act as a temporal threshold.

As compared to the window, the references to mirrors in Reda’s work are 

considerably less frequent and generally the focus is placed on the window as it 

reflects light (rather than on the miiTor that reflects an image). It would seem 

reasonable to suggest that the poet is attracted to the reflective quality of the 

window, rather than the min'or, because the fonner can both reflect and project 

light a Vexterieur. As a poet who focuses most of his attention on the world 

around him rather than on introspection, it is the w indow ’s more obvious liminal 

capacity that draws him. Moreover, the lack of min'or images in the texts may 

also be attributable to the fact that the parallels between physical and 

metaphysical reflection are perhaps all too apparent to a poet who openly rejects
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what he perceives to be narcissistic introspection ( ‘Que ce soit I’Exterieur enfin 

qui parle’, C V 1 6 ).‘"

The Wall

‘Les m urs blancs d ’une forteresse’

In R eda’s earlier collections, there is a preponderance of door and w indow images 

that frequently are im aginatively linked with the notion o f passage from  one space 

to another, suggesting the poet's desire to cross over any perceived thresholds. 

How ever, Reda's journeys are repeatedly hindered in the poem s by the boundaries 

and borders that he perceives in his suiToundings. This m arks one of the recuning 

dialectics in R eda’s w ork arises, w'hen the point of passage is blocked, whether 

that be represented by a locked door, a shuttered w indow or by a wall ( ‘Sur le 

seuil obscur je  m ’a ire te ’, CC  15). In particular, the wall (that first appears forcibly 

in Hors les murs and that has been sustained throughout the texts) obstructs 

pom ts of access (both in physical and visual term s) and, in contrast to the door 

and the window, its purpose is antithetical to the threshold. R eda’s representation 

of le m ur  denotes an inherent tension in the poet's lim inal fram ew ork, where the 

threshold is underm ined by forces that obstruct. T im e and again, the boundaries 

that Reda perceives in the world around him  com e in the physical guise of the 

wall:

Alors, dim inuant toujours le long du m ur morose
Oui d isjoint du chemin d e fe r  la rue C astagnm y

(C C  30)

PieiTe M abille's study o f  the miiTor as a literary im age explores this link betw een physical and 
metaphysical reflection, where M abille comments that ‘devant le miroir, nous sommes amenes a 
nous interroger sur la nature exacte de la realite, sur les liens qui unissent les representations 
mentales aux objets qui les provoquent [...]. P lacee devant Texperience du miroir, la pensee 
s ’engage dans une suite interminable d ’interrogations inquietes. Entre les objets de leur reflet, le 
jeu des echanges dialectiques ne cesse plus’. Le M iro ir  du n ien ’eiUeiix (Paris: Editions de minuit, 
1962), pp.24 & 29.
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In this example, the wall is attributed with a sullen appearance ( ‘m orose’) and it is 

associated with destructive energy (‘disjoint’), highlighting the fact that the wall 

not only blocks any potential threshold, but it utterly separates two routes. Thus, 

the wall's primary function of enclosing and excluding seems to destabilize Reda's 

depiction of doors and windows, where an awareness of banners is privileged over 

the crossing of thresholds.

In contrast to the door and window, the physical structure of the wall 

forbids almost any contact between I ’ici and I ’au-dela, for, ‘le mur est massif, de 

pieire pleine, dur, fini [...] Le mur accomplit son role, il borde, il bouche, il 

separe, il derobe, il obstrue’).̂ "* Reda’s poetry reflects his pnm ary preoccupation 

with ‘le monde horizontal’ {RC 70), a focus that is necessarily challenged by the 

structure of the wall, as it rises up vertically from the horizontal axis. The 

physical banier that the wall creates stops the poet in his tracks and obliges him 

to look upwards, and therefore it forces the poet's gaze from a horizontal to a 

vertical view. In contrast to the door, which is portrayed in terms of a potential 

passageway, the wall is conveyed as a non-negotiable banner that clearly divides 

two spatial contexts:

Quand tout-a-coup se dressent 
Les murs blancs d ’une forteresse 

Dans un bleu saharien.
{BS 21)

Here, the impenetrable nature of the wall is epitomised by the image of the 

fortress, the walls of which seem forbidding and threatening (as conveyed by ‘se 

dresser’ and ‘murs blancs’). The wall is built with the express purpose of 

blocking physical and visual access, frustrating the poet’s desire to move beyond 

his present physical context. In the main, the wall is portrayed as a powerful 

force:

J ’eteignais et j ’apercevais en bas les arbres noirs 
Se ranger comme des fourgons pleins de nuit prisonniere 
Le long des murs mechants qui rapetissent.

(RC  18)

Michel Deguy, P oem es II  (Paris: Gallimard, 1981), p.42.
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Walls dominate the landscape, delineating a border alongside which the trees are 

lined. The adjectives employed create a sense of sinister enclosure ( ‘noirs’, 

‘prisonniere’, ‘mechants’), highlighted by the fact that these ‘murs mechants’ 

dwarf all that suiTounds them. Far from being a threshold, the wall becomes a 

malevolent force, closing in on the poet’s world.

This imaginative Imk also plays a part in human relationships, where the 

wall foiTns the backdrop to sinister machinations:

Done le temps est venu de les rassembler, tous les autres,
Tous ceux que j ’ai perdus dans les coins obscurs de ma vie
Ou qui d ’eux-memes detachent leur ombre de mon ombre 
Attendant la butes sans comprendre ce qu ’ils attendent 
Contre un mur au fond d ’une chambre o l i  nul ne les saura.

(ART 200)

Here Reda depicts a scene in which individual identity and freedom have been 

denied. Having collected these people from ‘les coins obscurs’, the narrator then 

brings them ‘au fond d ’une chambre’, an anonymous place in which they are

unknown and kept unaware of what is happening. It is in this setting that the

naiTator hatches his plan:

II faut pourtant les retrouver I’un apres 1’autre
Et les convaincre avec des mots precipites presque inaudibles
De me suivre: en bas au toumant je  leur dirai pourquoi

(ART 200)

The wall plays a significant part in the scene, for it serves as the physical banier 

that prevents escape. The reader’s attention is drawn to this featui'e of the wall by 

the emphasis placed on the vertical lines created by the characters. In the scene 

imagined by the nan'ator, the anonymous ‘tous les autres’ are gathered up one by 

one and lined against a wall. Once in this position, they are robbed of any 

individuality, for now they are refeired to only in relation to their position in the 

row against the wall ( ‘le plus proche’, ‘le plus lointain’). The subject imagmes 

himself walking along the line of people who have been forced into this immobile 

state. The impenetrable nature of the wall means that they have no means of 

escape and are rendered utterly vulnerable. In contrast, the nairator displays his
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unrestricted freedom of movement (and, symbolically, his power). While the 

unwitting victims of this plan are emprisoned against the wall, they are also kept 

in ignorance and therefore are mentally walled in by the nairator.

Elsewhere, the notion of entrapment is juxtaposed with the wall image, 

suggesting an association in the poet’s imagination with confusion and isolation:

[...] vous iriez a votre tour la nuit sans moi, perdue 
entre les murs et les couloirs quand tout I’obscur remue 
et remonte pour respirer timide a la surface

(^61)

Even when the wall is not linked with darkness, figuratively it is still a structure 

that obscures, as Reda depicts it in teiTns of being a secretive force:

Entre les quatre murs aussi blancs que des ravisseurs 
Qui n ’esperent plus, qui s’endorment,
Comme I’unique enfant de I’eireur et de I’amertume

La separation est restee, elle oublie, elle joue 
Avec une epingle, avec rien contre le plancher nu.

{ T \ l )

For Reda, the walls are seen as being as anonymous as ‘des ravisseurs’ for they 

forbid any form of personal identity ( ‘I’idee meme de mur bientot s ’efface’). As a 

bairier, the wail is synonymous with separation and it divides space definitively 

( ‘elle oublie’, ‘une masse de brouillard’). By extension, the wall is associated 

with feelings of uncertainty and failure ( ‘pourquoi/ce long cheminement par 

I’obscurite des matrices,/si c ’etait pour finir, au mur, sanglotant comme un con’, 

AR T  135). Consequently, everything that lies beyond the wall assumes an air of 

mystery:

Et dem ere un mur rose un pare oublieux s’abandonne
{PLR 16)

Rue Santos-Dumont ce mur pale et pacificateur 
Comme I’oubli

{HM 24)
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In the above two exam ples, the wall com es not only to signify a spatial banier, 

but a tem poral one. The im age o f the wall is jux taposed  with the idea of m em ory 

loss ('un pare oublieux', 'Com m e I’oubli'), whereby the wall represents an absolute 

separation of present and future. This association with I ’oubli suggests that the 

wall is a structure beyond which the present is forgotten and thus it is one that the 

poet associates with freedom  (s'abandonne') and haiTnony ('pacificateur').

‘Ces murs qui nous ont si longtem ps contenus’

In the texts, there is a continual tension betw een the poet's desire to m ove Hors  

les murs  and his aw areness of walls at every turn. This would suggest that R eda’s 

seem ingly carefree vagabondage  is more problem atic than it w ould first seem , for 

his pathw ay is often blocked by the im penetrable structure o f the wall. The wall 

denies any possible passageway to I ’au-dela  and, as such, it is used frequently by 

R eda to express denial, confusion and fear. N onetheless, it is im portant to note 

that the wall is not always em ployed in negative term s in the poetry. 

Paradoxically, although it is a banner, its im penetrability and strength can also 

provide a source o f security. This aspect of the wall is one that D eguy rem arks on 

when he com m ents that ‘pourtant, est-ce a lui de le faire, il protege, il soutene 

I’insecte a 100%, il se lam ente, il adosse la decision, il est com pte ju sq u ’a I’os, il 

transperce les eaux’.*" Sim ilarly, for Reda there is a certain attraction to the 

com forting stability that the wall-im age offers and he states that ‘J ’aim ais 

I’absolu contre un m ur’ (T  25). The walls o f a house, for exam ple, function as a 

protective ban ier, taking on the marks of the lives of those who lived within:

[...] voir le vide a travers ces m urs qui nous ont si longtem ps 
contenus,

avec les traces pales des souvenirs, I’em preinte des habitudes.
(RC 22)

In this instance, the ‘vide’ of the walls is created when the inhabitants vacate the 

prem ises. The walls are portrayed in terms of strength and security ( ‘ces m urs qui

D eguy, Poemes II, p.42.
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nous ont si longtem ps contenus’), and they bear the m arks of the inhabitants. 

Thus the w all’s function of enclosing and containing is not always a negative one:

Dans I’evidence et I’indicible etait cette sim plicite:
L ’angle du toit d ’alum inium , le m ur blanc perpendiculaire 
A rh o riz o n  de granges basses, de boqueteaux rouilles,
Etroit segm ent de paix dans une profondeur active et lum ineuse

(A 43)

The wall can offer protection from the w orld beyond, creating an ‘etroit segment 

de paix ’, while enclosing the poet in a safe space:

[...] Je vais avec ma solitude
Entre des m urs s’ouvrant paifois sur un gazon

{RC 149)

‘Les parois de ve ire ’

As a threshold, the door is a physical point o f passage and thus is principally 

linked with the language of m ovement. The window' grants visual access to 

another space and so is linked with the notion of light and sight. W alls, however, 

prohibit both physical and visual access:

Et les m urs, ses doigts bleus d ’aveugle cherchant la difference 
Avec douceur, disant: com m e je  t ’aim e, com m e je  t ’aime,
Ecoute, est-il pour nous d ’autre distance que I’am our [...] ?

(Rm

If, in Lacanian term s, i ’im age speculaire sem ble etre le seuil du m onde v isib le’, 

then the wall is the antithesis of ‘I’im age speculaire’ fo r it is a bairier to that 

world, blocking the poet’s visual point o f passage to I ’ailleurs. In the above 

exam ple, abstractions have assum ed the threatening pow er o f im m ediacy through 

the use of concrete m odifiers. The walls are personified, becom ing an image of 

blindness itself for they block visual access ( ’les m urs, ses doigts bleus 

d ’aveugle'). The references to speaking and listening ('disant', 'Ecoute') em phasise

Jacques Lacan, E d i ts  I (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1966), p.92.
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the fact that sound offers one of the only means of sensing that which lies on the 

other side of the wall. Accordingly, Reda often privileges the sense of hearing 

when employing the wall image. By foregrounding the sounds that come from the 

other side of the wall, Reda chooses to focus on possible communication with 

I’ailleurs and, in this way, it is as of he is attempting to undermine the wall’s 

function as a bam er. It is a strong indicator of Reda’s liminal mentality that he 

refuses to accept the absolute impenetrability of the wall, but instead uses any 

means possible to find a point of access. By using the sense of sound as a 

springboard, the poet is able to project himself beyond the wall and therefore even 

the apparently impenetrable nature of the wall is converted into a threshold image 

in the poet's imagination:

J ’ecoutais le trop-plein de bleu bruler dans les orties 
Et le souffle animal d’une locomotive 
Veiller sur la solitude des dieux.
Alors en haut d ’un arbre ou dans I’ombre d ’un mur,
Je fus le moyeu, les rayons et le bord de la roue 
Accelerant.

{RC 15)

The texts draw an unlikely link between the wall image and communication 

with that which lies beyond, as Reda refuses to accept that all forms of access to 

Vau-dela have been denied. However, despite this insistence on the liminal 

capacity of the wall image, the texts do suggest that the wall may even distort the 

sound that comes from the other side:

Le crissement leger des pas qui ne resonnent plus 
Contre les murs

(/?C88)

Et les voix de I’autre cote reviennent, restent prises 
Dans I’epaisseur des murs appuyes a I’ete

{T51)

The wall continues to conceal and muffle ('des pas qui ne resonnent plus', 'les 

voix de I’autre cote [...] restent prises'), a fact from which the poet cannot escape 

(‘A peine les murs s’ils endiguent I’affreuse monotonie/Mais peu de cris les
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traversent, peu de sanglots’, T  64). Yet the privileging of the sense of sound still 

perm its the poet to see the wall in term s o f a threshold, how ever problem atic it 

m ay be.

In the same way, Reda's im aginative proclivity  for thresholds rather than 

baiTiers is revealed in the texts in the clear distinction that is drawn between le 

m ur  and la paroi. In general, Reda describes le m ur  in terms of its solid structure, 

highlighting its im penetrabihty. In the poem s, the portrayal o f ‘les m urs som bres’ 

{RC  143) contrasts with that of les parois, where the latter appears to be a much 

less threatening presence. W hile le m ur  is a baixier, the function o f la paro i as a 

partition or inner wall suggests borders rather than barriers:

Nous devalerons sans fin le long des parois vaporeuses, 
sous le poids de ce que nous aurons abandonne.

(RC  23)

La paro i m arks out and divides space and, unlike le mur, it is an im age that does 

suggest the possibility o f access to the other side;

Et pas I’om bre d ’une vapeur sur les parois de veire 
Qui renferm ent I’espace et q u ’on voit sans an'et frem ir

( RC6 8 )

There is no shadow cast on la paroi and it is a structure asssociated with 

transparency ( ‘de veiTe’). The wall is no longer a dom inant force, but one that is 

fragile ('vaporeuses', ‘frem ir’). The distinction that Reda m akes between borders 

and baiTiers is of particular significance in relation to this exploration o f the 

threshold. Le m ur  is expressed in terms o f being a threatening force because it is a 

ban ie r that im pedes the poet and obscures his view'. In contrast, la paroi is a less 

substantial w'all that may be negotiated, and is expressed m ore in terms o f a 

delineating border.

‘De ce cote des m urs’

For the travelling poet, the wall represents a threatening force, im peding physical 

(and, by im plication, creative) exploration. How ever, despite the obvious
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27limitations it imposes, this does not render it devoid  of liminal potential. Rather,
28while it is true that ‘le m ur est la, d ’abord, opaque, m eluctable, innom m e’, 

Reda's description o f his introduction to poetry depicts the wall im age in positive 

teiTns, as a signifier of new possibilities:

Ce q u ’il faut prudem m ent appeler en moi: vie de I’esprit, a ete eveille tres 
tot par d ’inteiTninables m urs de caseines, oh m agnifiques, du blanc de 
chaux im m acule q u ’exigeait encore en ce tem ps la superbe de la cavalerie, 
et dont les ressources d ’adaptation aux nuances du jo u r se m ontraient 
infinies. Un peu plus tard, la poesie est airivee com m e un evenem ent 
inepuisable.

(C V 17)

The 'murs de casernes' mark an absolute and seemingly endless b a m e r  between 

life within the walls and the poet's existence, a division that is emphasised by the 

formidable impression of the walls' whitewashed appearance. However, rather 

than instilling feelings of isolation or intimidation in Reda, these walls are seen as 

being 'magnifiques' as the colour, size and scale of their structure allow them to 

reflect an infinite and subtle play of light. Thus, once again the poet focuses on 

the liminal quality of a potential baitier, where the reflective quality of the wall 

shows it up, literally, in a whole new light. The revelatory aspect of this 

experience is juxtaposed with the poet's first encounter with poetry as 'un 

evenement' where, in the same way that the wall reflects a myriad shades of light, 

so poetry is portrayed as having a dynamic quality ('inepuisable'). The poet then 

elaborates on this association between the wall and poetry, with more explicit 

reference to alterity;

Les murs m ’ont enseigne q u ’ils etaient la et q u ’en mem e temps, par ce fait 
meme, ils temoignent pour une autre insistance perdue en eux, inaccessible. 
Ainsi parle la poesie, et je  m ’en tiens a cette enigme, sans pretendre 
I’approfondir comme font les theories et les beatitudes.

( C l / 17-18)

Jossua remarks on a similar phenomenon in Hugo’s poetry, where ‘les images liminaires les plus 
frequentes chez Hugo sont celles, assez hostiles, du mur ou de la porte fermee —  mais en general. 
[...] cet obstacle n’est pas si compact, eleve ou verrouille qu’il ne permette aucun coup d’oeil ou 
aucun espoir d ’ouverture', p.80.

Jossua. p.SO.
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The wall’s sheer physical presence renders it undeniably present and yet signifies 

the existence of an unapproachable autre. Likewise, Reda regards poetry as being 

both 'la' and yet signalling something that lies beyond the immediately tangible. It 

is precisely because the wall functions as structure that delineates and obscures 

that it proves to be such a fascinating (while albeit threatening) presence for, like 

poetry, it represents an incontrovertible and inaccessible other. Thus, the wall 

provides Reda w’ith an image in which he finds space to voice his contradictions 

and confusions in relation to poetry:

Maintenant, dans mes intermittences, de quelque certitude qu’elle m ’ait 
effectivement comble, il m ’am ve de considerer la poesie avec le meme 
desenchantement que le football et les prieres: elle m ’a laisse de ce cote des 
murs.

(C \/18 )

The Journey

‘Je ne suis qu’un humble rodeur/Du monde connaissable’

Reda’s keen interest in travel forms the basis of a great deal of his poetic 

expression and, as every joum ey must begin by negotiating a threshold of some 

description, it constitutes an important aspect of the poet's liminal framework. 

One of the particularly striking aspects of Reda’s vagabondage is the fact that it is 

concemed primarily with the poet’s immediate locality, rather than exotic 

locations. In the main, his interest in travel is limited to modest Parisian suburbs 

and his poetry is based largely on observations made during unremarkable 

journeys around Paris. The scenes he depicts are often those that unfold as he 

waits for buses, sits in train stations or ambles around backstreets. This 

contemporary poet feels little compulsion to venture beyond an immediately 

accessible environment, and displays none of the exotic imaginings often typical 

of the travel poem genre. This attitude stands in shaip contrast to that of a travel 

poet such as Rimbaud, who sees movement as being bound up integrally with a 

sense of the exotic:
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Je revais croisades, voyages de decouvertes dont on n ’a pas de relations, 
republiques sans histoires, gueires de religion etouffees, revolutions de 
moeurs, deplacements de races et de continents: je croyais a tous les 
enchantements.^^

In Reda's poems, little attraction or interest is displayed in arduous journeys to 

far-flung destinations:

La-bas vagabondent sans doute 
Les passants etourdis [...]

Ils allaient. Sait-on si Ton sort 
de cette mosai'que

Oli ma nature prosaique 
Me preserve du sort

D ’en'er dans un desert de sable 
Sans fin ni profondeur?

Je ne suis qu’un humble rodeur 
Du monde connaissable.

(55 21- 22)

Here, the poet’s use of a traditional rhyme ( ‘sort’, ‘sort’, ‘sable’, ‘connaissable’) 

is thrown into relief by the use of unusual rhymes ( ‘mosaique’, ‘prosaique’).'’̂  

Reda’s overall preference for localised travel is one that is evident from his first 

collection of poems. Even at this early stage in his career, the titles of Reda’s 

poems suggest the overwhelmingly commonplace nature of his travels 

( ‘Personnages dans la banlieue’, ‘Le soir sur la Charente’, ‘L ’automne rue 

Rousselet’, ‘Le ciel a Villaroche’). This trend is one that continues throughout the 

texts, where place-names run as a common thread from one collection to the next. 

Similarly, his poems are full of references to the various modes of transport that 

the poet takes, whether by foot, solex or train. In Hors les murs an outwards 

motion can be traced as the poet’s attention radiates out along the ‘peripheric’ to 

the Eaux er forets  in ‘Versailles’, ‘I’Ourcq’, ‘I’Orge et I’Yvette’. In L ’Herbe des 

Talus, Reda’s focus shifts perceptibly as he directs his gaze much further afield

Arthur Rimbaud. Poesies, Une Saison en enfer, Illuminations  (Paris: Gallimard, 1984), 
‘A lchim ie du verbe', p. 139.

Other noteworthy exam ples o f highly unusual rhymes in R eda’s poetry include ‘il/Rejoue 
infatigablement Blueberry H ill’ {SD  15), ‘dans le regard [...] m a de  in Zanzibar’ (SM  33), ‘tels 
quels [...] B ook o f  K ells’ (SD  14), ‘personnel [...] O ’C onnell’ (SD  16).
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with poems entitled ‘Le Siege de Vienne’, ‘L ’Air de Londres’, ‘Les Ananas de 

Prague’ and ‘Le Chat de Budapest’. With the passing years, Reda’s poetry 

continues to explore familiar and unknown tem tory alike, where the most banal 

of scenes can be a source of poetic inspiration:

Ainsi dans toute ville on connait des instants
Dont chacun vous atteint comme une fleche douce. [...]

Rien ne signale ces refuges inconstants:
N ’importe quel endroit en detient la ressource;
Souvent le plus banal, en travers de la course,
Les projette et les fait s’ouvrir a deux battants.

(SD 21)

W hatever the destination or the mode of transport described in Reda’s poems, the 

poet’s desire for movement (and, by implication, for crossing new thresholds) 

remains undiminished:

Maintenant je sors a nouveau d ’une maison du temps.
Faire autrement je ne peux pas, non, il faut que je  sorte. [...]
Tantot vous comprenez c ’est plus foit que moi, [...]
Je m ’en vais sans toumer la tete, car on m ’attend.

(R 69)

‘Deia immobile devant le ciel’

Reda’s poetic career begins with a retrospective tone in the Amen  collection, 

where the poems focus on the passage of time and autumn landscapes in which 

‘vous pietenez sans fin devant le mur de I’etendue’ (A 22). There is a significant 

change in tone in Recitatif, in which the poet’s focus is re-directed forwards ( ‘Je 

m ’en vais sans toum er la tete, car on m ’attend’, R 69). Having moved beyond his 

immobilite, Reda portrays both himself and others (as a non-specific 'nous') as 

being 'dans ce mouvement qui toujours nous emporte,/Nous pouvons croire sans 

aiTet passer par une porte'(L?7 85). As a poet who focuses so intently on 

movement, the comparatively few references that Reda makes to the stationary 

state, such as the three below, are particularly striking:
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Ici; ne bougeons pas; le souvenir de cet instant
Qui vient se penche sur nos fronts et nous som m es perdus [...]
Nous voici la, debout dans la lum iere de I’exil,
InteiTOgeant en vain notre om bre au soleil qui decroit.

(A 46)

E troit segm ent de paix dans une profondeur active et lum ineuse, 
InteiTompu a I’oppose par le cadre oij je  me tenais 
D epuis longtem ps deja im m obile devant le ciel

(A 43)

Je touiTie entre le milieu du fleuve et le parvis blond de I’eglise, 
je  suis comme le demon variable de I’immobilite.

{HM 12)

In these exam ples, there is a strong awareness of delineation that is brought about 

by the m otionless state. The stationary poet is aware o f a system of contrasts and 

divisions ( iu m ie reV ‘om bre’, ‘une profondeur activeV ‘deja im m obile’), in which 

he m ay also be caught ( ‘InteiTompu a 1’oppose par le cadre oij je  me tenais’, ‘Je 

toum e entre [...]’). In contrast to R im baud’s appreciation of both ‘le chaiTne des 

lieux fuyants’ and ‘le delice surhum ain des stations’,^’ R eda’s poetry suggests a 

tension between these two states. Indeed, elsew here the texts reveal the poet’s 

frustration with the im m obile state, as these m om ents for reflection and 

contem plation offer little or no appeal, but rather instil feelings of restriction:

II est tard m aintenant. M e voici com m e chaque soir 
C laquem ure dans la cuisine oil bourdonne une m ouche. [...]
Alors com prendra-t-on pourquoi les jours se sont noyes 
L ’un apres I’autre, jours divers, m ais c ’est toujours le mem e,
Hier, dem ain, qui reapparait au jourd’hui 
E t qui me voit roder de la cuisine aux cham bres vides, [...] 
L ’illusion que tout aurait pu de quelque autre m aniere 
Conduire a d ’autres seuils —  m ais la m em e om bre m ’attendait.

{R 29-30)

W hen m ovem ent is restricted, R eda’s perception of tim e is also affected, with the 

result that he feels that any sense of progress is m erely an illusion '(L ’un apres 

rau tre , jours divers, m ais c ’est toujours le m em e,/ H ier, dem ain, qui reapparait 

aujourd’hui'). The poet has the sensation that he is trapped in ‘cham bres v ides’, 

where he feels he is not simply killing tim e, but that the days are drow ning ( ‘les

Rimbaud. P oesies, ‘G en ie ’, p . 194.
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jours se sont noyes’). The sense of expectation and hope that ‘d ’autres seuils’ may 

bring is overshadow ed by this enclosure from  w hich he is unable to escape. For 

this reason, the poet claim s that 'ce n ’est pas travailler qui nous fatigue, 

m ais/A ttendre dans la rue' and it is the passivity o f this m otionless state that 

seems to lead to a sense o f hopelessness:

D em ain
Sans doute am vera  mais n ’a pas d ’existence
Et nous ignore.

(PLR  43)

‘Je suis sur que le m onde avance avec mes iam bes’

In contrast to the negative feelings often associated with the m otionless state,

Reda's poetry conveys the pleasure he takes in his walks around the French

capital. As Reda ambles through the quiet side streets and hidden com ers of the 

city, an im petus to explore reveals itself as one o f the underlying sources of 

inspiration in the poems. The poet's enquiring nature denotes a pervasive

awareness o f alterity and is therefore particularly relevant to a study of his 

perception and representation o f the threshold. R eda’s underlying awareness of 

thresholds is reflected in the many and varied references m ade to the

unrem arkable journeys of everyday life. It is around these everyday events that 

Reda scaffolds his poems, as he delights in the potential adventure that these 

hum ble trips afford {'Porter cette lettre a la paste  est ma seule aven ture ', CC  29). 

Even the sim plest of trips to the cafe or record shop affords the poet an 

opportunity to interact with his suiTOundings and thus becom es ‘une sorte 

d ’odyssee m odem e, m ineure, discrete’."’  ̂ Reda is intrigued by the m ost m undane 

of journeys and his tireless fascination with travel m eans that he is constantly 

exploring new routes:

^^Jean-Michel M aulpoix, 7acr/Me5 Reda (Paris: Seghers, 1986) pp.46-47.
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S’il s’agit simplement d ’aller a la poste, j ’y vais a pied. C ’est un de mes 
buts favoris de promenade. Et, bien que j ’aie sans doute epuise toutes les 
variantes de ce trajet, j ’y decouvre encore quelques charmes.

(RP 37)

The poet's ongoing exploration of his environs is prompted by what he refers to as 

'ce pei-petuel elan vers le depart' (RC 59). This ceaseless movement necessarily 

involves an awareness of thresholds, as the poet is constantly seeking out new 

joum eys to embark upon and, consequently, new thresholds to cross. The texts are 

filled with linear patterns of departure and anival, where every destination in tum 

becomes a point of departure:

Toume vers I’etroite fenetre,
J’inteiTOgeais des yeux le ciel tranquille,
sachant que la reponse etait deja perdue
Et que, mon veire vide, il me faudrait partir encore

{ART 44)

Reda’s poems are charged with references to comings and goings, entering and

leaving buildings, streets and towns, thus communicating ‘un mouvement fait de

departs et de retours’

Nous entrons au matin dans un monde inconnu,
Nous le quittons le soir pour un autre plus trouble.
Entre les deux nous franchissons souvent le double 
Du parcaurs qu ’un peu de sagesse aurait fixe.
En est-on, comme on dit, beaucoup plus avance?

(RP 39)

In the above example, the sense of movement is illustrated by the second rhyming 

couplet, where the contrast between ‘fixe ' and 'avance' is highlighted by their 

position in the lines. This is reiterated by the temporal references {'au m atin , 'le 

soir') that draw attention to the continuous nature of the process.

Elsewhere in the poems, we see that Reda's fascination with travel is 

counterbalanced at times by a certain sense of frustration ( ‘il y a toujours encore 

une marche a descendre/et a quoi bon?’, ART  159) and resignation ( ‘Et j ’avan9ais

Maulpoix, p. 15.
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de mon cote, de rue en rue-/A insi ce qui devait arriver arriva’, RC  42). 

Nonetheless, while sensing the underlying similarity of every trip, he is 

deteim ined to continue exploring and crossing new thresholds ( ‘Je marche 

inattaquable’, RP  82) and to undertake these ‘petits voyages’;

Mais tout s’accomplit a son heure, on decide peu. De nouveau j ’entrepris 
des petits voyages. Humbles, oui, et parfois de trois quatre k ilom toes aux 
alentours [...] Puis d ’autres plus considerables mais guere differents pour le 
fond.

{ART 149)

The way in which Reda describes his travel experiences indicates his 

imaginative sensitivity to the threshold and to alterity, where the first step of any 

trip marks ‘I’ouverture de tous sentiers pour I’approche inconnue’ {ART 121). In 

the poems, the joum ey seems to involve not only the crossing of a physical 

threshold, but also a metaphysical experience:

II suffit d ’avancer alors encore un peu
Pour passer sans produire un deplacement d ’onde
A travers la substance impalpable [...]

Le monde obscur et vide est eclaire.
{BS 26)

Physical movement is linked with revelation and a deeper understanding of the 

world, thereby allowing the poet to experience a type o f intimate communion with 

his suH'Oundings:

Mais je vous aime ainsi, chemins, deserts et libres.
Et tandis que les rails me tiennent a I’ecart,
Vous venez vous confondre au reseau de mes fibres.

{RC 59)

This idea is particularly prevalent in Recommandations aux promeneurs, a 

collection of poems in which Reda takes a lighthearted look at the joys and

Ezine attributes this to a distinction he makes between journeying and wandering, stating that ia  
flanerie. a la difference du voyage proprement dit. ne laisse aucun repit a celui qui s ’y adonne.
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frustrations of travelling. The act of walking involves immediate physical 

interaction with the environs and thus, for Reda, it is perceived as bemg a means 

whereby the poet may feel an affinity with the outside world:

Je suis siir que le monde avance avec mes jambes,
Pense avec mon cerveau, regarde avec mes yeux.

{RC 122)

On foot, all of the poet’s senses are stimulated, and he can submerge himself m 

his sun'oundings. The poet a pied  is engaged in a rhythmic communion with his 

environment, an act of motion that Reda perceives as holding a certain purity:

Entre-temps toutefois, seule une profonde indetemiination peut nous 
plonger au coeur de la promenade, a soi-meme son but. [...] Comme d ’autre 
part I’idee de promenade se prete mal a une rigoureuse definition, le choix 
d ’un but precis n ’altere pas forcement la purete de sa nature.

(RP 36-37)

For Reda, the act of walking is inextricably linked with poetry, as the former acts, 

not only as a vehicle to creative inspiration, but allows the poet himself to be the 

medium for that inspiration ( ‘la vraie poesie de la route, qui surgit du pas du 

marcheur’, CCA 99).^^ Similarly elsewhere, the physical experience of the 

promenade and the patterns created by footprints serve as a form of writing, as the 

poet refers to ‘des phrases que nos pas ecrivent quand nous circulons’ (C 11). 

Significantly, Reda does not designate the creation of this type of poetry to poets 

alone, but rather it is expressed as a phenomenon to be experienced by all those 

who walk ('marcheur', 'nos pas', 'nous circulons'). Indeed, the strong reciprocity 

depicted between physical movement and poetic creation is portrayed as being 

somewhat involuntary and inevitable ('surgit', 'quand nous circulons'), rather than 

deliberately premeditated, thus highlighting the intimate relationship that Reda 

perceives between the two activities.

Voyager suppose en effet un but dont le flaneur se prive par I’incertitude mem e de sa navigation.’, 
Le N ouvel Obsen>ateur, p. 115.

Jacques Plessen com m ents on the general association betw een w alking and poetry, stating that 
'prom enade el p o es ie  ne fon n en t p a s  seulem ent un couple p a rce  que a vec  une predilection  
certaine, les p o e te s  o n tfa it de I'experience de la niarche le su je t de l e w  oeuvre: dans leur esprit la 
po esie  elle-m em e ten d  d deven ir une prom enade, une niarche a travers un m onde plein  de 
m en ’eilles ou une excursion dans I'inconnu'. Prom enade e t poesie : I'experience de  la m arche et 
du m ouovem ent dans I'oeuvre de R im baud  (The Hague: M outon, 1967), p .4.
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Significantly, Reda seem s to be much m ore aware of the threshold as a 

phenom enon than of precise physical realities, with the result that geographical 

destinations often appear to be alm ost im m aterial to the poet. Throughout the 

poem s, R eda focuses on the activity o f w alking itself rather than the goal ( ‘je  ne 

choisis que tres rarem ent la ligne droite’, RP  52) and he is seem ingly content to 

circum navigate the same fam iliar scenes over and over again and, in this sense he 

is a ‘prom eneur paradoxal’/'^ On one level, this type o f  f ldnerie  grants Reda the 

freedom  to w ander at will and thereby to perhaps happen upon the unexpected 

even in the m ost com m on s e t t in g s .H o w e v e r ,  the apparent aim lessness of his 

joum eys is not simply an indicator of an am bivalence on the part of the poet 

towards setting  goals. Rather, despite Reda's interest in the tangible world, there 

is a fundam ental awareness of a m etaphysical destination through an imm inent 

revelation, m ade possible through 'ce vagabondage':

Une fois de plus, j ’ai bien peur de n ’avoir rien appris. M ais demain je 
saurai  peut-etre. Et ensuite a nouveau I’oubli. Done plutot ce vagabondage, 
plutot cette m aladie. [...] Ainsi un jo u r 9 a va, un autre 9 a ne va plus. A 
chacun son petit pas de danse vers sa lim ite, son dieu, son precipice.

(C V 21)

Certainly, the way to this encounter with a transcendental o ther is seen as 

som ething that m ust be endured rather than actively sought out ('plutot cette 

m aladie') and is highly qualified ('j’ai bien peur', 'peut-etre'). N onetheless, while 

the ultim ate nature of this encounter is non-specific, it is portrayed as inevitable, 

as each individual m oves inexorably towards this m etaphysical threshold.

Jean Pierrot, ‘Problematique cie I’espace dans Les Ruines de P aris ',  in Lire Reda, pp.31- 
41(p.33).

In contrast to E zine, John Taylor argues the importance o f  the Reda's directionless journeys, 
stating that ‘it is precisely because his wanderings are “aim less” that he inevitably com es across 
“un de ces prodiges modestes mais incontestables’” , ‘Jacques R eda’, Times Literary Supplement,  1 
August 1997, p .22. In the light o f  Reda's consistent attraction to la f ld n er ie  and its relatively few  
negative connotations in the texts, Taylor's positive reading o f  Reda's apparent lack o f  direction 
seem s to be more in keeping with the poet's own priorities as regards travel.
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‘Le plan de ce faux labvrinthe’

In the same way that the wall can impede the poet's travels, so the recum ng image 

of the labyrinth denotes difficulties that Reda associates with his travels. In shai-p 

contrast to a normal road, the labyrinth distorts a straight and direct path, forcing 

the traveller to find his way in and then out again. In this way, the labyrinth blurs 

the distinction between points of departure and those of destination. As Bachelard 

comments, within the poet’s imaginative framework, the m aze’s purpose is 

antithetic to that of the threshold, for it represents ‘un passe bloque et un avenir 

bouche. II est emprisonne dans un chemin. Enfin, etrange fatalisme du reve de 

labyrinthe: on y revient parfois au meme point, mais on ne retoume jamais sur ses 

pas.’ *̂ This is clearly seen throughout Reda’s work, where the labyrinth is 

frequently employed metaphorically to convey uncertainty;

Encore, il poun'ait croire appartenir lui-meme 
A I’un de ces miroirs innombrables tirant 
Du jeu de leurs reflets un parfait stratageme 
Pour I’egarer dans un dedale transparent. [...]
II entend le mirage oii la nuit I’a boucle 
Se remplir de sons crus et creux qui le replongent 
Dans un autre uni vers dont il n ’a pas la cle

(RC  60)

Here, the confusing choice of paths in a maze is reiterated by the emphasis on 

bewildering multiples ('ces miroirs innombrables', 'leurs reflets', 'un autre 

univers'), while the subject's feeling of entrapment are highlighted by the rhyme 

‘boucle’ and ‘la cle’. The scenario that is described in the above example stands 

in contrast to Reda's overall textual representations of travel, as the subject is no 

longer wandering aimlessly, but has been deceived ('Pour I’egarer dans un dedale 

transparent'). The maze image appears to be inextricably linked with a more 

sinister portrayal /e liminaire, where access to I ’autre is no longer a matter of 

choice and thus the individual finds himself in another existence from which, 

rather like the labyrinth, he cannot escape ('dont il n ’a pas la cle').

As Reda explores the lesser-known quartiers of Paris, he is aware of the 

labyrinthine quality of these areas. It is significant to note, however, that the maze
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image is used primarily in conjunction with the poet’s remarks on poetry and the 

creative process. In Retour au calme, he compares his wanderings around the 

maze of Parisian streets with his writing experiences:

Je ne sais qui ou quoi m ’attend dans ce dedale 
A vrai dire sans grand mystere oti j ’aime aller 
Le dimanche ou le soir [...]
Mais c ’est toujours la meme histoire que j ’ereinte,
Page a page quand tout en est depuis longtemps 
Connu, comme le plan de ce faux labyrinthe 
Oia le soir me rappelle et cache qui j ’attends.

{RC  121)

There is a heightened sense of expectancy as the poet explores the streets ('Je ne 

sais qui ou quoi’) and yet this is counterbalanced by a familiarity with his 

environs ('sans grand mystere') that has been brought about by repeated trips ('oii 

j ’aime aller/Le dimanche ou le soir'). This familiarity takes on a more negative 

aspect is when related to poetry, as Reda feels that all creative possibilities have 

been exhausted (as emphasised by 'toujours la meme', 'j’ereinte', 'depuis 

longtemps/Connu'). Elsewhere, the comparison between the labyrinth and 

language is reiterated, where both can deceive and mislead;

Au cceur du labyrinthe enfin dans la soumoiserie 
D ’une phrase sans verbe en rond au hasard de ses mots

(C 39)

Here, the confusion brought about by the maze is re-enacted by the text, where the 

lack of punctuation and the stream of prepositions ('Au', 'du', dans', 'D', 'sans', 'en', 

'au', 'de') serve to confuse rather than clarify, functioning in a manner similar to 

that of the series of detours and dead ends to be found in a maze. The feelings of 

isolation and anxiety that Reda experiences as a poet are somewhat akin to the 

labyrinthine experience, where ‘on est poete toute sa vie, mais en negatif le plus 

souvent, dans I’attente et dans 1’inquietude. II aurait fallu ne jam ais commencer’ 

{CV 13). Equally, this sense of uncertainty and a lack of direction that the poet 

seems to associate with the writing process causes him to compare poetry to a 

detour, where the poet is forced to take a long and circuitous route before

Gaston Bachelard. La Terre el les reveries dii repos (Paris: Jose Corti, 1948), p .213.
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reaching his desired destination ('Ce fut un long detour ce murmure de poesie', R 

25). Yet, in the same way that Reda's seemingly aimless wanderings cause him to 

happen upon unexpected discoveries, so he believes that poetry must contain this 

element of detour ( ‘il y a dans la poesie [...] un eclatant ou au contraire 

imperceptible et humble mais necessaire detour' {CV 75).

‘Un jet d ’acier’

Reda’s interest in travel is not limited solely to strolls by foot and his poems take 

the reader on various excursions both in the Parisian environs and further afield. 

One of the poet’s prefeired modes of transport is the train, and it is portrayed in 

the texts as encapsulating the exhilaration and excitement possible in travel:

Si doux, ce glissement du train de banlieue a I’aurore [...]
Que c ’est lui qui m ’eveille aussi le dimanche et me mene 
Jusqu’a I’enclos oij j ’ai mes tomates et mes tulipes.

{R 30)

Whereas the promenade is frequently leisurely and localised, the train is 

expressed in terms of movement and release (describing a joum ey on the Dublin 

rail system, Reda states that ‘je voulais voler vers I’espace’, C 113). However, 

Reda’s enjoyment of trains is not based on their efficiency and speed. Rather it is 

based on the fact that train-travel provides uninterrupted time to observe and 

reflect on what ‘j ’aper9ois, lorsque je passe en train’ {RC 59), as can be seen in 

the everyday details that he provides in his descriptions of train journeys, as the 

following example illustrates:

De gare en gare un jour d ’automne doux et coi 
Sous un ciel croulant d ’or et d ’orageuses grappes,
Je monte vers le nord a petites etapes,
Toujours indifferent aux comment et pourquoi [...]
Voici la Basilique, ensuite 1’Hippodrome,
Le Lac qui vaut en pittoresque un plat d ’etain,
Eaubonne, et I’or de Montmorency qui deteint 
Jusque dans un canal boueux [...]

{HM 90)
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The netw ork of steel tracks dissects the countryside as the trains them selves 

create a ceaseless pattem  of am vals and departures and for Reda, the rail tracks 

form  ‘un je t d ’acier sans defau t’ that penetrates the landscape;

Au som m et, un train de soleil halete sur la voie
Qui, dans les bois, des deux cotes, aussi loin que Ton voie,
D ’un seul je t s ’enfonce en trem blant vers des pays perdus.

(RC  58)

The act o f travelling betw een two points, how'ever close in proxim ity they may 

be, is both the m ediation and separation of two distinct realities and the train 

becom es the m eans of passage between I ' i d  and I ’ailleurs  (Vers des pays 

perdus’). The com plex netw ork of steel lines cutting across the landscape reveals
39no clear beginning or end (it is ‘sans an ivee et sans depart’, H M  25), as every 

destination may becom e a point of departure. Thus, the process of rail travel 

prom pts Reda to reflect on the nature of m ovem ent, as he conveys a sense that the 

train suspends the traveller between departure and destination, with the result that 

‘on en vient a ne plus m em e concevoir de depart, d ’arrivee: on ne voit qu ’une 

m ultitude de points qui sont I’une et I’autre a la fo is ’ {HT  129).

The experience of train-travel dem ands a certain am ount of preparation and 

forethought and can even assum e a ritual significance in the poetic imagination 

(Roubaud notes that ‘les voyages en train, disais-je, dem andent une preparation 

m inutieuse. II ne suffit pas de m onter betem ent dans un w agon.’).'^° W hen 

travelling by foot, the individual must take a step across the threshold  from  the 

interior and into the exterior. W hen travelling by train, one m ust step back into an 

enclosed space and thus, having crossed this threshold, one has relinquished 

autonom y within a new space, in which one is no longer in control of the 

journeying act. Paradoxically, while the train speeds through the countryside, the 

traveller is forced to assum e the passive role of a passenger, for ‘le voyageur ne 

voyage plus: il est le centre im m obile et hors du tem ps m esurable d ’un espace en

Coi'ger describes the process as one in which ‘I'espace devient amsi matiere fluide, ghssem ent 
heureux, au point de devenir experience de I’inconsistance et m em e experience de I’immobilite. 
Le temps est aboH', p.26.

Jacques Roubaud, Autobiographic, chapitre dix  (Paris: Gallimard, 1977), p .32.
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mouvement qui s’organise autour de For this reason, when the poet travels

by train, the emphasis is not on spatial displacement, but rather it is on to the 

crossing of a temporal threshold. Rather than directing his focus on a specific 

destination, Reda feels himself to be the focal point of the experience ('il est le 

centre im mobile’, 'qui s ’organise autour de lui’). Looking outside the train 

window, one can see the outside world flash by in seconds whereas, inside the 

train, the coiTelation between space and time seem to follow a different order. 

That is to say that, inside, the traveller finds himself in a type of cocoon, in which 

his immediate physical sun'oundings remain largely unchanged and, in this way, 

the train assumes a timeless quality. Reda's awareness of this shift is expressed in 

terms of access to an atemporality, where the train is portrayed as being both a 

foiTTi of protection and a weapon as it penetrates time (instead ‘on y est comme 

accoude a une sorte de bam ere mobile, scelle dans une torpille d ’etemite qui 

transperce le blindage du tem ps’ {HT 128).

The endless interweaving of departures and destinations has its nexus in the 

train station, where there is a constant movement of anonymous multitudes of 

passengers ( ‘Les autres partent, arrivent, s ’appellent sous les voutes translucides 

qui ne retiennent aucun m ot’, CC 103). The poet’s fascination with la gare is 

reflected in the texts, for example Chateaux des coum nts d ’air contains an entire 

section entitled ‘Les term inus’ that is dedicated to the description of Parisian train 

stations, their architectural history and their function in the capital. The train 

station is not a destination in itself ( ‘M ais on sejoume en principe assez peu dans 

les gares’, CC 102) but it marks a preliminary threshold to, not only the journey 

itself, but to ‘la voie a 1’abandon’ (RC  51). In this sense, Reda believes that ‘la 

grande gare constitue un passage metaphysique’ (CC 102), providing a point of 

passage to another view of the world (both physically and even spiritually);'*^

Car le train reste a present ce qu ’il fut d ’emblee, c ’est-a-dire religieux et 
collectif: mythologique. [...] L ’aventure du chemin de fer s ’interiorise et 
relaie a sa fa^on une nouvelle vue relativiste des choses, en particulier du 
voyage sans point de depart ni tenninus.

(CC 100)

Jean-Claude Corger, ‘Petite phenomenologie de la locom otion’, in Lire Reda, pp. 15-29 (p.27).
M aulpoix makes reference to this aspect o f the poet’s representation of train-travel, coining it a 

‘religion des rails', p .62.
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Reda's train journeys, as with those on foot or by Solex, are prom pted by a 

seem ingly iiresistib le im pulse to see what lies around the next com er, and lead 

him perpetually  down ‘un cliemin qui mene quelque p a r t ’ (RP  188). Generally, 

m ore m terested  in the process of travel rather than the destination, the poet 

delights in em barking on new  journeys ( ‘j ’arrive, je  m ’e lo igne’, R  42) and he is 

continually seeing new thresholds to cross ( ‘je  com m ence, je  com m ence toujours, 

m ais c ’est aussi toujours une/suite’, T 1). The texts resonate with a series of 

lim inal encounters, as R eda encounters alterity in everyday events and trips and 

thus experiences what he describes as ‘des m etam oiphoses ordinaires’ (CC 58). 

The poet’s insistence on the m arvels to be found in the exploration of his environs  

( ‘j ’eclate parce que le m onde est vaste, parce qua le m onde est beau’, RP  175), 

coupled with his rejection o f any eternal spiritual truths ( ‘E t je  m ’abandonne a ce 

m onde transito ire’, H M  86) focus the reader’s attention on ‘I’absolu horizontal’ 

{HM  85). The concrete representations o f the threshold (through the images of 

doors, w indow s and stages on a joum ey) which characterise R eda’s im agination 

may be throw n into even shai-per relief by contrast with a poet predom inantly 

preoccupied with the im m aterial. It is for that reason that we now tum  to consider 

the threshold as represented in the poetry o f Jean-C laude Renai'd.
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■TEAN-CLAUDE RENARD;

THE SPIRITUAL THRESHOLD

‘Chaque seuil est une cle’

W hereas R eda’s liminal mentality is conveyed principally in terms of tangible 

entities, Jean-Claude Renard's awareness o f the threshold is expressed in 

predom inantly metaphysical teiTns. Renard (1922-2002) prim arily is one of the few 

contem porary French poets who openly express orthodox Christian beliefs 

throughout his poetic career. In direct contrast to R eda’s em phasis on Tabsolu 

horizontal', Renard is a poet whose understanding o f the threshold is expressed 

alm ost exclusively in vertical terms. Rather than w ishing to explore the w'orld 

around him, Renard uses objects and situations as a springboard to m etaphysical 

reflection. References to everyday objects, places and occuirences are rai'ely found 

in Renard's work but rather there is a strong focus on le sp in tuel through the 

consistent use of the language of abstractions and contradictions. The threshold 

plays a pivotal role in his poetic expression precisely because of its own ambivalent 

role as the force that both binds and separates the tangible and the spiritual. Thus, 

for Renard, it is the force that attributes m eaning to either side ( ‘Le relatif et 

I’absolu, com m e le fini et I’infini, n ’ont de sens que I’un par 1’autre. M ais le mystere 

loge au-dela’, SG  146).' This chapter will outline the principal threshold im ages in 

the poetry and illustrate the verticality of the language he uses, as a m eans of 

establishing Renard's perception of alterity and patterns in his im aginative 

fram ework.

Throughout the texts, the liminal images em ployed by Renard draw on the idea 

of a point of passage between the profane and the sacred, as the poet reveals his 

preoccupation with the problematic relationship between m an and God. In contrast 

to the other poets in this study, Renard’s paradigm  is overtly Christian and he is 

involved in a constant process of striving to reconcile concepts such as Truth and

' Roger Little remarks on this feature o f the threshold, stating that ‘nous prenons quotidiennement 
conscience de sa [le seuil] nature eminemnient ambivalente: car il constitue a la fois une limite au 
monde exterieur qui echappe a notre possession et a noti'e conU'Sle immediat, mais aussi un moyen  
d’acces a ce m onde’. in Etudes sur Saim-John-Perse. p.29.
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God with the tangible world. In one of his publications, Renard outlines what he 

believes, echoing the title of Gauguin’s celebrated painting, to be three ‘questions 

fondamentales’ of existence:

D ’oli venons-nous? Qui sommes-nous? Oii allons nous? Car chacune apparait 
desormais comme une part de la Verite totale et absolue: parts qui s’ajoutent les 
unes aux autres pour constituer la plus large image possible de I’unique divinite 
sans fond et toujours plus que connaissable.

{El 76)

Throughout Renard’s poetry, the language employed marks an attempt on the part 

of the poet to answer these three questions. Renard’s repeated use of a variety of 

liminal images provides the means whereby he can articulate his relationship with 

‘I’unique divinite sans fond et toujours plus que connaissable’. First and foremost, 

Renard envisages his faith in terms of a point of passage between the profane and 

the sacred, as he continually struggles to reconcile daily existence with ‘I’Au-dela de 

la foi’ {LV 136). The link between le liminaire and spiritual transcendence is one 

that is broadly accepted in expressions of faith, where ‘all forms of cosmos -  

universe, temple, house, human body -  have an “opening” above [...] the opening 

makes possible a passage from one mode of being to another, from one existential 

situation to another. Passage is predestined for every cosmic existence.’ In this 

sense, the threshold is pivotal to the poet's imaginative framework this process, as it 

serves as an expression of transcendence, signifying the possibility of access to 

something beyond tangible reality, for ‘chaque seuil est une cle’ (DN 165). In the 

following chapter, I will examine Renard’s recurring depictions of the threshold 

under the four main categories into which they seem to fall, namely the 

spatial/spiritual threshold, the temporal threshold, the inner journey and the role of 

language.

The Spatial/Spiritual Threshold 

‘Ce qui est ici avance vers ce qui est ailleurs’

One of the most striking features of Renard’s poetry is the repeated references to his 

religious beliefs, for it is an element of his work that sets it apart from the vast 

majority of contemporary French poetry. Stating that ‘je ne suis ni theologien, ni

 ̂ M ircea E liade, The S a cred  a n d  the P rofane: The N a ture o f  R elig ion , trans. by W illard .R .T rask  
(Florida; H arcourt, B race &  Jovanov ich , J987), p. 180.
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exegete, ni philosophe, mais simple croyant et simple poete’ (AN  100), Renard’s 

preoccupation with spintuality is the dom inant theme of his work, whether this is 

m ade m anifest in the foim  of ambiguous questions or evangelical affiim ations. An 

underlying liminal framework can be found throughout the texts, as Renard tries to 

balance tangible reality with spiritual hope, a process that involves a peipetual set of 

com parisons and contrasts which are inextricably bound together by the faith act.’’ 

Thus the poet engages in a foiTn of strategic straddling of boundaries, as he is 

enticed by ‘une possibilite de sunnonter les limites humaines, I’angoisse 

ontologique et hypothese du neant’ (E l 121). ^

For Renard, access to le sacre is made possible only through an understanding of 

le M ystere, for it is through le M ystere that a point of passage between the profane 

and the sacred is made possible. As Renard states, faith is inextricably linked to le 

M yslere, as ‘toute croyance et toute incroyance sont relatives dans leurs options et 

ne prennent un caractere absolu que par rapport a celui du M ystere’ (L V  61). Renard 

uses the teirn le M ystere to signify God, describing it as ‘ce que d ’ordinaire Ton 

appelle «Dieu» [...] I’enigme d ’une realite paitout imm anente mais en m em e temps 

sans cesse transcendante’ {El 9). As such, le M ystere is associated in the poet’s 

imagination with the force that both delineates and unites m an’s earthly and spiritual 

self and therefore it represents m ovem ent through the threshold from the profane to 

the sacred. In an interview in M ay 1986, Renard outlines his perception of le 

M ystere in the following way;

La mystique est, selon moi, une experience de ce qui nous depasse tout en nous 
habitant et de ce qui n ’a de sens que pour qui vit cette experience, p lus intime 
en nous que nous-meme, comme un saut p lus ou moins profond dans le M ystere 
irreductible que I'on nomme Dieu ou V A bso lu t

This notion o f crossing from a profane into a sacred space is conveyed as a leap of 

faith Cun saut’), whereby Renard attempts to straddle the boundary betw een man 

and God (or between the horizontal and vertical axes). The above exam ple typifies 

Renard's foiTn of expression, in which experience of the divine is expressed 

em phatically in spatial teitns ('en nous habitant', 'en nous', 'un saut p lus ou moins 

profond dans le M ystere irreductible'). This section will explore the ways in which

 ̂ For the purposes o f  this study, I am using the B ibhcal definition o f  faith as being ‘the assurance 
o f things hoped for. the conviction o f things not seen ’, Hebrews 11. 1, N ew International Version 
(Tennessee: Broadman & Holman, 1986).

This process is one that is also to be found in Frenaud's work, where he seeks to ‘participer a la 
violence des contradictions dans I'Unite', Frenaud, II n ’y  a pa s  de  paradis ,  ‘Le Chateau et la quete 
du poem e’, p.234.
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Renard reveals his liminal mentality through the poems, as they express a constant 

movement from the spatial to the spiritual plane in an attempt to enter ’au seuil du 

Mystere' {OM 19).

Throughout the texts, a peipetual sense of the division between I ’ici and 

I ’ailleurs can be traced, demonstrating what the poet terms as ‘la pulsion naturelle 

qui semble universellement orienter I’homme vers le sacre, la transcendance, 

I’absolu’ {El 13):

Ta vie n ’est presente qu’ailleurs.
Mais oij reside ailleurs?
Ta vie n ’est absente qu’ici.
Mais oil reside ici?

{SG 46)

Here, the two statements are counterbalanced by the questions that follow, 

highlighting the relationship between spatial contexts ( ‘ailleurs’, ‘ici’) and 

metaphysical concepts. This example is highly representative of the overriding 

preoccupation that Renard gives voice to in his poems, namely the continual tension 

between tangible reality and spiritual hope, where ‘le dehors informe alors le 

dedans’ {El 10). In contrast to Reda, Renard’s understanding of alterity is 

inextricably bound up with movement towards a spiritual threshold, as he seeks 

something that is both immanent and transcendent. Thus, while Renard’s poems are 

replete with references to spatial contexts (for example, ‘ici’, ‘la-bas’, ‘ailleurs’, ‘au- 

dela’, ‘nulle part’, ‘partout’), the poet does not share Reda’s interest in geographical 

locations and explorations. Indeed, Renard’s use of spatial terms indicates a 

predominantly metaphysical liminal mentality and so, for example, the poet 

encapsulates the notion of merging the spatial and the spiritual by referring to man's 

experience of the divine as ‘ailleurs ici’ {CP 183). Thus, Renard employs the 

seemingly simple spatial tenns of I ’ici and I ’ailleurs in such a way that they assume 

a metaphysical significance. Elsewhere, the poet's reference to ‘cette fascination de 

la profonde source la-bas, deniere I’aube et deniere la mort’ {CP 131) refers to 

access to the divine in terms that are both spatial ('la-bas') and temporal ('deniere 

I’aube et deiriere la mort’). Throughout the texts, Renard's focus on the threshold 

that exists between man and a spiritual other is conveyed in this w'ay:

Renard in an interview  with Jean Ancet, ‘Itineraire avec Jean-Claude R enard’, Sud, 11  (1988), 
99-112 (p.108).



A peine la poite entrouverte,
la merveille est que sur le seuil se tiennent quelqu’un et personne
et qu’avide comme une racine
I’etre de n ’etre point m ’invite a m ’in venter.

{CP 179)

Here, the image of the half-open door is not used to set a scene (as is often the case 

in Reda's poetry), but rather it betokens a crossing over into a new existence where 

m etam oiphosis is possible. Nonetheless, this 'merveille' is not without a 

problematical element, for the self-contradictory teiTns he employs ('quelqu’un et 

personne', 'I’etre de n ’etre point') suggest the paradoxes that Renard associates with 

this prim arily spiritual threshold. It would seem that, for Renard, it is only through 

an acceptance of le M ystere  that the paradoxes of a spiritual autre may be 

understood:

Le M ystere m ’a done enseigne, sans enseignement, a rester constamment 
disponible a ce que je  vois paifois sans le voir, ce que j ’entends parfois sans 
1’entendre.

{LV 232)

Renard makes clear the intimate nature of his relationship with le M ystere ( ‘Le 

M ystere m ’a done enseigne’), claim ing that it is this pow er that has allowed the poet 

to believe in something that defies logic or reason ( ‘je  vois parfois sans le voir [...] 

j ’entends paifois sans I’entendre.’). Le M ystere  is conveyed as being the very 

embodiment of the spatial/spiritual threshold and as having the pow er to unite 

apparently opposing forces, being ‘le dieu imm obile et le dieu m ouvant/est celui qui 

est au-dela de Soi [...] qui n ’est nulle part et qui est partout’ {CP 66). For the poet, 

God is not simply portrayed as a force that exists on a spiritual plane beyond the hie 

et nunc. Instead, God is expressed in teiTns of a reciprocal m ovem ent between the 

temporal (I'ici) and the eternal (I ’ailleurs): ‘je  congois le M ystere divin com m e etant 

a la fois etem el en soi et cependant toujours a naitre dans le temps, en nous et par 

nous’ {AN  100):

I’attentif amour qui incante et qui lie; [...]
ce qui est ici avance vers ce qui est ailleurs et ce qui est ailleurs s ’avance vers ce 
qui est ici, et que I’un par 1’autre le fruit se prepare

{CP 134)

Renard’s vision of this reciprocal movem ent between I ’ici and Vailleurs has, as its 

ultimate goal, an all-encompassing unity in le M ystere ( ‘I’un par I’autre le fm it se
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prepare’). In this way, the poet peipetually challenges spatial and temporal bam ers, 

as he claim s that there is ‘rien a I’origine et au tenne, ni dans I’eclatem ent du 

silence, que le m ystere de I’A m our’ {CP 135). W hile both Renard and Reda display 

a fascination with I ’au-dela in their poetry, the language that Renard employs 

em phasises the spiritual (and often inaccessible) nature of this representation of 

alterity:

Dieu [...] se situe toujours au-dela de I’au-dela de son inscription dans le monde 
et, par suite, depasse sans cesse sa propre expression com m e il depasse sans 
cesse toute parole pari ant ou voulant parler de lui.

(LV234)

The absolute otherness of God is conveyed by the fact that he exitst both outside of 

the world and of language, and therefore spatially and linguistically he is beyond 

man's reach.

‘La veiticalite de 1’experience religieuse’

In the same way that Reda’s texts focus on the world around him, so R enard’s 

insistence on the spiritual is predominant throughout the poetry. R enard’s use of 

liminal images centres around the language of transcendence, whereby the poet 

envisages a m ovem ent upwards towards le spirituel. Thus, we can say that Renard's 

understanding of the threshold is resolutely vertical in its textual representation.^ 

Throughout his poetic career, Renard continually employs vocabulary that 

emphasises the spiritual, in an attempt to convey what he refers to as ‘la verticalite 

de I’experience religieuse’ (A/V 116). This association between the metaphysical and 

images of verticality canies a resonance of the Romantic tradition and is one that is 

particularly prevalent in a poet such as Lamartine;

Ce reveil d ’un etre qui s’ignore.
Get espace infini s’ouvrant devant ses yeux,
Ge long regard de I’homme inteiTogeant les cieux,
Ce vague enchantement, ces toirents d ’esperance,
Eblouissent les yeux au seuil de I’existence.^

Rene Char expresses his own understanding o f  the relationship between a vertical im agination  
and poetry, stating that ‘le poeme est ascension furieuse’, Fureur et mystere  (Paris: Gallimard, 
1967), ‘56' in ‘Feuillets and H ypnos’, p. 101.
' A lphonse de Lamartine, Premieres Meditations  (Paris: Hachette, 1900), ‘La F o i’, p. 110.
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Here, we see the way in which Lamartine directs the reader’s gaze to a spatial and 

temporal autre  ( ‘cet espace infin i’) that is linked with a m ovem ent along the vertical 

axis, where ‘les cieux’ are associated with revelation and the ‘seuil de 1’existence’. 

Equally, R enard’s im aginative framework expresses itself in terms similar to that of 

Pien'e Em manuel. In Jacob, for example, Em manuel dem onstrates a deep awareness
o

of the vertical axis in the images he employs, refem ng to ‘la verticale du Tout U n’ 

and ‘I’altissime H auteur’, while also claiming that ‘celui qui leve vers les astres sa 

face, dans cette coupe il recueille son cceur’.  ̂ Similarly, R enard’s poetry 

consistently directs the reader’s focus upwards rather than outwards;

[...] le sang descendu des montagnes de D ieu [..]
Car il n ’est plus que peu de temps, de profondeur et de silence 
Devant la haute etem ite

(C P  116)

This exemplifies R enard’s portrayal of spirituality, wherein his interaction with le 

sucre is described in overtly vertical terms ( ‘descendu des m ontagnes de D ieu’, ‘la 

haute etem ite’). R enard’s paradigm is almost directly opposed to R eda’s, for the 

former consistently contextualises the immediately tangible in a spiritual ailleurs:

pour etre ailleurs ce qu’il faut etre ici, 
pour etre ici ce que je  suis ailleurs 
ie m ’en irai le feu que ie suis.

(CP  65)
Cai‘ si V ailleurs vit ici 
et Vici vit ailleurs 
un sens sera donne 
au destin.

(CP/? 41)

In Renard’s poems, his predilection for a vertical interpretation of the threshold can 

be seen in the way in which there is a strong insistence on privileging the 

metaphysical:

A M arseille, entre I’achevement et le com m encem ent de la mort,
La Bresilienne etait belle.
Elle nom m ait ta tete, tes epaules.
Je ne savais pas si loin ses mains vides com m e I’escalier de I’hotel 
Oii j ’attendais I’ordre de mer.

(C P 147)

* Pierre Emmanuel, Jacob (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1970), ‘Je est le feu ’, p .16. 
’ Emmanuel, ‘Notre pere’, p. 167.
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A Niagara Falls, a travers I’orage, les chutes paraissaient faites d ’une 
brume caillee, remplie d ’eclats de cristal.

Elies s’iriserent au soleil.
Les frontieres revelent I’infini.

{Tl 65)

As the two examples above illustrate, Renard’s poetic vision is continually being 

redirected from le concret to the metaphysical, where the fonner’s importance rests 

primarily in its function as a springboard to spiritual revelation.

However, while Renard’s fascination with the notion of a threshold to a spiritual 

autre prevails throughout, the texts suggest that the poet’s positive affinnations of 

faith are not unequivocal:

quelqu’un m ’a retire du Christ, 
quelqu’un I’a retire de moi, 
je  suis absent du haut esprit.
Je suis absent du haut amour.
Je suis absent des hauts pays

(CP 61-62)

Here we see that there is a tension inherent in the poet’s work, stemming from the 

conflicting forces at work on the horizontal and vertical axes. The force of the 

vertical images ( ‘haut esprit’, ‘haut amour’, ‘hauts pays’) is undermined by the 

poet’s feelings of isolation, as highlighted by the repetition of the phrase ‘je  suis 

absent’. In contrast to Reda’s predominantly insouciant privileging of everyday 

events and le concret, Renard's awareness of a metaphysical autre is fraught with a 

sense of conflict. Paradoxically, the texts suggest that it is the poet’s very faith that 

prompts a sense of division and tension between the horizontal and vertical axes. 

That is to say that, while he may be a poet of faith, Renard is keenly aware of the 

inner tension that faith prompts ( ‘Croire n ’est point trouver/- mais vivre en meme

temps I’ecart et I’alliance’, D N  186). This sense of conflict is openly expressed in

the poems through the language of negation and contradiction:

Qu’est cette pure essence indicible, insondable, iireductible a tout 
dehors d ’elle-meme -  et qui pourtant, parfois, m ’est plus presente ici que 
mon propre mystere? [...]

Oij est-ce en moi, moi seul qui m ’ouvre et me projette 
en un autre que moi mais qui reste moi-meme?

{SG 141)

Here, the reader's attention is drawn to the three adjectives by the repetition of the 

privative prefixes starting with the letter 'i' at the beginning of each and by their
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juxtaposition in the line, underscoring the ineffable otherness of ’cette pure essence’. 

There is also a deep dualism communicated as the self is fragmented (’un autre que 

moi mais qui reste moi-meme') and expressed in terms of spatial displacement 

('tout/dehors d ’elle-meme -  et qui pourtant, paifois, m ’est plus presente ici'). This 

sense of tension and division is present throughout the texts and connotes the poet’s 

sense of trepidation as he attempts to reconcile a physical and spiritual realm:

je suis comme une chair si profondement prise 
dans sa propre sueur 

qu ’elle a peur de chercher, meme quand j ’agonise, 
a respirer ailleurs

(M 89)

The contrast between ‘une chair si profondement prise dans sa propre sueur’ and the 

possiblity of ‘respirer ailleurs’ is stressed by the phonetic similarity of the two 

phrases (created by the repetition of the consonants [s], [p] and [r]). This contrast is 

all the more striking because of the end rhymes 'sueur' and 'ailleurs', w'here the 

former signifies the highly coiporeal aspect of man while the latter is less tangible 

and much more vague.

While, on the whole, Renard avoids terminology such as good and evil,

nevertheless the tension between the coiporeal and the spiritual self is clearly m

evidence in his work.'^ Indeed, a strong Biblical resonance can be detected

throughout Renai'd’s poetic career and the poet consistently draws on his Christian

faith as a source of creative inspiration. This inspiration necessarily impinges on

Renard’s liminal mentality, for he adheres to a meta-narrative that proclaims the

establishment of a threshold between life and death, between sinful man and divine

forgiveness, as encapsulated in Jesus’s claim that ‘I am the way, and the truth and

the life. No one comes to the Father except through m e’.”  Yet w'hile Renard

declares his belief in ‘la resun'ection du Christ -  qui est I’ouverture de I’etre’ {CP

134), his experience of reality often conflicts with these declarative statements of

Truth. For this reason, at times Renard finds himself in a paradoxical situation
12whereby, in Frenaud’s words, ‘J ’affirme sans preuve./Je tiens le contraire’. The 

tension between the profane and the sacred is mutually interdependent, whereby the 

poet must anticipate (rather than experience) an absolute union of flesh and spirit. 

As such, Renard’s perception of access to the spiritual realm is dependent on an act

M ore specifically , one is rem inded o f  the apostle P au l’s expression o f  a dualism  within the self:
'So I find this law  at work: W hen I want to do good, evil is right there with me. For in m y inner being 
I delight in G o d ’s law; but I see another law  at work in the law  o f  m y m ind and m aking me a prisoner 
o f  the law o f  sin at w ork within my m em bers. W hat a w retched m an I am!', R om ans 7. 21-24.
"  John 14. 6.
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of faith, rather than on experience. As the following section will demonstrate, this is 

reflected in the texts, where an ongoing process o f reconciliation appears to be 

taking place as Renard seeks to redefine his tem poral life within the context of an 

eternal reality.

The Temporal Threshold 

‘C ’est temps d ’etre FXJTUR’

Renard’s liminal fram ew ork is not only expressed in spatial, but also in temporal 

teiTHS in the texts. In the same way that le spirituel supersedes le concret in Renard’s 

poems, so the poet chooses to privilege the atem poral plane rather than 

chronological tim e.''’ For the poet, all events are redefined within the context of 

eternity, an act of redefinition that Renard believes to be encapsulated in the 

salvation act of Christ, which he refers to as ‘un m iracle futur et pouitant deja fait’ 

(CP  132). The poet m aintains that ‘le mystere dem eure e tem el’ (77 35) and that 

through a tem poral/spiritual point of passage, Renard m ay enter into a deeper 

expenence o f God ( ‘A I’in teneur du temps/Je re^ois de son regne ma mort et ma 

naissance’, CP131). The poet declares that ‘I’instant [...] possede sans aucun doute 

la veitu de donner I’existence immanente une intensite particuliere et de la donner 

aussi a cette soite d ’eclair foudroyant de la tran seen dance, en quoi consiste paifois 

simplement 1’experience m ystique’ (E l 69). This encom passes an understanding of 

the world that extends far beyond the hours on a clock face and, by implication, 

necessarily negates the limitations of ‘les heures qui s ’achevent’.''  ̂ R enard’s poems 

reflect a constant tension between ‘un inejfable etat qui nous fait plus ou moins 

soudainement sortir de nous [...] hors de I’espace et du tem ps’ (AN  105) and the 

restrictions of a temporal experience. For Renard, entry into the eternal, spiritual 

realm is made possible by the revelation granted by the m ost everyday objects ( ‘Un 

coquillage suffit a I’infini’, D N  147). In this way, the everyday becomes a 

springboard to metaphysical reflection, so that the poet is continually redirecting his 

focus from the physical world to philisophical matters. Thus, for example, it is

Andre Frenaud, II n 'y a p a s  de  p a ra d is  (Paris: Gallimard, 1967), ‘A  la grace’, p. 122.
Y .-A.Favre makes a valuable distinction between the temporal and atemporal plane, stating that 

‘le temps profane, temps voue a I’utile, s ’ecoule inexorablement; mais le temps sacre oii Thomme 
s ’accorde au cosm os, vient I’inteiTompre et lui redonner sens et valeur’, ‘Lyrism e et sacre: Jean- 
Claude Renard et Pieire Oster’. in La poesie  au tournant des annees 80, pp.87-99 (p.94).

Pierre Reverdy, Main d ’ccuvre (Paris: Mercure de France, 1949), p .73.
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highly typical in one of Renard’s poems to find the juxtaposition of statements such 

as ‘Les beignets du sucre d ’erable ont plus de saveur cette annee [...] L ’histoire n ’a 

lieu q u ’en son contraire/et I’abim e detoume sans fin toute fin’ {DN  141). The poems 

consistently point to a link between temporal reality and an eternal existence, for 

Renard believes that ‘Fam e fonde alliance avec la chair qui veille’ {CP 124). A 

peipetual redefinition of the hie et nunc within the context of a spiritual atemporality 

can be traced throughout the texts, as a belief in the afterlife underscores his 

understanding of the temporal threshold. This section will exam ine the way in which 

Renard privileges Vetem el throughout the poem s and the tension that arises from 

this process.

Renard’s poetry repeatedly insists on an eternal perspective, as the hope in things 

to come acts as a contextualising force for present reality and the concept of 

chronological tim e is thereby undeimined. R enard’s declaration that ‘c ’est temps 

d ’etre FU T U R ’ exemplifies this emphasis on the future, where the typography 

illustrates a subordination of the present ( ‘c ’e s t’, ‘FU T U R ’) . T h i s  perception of 

time canies strong echoes of Lamartine, a poet who claims that:

Je lis dans I’avenir la raison du present:
L ’espoir feiTne apres moi les portes du neant,
Et, rouvrant I’horizon a mon ame ravie,
M ’explique par la mort I’enigme de la vie.'^

For Renard, however, difficulties arise from the fact that his particular frame of 

reference and the language that he employs are intrinsically bound up in the very 

chronology he wishes to undeiTnine. As R enard’s poetic gaze gravitates towards an 

atemporal divinity ( ‘Celui qui est’, CP 67), he is nevertheless fully aware of the 

restrictions im posed upon him by the limitations of his own chronology. His sense 

of helplessness when confronted by the relentless passing o f time is strongly 

rem iniscent of Baudelaire's claim  that:

[...] le Temps m ’engloutit minute par minute,
Com m e la neige imm ense un corps pris de roideur;
Je contemple d ’en haut le globe en sa rondeur 
Et je  n ’y cherche plus I’abri d’une cahute.

Avalanche, veux-tu m ’emporter dans ta chute?’’

RefeiTing to Cantiques pour des p a ys perdus, Pien'e Brunei highlights this superimposing o f  the 
future on to the present tense, commenting that 'c’est en effet le futur bientot qui devient le temps 
fondamental du poem e [...] Tout le paradoxe du recueil est la: la conquete a venir de ce qui a deja 
existe, I’expression future d'un passe.’ M etam oiphose du m onde precede de  O rigines ([Paris]: Orphee 
& La Difference. 1991), p .14.

Lamartine, P rem ieres m edita tions, ‘La F oi’, p .l 15.
Baudelaire. Les Fleurs du mat. ‘Le Gout du N eant’, p. 108.
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1 8The Baudelairian notion that ‘le Temps mange la vie’ is one that runs as a 

central theme in Renard’s work. Significantly, the place where Renard perceives a 

possible triumph over the ravaging force of time is in poetry, which he regards as 

having an atemporal quality ( ‘Car il [le poeme] depasse le temps tout en s’y 

inscrivant a tel ou tel moment simultanement present et futur’, AN  220). Therefore, 

it is through the medium of the poem that Renard envisages a possible alliance of 

past, present and future

La poesie compoite en fait les sens passes, presents et futurs des mots [...] Vous 
nounissez vous-memes, le poeme, vous y mettez ce que vous etes et ce qui, par 
consequent, s’y trouve comme deja present a I’avance.

{QP 25)

Renard claims there to be 'une interaction constante' between ‘ma vie temporelle’ 

and ‘ma poesie’ {AN 179) and this is reflected in the poems, where he frequently 

explores the concept of time grammatically and thematically:

Quels livres I’ont ecrit, I’ecrivent, I’ecriront?
(SG  128)

Et pour eviter d ’y tomber un jour, par sorts ou magies emanant de toi, 
veille a devenir quel dernier futur deviendra I’enfer qui commence ici.

(5G 11)

In the above examples, the reader’s perception of time and understanding of 

chronology is undermined as past, present and future are merged together ('ecrit, 

I’ecrivent, I’ecriront', 'demier futur deviendra [...] commence ici'). Textually, this 

draws our attention to the fact that, for Renard, the atemporal plane is not merely a 

plausible concept, but a reality. In a sense, the texts enact Renard's anticipation of 

the crossing of the threshold between present and future and of entrance into a realm 

wherein past, present and future m e r g e . H a v i n g  crossed this temporal threshold, 

Renard conceives of an ultimate unity, where there is a fusion of the temporal and 

the eteinal, I’ici and I’ailleurs'.

Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du inal, ‘L ’Ennem i’, p.44.
W e are reminded here of Claudel’s plea to God: ‘Delivrez-moi du temps’ in Cinq Grandes odes, 

‘L ’Esprit et I’eau ', p.41.
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[...] quand le Tem ps viendra 
de la fin des temps, le Temps interieur, 
le Com m encem ent sans achevement, 
quand tout ce qui est d ’ici et d ’ailleurs 
sera purifie, sera dans la gloire 
et en comm union et en unite

(C P  72)

‘Je suis dans le temps m ort’

W hile Renard strives to attain this fusion in the poem s, he also acknowledges that it

is one that will only be fully realised in death. In the poem s, death is portrayed as

being the ultimate threshold between man and God. The poet’s anticipation of death

and of an after-life embues his poetry with an evangelical zeal which he directs

towards the reader ( ‘Ne laisse pas ta mort/te tuer’, SG  43, ‘Ne sois pas de ceux qui

ne m eurent/qu’apres leur propre m ort’, SG  60). The pow er of death lies in the fact

that ‘a  partir d 'un  seuil fatal, inconsciemrnent traverse et qu ’on ne refranchit pas, la
? 20mort s ’immisce dans la vie et etend son am bivalence’. Unsurprisingly, faith has a 

profound influence on Renard’s understanding of death and he claims that ‘la foi 

m ’engage done dans la voie d ’une destinee singuliere qui se fagonne i d  meme mais 

semble egalement, bien qu ’enigmatiquement, en m esure de depasser le temps et la 

m ort.’ (LV  20). The verb 'depasser' is particularly telling here, for it betokens a sense 

of the possibility o f m oving beyond the restrictions im posed by time and death and 

passing over into an eternal realm. This idea is one that we see expressed time and 

time again in the poems, indicating that his perception of the threshold is 

inextricably bound to his belief in an afterlife:

M eme au plus clos 
reste une porte
-  mem e au plus bas, meme au plus noir, 
meme au plus mort!

{SG 95)

As this example illustrates, Renard’s Christianity m eans that he sees death as being, 

first and foremost, a means of access to a spiritual ailleurs, for, like Claudel, he 

believes in a God that has power over life and death ( ‘Je sais que vous n ’etes point 

le dieu des morts, mais des vivants’).^' This belief gives Renard hope and an 

assurance of something beyond I ’ici:

B room e’s preface to Frenaud’s La Sorciere de Rom e siiivi de D epu is toujours dejd , p. 10.
Paul Claudel, Cinq gran des odes suivies d'un P rocessionnal p o u r  sa lu er le siec le  nouveau, La 

C antate a irois voix  (Paris; Gallimard, 1966), ‘M agnificat’, p .57.



La mort etaye la vie.
Mais, deniere elle, 
meme le neant 
n ’annule pas le dieu.

(SG 10)

In the texts, death is not portrayed as being a permanent state, but as ‘I’instant d ’une 

venue et d ’un depart’ (77 28), as it marks a beginning and not an end ( ‘A chaque 

mort, nulle part et partout, debute quelque chose’, 77 30).

Nonetheless, while Renard’s religious beliefs as regards an afterlife are 

constantly being asserted, his poems openly acknowledge the mysterious nature of 

death (‘C ’est la mort meme qui defend de comprendre/ce qu'est la mort’ {DR 12) 

and the paradox of i ’immortel secret de la m ort’ (LS 60):

Tout commence en ce lieu o l i  I’un se change en 1’autre. [...]
Toute mort est ouverte a I’etre essentiel present dans toute mort.

(CP 164)

The texts are therefore charged with a sense of hope and of mystery as Renard 

acknowledges that ‘la mort acquiesce au mystere’ {SG 85):

Le coips, dans le tombeau, change-t-il d’histoire [...]
On dirait cependant que derriere le deuil 
Une lampe, parfois, s’allume et nous conduit
............................................ au bord d ’un autre seuil.

(M 32-33)

Here, the intrinsic link between death and the threshold is illustrated in the full 

rhyme (‘deuil’/ ‘seuil’), yet access to the threshold is still qualified by a measure of 

uncertainty (as represented by the punctuation of the last line and the use of 

‘change-t-il’, ‘on dirait’, ‘paifois’). Consistently over his poetic career, Renard tries 

to reconcile his faith in I ’etemel with the inevitable obstacle of death, a force that 

seems to undermine any notion of the infinite. The poetry has reflected this conflict, 

where references to life are regularly counterbalanced by those to death, as the 

following example typifies:

La vie attendait au fond de la mort.
Mais ie n ’ai pas su comment I’y saisir.

{DR 52)

Having embraced the Christian theology of an afterlife, Renard must still struggle to 

overcome the tension that arises between his faith and the doubts that assail him. 

The poet is confronted with the difficult task of reconciling his belief system with
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the mystery of death and with the isolating experience of ‘une mort inconnue qu’il 

faut traverser seuF {CP 154).

From a Christian perspective, the deity's absolute otherness is conveyed through
22a subversion of man's perception of time. W ithin this spiritual context, there exists 

neither beginning nor end and so ‘I’etemel IL Y A est absolu rien d ’autre’ {SG 147). 

Renard, however, faces the peipetual challenge of reconciling this assertion with his 

experiences as a mortal in a temporal world. In the same way that Claudel claims 

that ‘je  veux la vie mem e sans laquelle tout est mort!/ La vie meme et tout le reste 

me tue qui est m ortel!’,̂ '"’ so R enard’s religious assertions are frequently tinged with 

the reality o f death. W hile Renard’s theology insists on the immortal status of m an’s 

spirit and on "une perennite possible  there is an undeniable preoccupation with 

mortality as he asks ‘mais que suis-je et que puis-je et qu ’ai-je de vivant qui n ’ait un 

gout de m ort’ (D 94). The emphatic internal rhyme of this series of three questions 

encapsulates Renard's awareness of the pow er of death and his difficulty in 

overlooking the obvious limitations of his own mortality. Elsewhere, this tenion 

between life and death is expressed through a series of contrasts and comparisons:

Je meurs ici de n ’etre dans la mort 
que le m alheur de celui que je  suis, 
m ourant ailleurs de n ’etre que le coips 
de celui-la que je  suis dans I’esprit.

(M 77)

The alternate rhyme ( ‘m ort’/ ‘co ips’, ‘suis’/ ‘espirit’) highlights Renard’s theological 

conviction that death is merely coiporeal while m an’s essence is spiritual. Yet the 

dominant force of death is made cleai' by its appearance three tim es ( ‘m eurs’, 

‘m ort’, ‘m ourant’) and is linked semantically by the ‘m ’ alliteration and its 

consequent association with ‘m alheur’. The personal impact of death is also 

highlighted by the repetition of ‘j e ’, which appears three times.

At times, in a m anner similar to other poets preoccupied with spiritual matters, a 

certain fatalism can be detected in R enard’s tone that seems to contradict his 

religious zeal.^^ The anguish felt by Renard is apparent in his declaration that ‘moi 

je  suis dans le temps m ort’ (M 76). The ambiguity of this phrase and its possible 

inteipretations suggest a num ber of elem ents that may contribute to R enard’s

The N ew  Testam ent states that ‘with the Lord a day is like a thousand years and a thousand years 
are like a day’, 2 Peter 3. 8, N ew  InreniaTioiial Version.

Claudel. Cinq G randes odes. ‘L ’Esprit et I’eau’, p .37.
This phrase is taken from Peter B room e’s preface to Frenaud’s La Sorciere de R om e su ivi de 

D epuis toujours dejd  (Paris: Gallimard. 1984), p .7.
One is reminded, for example, o f Frenaud’s question ‘et a quoi bon si la mort va et vient 

partout oil je  respire?’ in II n 'v a p a s  de parad is , ‘Dans I’arbre tenebreux’, p . l4 1 .
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unease. At its most literal level, time is considered ‘m ort’ because it renders all 

things finite and acts as a lim iting force that brings everything to a conclusion ( ‘le 

destin de chacun, ce sont les allees de sa mort,/les toum ants de sa vie, mais c ’est 

pareil.’)̂ *" However, there is also the inference that Renai'd regards this life as a type 

of metaphysical injury time and that, in a sense, he sees him self in the uncertain 

limbo between the main part of the game and the m om ent when he may stop 

playing. This exemplifies the strong dualism found throughout R enard’s writing, as 

the poet continually struggles to reconcile his mortality with his belief system.

It is im portant to note that Renard openly acknowledges that ‘la difficile fo i’ {CP 

128) is, by its very nature, problematic. Over the years, R enard’s poetry reflects the 

various stages of his faith, as he oscillates between passive acceptance and profound 

questioning:

Ne demande pas: D ’oij? QUT? Oij? -  Vis-en seulem ent la non-reponse.
(C P  203)

Pourquoi le dieu ne se revele-t-il partout qu ’en etant partout invisible?
Connaissable qu ’etant inconnaissable?
Signifiant q u ’en n ’ayant pas de sens?

(M 30)

Throughout these stages, the one spiritual stumbling-block that consistently features 

in Renard’s poems is the subject of the limiting force of death. Indeed, there is a 

helplessness conveyed as he claims that ‘la mort me retient, et je  ne puis rien etre’ 

(M 91) and asks ‘ou trouverais-je la force de survivre en attendant la vie?’ {DN 118). 

The poet is repeatedly confronted with the reality of death and m ust therefore strive 

to incoi-porate the apparent finality of death into his belief structures. In order to do 

so, Renard employs a liminal vocabulary as he seeks to portray death in tenns of a 

passage to eternal life rather than a banier, where ‘toute m ort est ouverte a I’etre 

essentiel present dans toute m ort’ {CP 164). The concept o f a threshold into an 

eternal realm is therefore primordial in the poet’s im aginative framework, for 

without it, he would be forced to see the inexorable passing o f chronological time 

simply in term s of a m ovem ent tow'ards inevitable term ination. It is only by means 

of his eternal perspective that Renard may rejoice in the hope that he has and thus 

overcome the seemingly negative power of death, portraying it as a beginning rather 

than an end:

Frenaud, II n 'y  a pas de paradis,  ‘La Lumiere de I’amour',  p .183.
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je  ne sais que passer par les jours de la mort 
et que risquer sur I’homme,

que demeurer lie a la cendre du m onde 
quand je  sais a chaque heure 

que quelque chose en moi transcende et me sonde 
et defend que je meure.

(M 102)

Here, the rhyme scheme serves to highlight the close imaginative link between time 

and death, with the emphatic ‘chaque heure [...] je  m eure’, w'hile ‘transcende’ 

clearly indicates an awareness of the vertical axis. In the poem  entitled ‘A illeurs’, 

for exam ple, Renard wonders ‘suis-je vif, suis-je m ort’ {CP 82), where ‘ailleurs’ 

signifies a spiritual rather than a spatial displacement. It is this belief in Vailleurs 

and in an ultimate salvation that sustains Renard:

M ais garde I’esperance [...]
et tu sauras qu’encore, a la nuit com m e a I’aube de tous les avenirs, 
le dieu te sauvera!

(O M  11)

This poem  is taken from a recent collection (2000) and dem onstrates Renard’s 

continuing faith in the revelation that is im m anent (as highlighted by the 

affiiTnations made in the future tense, ‘tu sauras’, ‘le dieu te sauvera’). This, Renard 

believes, will bring clarity to the darkness that the poet feels in his present reality 

( ‘la nuit’).

‘L ’enfant qui me hante s ’appelle ete’

The poems' emphasis on the eternal contains within it Renard's desire for a new 

quality of life. In Renard’s paradigm, access to this new life involves crossing the 

threshold of death in order that the self m ay undergo a process o f rebirth (‘en 

passant par la mort oij est passe 1’amour/pour naitre a votre e te’, M 90). In the texts, 

the poet employs various imaginative liminal representations to express the process 

of spiritual rebirth and new life. Spring, for example, is portrayed as being a point of 

passage from  death and from ‘la fureur des saisons de douleurs’ (C P 29):

Le futur, s’il se deplombait, s ’il me demasquait son dedale, tolererait-il qu’au 
printemps mon angoisse y ensevelisse ses idoles et ses m omies?

{DR 12)
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Similarly, in contrast to ‘le vide hivemal’ {CP 57), Renard claims that ‘I’ete feconde 

mes yeux!’, CP 105). The summer is associated with new life, hope and 

possibilities:

Venu I’ete,
les pluies s’en vont, les dieux veils se taisent dans les lies. [...]

Aucun domaine n ’est clos.
(CP 181)

et que meme la mort finirait de mourir 
pour etre aussi par lui rendue a votre ete

(CP 95)

Si jamais nous fumes 
sans nom, dans I’ete, 
homme et femme unis 
en un seul corps d’or [...] 
hors hiver, hors mal, 
hors moit, hors neant

{DR 63-64)

Here, the image of summer is employed to signify freedom (‘rendue a votre ete’) 

and reconciliation ( ‘homme et femme unis’). The exhilaration that Renard’s 

experiences is emphasised by the use of alliteration ( ‘meme, ‘m oil’, ‘mourir’), while 

the poet also attempts to draw the reader into the poems and to share this hope
27( ‘nous fumes’).

In the same way that Renard uses spring and summer to communicate concepts 

of freedom and rebirth, so I ’enfance also draws on similar associations ( ‘une 

enfance/vers I’eau centrale d’ete’, CP 118). The purity of the childhood state, as

perceived by Renard, reflects the traditional Christian belief that childhood
28embodies an innocence which is particularly receptive to the divine:

Andre Alter remarks on this literary association, cominenting that ‘I’ete s ’identifie en reahte avec 
I’espace de recueillement oii le poete nous invite a penetrer’, Le Sacre dii silence  (Seyssel: Champ 
Vallon, 1990), p. 151.

The B ible describes children as those ‘who do not yet know good from bad’ (Deuteronom y 1.39) 
and in M ark’s G ospel, the story is told o f  how ‘people were bringing little children to Jesus to have 
him touch them [...] He said to them, “Let the littie children com e to me, and do not hinder them, for 
the kingdom o f God belongs to such as these. I tell you the truth, anyone who will not receive the 
kingdom o f God like a little child will never enter it”. Mark 10.13-15, N ew  In ternational Version.
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L ’enfance rit et joue 
d ’un miroir sans image, 
d ’une lampe sans ombre 
ou d ’un cahier sans pages.

Elle invente tout ce qui manque 
en creant tout ce qu’elle ignore.

(SG 15)

The poet depicts childhood as a state of simplicity in which the child is free from the 

burden of responsibility and where (s)he may live in a world of causes without 

effects (as emphasised by the phrases ‘sans image’, ‘sans om bre’, ‘sans pages’). The 

lack of self-consciousness that Renard links with the experiences of childhood 

implies that a child may enjoy the immediate pleasures of life without being aware 

of the constraints of temporality. Elsewhere in Renai'd’s poems, the association of 

childhood and life is emphasised, as the image of childhood is linked with the life- 

giving properties of the sun:

Si je devenais innocent, si je retrouvais cette enfance chargee de citrons et 
d ’oranges comme un verier.

(DR 46)

Here, the image of the orchard also relates childhood to vitality ( ‘chargee de citrons 

et d ’oranges’). These childhood qualities greatly attract Renard, for they represent a 

foiTn of liberation (‘I’exacte enfance/habite libre/comme le chevaux/sous les 

tamaris’, CPR 80). There is a close imaginative link established between Venfance 

and the threshold to new life, as reflected in Renard’s definition of "Vesprit 

d ’enfance', which he describes as ‘([...] I’esprit primitif, sauvage, innocent, naturel), 

il me garde en peiTnanence dans un etat d ’ouverture, de decouverte, d ’etonnement. E 

m ’accorde de regarder sans cesse d ’un ceil nouveau les etres et les choses [...] E me
29purifie des ideologies et des noiines que Ton entrprend de m ’y imposer!’ {AN 12). 

The innocence attributed to childhood means that Renai'd also perceives it as 

encapsulating a state of openness, through which one may be granted access to I ’au- 

dela ( ‘Les enfances sont des fenetres’, SG 54). In ‘Cantique pour des pays perdus’, 

the poet asks ‘y trouverais-je mon enfance?’ {CP 27) and similarly, ‘Incantations

Renard's view  o f  the childhood state is reminiscent o f  Kundera’s, w ho remarks that 'children 
are the future [...] For children have no past [...] History is a series o f  ephem eral changes, while 
eternal values are im mutable, perpetuated ouside history, and have no need o f  memory [...] 
children are life, and living is seeing, hearing, touching, drinking, eating, urinating, defecating, 
diving into the water and gazing at the sky, laughing and crying.', M ilan Kundera, The Book o f  
Laughter an d  F orgettm g, trans. by M .H.H eim  (London: Faber & Faber, 1992), p.257.
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des enfances’ also establishes a strong associative link between childhood and 

Vailleurs'.

Oij sont les doux enfants qui savaient des voyages, 
les enfants envoutes dont j ’ai garde I’odeur 
et qui laissent en moi des paradis sauvages?

Ils sont morts dans la mer, ils sont partis ailleurs
(C P 62)

There is a strong sense that Renard is enticed by the apparent proxim ity of this more 

innocent (and, by implication, more spiritual) state ( ‘Juste au-dela,/l’enfance attend’, 

CP 111). R enard’s use of the childhood image conveys something of his longing for 

an ailleurs that is physical, spiritual and temporal, highlighting its distinct otherness 

from the poet's present reality. The association between 'des paradis sauvages' and 

childhood connotes the link between I ’enfance and interaction a with a spiritual 

autre, and is one that can be seen elsewhere in the texts:

J ’obeirai a I’enfance 
qui a reconnu ma chair 
dans sa chair ensevelie 
et lui partage le pain.

{CP  106)

D espite R enard’s apparent idealisation of the childhood state, it is nonetheless 

problematic for, as one of the above examples illustrates, it can also prove to be 

elusive ( ‘Oii sont les doux enfants qui savaient des voyages [...]? /Ils  sont morts 

dans la mer, ils sont partis ailleurs’). Elsewhere in the poetry, childhood is also 

associated with pain and uncertainty ( ‘Une enfance doit y apprendre/A ne pas guerir 

de rincertitude’, CP  161). Similarly, the poet acknowledges that this search for I ’au- 

dela  is not one that will necessarily bring happiness:

Dans les contrees les plus cruelles, [...] 
oiJ trem bleront le desespoir 
et les enfances foudroyees, 
dans la douleur

(C P 31)

Throughout the texts, the poet's complex perception of I ’enfance can be seen where 

ambiguities abound. One particularly pertinent exam ple of this am biguity is the 

reference that Renard makes to ‘mon coips secret, mon coips intem e/ou toute 

enfance est enteiree [...] -  ce temps-ci est diluvien.’ (M 76). Here, the poet leaves it
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entirely unclear as to whether he believes that there is an inner enfance hidden deep 

within or whether his enfance is dead and buried and so has nothing to do with his 

adult life, leaving the reader to draw his own conclusions.

Despite this indeteiTninate attitude, it is nonetheless clear that Renard does 

perceive the childhood state as one that embodies the mystery of the relationship 

between the profane and the divine:

I’enfance fascine la femme issue de I’ancien sang, 
r  exorcise, la voue a qui n’a pas de nom
pour incanter en elle I’alliance touiours conclue et touiours future.

(D7V155)

For the poet, Venfance links the physical and spiritual realm and represents a point 

of passage between humanity (‘issue de I’ancien sang’) and the deity (‘qui n ’a pas 

de nom’). The atemporal bond between spirit and flesh therefore is incarnate in 

childhood. While chronology dictates that Venfant must grow older and be worn 

down by ‘la dereliction et I’incertitude’ {SG 43), the innocent state of Venfance is 

peipetually renewed and retained. Significantly, the poet chooses to focus primarily 

Venfance rather than on les enfants, as an inner state is something that dwells within 

each individual:

Le dieu ne meuit qu’en toi,
attendant que I’enfance en toi le ressuscite.

(SG 107)

Here, the divine is not depicted in teiins of an immortal being, but rather as one that 

is subject to the finality of death (a fact that is suggested typographically by the use 

of the lower case in 'dieu'). While both 'le dieu' and 'I'enfance' are in-dwelling (as 

highlighted by the repetition of 'en toi' in the two lines), it is I ’enfance (and not god) 

that has the power of life over death ('ressuscite'). Elsewhere, Renard develops this 

idea as he explores the essential link between the poem and I ’enfance, where the 

latter has the capacity to awaken us to the 'enigmes des emotions':

Je considere le poeme comme I’un des moyens [...] de ranimer en nous une part 
de la source toujours vive et toujours nouvelle (je I’appellerai l’«esprit 
d’enfance») que constituaient le systeme sensoriel, les instincts, les reflexes 
primitifs de I’aventure humaine prehistorique, et de nous rouvrir (a travers nos 
mots de maintenant) aux enigmes des emotions.

{AN 75-76)
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Poetry plays an intrinsic role in this process, as it offers a means of access to the 

’source toujours vive et toujours nouvelle’ that the poet perceives the childhood state 

to be. The liminal role that the poem serves in grantm g access to Venfance is 

attributable primarily to the fact that the poem, like 'I’etat d ’enfance', can continually 

offer new perspectives:

Je definirai subjectivement et imparfaitement le poem e com m e un «office de 
la transparence» qui, en ne cessant pas de changer le regard du poete sur les 
etres et les choses, invite aussi autrui a les voir d ’une fa^on toujours nouvelle, 
que decrit par surcroit I’etat d ’enfance peiTnanent incam e dans ses divers 
symboles et significations.

The Inner Journey 

‘Toute vraie voie est interieure’

In the same way that Renard employs the image of I ’enfance  to signify a 

predominantly m etaphysical state within the self, so he also adopts an 

overwhelm mgly spiritual interpretation of the image o f the journey, claiming that 

‘toute vraie voie est interieure’ {SG 63). This section will explore the w'ays in which 

Renard employs the m etaphor of the journey and what these representations reveal 

about his perception of the threshod.

In contrast to Reda, whose principal interest lies in actual travel, R enard’s poetic 

imagination often employs metaphors of travelling and the im age of life as a road to 

denote spiritual grow'th, as he finds him self ‘sur la route sans limite du voyage 

spiritual’ (LV 245). The contrast between Reda and Renard is perhaps particularly 

evident in Lieu du voyageur, Notes sur le mystere (published in 1980), in which 

Renard quotes Nicolas de Cues:

«Le voyageur [...] qui marche c ’est-a-dire qui se m eut sur une voie infinie, si on 
lui demande oil il est, repond: Sur la voie', et si on lui dem ande d ’oii il vient, il 
repond: De la voie', et si on lui demande oii il va, il repond: Vers la voie, venant 
de la voie. Et c ’est ainsi qu’w/ie Voie infinie est appelee le lieu du voyageur, et 
que cette voie est Dieu.»

{LV  166-67)

Jean-Claude Renard in an interview with Bernard Mazo, ‘Jean-Claude Renard en quete 
d ’absolu’. Poesie 1 Vagabondages: le magazine de la poesie, 10 (1997), 7-11, p .13.
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The ambiguous title of the collection denotes the complex nature of the image, 

where the lieu of the traveller refers to a spiritual destination rather than a physical 

one. The subtitle (Notes sur le mystere) reinforces a focus that is fixed prim arily on 

the vertical axis and on the mysterious interaction that is possible with the divine {'le 

lieu du voyageur, et que cette voie est D ie u ). W hile Renard refers to this ‘voie 

infinie’ with what could be constm ed as being in physical tenns ( ‘sur’, ‘d e ’, ‘vers’), 

it is also conveyed in teiTns of a temporal path that traces the traveller’s point of 

departure and anival ( ‘oij il est’, ‘d ’oii il v ient’, ‘oii il va’). In the texts, Renard 

portrays the road as not simply a means o f m ovem ent from one point to another, but 

as being a defining force for all those with whom  it comes into contact ( ‘Suis-je ma 

route avant ma route?’, TI 59, ‘II n ’y a pas de voie. Tu I’es toi-m em e - /e t  son 

teiTne’, CP  203).

In sharp contrast to Reda, Renard m anifests com paratively little interest in the 

physical act of walking in his poems, except in teiTns of its associations with acts of 

penance and therefore as a physical symbol of the spiritual journey ( ‘C ’est a 

I’humilite de la marche: a sa lenteur et a sa lourdeur -  que m e voici done rendu’, LV  

245). W hile the texts do contain references to specific geographical locations 

(indeed, in R enard’s most recent collection, A Voree du mystere (2000) he refers to 

‘A m azonie’, ‘Europe, ‘I’Arctique’, ‘I’Antarctique, ‘A sie’ ‘A m erique’ and 

‘A frique’), the poet’s primary focus is on metaphysical journeys. Reda savours his 

expeditions on foot, by train or by solex, but Renard rarely m entions the means by 

which he travels. This almost complete subordination of physical points of passage 

serves to highlight Renard’s absolute insistence on an ultimate spiritual destination 

( ‘Ce dont je  vis, ce dont je  meurs/et me peipetue en ailleurs/n’est rien d ’ic i’, CP  56) 

and an ovem ding orientation towards a metaphorical au-dela. Thus, the journey 

itself is perceived as being infinitely less important than the place, or rather the 

spiritual encounter, to which he is destined ( ‘je  m ’en vais vers celui que je  fus dans 

la gloire/et reconnais I’odeur de mes m etam oiphoses’, CP  65). Indeed, R enard’s 

physical journeys appear to act as little more than a prom pt for metaphysical 

questioning and, in this respect, his poetry comm unicates a perception o f travel that 

is similar to Frenaud;

Lentemenl, et parfois avec fievre et se precipitant, le poete construit un chemin 
dans I’opacite fluente du monde et de lui-meme, s’airetant tout a coup pour se 
dem ander s’il ne s ’egare pas, si chaque pas qu’il fait [...] ne le detoum e pas du 
chateau avec lequel la fin il doit se confondre [...] Et pourtant, il doit continuer a 
trouver et a chercher, a progresser’.'’’

Frenaud. II n 'y a pa s  de paradis ,  ‘Le Chateau et la quete du poem e’, p .233.
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Ultimately, Renard’s chief preoccupation with the journey image is as ‘un etonnant 

voyage [qui] nous metamoiphosait’ {SG 105) and his ultimate goal is to travel 

further along the road of spiritual understanding. His poetry reflects a search for 

something that lies beyond the self in order that he may ‘acceder a I’etre’ {SG 96) 

and thus he exhorts the reader to do likewise:

Va toujours plus loin que toi-meme et I’inattendu t’adviendra.
(SG 105)

Franchis
I’exterieur et I’interieur

( r /3 1 )

Importantly, Renard’s frequent references to travel are often embued with 

uncertainty, as the poet experiences ‘la defaite/De ce coips qui s’en va sans aller 

nulle part’ {CP 10) on ‘le chemin sans nom’ (LV  235). This is frequently conveyed 

through the questions that the journeying act seems to elicit:

Puis je repartirai aux sources peut-etre enfouies dans la ganigue
la question de ma soif.
Mais la reconnaitrais-ie si je rencontrais I’eau?

(CP 18)

Je marche (vers oCi? quel neant?)
aussi teiTibles que la mort accomplie par desesperance de ne voir finir 

I’agonie.
(CPR 118)

Renard's impetus to engage in a spiritual journey is thereby negated by a deep 

dissatisfaction and lassitude towards the notion of exploration, where the poet 

believes that ‘il ne me reste rien, dans les prairies nouvelles,/de la metamorphose’ 

(MM 104). This statement is made in one of Renard’s more recent collections of 

poetry (1991) and reflects the path that his own spiritual journey has taken over the 

years. Ten years previously, Renard asserted that ‘toute demarche authentiquement 

religieuse consiste, chacune a sa maniere, en une incessante recherche des voies 

interieures pouvant mener a une relation transformatrice avec le Mystere ou a une 

identification eventuelle avec lui’ (LV 225-26). However, with the passing years, his 

desire to explore ‘des voies interieures’ seems to diminish somewhat. Despite the 

poet’s religious conviction, he does not deny the fact that the threshold represents an 

unknown, and therefore is to be approached with caution. The desire to reach I ’au- 

delci and the fear of what that may entail creates a tension in the texts as Renard
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32oscillates between a movement outwards and a retreating back to the self.' At 

times, the poet’s peipetual uncertainty appeal's to act as a hindrance, to the point 

where he is filled with confusion and disillusionment:

J ’ai dit le mot nocturne et bu les eaux sauvages, 
j ’ai touche I’or, le feu -  j ’ai suivi des voyages 
d’oii je n ’ai rapporte que des oiseaux mourants.

(M 65)

This example demonstrates the deep frustration that Renard sometimes feels, where 

the ultimate fruitlessness of the journey is highlighted by the negative ‘ne [...] que’ 

and the contrast set up between ‘I’or, le feu’ and ‘des oiseaux mourants’. This sense 

of disenchantment is implicitly bound up with the poet's iiminal mentality, where 

the beginning of a new journey (and the crossing of a new threshold) is both 

bew'itching but also perhaps deceptive ( ‘les departs sont ensorcelants’, M 61).

While Reda's poems describe his travels a pied  and those things he has 

discovered as he walks around the city, Renard employs the verb marcher in the 

texts principally as a metaphor. In Renard’s poems, the repeated emphasis of the 

verb ‘marcher’ ties in closely with the poet’s fascination with ‘la voie de ce qui 

depasse/tout lieu’ (M 13). Like Verlaine, Renard’s poetic vision is directed towards 

a spiritual journey rather than physical displacement:

Va ton chemin sans plus t’inquieter!
La route est droite et tu n ’as qu’a monter,
Pourtant d ’ailleurs le seul tresor qui vaille [...]
La mort la-bas te dresse un lit de joie.^^

In contrast to Reda’s casual ambling around the back streets of Paris, Renard’s 

attitude is very firmly focused on ‘la rue oii court la vie comme le sang aux
i 34veines ;

Je ne cesserai pas d ’y marcher [...]
Sans chercher la demeure possible: I’eventuel lieu d ’alliance,
Abime I’etre.

{CP 161)

The sense of puipose in the phrase 'Je ne cesserai pas d ’y marcher' communicates 

the poet's detennination to follow the path he believes is set before him. Yet this

Andre Alter com m ents that ‘Jean-Claude Renard reste fidele aux voyages [...] I! ne faut done 
jamais cesser de poser des questions auxquelles seul ce dieu qui est en I’homm e peut apporter les 
vraies reponses. Mais plus il avance, plus I'homme decouvre que ces reponses ne lui parviennent 
d’abord qu’a travers celles que lui apportent le sacre’, Le Sacre du si lence,  p p .151-52.

Paul Verlaine, Sagesse  (London: The A thlone Press, 1973), ‘x:xi’, p.44.
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puiposefulness stands in contrast to the negative ternis with which he describes his 

destination, for the very physical action o f walking ultimately leads to a type of 

detruction ('Abim e I’etre'). The ambiguous nature of Renard's perception of his 

destination is reflected elsewhere when the poet states that ‘M archer/fut-ce vers 

rien/garde possible tou t’ {LS 37), suggesting that it is the journeying process, rather 

than the goal, that provides possibilities. W hile, on one level, this attitude is similar 

to that of Reda's, it has particular ramifications for a poet o f faith like Renard. Here, 

despite Renard's beliefs, the spiritual joum ey seem s to have no determinable 

location and the reference to 'rien' betokens the uncertainty he feels about the nature 

(or even existence) o f a spiritual autre. Nonetheless, despite these m isgivings, there 

is also a restlessness that pervades R enard’s poem s, as he is haunted by the 

compulsion to continue his spiritual quest ( ‘je  ne puis m ’aireter nulle part’, L V  245). 

He seeks a spatial, temporal and spiritual otherness, in which all contradictions w'ill 

be embraced:

La se nom m e ce que rien ne dit.
La se trouve ce que rien n ’indique.
La dem eure ce qui ne reste nulle part.
La s ’en vient ce qui n ’est jam ais la.

(CP  198)

‘Dans le long dedale oii mon nom se perd’

W hile Renard displays a keen desire to travel along the road of spiritual growth, the 

recuning image of the maze indicates the poet’s trepidation when confronted with a 

metaphysical autre. As has been outlined in the study of Reda's poetry, the maze 

challenges the usual function of the path for it is com prised of circuitous and 

obstructed paths that deny any sense of progression. For Renard, the m aze’s 

confusing netw'ork of blocked and misleading routes prom pt him to wonder ‘serait- 

ce moi que je  defie: ma recherche et ma fuite m elees a qui me cherche et 

m ’echappe’ {CP  181). The repeated use in the texts of the image of the maze 

signifies the frustration and unhappiness that the poet sometim es experiences, where 

his principal concem  with the destination rather than on the journeying process is 

challenged;

Pierre Reverdy, Main d 'm tvre  (Paris: Mercure de France, 194 9 ),‘N ’essayez pas’, p.25.
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Dans le long dedale ou men nom se perd, je traine un malheur, je vis une 
moit dont I’amour peut seul, si je le celebre, asoudre mon sang, le purifier, lui 
offrir le baume et le coips nouveau que toujours je cherche et jamais ne trouve.

(DR 65)

In this example, the poet’s very identity is threatened by the maze ( ‘oCi mon nom se 

perd’) and the experience of the maze is associated with ‘un malheur’ and 'une moit' 

(the impact of which is highlighted by the repetition of [m]). The imaginative link 

between the maze and feelings of isolation is also emphasised by the emphatic 

'toujours'/'jamais', where the subject is both figuratively and textually negated (as je' 

is replaced by 'ne'). Similarly, Renard also refers to I’anonymat du labyrinthe’ {CP 

184) and a place of confusion ‘oii se perdre est tout et n ’est rien’ {CP 199):

A peine ouvert,

le dedale tisse -  puis multiplie aux jeux d ’immobiles miroirs 
ses mythes et les miens.

{DN 111)

The maze is depicted as an active force, creating a bewildering network (represented 

textually by the [m] alliteration) that will challenge the subject's own sense of 

identity (as signified by 'miroirs' and 'mythes'). Therefore, despite Renard’s religious 

conviction and a desire to continue on his spiritual journey, the maze is still seen as 

a powerful force that can entrap:

Comment s’evader du profond dedale?
II toume sans fin autour de tes pas avec le delire

{SG 11)

However, in the same way that Reda is continually exploring his environs and is 

undeteiTed by physical bamers, so Renard imbues the image of the maze with 

positive spiritual (and liminal) connotations:

J ’eiTe, paiTni ces questions, comme dans un labyrinthe dont Ton sait que les 
structures, depuis I’epoque paleolithique, representent a la fois la prison dont on 
I’essaye de s’echapper et le sanctuaire dont Ton s’efforce de decouvrir I’entree, 
le lieu de jonction du sacre et du jeu, et I’espace otJ I’homme fete les mysteres de 
la nature.

{El 12)
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‘J ’avance. effacant les questions’

The poet’s fiirn focus on the road that lies ahead serves as a defining force and 

contextualises all that goes before, with the result that the whole joumeying process 

is defined in relation to its ultimate destination. For Renard, a search for meaning 

beyond the self is synonymous with a journey towards divine enlightenment ( ‘Se 

chercher au-dela de soi est commencer a se pister’, DR  18). La piste is a term that 

Renard employs repeatedly in his work and, as a recum ng image, it suggests of 

Renard’s directional pull to a spiritual au-dela, a pull that the poet appears unable to 

resist;

II fallait persister a vivre, suivre la piste, etre en 
sachant que Ton n ’est rien...

{SG 176)

Here, Renard’s use of language renders it very different in tone from Reda’s poetry. 

Whereas the latter is predisposed to journeying for its own sake, Renard expresses 

the joum ey in metaphorical tenns, where life is portrayed as being a spiritual 

obligation. The verb ‘falloir’ denotes the imperative that obliges Renard to follow 

this predeteiTnined piste. In contrast to Rcda, Renard is inspired by an otherness that 

lies beyond present reality, for ‘depuis toujours longe ma piste une presence, a la 

fois/intime et intacte, qui donne sens au cheminement’ (77 25). This vague presence 

is both relational and complete ( ‘intime et intacte’) and it is one that the poet 

believes atnibutes meaning to his joumey. Throughout the poems, Renard’s focus 

remains fiitnly fixed on his ultimate destination (namely a spiritual union with God) 

as he travels on this ‘voie d’une destinee singuliere’ {L V 20).

Nevertheless, in a manner similar to that of the representation of his destination, 

Renard’s determination to follow la piste is counterbalanced somewhat by the fact 

that the nature of this quite is often expressed in very vague terms:

J ’apprendrais alors a partir, sans connaitre pourquoi ni vers oii 
et sans regarder en aniere.

(DN  146)
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La longue Quete du Graal
ne s’accomplit que si I’on va, pai' la ganigue et le desert,
flairant le vent,
cherchant la piste,
eiTant la nuit,
marchant du jour
sans certitudes,
sans repos,
et sans attendre une reponse, 
vers le puits toujours plus lointain.

{CPR 82)

In both of the above examples, the ongoing sense of bewilderment that Renard feels 

is portrayed clearly in the emphatic negations employed ( ‘sans’, ‘ni’, ‘sans’). 

However, Renard insists that by travelling on this spiritual journey, he may combat 

his doubts ( ‘j ’avance/effa^ant les questions...’, D N  111-12). Therefore, he accepts 

the futility of looking for answers on this side of the threshold of death ( ‘inteiTOger 

est vain’, CP 10, ‘Le vide enseigne a voir. [...] Ne questionne pas’, CP 179). Indeed, 

Renard imagines that progress along the vertical axis is made possible through an 

encounter with the doubts and fears prompted by I ’inconnu:

Pays quittes,
je gagne les ravins en quete d ’une piste promise au pur silence

(CP 180)

As Renard envisages himself moving towards the ‘Tres-Haut’,̂  ̂ he is acutely 

aware of an>l;hing that that may impede his movement along the vertical axis. Set 

determinedly on la piste, Renard is wary of all that may distract or threaten to lead 

him away from the course on which he is set. His road to spiritual enlightenment 

leads upwai'ds to ‘I’Un tres pur’ (CP 200) and so, as he draws closer to God, he is 

watchful of that which may cause him to fall. This deep awareness of a vertical 

ascension to God is reminiscent of a similar paradigm in Reverdy’s poems, who 

claims that:

On ne peut pas marcher dans le sentier etroit
On rentre du meme cote
Mais il y a une bamere
Quelque chose vient de tomber
La-bas deniere’’^

Alphonse de Lam artine, Premieres meditations (Paris: Hachette, 1900), ‘La F o i’, p .l 16.
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In Renard’s poems, ravines, cliffs and chasms are used to communicate spiritual 

difficulties and the recuning image of I ’abtme emphasises the poet’s wanness of
37'!’autre abime'. Renard’s claims that ‘I’inconnu sans fin de I’abTme sans fond 

ouvert sur le neant’ (OM  11) and i ’abime detoume sans fin toute fin’ {DN 141) 

denotes the profound uncertainty that the chasm image prompts, emphasised in the 

text by the emphatic ‘sans fin [...] sans fond’ and 'sans fin toute fin’. In the texts, it is 

clear that the poet is haunted by ‘un etat de vide total’ (El 10) and I ’abune is 

frequently used as an imaginative expression of this:

Vas-tu ceder aux songes qui s’echappent d ’abimes 
plus recules qu’on y avance, plus infini qu’on y descend?

{SG 10)

Importantly, the sense of the void that is prompted by I’abwie is not wholly 

negative. The poet also portrays it as a possible threshold to new possibilities 

( ‘I’abime est une voie’, CP 164, ‘Le vide est une premiere vitre’, CP 163) and even 

to new life ( ‘le vide prodigue une naissance’, CP 162). For this reason, the poet 

states that it is important ‘d ’avoir assez d ’orgueil et de courage pour tenter 

d ’exister/plus haut que le non-sens au niveau du mystere’ (CP 153), in order that 

one may cross the ultimate abune between life and death;

Silence pur, essence d’un abime 
Qui fait en moi vibrer le cristal noir,
Approche-toi de cette mort intime 
Dont tu peux seul traverser le miroir

(CP 9)

The contradictory elements of the liminal image of I ’abime are highly 

representative of Renard's poetry, embodying the poet's claim that ‘les differences 

s ’additionnent au lieu de s’affronter. Mais le reve ou I’utopie continument feconde 

d ’une seule spiritualite universelle n ’en demeure pas moins possible’ (E l 76). As the 

poet’s work has developed over the years, there has been a perceptible shift in his 

attitude towai'ds Vinconnu as he expresses a more open acceptance of the 

uncertainty that he associates with the threshold image:

Et il me fallait apprendre a ne pas m ’effrayer des incertitudes, du silence, du
vide, des tenebres, de la mort qu’il pouvait en meme temps recouvrir.

(LV  108)

Reverdy, ‘Le Monde devant m oi', p.219. 
Reverdy. ‘Lendemain de saison’. pp.348-49.
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Despite the fear and confusion that Renard’s spiritual joum ey instills, the poet does 

not doubt the possibility of divine revelation; ‘I’expOTence du vide est pour moi a la 

fois comm e la carence ontologique que je  suis par rapport a la plenitude ontologique 

qu ’est la divinite et comm e la manifestation, dans sa propre tenebre, de ce qui, en 

tant que pur M ystere, transcende I’etre et le non-etre’ {El 104). For this reason, the 

poet continues to assert the validity of the spiritual joum ey, as a means of being able 

to cross over into le sacre:

Non que je  ne me questionne plus ni ne questionne plus rien au cours de mon 
itineraire. M ais le questionnement a change. E est devenu le questionnement 
d ’un non-questionnem ent: une pure ouverture a ce qui n ’advient qu ’a travers 
le silence.

(LV234)

Conversely, by accepting the mysterious nature of the spiritual journey, Renard may 

overcome the pow er of le vide ( ‘Apprends ainsi que, par m erveilles,/le mystere vide 

le vide’, CP  174) so that ‘le neant n ’est pas une m enace’ {CP  189). Only by 

continuing the journey does Renard believe that he can allay his fears, for it is the 

spiritual jouiTiey that gives the poet a sense o f puipose that in turn helps him to 

overcome his doubts:

II semble que toute demarche authentiquement religieuse consiste, chacune a sa 
maniere, en une incessante recherche des voies interieures pouvant m ener a une 
relation transform atrice avec le Mystere.

(LV 225-26)

Renard accepts the threat of le vide, for even this acceptance will render possible a 

fusion with the spintual realm, for ‘dans le rien loge le mystere -  et I’impossible est 

a I’instant possible’ {CP 182).

The Role of Language

‘La parole qui rassemble et qui plenifie’

Renard’s resolute belief in the Christian metanaixative is displayed throughout the 

texts as the texts repeatedly address the same issues of faith. A substantial part of 

Renard's poetic vision involves not only an exam ination o f le spirituel but an 

engagement w'ith it through the medium of language. H aving traced the way in
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which the poet privileges the atemporal over the temporal and the spiritual over the 

physical, this section will focus on Renard’s perception of the written word as a 

threshold.

Throughout his poetic career, much of Renard’s perception of the role of 

language has Biblical resonances,'’  ̂ in which there is an intrinsic link between divine 

revelation and the word and where the latter is portrayed as being both the source of 

life and the point of passage between God and man.^^ Within Renard’s poems, there 

is a strong association established betw'een access to the deity and language ( ‘le 

Christ est Verbe, et le Verbe est I’arbre/dont tout est issu’, CP 67) and, throughout 

the texts, this interaction is placed within the context of an upwards movement:

I’homme spirituel et I’homme fait Verbe, 
miraculera dans le Ciel ouveit 
le Monde nouveau, la plus haute Ten'e

{CP 73)

Directing his attention to ‘le Ciel ouvert’ and ‘la plus haute Ten-e', the poet 

envisages the threshold between the profane and le sacre as existing on the vertical 

plane, as he strives for ‘a cette alleiite, a cet ailleui'S, a cette transcendance occultes’ 

{AN 95). The liminal capacity that Renard perceives in poetry is due to the fact that 

he believes that language itself is more than merely a linguistic system. Indeed, 

Renard refers to ‘le vrai langage;/La parole qui rassemble et qui plenifie’ {CP 124) 

and to the notion of language as an essence:

Mais qu’au fond du langage 
S ’eveille et se celebre la pai'ole de I’etre

{CP 145)

Renard insists on the idea that language can act as a point of union between man and 

etemal life, reviving the soul that was spiritually dead (‘la parole ecarte les ruines/— 

ranime I’ame momifiee’, SG 32). For Renard, la Parole serves as a means of

In the beginning was the W ord, and the Word was with God, and the W ord was God. He was 
with God in the beginning. Through him all things were made; without him nothing has been  
made. In him was life, and that life was the light o f  men. The light shines in the darkness, but the 
darkness has not understood it’, John 1.1-5, New Inteniational Version.
^®This association between Christ and the word has had a profound influence on religious poeti'y over 
the years. W e think, for exam ple, o f  C laudel’s claim  that ’Le Verbe de D ieu est Celui en qui Dieu  
s ’est fait a I’hom m e donnable./La parole creee est cela  en qui toutes ch oses creees sont faites a 
I’hom m e donnables'. Cinq Grandes odes, ‘La M aison ferm ee’, p.95. Equally, one is reminded o f  
Emmanuels' explicit and immediate association between words and the deity, as the poet refers to ‘la 
parole dans la bouche de D ieu’. Jacob,  ‘N e a jam ais non n e’, p.49.
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crossing the threshold between the profane and the sacred, where ‘la parole attire et 

reflete I’e tre’ (SG  143).^°

'Nulle phrase ne franchit la faille'

However, despite the liminal function that language m ay serve, Renard is also 

keenly aware of its problematic nature, for he feels the limiting boundaries of 

language as he strives to express the transcendence o f T U n/qu i reside au-dela de 

I’etre et du non-etre et de toutes les langues’ (OM  15). Renard's description of this 

predicament is one that is reminiscent of the mystic tradition, in which an apophatic 

theology is em ployed to circumscribe Truth by a series o f inadequate negations, as 

’le M ystere en tant qu ’il est vecii n ’a pas besoin de la parole et opere done au-dela 

du langage.' In the poems, this gap between the word and le sacre is frequently 

conveyed through a liminal vocabulary:

M ais nulle phrase ne franchit la faille, 
n ’obtient mieux que longer I’enigme, 
luire sur le seuil

{DN  125)

Here, the force of the negative ('nulle', 'ne', 'n') is m ade all the more striking as it 

disrupts a sequence of words beginning with [f] and one can sense the poet's 

despair, as he is deeply conscious of the inability o f language to convey that 

which is other. Thus, while language has some m ediating ability, ultim ately it 

seems that it cannot penetrate the threshold betw een the profane and the sacred. 

The poet is frustrated repeatedly by the inadequacy o f language ( ‘comm ent dire/ce 

que les mots ne disent pas?’, CP 197), an emotion he refers to as as 'I’angoisse du 

langage an ive  ju sq u ’au seuil' {SG 19). Renard's liminal mentality therefore lies at 

the heart of his perception of language, where the very words through which he tries 

to convey God only serve to highlight the bam er that exists between the two, as ‘/a 

mystique [ ...]  se situe au-dela de toute expression et de tout l a n g a g e . Throughout 

the texts, Renard continually searches for w'ays in which he may bridge this gap, as 

he wonders 'y aurait-il un langage [...]  a reveler et fonder peu a peu la verite 

possible [...]? {CP 141). However, while he aspires to create ‘la parole etonnfe de 

porter un m ystere plus grand que la parole’ {CP 146), Renard must reconcile his

‘'°This calls to mind C laudel's portrayal o f  the liminal function o f  la Parole: 'La voici done au 
seuil de ma m aison. la Parole qui est com m e une jeune fille eternelie!/O uvre la porte! et la 
Sagesse de D ieu est devant toi'. Cinq Grandes odes.  ‘L ’Esprit et Teau’, p.52.
Renard in an interview with Jean Ancet, Sud, 77, Broussard, Y ves ed. (1988), 'Itineraire avec 
Jean-Claude Renard', 99 -112 , p. 102
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understanding of poetry with the Hmitations that language will necessarily impose 

upon him (M ais comment parler de ce qui n ’est pas exprimable [...]?  Et pourquoi, a 

quoi bon encore cet amas de mots LV  153). As Renard tries to work with what 

Reverdy refers to as ‘des mots trop secs qui ne gardent plus rien de ma substance’/ ' ’ 

the recumng questions throughout the poetry reveal the poet’s frustration and 

uncertainty:

Mais comment parler (et quelle langue)
A qui, pour qui, pour dire quoi [...]?

{CP 162)

Renard's frustration is particularly apparent in the above example, where the poet's 

relationship with language is utterly undermined and he feels bereft of the power to 

communicate (a helplessness that is highlighted by the 'staminering' effect of the 

repetition of [k] and [p]). This conflict between Renard’s desire to express a spiritual 

other and the impossibility of the task is explored in detail in Le Lieu du voyageur.

Ou n’ai-je pas tente de m ’engager trop avant en voulant relater une experience 
qui [...] se produit au-dela du langage et ne laisse, apres elle, que des traces 
ambigues: les ombres vacillantes et troubles d ’une lumiere inqualifiable que, si 
subtil qu’il soit, le langage n ’a qu’a peine pouvoir evoquer? Ecrire est done, ici, 
foncierement trahir.

(L 1^153)

Again, we see how the poet's perception of alterity lies at the heart of his 

understanding of faith and of language, as he struggles to relate that which lies 

beyond words ('au-dela du langage'). The disparity between the experience and the 

inadequacy of language is made evident ('traces ambigues', 'ombres vacillantes', 

'inqualifiable'), and yet writing is Renard's chosen form of communication. This 

ambiguity is one that runs throughout the poems, where language is both central to 

the poet's expression and yet periphery to his religious experience, being both the 

threshold and the bairier to his relationship with God.

'Sans silence [...1 le moi demeure inapte a se depasser veritablement'

This perception of language as serving a dual function as both a threshold and a 

barrier is communicated through the image of exile, where Renard explores the clear

Renard, Sud, p. 108.
Revei'dy, ‘A I’aube le veilleur’, p .346.
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disparity between man’s words and ‘La Langue du sacre’. Clearly distinguishing 

between earthly and divine language, the poet states that the latter ‘me fait homme 

en exil. [...] Me fait un homme d ’ailleurs’ {CP 99-100). Thus, his awareness of 

alterity peiTneates his understanding of self and prompts a sense of separation, 

where language highlights not only its own inadequacies, but serves to isolate the 

poet. Indeed, Renard finds himself in a state of double exile, where he is deeply 

aware of his inability to fully communicate the otherness of the divine and yet also 

unable to resist this calling of sorts. Effectively, he is cut from both the world 

around him and from God.

In an attempt to resolve this paradox that language instigates, Renard focuses on 

the role of silence:

Sans silence [...] le moi demeure inapte a se depasser veritablement [...]. II 
reste incapable de s ’affranchir de ce qui I’aliene pour connaitre qu’il a la faculte 
d’etre ou de devenir plus ce qu’il croit etre ou que ce qu’il se satisfait d ’etre.

{LV 196-97)

Here, the sense of alienation and exile is overcome through the liminal function that 

silence performs (as conveyed through the verbs 'se depasser', 's’affranchir'), 

offering le moi the means to fuller realisation of self. The importance of silence in 

Renard's imaginative framework can be seen throughout the poems;

Mais dans le Silence un Amour - un haut amour fabuleux.
Et il y avait un Verbe dans 1’amour: une Parole.

(CP 101)

La parole n ’est-elle fondee
que par le mystere du silence?

(CP 205)

If it is tme that ‘dire est taire’ (TI 164), conversely, as the two examples above 

demonstrate, silence is portrayed as a mystical form of communication that is able to 

express that which language cannot. In this sense, it is able to overcome the bairier 

between words and the ineffable, acting as a type of threshold between two. For 

Renard, the very fact that ‘incommunicable est la pure essence’ (CPR 34) renders 

the role of silence as being crucial in his understanding of communication, as ‘le 

silence nous offre la possibilite de rencontrer une presence dont la parole excMe 

toute parole’ (LV  199). Importantly, this silence is not ‘une absence de parole, mais

This awareness o f  linguistic limitations calls to mind Frenaud’s work, in which the poet 
wonders ‘qu’importe apres, le murmure miserable du poem e./C ’est neant cela, non le paradis’, II 
n 'y Cl p a s  de parad is , ‘II n’y a pas de paradis’, p .83.
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la parole sans mots d ’une expenence, a la fois interieure et exterieure’'̂  ̂ and, for this 

reason, it becomes the point of passage between man and I ’indicible.

’Lg poeme est paradoxalement ouvenure'

However, while Renard regards silence as a means of crossing the threshold 

between man and le sacre, this does not fully resolve the poet’s dilemma as he still 

feels his fundamental need to express himself through words. In general terms, 

Renard is keenly aware both of the infinite possibilities of of language and words’ 

capacity for renewal, as ‘chaque mot ecrit un autre m ot’ (TI 85);

Sache-le:
jamais tout n ’est dit
Car la langue n’ayant pas de fin
les memes mots faits neufs par chaque regard nu

( r /4 8 )

Here, the opening imperative reiterates Renard’s conviction that words are in a 

perpetual state of regeneration, according to each individual interpretation 

('chaque regard nu'). As the poet searches for a mode of communication that will 

bridge the gap between silence and dire ( ‘il me fallait tenter de m ’exprimer comme 

entre le silence et le dire', LV  9), his main focus is not on language per se but 

rather on the writing of poetry, which he regards as the medium of communication 

that will act as a threshold between the two states:

Pourquoi ecrire
sinon pour etre et pour faire etre?
Pour aller vers cela
qui est en toi et hors de toi
a la fois pur Tout et pur Rien?
Pour te sentir enfin, 
a I’oree du silence, 
au fond comme au-dela des mots 
sacre par le mystere?

(SC 91)

For Renai'd, while he regards silence as a supreme form of communication, the act 

of writing lies at the centre of his understanding of self. Indeed, it is the use of 'le 

langage poetique' in his writing that allows him to communicate the ineffable, as it 

is ‘comme la trace de ce qui ne peut pas etre exprime: la premiere possible (mais

Alter quoting Renard’s comment on La Lum iere du silence, Le Sacre dii silence, p. 12.
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inqualifiable) de ce qui n ’est pas present dans les m ots’ {NP 28). Throughout the 

texts, this trace is illustrated by Renard's use of language, where contradiction and 

paradox hint at the mystery that he can never fully express:

C ’est par ces mots m oils et vivants 
d ’un peu de nuit, d ’un peu de jour 
que quand tu ignores tu sais 
et que quand tu sais tu ignores.

(5G 81)

This example typifies Renard's poetic style, where repetition only serves to 

emphasise the conflict of meaning and to draw our attention to 'ce qui n ’est pas 

present dans les m ots’. This irony is then highlighted by the contrast between the 

final word on the second and fourth lines, where any light shed on the mystery is 

counterbalanced by ignorance ('jour'/'ignore'). Thus, Renard constructs texts that 

demonstrate language's sim ultaneous power and failure to convey ‘la Verile totale et 

absolue’ (E l 76), as 'le langage poetique [...] nous indique a sa fagon qu’il y a 

toujours quelque chose ailleurs, au-dela' (NP  43). Similarly, Renard's belief that 

poetry is I ’un des moyens privilegies qui peiinettent d 'exprim er I ’inexprimahle'^^ is 

reiterated in the following extract, where the mysterious pow er of poetry to act as a 

point of passage to the divine is expressed through paradox (a  voir I ’invisible', 'la 

presence du Silence saint [ ...]  a  travers Vabsence meme q u ’il oppose aux m ots’):

[...]  la poesie essaie au contraire de donner, par le langage particulier qui est le 
sien, d voir I ’invisible et a sentir la presence du Silence saint du M ystere d 
travers I ’absence m im e q u ’il oppose aux mots. C ’est egalem ent en cela que le 
poem e estparadoxalem ent ouverture et c ’est de ce q u ’il semble seul capable de 
parler et de parler comme il en parle qu ’il se fait aussi lieu de refraction du 
Sacre [.]

( LV33)

Renard’s understanding of poetry is based on its function as a threshold between 

man and God i^ouverture') and Renard conveys poetry as having the Christ-like 

ability to m ediate betw een man and God ('Le poeme nous m ene ju squ ’au seuil de 

la «maison de l’etre»', A N  203). Indeed, this ability is not lim ited to the individual's 

relationship with the divine, for the poem may also uncover the mystery of the 

things of this w'orld ( ‘la poesie [...] tente de traduire, a depasser les contradictions’, 

LV  165-66) and act as a threshold to what Renard believes to be their essence:

M azo refers to ‘cette ardente interrogation sur le mysterieux et in 'eductible phenom ene qui 
transmue le langage commun en parole poetique’, p .8.

Renard. Sud,  p p .101-02.



Le poeme, comme tout art, nous rapproche des enigmes des etres et des choses, 
nous mene au maximum jusqu’au seuil de leurs presences reelles et meme, 
quelquefois, nous en entrouvre les portes.

(AN  191)

In the same way that Renard's poetry displays a continual awareness of ‘la 

pulsion naturelle qui semble universellement orienter I’homme vers le sacre, la 

transcendance, I’absolu’ {El 13), so Pieixe Oster Soussouev's writings contain a 

strong sense of the spiritual. However, as the following chapter demonstrates, 

this expression of a metaphysical autre contrasts greatly from the representation of 

of vertical images found in Renard's poems and reveals a vastly different liminal 

mentality.

Y ves-A lain  Favre refers to this parallel, stating that ’ni Jean-Claude Renard ni Pien'e Oster ne se 
contentent de dire I’ephemere beaute du monde. Derriere le visible, I’un et I’autre poete cherchent 
I’invisible. 11s pressentent que les apparences ne constituent pas le tissu ultime de la realite et qu’au 
cceur des choses rayonnent une realite mysterieuse. II s ’agit alors de I’experience du sacre', ‘Lyrism e 
et sacre: Jean-Claude Renard et Pien'e Oster’, in La P oesie  au tournant des annees 80, pp.87- 99  
(p .89).
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PIERRE OSTER:

THE IRENIC THRESHOLD

‘Au seuil du R egne’

In the contem porary context of a post-Rom antic era, P ie ire  (Soussouev) Oster's 

unending praise of the natural world is far rem oved from  the literary trends 

established by the vast m ajority of tw entieth-century poets.' Throughout four 

decades o f w'riting, O ster (1933-) has resolutely m aintained his poetic expression 

and his adoration of an edenic natural world. W hile E u ro p e’s urbanisation has 

continued apace, O ster’s ongoing search for nature’s ‘chant le plus in tim e’ {NTN  

18) excludes any hint o f contem porary influences and his poetry encourages a 

collusion betw een poet and reader, as O ster enjoins the reader to jo in  him ‘au 

seuil du R egne’ (SL 124):

Tiens-toi sans crainte a I’ecail des esthetiques inhabitees [...] 
Conform e-toi a la loi qui perm et de lire la dynam ique des pages.

{OM  xii)

The tone, language and subject m atter o f O ster’s poem s are far rem oved from  the 

urbanity o f Reda's poetry or the religious assertions o f Renard's poem s and 

therefore provide a fruitful point of com parison and contrast with the poetry 

exam ined thus far in this study.

One o f the oveiTiding characteristics that contribute tow'ards ‘la dynamique 

des pages’ in Oster's poem s is the reverence that he expresses for nature and its 

ever-expanding grandeur.  The sheer im m ensity of the vision encapsulated in 

O ster’s w ork is perhaps particularly striking as the general tendency in

’ W hile Oster also published under the name P ieire Oster Soussouev for som e time during his 
literary career, he has since reverted to his former name, and therefore w ill be referred to as such 
in this thesis.
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contemporary poetry is to focus on the microcosm, as typified in Reda’s poetry. 

Here, however, the reader is invited to join Oster in a pantheistic celebration of 

nature as the poet gazes out towards the overwhelming vastness of creation. In 

strong contrast to the doctrinally based beliefs of Renard that place a clear 

emphasis on transcendence and the vertical axis, the religious overtones in Oster’s 

poems centre around a pantheist theology that puts immanence to the fore. 

Pantheism, which ‘is seen as the quintessential expression of divine immanence’, 

also ‘holds that “everything is divine’” .''’ This means that pantheism regards all 

things as foiTning part of an all-encompassing Unity, and therefore it is a belief 

system in which an investigation of representations of the threshold would seem 

to have little or no bearing. Undoubtedly, at first glance this pantheism would 

appear to be highly problematic in a thematic study of liminal images, for 

pantheism’s emphasis on immanence seems to utterly undermine the application 

of such a project. Certainly, as compared to the clear examples of threshold 

representations in the work of Reda and Renard, Oster’s pantheism is decidedly 

non-directional in nature and therefore questions the usefulness of the 

horizontal/vertical model and offers the greatest and ultimate challenge to this 

thesis. However, despite the clearly pantheistic outlook that Oster displays in his 

poetry, a detailed reading of his work does reveal a series of thresholds and 

borders that he establishes and the poet’s gaze does show an awareness of both 

the horizontal plane and shades of le vertical.

Standing motionless, suiTounded by the natural world, Oster is awe-struck 

by the vastness of all that he sees and by the life that pulsates therein: ‘Tout 

rU nivers vibre’ {NTN 19). Very much in the Romantic tradition, Oster perceives 

nature as an organic whole, in which he may play a part through poetry."^ The poet 

thus believes that he participates in the infrastructure of nature and therein derives

’ The utter distinction between Renard’s and O ster’s spirituality can be seen in the fact that 
‘im manence' is ‘a term m ost often used in contrast to ‘transcendence’ [...] The m ost extreme form  
o f  immanence is expressed in pantheism, which identifies G od’s substance either partly or w holly  
with the w orld.[...] In Christianity, the separateness o f  G od’s substance from that o f  the world is 
guaranteed by the doctrine o f  creation ex n iliilo '. The C am bridge Dictionai-y O f  P hilosophy, ed. 
by Robert Audi, 2nd edn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), p.418.
 ̂ M ichael P. Levine, Pantheism : A N on-Theistic C oncept o f  D eity  (London: R outledge, 1994), 

p .l 14 & p.46.
“* W hile it is true that the term ‘R om antic’ designates an im m ense scope o f  d iverse and 
contradictory elem ents, in this study it is used principally to denote a W ordsworthian b elief in the 
purity o f  nature and an aspiration to the m ystical, with an em phasis on revelation through 
immanence rather than transcendence. For an insightful discussion on R om anticism , I refer the
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meaning and puipose. The religious experience engendered by nature is 

higlilighted by the poet’s use of imagery, as he continues his ‘chant du Vent! 

Chant de I’Espace!’ {SL 30):

Quelle jouissance que de poser sur un autel inconnu I’offrande de 
quelques notations!

(AL W P T  284)^

Throughout Oster’s poems, there is a palpable sense of awe as the poet 

contemplates nature:

Le deploiement des champs epars, le soleil sur tons lieux etendu,

Voild I ’histoire que me raconte un puissant paysage d ’automne.

Une place  }’ estfa ite a qui se veut temoin de Vautre etemite.
( D l \ )

As the above example illustrates, Oster’s oscillates between praise of nature and 

evocation of a higher power within the natural world ( ‘un puissant paysage’, 

‘I’autre etem ite’). In this sense, he situates his poetry on the threshold between the 

horizontal and the vertical axes,*' and involves an implicit understanding of 

thresholds and limits, boundaries and borders, where the horizontal axis shades 

into the vertical without any definite threshold being crossed. This chapter will 

examine the ways in which Oster’s liminal mentality is made manifest in four 

main areas, namely through his portrayal of the irenic, nature, the divine and 

language.

reader to John Stevens’ Medieval Romance: Themes and A pproach es  (London: Hutchinson  
U niversity Library, 1973).
 ̂W here a poem  has been reprinted in the P oesie GaUimard collection  Paysage du Tout, then a 

double reference system is employed.
 ̂Pien'ette Labasthe-Marne also makes this point, referring to Oster's poetry as existing on the 

‘seuil du connu et de I’inconnu, oii regne ram biguite entre securite et aventure’, ‘U ne poesie de la 
contradiction’, m Pierre Oster: poetique et poesie: actes du co llogue du CRPC,  ed. by Y ves-Alain  
Favre ([Pau]: Universite de Pau, 1994), pp.77-85 (p .84).
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Oster and the Irenic

‘Je penetre ce que ie nom m e’

T hroughout the years, O ster strictly lim its the subject m atter of his poems to 

pastoral scenes and exaltations of the natural world. These them atic choices are in 

them selves unrem arkable, but O ster’s poetic them es are rendered noteworthy 

because o f that which they exclude. Com pletely rem oved from  the preoccupations 

and concerns o f m odem  urban life, all of his poem s are situated in an unspecified, 

idyllic pastoral landscape. There is, however, a clear d ichotom y between this 

landscape and the poet's personal situation, as the latter stands in striking contrast 

to any bucolic paradise. O ster’s own life is suprem ely urbane, subsisting on the 

m ost m eagre of incom es in Paris, and thus there is a significant rift in his 

psychology betw een everyday life and his poetry. O ster’s adulation of nature 

situates his poetry firm ly in the School of Rom antic poets and his celebration of 

the elem ents allow s little space for questions or doubts he m ay experience. The 

poem s work on the basis of non-contrast, creating a seem ingly im pervious wall 

with which to block out any sense of uncertainty o f difficulty. It is im portant to 

note that, as is the case with Reda and Renard, Oster's choice of subject matter 

(lim ited though it may be) is a genuine response to the w orld as he imagines it. 

The language he em ploys reflects the extraordinary coirelation that he perceives 

between the w ord and the world. Oster describes certain m om ents of agreeable 

perception, but he resists any influence of the polem ical and w ilfully chooses to 

close his eyes to that which he does not wish to see (^Mes yeux, je  les refenne! II 

est doux d ’etre aveugle a dem i\ D l l / P T  167). O ster’s lim inal m entality is 

revealed in the fact that a very definite threshold m ust be crossed from  his daily 

existence into the realm  of the poems. As such, the outlying boundaries of the 

tex ts’ subject m atter are particularly pertinent to any discussion on the threshold. 

This section will now focus on the tension that exists w ithin the representations of 

the irenic in Oster's poetry.

The poetic stance adopted by O ster resists any hint o f the problem atic 

between the urban and the natural world or betw een man and the earth, for it is 

based on an irenic tradition of com prom ise and acceptance. This irenic landscape 

demands that O ster construct and cross an im aginative threshold  in order to enter
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the pastoral Eden that his poem s describe, for the literary ideal is in absolute 

contrast to the poet’s own urban Parisian lifestyle. In this way, the very act of 

creating poetry creates a point of passage through which O ster may enter a sylvan 

paradise ( ‘Ah! Pressentant m on nom, je  penetre ce que je  nom m e’, N T N  69). For 

Oster, it is through the act o f nam ing that he may create his own paradise and thus 

distance him self from  day-to-day reality. By conjuring up this edenic world, Oster 

can then penetrate it, so that the Logos and the lim inal are in trinsically  linked. In 

the new space that O ster constructs through language, m an and nature are 

portrayed as existing in harm ony:

...Un bois sensible evoque le calm e du ciel.
Je me souleve, elu, chantant I’essentiel,
Exaltant m on chemin!

{CM  98)

L ’U nivers est si sur. La Lum iere distincte est si douce.
Qui m ’apaise, sinon le ciel? Sinon la mer, qui me couiTOUce?
Les landes, com m e I’orage, s ’etendent. La plus grande finit en moi.

(N TN  97)

The countryside is described as a place where anger, doubt and fear can all be 

appeased, while also acting as a guiding force that directs the poet ( ‘J ’avance! 

(Guidez-m oi, m eutes des paysages!)’, SL  38). U ltim ately, O ster seeks a spiritual 

autre through sensory perception rather than reasoning or in teipretation, and he 

deliberately avoids any hindrance to this reciprocal com m unication in an attempt 

to attain an absolute synthesis. Situating the texts in the landscape o f rural France, 

alone and at peace, Oster stresses the absolute lim pidity betw een m an and nature

(a focus that can ies  strong resonances of Lam artine):

M ais la nature est la qui t ’invite et qui t ’aime;
Plonge-toi dans son sein qu ’elle t ’ouvre toujours;
Q uand tout change pour toi, la nature est la m em e,
Et le m em e soleil se leve sur tes jours.^

As such, the poet rem ains a passive receptacle to all the sights and sounds that the 

natural world can offer him.

L am artine, M edita tions poeticjues, ‘Le V allon ', p .43.
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In order to rem ain cocooned in this edenic universe, O ster m ust block off 

any potential point of passage between his poetic landscape and everyday life. 

O ster’s resistance to any problem atical elem ent w ithin his representations of 

nature is dem onstrated by the absence o f boundaries, frontiers or m ovem ent 

tow'ards frontiers in the texts. H ow ever, instead o f references to physical 

boundaries, O ster does adhere rigidly to the them atic boundaries that he has 

im posed on the texts (these 'lim ites de V em pire ', GA  69). Oster wishes to 

represent an ultim ate unity and so, having set up this im aginative landscape 

through the poem s, he then strives to portray that unity by ignoring all that exists 

beyond the poem s' them atic boundaries. Thus, the representations of thresholds in 

the poetry have been fragm ented through refraction and repetition, so that they are 

often heavily disguised as part o f an organic whole (he claim s that ‘rien qui sous 

notre regard ne soit une autre legon ou lecture de I’U n ite ’, R  34). It is perhaps 

unsuiprising that O ster rarely m entions thresholds explicitly, for this Parisian 

urban figure deliberately chooses to dissociate his everyday life com pletely from 

his poetry and therefore any threshold betw een these two worlds would serve only 

to highlight the inherent paradox in the texts. In order to preserve the irenic 

quality o f his work, the poet im m erses h im self fully in an au-dela  in which 

everything is encom passed in an organic totality. It is this state that O ster seeks to 

preserve, claim ing that ‘je  deserte d ’instinct les pensees qui ne m arient pas a une 

com prehension com m e fratem elle de la m ultiplicite I’exaltation du plus sim ple’ 

{R 23).

' J ’ai sans un seste  f . . . ] attendu le suprem e m om ent.'

As part o f O ster’s representation of nature, he often depicts him self assum ing a
Q

passive role as he waits for divine revelation:

J ’ai sans un geste, sans un signe, attendu le suprem e moment.
{GA 11)

There is com plete submersion in the im m ediacy o f I ’ici, as reflected in the lim ited 

references to verbs of motion in the texts. In this way, he attempts to subm erge

 ̂ In this sense. Oster represents him self as both present and yet absent, as Me “Je” restait 
souverain dans renonciation , mais totalement deleste du moi biographique, du moi reel et 
incarne’, E ngel-R oux, p.35.
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him self in the landscape, prom pted by the wish 'a m ’integrer a m on travail [ ...]  a 

n ’etre plus rien enfin que ce que mon coips exprim era' (R 29). W hereas R eda’s 

poetry is very much based on the notion o f exploring geographical ailleurs, once 

O ster is situated in the irenic landscape he displays little interest in penetrating the 

sylvan paradise. This is indicated by the fact that references to m ovem ent in the 

texts are often vague and limited:

Le vent me guide
(VNP  10)

(Haute tem pete,
D etoum e-m oi !)

(CM  21)

Je marche! O ublie du Lieu.
( 5 L 8 0 /P r5 5 )

The short declarations and punctuation of these verbs all im ply decisive action 

being taken and yet a closer exam ination highlights the vagueness o f his 

statem ents (illustrated by ‘oub lie’, ‘guider’ and ‘detoum er’, all o f which strongly 

suggest that O ster is looking for nature to inspire and direct him .) Instead of 

focusing on the dynamic interaction betw een man and the natural world, Oster 

wishes to create an absolute fusion, an ideal that seem s to lead to an elem ent of 

confusion in his work. W hile Oster's poetry constructs as an irenic landscape, 

nonetheless it w ould be eironeous to claim  that there is no sense of conflict in the 

poet’s work. D espite the fact that Oster m akes explicit his desire for a synthesis 

between h im self and nature, the poems also reveal the problem atic nature of this 

desire, as the follow ing sections will dem onstrate.

Oster and Nature

‘L ’espace est souverain’

Oster situates him self in a vast landscape where, standing alone among trees, 

rivers, rocks, skies and m ountains, he is profoundly aware o f I ’Espace,^ a teiTn

 ̂ W ith the ex ce p tio n  o f  O ster’s first poetic  c o llec tio n , Un c h a m p  d e  inai,  the term I ’E sp a c e  is used  
alm ost e x c lu s iv e ly  w ith an initial capital throughout his poetry. In this thesis, I h ave fo llo w e d  O ster’s u se  o f
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used to connote an indeterminate place in which the poet seems to be particularly 

susceptible to divine inspiration. The vagueness of the term suggests a non- 

directional orientation that reveals the poet’s determination to contain his poetry 

fijTnly within a non-specific realm, where generalities dominate specificity. This 

section will explore the ways in which the poet’s liminal mentality is revealed 

through the image of I ’Espace and through the perceived bam ers that may block 

the point of passage between le concret and le spirituel.

Linked in closely with the poet’s perception of space are the physical 

geographical locations in which Oster situates himself in the poems. While a great 

deal of Reda’s poetry highlights interaction with the urban world, Oster’s poetic 

emphasis is far removed from the urban sprawl and metropolitan claustrophobia. 

For Reda, I ’espcice is seen as being somewhat powerless, as m an’s relentless 

urbanisation threatens its existence:

L ’espace n ’arrive pas d comprendre pourquoi de toutes parts on 
s ’achame, c ’est le mot, a transfonner sa plaine en entrepots [...]

Mais I ’espace
comprend bien q u ’on I ’etrangle et q u ’il doit s ’en aller tout de suite^^

In contrast, Oster situates himself in open fields and flat prairies, gazing out on to 

a vast horizon that bears virtually no marks of the modem world:

Monde, tu me consens plus que I’ampleur du monde,
Quand je t’aurai sans fin chante, sans fin mon chant naitra du 

Temps oil tu es pris.
{SL 105-06/PT69)

In a ‘campagne sans bord’, the plains extend out before Oster on the horizontal 

axis and the poet’s view of Tam pleur du monde' is unhindered. L ’Espace acts as 

the antithesis to boundaries and in this way it embodies the notion of unrestricted 

movement. In one of his earlier poetry collections, Oster encapsulates his 

relationship with I ’Espace thus:

the majuscule, refeiTing to I'Espace/I'espace as appropriate to the text being discussed. W here no specific  
example is being analysed. I revert to I ’Espace, as it is by far the dominant form in O ster’s poem s.

Jacques Reda, ‘L ’Espace a V errieres-le-Buisson', in La Voix des poetes, ed. by Simone 
Chevalier. 67 (Paris: Grand Prix des Pharaons. 1978), pp.48-49 (p.48).
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Scrutant I’Espace precieux, je  souffre toute connaissance
(5L 38)

Here, the poet subverts the vagueness of the teiTn I'E space  by em buing it with 

positive characteristics ( ‘precieux’), while also associating it with suffering and 

revelation. Even in this one line, space is expressed in term s o f an active divine 

force rather than a passive vacuum.

T hroughout the texts, I ’Espace is refeired  to in language that resonates with 

religious overtones. How ever, unlike R enard, O ster’s religious vision cannot be 

defined in term s of an orthodox belief system , and the latter’s focus on I ’Espace 

suggests a pantheistic and non-directional approach to le spirituel. O ster does not 

attem pt to construct a theology of space, but rather he perceives I ’Espace  as 

offering freedom  beyond the doctrinal confines of a specific theology. This 

freedom  operates on tw'o levels, physically and m etaphysically. On a physical 

level, the open landscape evoked by the term  I ’Espace  conveys unrestricted 

physical m ovem ent and in the scenes that the texts depict, the scant references to 

any type of m oderating reality do little to m ark the landscape. On a m etaphysical 

level, VEspace appears to be linked with spirituality and therefore is associated 

with le vertical.

[ .. .]  si I’Espace 
La change en ce repos de naissance qui passe 
L ’im m obile lueur de I’Am e d ’avant le m atin,
Le Vent, la Terre forte, I’Espace divinem ent hautain

iSL  1 0 1 /P r6 7 )

Textually, the predom inant use pf the initial capital in the term  I ’Espace 

em phasises the reverence that the poet feels towards it:

O Espace adorable, soudain tu m e donnes au feu,
E t la foudre soudain me parle, je  vis, enveloppe de ce don precieux! 
Sur toutes voix, j ’entends la Voix qui m ’initie,
L ’E tem ite en travail au cceur d ’une voix plus vive que la prairie!

{ S i e y PTAl )

Here, O ster personifies the landscape and VEspace  is endow ed with, not only the 

m agnificence of a deity ( ‘adorable’), but w'ith pow er over man ( ‘tu me donnes au 

feu’). M oreover, a reciprocal relationship is established betw een O ster and 

rE space, as is conveyed with the use of the fam iliar ‘tu ’. The association with the



elem ental forces of fire ( ‘feu ’) and lightning ( ‘foud re’) com plem ent this anim ist 

inteipretation o f a religious experience. E lsew here, the association between 

I ’Espace  and the night illustrates the way in which Oster responds to these 

elemental im ages, where the poet describes them  in relational terms:

J ’attends. La nuit m ’em plit. Ah! J ’attends que 
partout I’Espace s ’accom plisse!

{NTN \9!PT%9)

The factual, basic statem ent of ‘J ’attends’ stands in contrast to the longing 

expressed in the em otive ‘A h!’. Confronted with I ’Espace, the poet depicts 

him self in term s o f a passive vessel, whereas I ’Espace  is a productive, self- 

accom plishing active force with divine pow er ( ‘I’Espace s ’accom plit! N T N  30).

The plain, as one o f the recuiring representations o f L ’Espace, is also linked 

with a sense o f dom ination over the poet:

O Plaine im perieuse, si tu me retiens,
Le Jour m em e et la Nuit confondront m es liens!

(S L 9 5 /P T 6 4 )

The plain’s prairie pow er to confuse gives it a role of dom ination over the poet 

( ‘tu me retiens’) and its sheer expanse serves to highlight O ster’s vulnerability 

('im perieuse'). M oreover, Oster's direct invocation o f the plain here and elsewhere 

in the texts (for exam ple, ‘O Prairie! Prairie plus grande que le m onde!’, SL  77) 

highlights the fact that Oster associates it with divine power. E lsew here in the 

poem s, O ster reiterates this perception of I ’Espace  with the claim  that ‘I’espace 

est souverain’ (CM  24). L ’Espace  is consistently portrayed as a point of passage 

between the physical and spiritual and, entering I ’Espace, the poet feels that he is 

crossing the threshold  into a new liberation ( ‘Espace, je  ne m arche, je  ne suis libre 

qu ’en T o i \ N T N 3 3 ) .

‘M ontagnes. profonds autels’

Although the poet does not subscribe to a theology o f space, he does portray 

certain natural phenom ena (such as I ’Espace  and la cime)  as being quasi-divine 

forces. W ithin the poem s, the m ountain is presented as possessing an undeniably
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reassuring physical presence and, in contrast to the plain, it marlcs a very physical 

boundary by which O ster can contextualise his suiTOundings ( ‘les m onts 

s ’abaissent, qui dessinaient une vieille et forte frontiere’, N T N  64). There is an 

intim ate reciprocity in his relationship with the suiTounding environs  for, as with 

I ’Espace, Oster believes that a direct interaction betw een the m ountains and 

him self is possible ( ‘avec les m onts [ ...]  je  trace une pure a lliance’, N T N  26). The 

size and im m utable nature of the m ountain is portrayed in term s o f its ability to 

em pow er and protect:

M onts qui me cem ez, je  vous ai elus.
O m onts, je ne peris plus.

(SL  55)

The m ountains are linked with im m ortality ('je ne peris plus', ‘la cim e des ages’, 

VNP  11) and, by extension, are seen as a symbol o f hope ( ‘Le jo u r vaincu, les 

m onts, les monts triom phent au lo in ’, N T N  45). The m ountains are described as 

offering wisdom  ( ‘la sagesse de la plus haute co lline’, SL  109) and there is a 

strong association between m ountains and enlightenm ent, where they becom e a 

point of passage into a sacred space and divine revelation ( ‘M ontagnes, profonds 

autels’, VNP  10, ‘J ’attends. Sur les som m ets j ’attends une prem iere transparence’, 

SL  114).

'Sensible et insensible a I’abime. ie franchis la m er lourde et triste'

Both the representations of the m ountain and o f the plain suggest O ster’s 

pantheistic im aginative fram ew ork and his desire to interact directly with a 

spiritual autre. Nevertheless, the references to obstacles in the poem s, while they 

are few in num ber, do indicate a tension in O ster’s relationship with nature. Even 

in the idyllic pastoral scenes that the poet describes, there is an aw areness of the 

gulfs and cavem s that surround him, im plying that Oster's w ish to attain full 

im m ersion with the natural world is highly problem atic. This tension can be 

detected particularly the poet's representation o f I ’abwie, for it is an image that 

draws a m arkedly insular and introspective response from  the poet. In the poems, 

con'esponding and contrasting representations o f the sum m it act as a type of 

fulcrum  and counterbalance to the dialectic which I ’ahtme  sets up. L ’Espace  is
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portrayed in terms of its life-giving properties ('Des sources naissent de I’Espace, 

N T N  42), while I ’abfme  represents a force that confines and obscures:

Devant m oi, 1’autre abime, a qui I’abim e confine...
Aucun soleil, aucun plongeur n ’en a jam ais sonde le fond.

(NTN  17)

Thus, I ’abime  is a signifier of the threat and fear o f the unknown (’aucun plongeur 

n ’en a jam ais sonde le fond') and, as such, it constitutes one o f the few  exam ples 

of an explicit uncertainty in the poet’s im aginative fram ew ork. This is particularly 

notew orthy in what are generally rum inative and unproblem atic pastoral poems, 

for O ster’s profound awareness of Vabune  stands in relief from  the overall tone of 

the texts. Indeed, it would seem that it offers som e indication of that which lies 

beyond the irenic param eters of O ster’s poetry:

Je le cede, inspire par les rocs, a I’abim e q u ’il faut q u ’on respire.
lin e  ligne bien definie est la m arque de m on empire.

{NTN  42)

O ster’s relationship with I ’abune  is a com plex one and it highlights one of 

the contradictory aspects of this apparent Eden. W hile I ’Espace  appears to 

encourages a passivity in the poet as he adopts the ro le of a receptive tool in his 

environm ent, I ’abfme  can instil a sense of pow erlessness, as O ster is confronted 

with the unknown:

L ’extrem e abime, devant moi, grandit dans I’Origine
{ N T N  17)

Here, the text visually represents O ster’s experience of I ’abune, where le 

signifiant  is placed in a position of dom ination over the moi. The poet is 

overw helm ed by this force ‘extrem e’, a force that also dom inates the typography 

of the text. O ster’s sense of inadequacy when confronted with I ’abime  is reflected 

by the fact I ’abime  eclipses the moi on the page. This is highlighted by the 

em phatic [i], w'hich appears four tim es in this short sentence. The [i] not only 

precedes the moi but sun'ounds it, encapsulating the notion o f self in a greater 

w'hole and adding to the poet’s sense of helplessness. This is also com pounded by



the final word, whose power is reiterated by the repetition of the [i] vowel sound 

which runs on to the next line, clearly demonstrating that its force cannot be 

easily contained. Oster also uses a capital ‘O ’, whose physical appearance depicts 

a clear visual representation of the void that opens before him.

Nevertheless, the image of I ’ahime is not entirely negative and the texts do 

make reference to the opportunities that ‘le pur abim e’ affords:

L ’ombre et I ’abune ont reconquis le pays o u je  suis arrete, [...]
La meine pierre secretement est comme uii autre espace!

(GA 56)

Sensible et insensible a I’abime, je franchis la mer lourde et triste.
{NTN 50)

Paradoxically, the emptiness of Vabhne is associated with the point of passage to 

a new space {'comme un autre espace', je franchis’). The complex relationship 

that Oster develops w'ith I ’abtme (represented here as le vide) is one which is 

particularly predominant in Requetes. It is here that the poet acknowledges the 

positive potential of le vide:

Le plus grand don, c ’est de savoir pratiquer I’attente comme un art, de ne 
rien peindre avant que de raison. Je n ’ai done garde de combler mon vide. 
Je le consulte.

{R 25)

For Oster, the challenge lies in resisting the urge to fill the void, for he believes 

that one may find 'dans I’abime de chaque objet, des gages de transparence' {R 

18). For this reason, he urges the reader to savour the creative possibilities that 

uncertainty can offer (Trom ettons-nous de [...] ne pas non plus nous soustraire a 

I’abime’, R 22). Indeed, Oster regards the chasmic experience with ‘I’abime, le 

pur abime...’ {NTN 100) as an integral part of spritual enlightenment:

Abime, manifeste, au plus clair de la tempete sans lieu.

La cime inextinguible, le reflet du Lieu de Dieu.
{NTN  24)
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Here, O ster uses patterns o f echo to great effect, as the rhym e of the words at the 

beainnine of the tw o Hnes draws our attention to the contrast betw een the two in 

directional terms ('Abim e', 'La cime')- Equally, the repetition and end rhyme 

highlight the intrinsic link that O ster makes betw een spirit and space ('sans lieu', 

'Lieu de D ieu'), suggesting that the point of passage to divine revelation may be 

found in these non-specific phenom ena. Throughout the texts, as the poet is both 

wary of and drawn to Vabime, these extrem es of attraction and repulsion indicate 

O ster’s am biguous attitude towards the unknown (P arfo is, je  prenais le parti de 

I’ombre. Et, paifois, le paili de /l’abime', N T N  103). The various representations 

of the void reflect the way in which the poet oscillates betw een absolute rejection 

and acceptance of that which lies beyond the threshold.

Oster and the Divine 

‘Un vers qui me consacre’

O ster’s creative process involves constant rew orkings of the texts, where the same 

poem may be re-w ritten innum erable tim es as the poet continually makes 

painstaking m odifications. O ne of the im petuses to this laborious task is O ster’s 

belief that language contains within it a mystical force. Therefore, as the poet 

works with the written word, he believes that he may be granted access to le 

spirituel.'^^ W hile the content of O ster’s poetry is Rom antic in essence, its 

structure echoes the highly wrought, formal texture of A nglo-Saxon poetry. 

Throughout O ster’s poetry, a strong resonance of this tradition can be traced in 

both the form at of the poem s and in the poet’s underlying understanding of the 

role of poetry. A nglo-Saxon tradition held the belief that poetry acted as a mantic 

ritual force that m agically m ediated between m an and the untam ed natural world. 

Accordingly, the A nglo-Saxon poets were believed to be the m ediating force 

between the horizontal and vertical axes and therefore, in this lim inal capacity, 

they had privileged access to a spiritual au-dela. In O ster’s work, the poet 

continually refers to the concept of a unity with the natural w orld and this is a

" Patrick Kechiciiian states that ‘la morale poetique, ici, est spirituelle, mystique; e lle  oriente la 
quete dont le poem e est la figure', ‘L ’Acquiescem ent au m onde’, Le M onde, 2 juin 2000.
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nairative that has m uch more in com m on with early A nglo-Saxon’s devotion to a 

type of naturalistic religion than with com m on contem porary literary thought. 

Portraying him self as a ‘poete depossede de I’univers par I’active etrangete des 

sons, puis depossede de sa voix par la verite superieure de I’un ivers’ {M IU  29), 

O ster displays a very keen sense o f the m ystical union that he believes is possible 

with nature, as he seeks in the poem s to ‘dire a neuf le rapport de la lum iere et du 

m ouvem ent de I’esp rit’ (OM xxv):

J ’ai respire la terre auguste. Et, p res  de I ’auge de ciment,

J ’cd sans uii geste, sans un signe, attendu le suprem e moment.

Je saisirai, sous un caillou, ce que sera la terre entiere.
(GA 77)

Je dis. Je vois. Je nais... Je suis su r  de Vessence divine.

Je m ’anime et je  fuis, je  m 'eprends du dessin des nuages deserts.
{D 73)

As these exam ples illustrate, O ster’s poem s express the Rom antic idea that

‘nature would not be nature if she had no spirit, if she were not this singular

counterim age of m ankind, if she were not the indispensable answ er to this
12m ysterious question or the question to this infinite answ er’. The frequent 

repetition of the first person pronoun in the above exam ples illustrates the poet's 

faith that it is possible to have an intim ate relationship between le je  and la nature  

and throughout the texts, this belief is sustained.

Over the years, a strong sense o f a ‘quete spirituelle’ underscores O ster’s 

writing, for his appreciation of the natural w orld is bolstered by a profound 

veneration:

Sur la plage, je  veux chanter, insensible au revif des collines,
Le verger, les pom miers, les pom m iers et les pins, les pins et les salines!

{NTN  26)

Novalis: A R om anric’s Theoiy o f  Language and P o e tiy ,  trans. by Kristin Pfefferkorn (N ew  
Haven: Y ale University, 1988), p .82.
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This attitude of reverence is expressed frequently  and is directed tow ards a 

various natural elem ents, as poem s reflect the idea that ‘the cosm os as a w hole is 

an organism  at once real, living, and sacred', it sim ultaneously reveals the 

m odalities of being and of sacrality’:

Un astre, at qui vers nous descend, que nous reverons, venerons
{VNP  1)

Si je  tente a mon tour d ’etancher ma s o if  a la source commune, [...]

Je me glisse dans une grotte et j ’adresse au soleil mes louanges.

Je me souviens du vent qui sans fre in  dom inait les mois.

Un tem ple m ’est ouvert.
(D  63)

The variety of references to interaction betw een the horizontal and vertical axes 

and to threshold representations ( ‘vers nous decend’, 'Je me glisse dans une 

g ro tte ', ‘Un tem ple m ’est ouvert') are typical o f Oster's poetic style. In contrast to 

Renard's more orthodox expression of faith, the religious vocaubulary em ployed 

by O ster is used in relation to his interaction with the natural world ('nous 

reverons, venerons', 'mes louanges', 'Un tem ple'), as he uses ‘m ots de m a voix 

lourde de possibles psaum es’ (CM  8):

Ah! j ’exalte les vestiges

De la lum iere a peine elose! Y asseoir un royaum e. En mai, en ju in .
{VNP  14)

As the above exam ple illustrates, at tim es the p o e t’s adoration is also conveyed by 

the punctuation that he employs, where repeated exclam ation m arks convey the 

poet’s deep sense of awe towards the natural w o r l d . I n  contrast to R enard’s 

m onotheistic C hristian emphasis, in which le spirituel is closely associated with 

the vertical axis, O ster expresses the belief o f pantheists, who ‘deny that what 

they mean by God (i.e. an all-inclusive divine Unity) is com pletely transcendent.

E liade, p .l 17.
Andre Alter makes the point that ‘des les premiers poem es de Pierre Oster [...] nous entendons 

presque uniquement des exclam ations devant la splendeur du monde, nous percevons cette voix  
enfouie qui ne cesse de repeter le nom de Fere’. ‘Cette priere’, in Lm  Voix des poe tes , p p .14-16  
(p .l4 ).
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They deny that G od is “totally other” than the w orld .’ O ster’s poetry illustrates 

the way in which this Unity is expressed in term s o f a fusion o f I ’horizontal and le 

vertical, as the poet experiences divine revelation in nature. A  self-confessed 

adm irer o f C laudel’s work, O ster clearly displays C laudelian resonances in his 

portrayal of his relationship with nature. In m any ways, O ster’s deep awareness of 

an ultimate spiritual unity is a distant echo of C laudel’s forthright religious 

convictions:

Je sais que je  suis ici avec Dieu et chaque m atin je  
rouvre m es yeux dans le paradis. [...]

M ais dans ce cceur plein de sagesse la passion de la 
lim ite et de la sphere calculee de paifaire I’etem el horizon.

Le verbe de D ieu est Celui en qui D ieu s ’est fait a 
I’hom m e donnable.

La parole creee est cel a en qui toutes choses creees 
sont faites a I’hom m e donnables.''’

Just as Claudel claim s that ‘je  fais des m ots etem els! je  ne puis rien nom m er que 

d ’etem el’, ' ’ so O ster believes that he has access to the threshold that leads to an 

eternal spiritual au-dela  ( ‘En moi I’Esprit se perd; irresistib lem ent je  tends a 

I’exalter. Je suis le lieu de decheance et le m om ent de sa g lorification’, SL  131). 

U unconstrained by the dogm as of a prescribed theology, O ster is still very keenly 

aware of his spiritual self as he interacts with nature C J ’invoque Vunivers, me 

prete  a sa grandeur , GA  58). W hile Renard privileges the vertical plane by 

continually placing the tangible world within the context of his spiritual beliefs, 

O ster em phasises the divine quality within nature:

Je sens que, de partout, se leve un vers qui me consacre

A I’univers, au feu de ciel, a I’ordre dore des som m ets
{NTN  76)

Here, the totality of the fusion is highlighted ( ‘partou t’, ‘I’un ivers’) as the poet’s 

focus is redirected to the vertical axis ( ‘se leve un vers’, ‘de c ie l’, ‘des som m ets’). 

It reflects his desire to capture in words the essence o f ‘la totalite feconde’, as part 

of ‘la perpetuelle decision q u ’il doit prendre de convoquer I’esprit dans le dessin

Levine, p .2
Claudel, Cinq grandes odes, ‘La Maison ferm ee’, pp.94-95.
Claudel. Cinq grandes odes, ‘L ’Esprit et I 'eau ’, p.45.
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de la phrase... Oui, des que Ton dispose deux m ots sur le papier, I’esprit envahit’ 

{M IU  31). For Oster, tiie poetic word acts as a form of prayer ( ‘Art, c ’est 

m editation’, SL  132) and artistic expression serves as the poet's liturgy:

Partout, le paysage est pur. Partout, il resplendit.

Je ne sais plus, dans mon orgueil, que repeter le nom sublime  
qu ’on m ’a dit.

(GA  57)

The follow ing sections will explore the ways in which O ster’s perception of 

alterity and his sensitivity to the threshold and to points of passage are revealed in 

the texts. These will be exam ined firstly through the poet’s representation of his 

pantheistic belief system , secondly through the recurring im age o f le chant and its 

associations with la m er  and le vent and finally through his understanding of 

solitude.

'Un pantheism e a la fois diffus et retors'

W hile O ster’s experience of spiritual epiphany does at tim es involve a direct 

reciprocity betw een man and god ( ‘Dieu parle, je  L ’en tends’, SL  24), 

nevertheless, in line with the pantheistic tradition, the attributes of this god 

rem ain largely undefined.'* The elem ent of uncertainty in Oster's be lief system is 

clearly conveyed in Une m achine a indiquer I ’univers, where the poet states that;

Pantheism e, pourquoi pas? [...] II nous instruit de I’hum anite dans son 
entier [...]. N ous aurons toujours interet a m ettre en oeuvre, dans notre 
existence, un pantheism e a la fois diffus et retors, car nous voyons de la 
sorte com m encer des routes qu ’il me plairait de se faire rejoindre; il peut y 
avoir penetration d ’un D ieu enfin unique dans la realite -  ou dom ination de 
la realite par toute une assem blee de dieux.

(M IU  21-22)

In the above extract, the ill-defined (and apparently arbitrary) nature o f the poet's 

faith is counterbalanced by language that reveals O ster’s persistent longing to 

m erge with the spiritual force of nature ( ‘se faire rejo indre’, ‘penetration’). Thus 

we see that, despite pantheism 's em phasis of im m anence over transcendence, the 

texts suggest that the all-encom passing Unity of nature is not always part of

‘Pantheists usually deny the existence o f a personal God. They deny the existence o f  a “minded” 
Being that possesses the characteristic properties o f a “person” ’, Levine, p .2
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Oster’s experience. Indeed, the very fact that the poems continually focus on the 

possibility of a mystical bond between man and nature (Oster describes himself as 

‘attentif et attache aux phenomenes d ’unite ou de richesse’, R 34) betokens the 

fact that this is pre-meditated rather than instinctive. The underlying awareness of 

a spiritual autre that pervades the texts highlights the disparity between Oster's 

pantheistic declarations and his experience:

Le feu qui desormais me pennet de franch ir la limite sacree,

De posseder le d e l et la totalite que le d e l  me depart,

D ’etre un temoin toujours mobile et de marcher, ivre de plenitude
(D 15)

II me fa u t [...]

P artidper au feu  qui sous terre est le maitre partout,

Penetrer le fecond sommeil de la sainte et puissante substance,

Y contempler mon dme, encore inachevee, encore avide de sang!
{D 34/P7’ 180)

The liminal vocabulary employed {'franchir', 'Penetrer) indicates the separation 

that Oster perceives between himself and divine revelation through nature. While 

Oster’s entire poetic career constitutes an attempt to forge a ‘union enigmatique 

entre les individus dans leur foisonnement fondamental et le lieu auquel nous 

sommes voues’ {OM  x), the pantheism that underscores this desire does not 

always lead to happiness:

La colline est en scmg. Elle est toujours gravide et toujours ses 
entrailles

Montrent la cruaute de la divinite a laquelle i ’ai cru!
{D 65)

The outpouring of adulation that flows from Oster is often counterbalanced by the 

exclamations and questions that pepper the poems, hinting at that which lies 

beneath the surface of the texts. Although these elements of conflict are 

proportionally very small, the very fact that they remain occulted indicates



something of O ster’s reluctance to deal openly with the problematic in his work. 

Throughout the poems, one is aware of the poet’s persistent search for a spiritual 

autre and O ster’s frequent invocations to the elements indicate this yearning 

(demonstrated in the following examples through the use of repetition and 

punctuation);

6  douce loi d ’ete! Ete de la beaute du monde!
O beaute

Du monde engrave dans I’Etemite!
(5 L 6 0 /P r4 5 )

Arrache-moi, 6 roc, aux faveurs du faible neant!
{NTN  55)

This aspect of Oster's paradigm is also revealed through the image of le cri, 

which conveys the problematical that exists within the poet's desire for synthesis 

with nature:

L ’Etre crie I’Etre, si tu cries
C ’est que tu meurs, et que tu vis.

(CM 85)

Au plus fort de ma longue defaite, je  crie. Et je  resiste.
{NTN  50)

Visage ou cri, ou mer, une image m ’appelle, je  crie
Toume vers la tempete, solitaire, lie a ton scare, prairie,
Et I’elegie des arbres se gonfle de presages!

(SL 77)

The verb crier is an assertion, but is very much provoked by negative encounters. 

It is associated with confusion ( ‘tu meurs’, ‘defaite’), questioning, oppression and 

subjugation. It is a war cry against all that would disturb the irenic paradigm in 

which Oster has situated himself. Threatened with destruction, the poet must 

retaliate and shout in the face of confusion. The violence of this reaction stands in 

contrast to the prosaic idyll of the pastoral realm, suggesting that while dissent is 

kept at bay, it has not been entirely I'emoved from this world and that destruction 

is still possible from within.
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‘J ’entends de certains chants que nul ne peut entendre’

Oster’s reverence for nature canies with it strong echoes of Romanticism and, in 

particular, Lamartine and Novalis.'^ The sense of the liminal in Lam artine’s own 

poetry is strongly conveyed through the poet’s repeated prayers and supplications. 

These are directed towards nature in an attempt to eliminate any baniers that 

stand betw'een the individual and nature:"

Mais pourquoi chantais-tu? -  Demande a Philomele 
Pourquoi, durant les nuits, sa douce voix se mele 
Au doux bruit des ruisseaux sous I’ombrage roulant!
Je chantais, mes amis, comme I’homme respire,
Comme I’oiseau gemit, comme le vent soupire,

Comme I’eau murmure en coulant.

21Aimer, prier, chanter, voila toute ma vie.

For Oster, le chant represents a privileged form of communication with I ’autre, 

and is thus symbolic of his intimate relationship with nature:

J ’entends, j ’entends de certains chants que nul ne peut entendre.
(NTN  96)

Here, there is an emphatic insistence on this relationship as Oster employs a 

traditional Alexandrine form (with the addition of the repetition of ‘J ’entends’) 

and a pattem of internal rhyme ( ‘en, ‘an’). Poetry and song are intrinsically bound 

up in an etemal hymn of praise for ‘la poesie est un eloge du soleil (il change); un 

rapport a la nudite enigmatique du nouveau; le chant des fonnes qui sous le 

regard se transm uent’ {RPAP 26). This direct link between man and God through 

poetry echoes Novalis’ work, who portrays nature as a continuum of languages 

that begins with the silent presence of inorganic nature, moves through the

Ostei 's perceived ability to merge with nature is Romantic in essence, for, as Andrew M.
Cooper states, ‘what substantiates the Romantic imagination is the body’s enhanced capacity for 
self-extension in the w orld’. Doubt and  Identity in Romantic P o e t i y  (N ew  Haven: Y ale University 
Press, 1988), p .2.

In Marius-Fran(;ois Guyard’s insightful preface to Lamartine’s M edita tions Poetiques,  he 
remarks that ‘la m usique du vers et de la strophe est pour Lamartine le m oyen de communiquer, 
plus que des idees, des sentim ents’ He goes on to comm ent that the poem s display ‘plus de 
barriere entre les individus et de meme plus de frontiere entre I’homm e et la nature, entre sa 
reverie et le paysage qu’elle penetre qui la penetre’. Lamartine, M editations poetiques, Nouvelles 
meditations poe t iq u es  suivies de Poesies diverses  (Paris: Gallimard, 1981), p p .17-18.
■’ Lamartine, M edita tions poetiques,  ‘Le Poete mourant’, p .168.
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sounding speech of man and ends with the creative w ord of God. Therefore all 

things com e to represent a form  of M ittheilung  as ‘everything we come to know is 

a comm unication. Thus the world is indeed a com m unication -  revelation of the 

s p i r i t . T h i s  belief is reflected in O ster’s poetry, w hose religious conviction is 

strongly anchored in the perceived relationship betw een nature and man, where le 

chant facilitates assim ilation between the two:

Les oiseaux chantent. Je m ’essaie a m arier m on chant au lew .
(GA  51)

’La m er a ma voix recule'

W hile O ster does not perceive words as holding any m ystical quality, they are 

portrayed as having the unique capacity to evoke the realm  of le spirituel"^  The 

poet repeatedly em ploys the images of the voice and le chant, where the latter is 

depicted as a point o f passage with nature as it helps the individual to participate 

in i ’ardent soupir qui vers le ciel s ’elance’.̂  ̂ L ike R enard, O ster portrays 

language as the point of passage between the profane and the sacred and, as such, 

it is the ‘affirm ation flu ide’ between the horizontal and vertical axes. In particular, 

la voix  and le chant are associated with la m er  and le vent, as the poet enters into 

a reciprocal relationship with these elem ents. The fluidity  of language is 

frequently evoked in the texts by the thematic link betw een the voice and the sea:

Je chante. L ’Ocean brijle. Je chante sous I’em pire de I’inaccessible 
Occident.

(N TN  106)

A  ma voix, la clairiere et la mer... Tout est tranquille au 
crepuscule.

Sous les arbres, tout est tranquille... La m er a m a voix recule.
(GA  20)

N ovalis, p .82.
Favre makes the link between Oster’s view  o f  nature and his poetry, remarking that ‘en celebrant 

le monde, il veut aussi celebrer le langage. II souhaite accorder son poem e aux grands rythmes 
cosm iques’, p.97.

Lamartine, M editations poetiques,  p. 168.
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La mer opaque n ’estpo in t liee a ces puissances que je  sers,

Que je  m ’applique a contenir dans le secret de mes vers!
(GA 21-22)

Oster establishes a strong link between his poetic voice and the rhythm of the 

waves, but yet he is wary of the power that the latter seems to have over him:

Ocean ! Ecoute qui crie! Qui crie, Ocean, en nos cris!

Epargne-moi de repondre a I’enigme que tu m ’appris.

Epargne-moi de trop aimer le rythme egal dans ma poitrine,

Le rythme egal, egal et doux, de la tendresse unique et tnne.
{NTN 35)

It is worth noting in this instance that Oster moves away from pantheism to a 

more Claudelian paradigm, when he makes one of very few references to the 

Christian faith by describing the Holy Trinity as ‘la tendresse unique et trine’. The 

‘rythme egal’ of the sea is also one that Oster uses to evoke the writing process:

[...] Un chant com
mence. Un chant commence infiniment.

Un chant commence. Ou recommence. Et je  voudrais mourir de ce 
commencement.

Cherchant en songe quel mot nouveau, quel mot nouveau me penetre
(NTN  13/PT 87)

The repetition in these lines echoes the lapping of waves on the shore, where each 

poem exists within the context of a much greater textual unity. The seamless flow 

of O ster’s poems re-enacts the ebb and flow of the tide as the poet’s emphasis is 

on the continual process of creating rather than on the product, for it is through 

this process that a more solid foundation emerges (‘La mer procede. Je connais, 

en elle je  connais le roc essentiel!’, NTN  15).

'Le vent chante avec moi!'

Throughout the poetry, Oster insists on the notion that his true vocation is to be 

found in the veneration of the universe (he claims that ‘je  me toume vers la 

profondeur de I’univers, y decouvre ma seule possession, y cherche la seule



entreprise qui ne doive pas s ’inteiTompre’, R  26). It is through the m edium  of le 

chant, that the poet finds fulfilm ent and significance ( ‘J ’espere parce que je  puis 

chanter’, SL  173) and his com m union with nature is facilitated;

Q u e je  chante, le vent souverain, le vent chante avec moi! [...]
Deja, je  me rappelle, en m ’elevant dans m a paix,

Atlas qui porte  la Teire. En songe j ’ai po ite  toute une nuit son faix.
{NTN  42)

So desired is the synthesis between nature and the poet that it is as if he bears the 

whole o f nature upon his shoulders ( 'j’ai poite toute une nuit son faix'). Equally, 

the poet's desire for reciprocal com m uni(cati)on with nature is m ade evident as he 

im agines that the wind jo in s him in his exaltation of the natural order ('le vent 

chante avec moi'). Throughout the poem s, the im age o f le vent is closely linked 

with la voix  and le chant, as it is also used to signify O ster's relationship with 

nature. In the same way that Claudel experiences ‘la Presence, I’effrayante 

solitude, et soudain le souffle de nouveau sur ma face’,̂  ̂ so O ster’s contact with 

le spirituel is often represented by le vent ( ‘Ah! C hanter pour me perdre! Pour me 

perdre en m em oire du ven t’, N T N  22). W ithin the natural order, the wind plays a 

vital role in regeneration, thus it shares many of the properties associated with the 

spirit for it is invisible, yet powerful and life-giving:

Le vent fe c o n d  me plait, qui transporte toujours une graine,

Qui toujours me dispose a Vam our et passe oil je  me perds!
{GA 73)

‘La solitude veritable nous lie a autrui’

Just as le chant is a significant aspect of Oster's depiction o f his relationship with 

nature, so solitude is portrayed as fulfilling an equally im portant role.^*  ̂W ithin the 

Osterian poetic world of silence and of praise, there is an em phasis placed on the 

state of solitude, whereby the poet effectively silences the voice of m odem  urban

Claudel, Cinq G randes odes, ‘L ’Esprit et I’eau’, p.51.
Xavier T illiette comments that ‘la solitude est inscrite au seuii de son oeuvre, une solitude qui ne 

veut pas se refermer sur la nuit, mais qui s ’offre poreuse a la lumiere [...] Cette solitude n ’est pas 
cherchee ni mem e aimee, elle est necessaire, metaphysique, et par consequent sans remede. a 
jamais: “La solitude de chacun est de toujours.” ’. ‘D edie a A ngella Soussouev O ster’, in La Voix 
des P oetes, p p .10-13 (p .10).
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27life through his self-imposed isolation in nature. In the same way that 

representations of le chant signify a point of passage with the divine, so la 

solitude is intrinsically linked with the poet’s perception of alterity:

La solitude veritable nous lie a autrui a I’instar du plus pur 
amour. Demandons la grace d ’etre solitaire.

(SL 130-31)

It is important at this juncture to highlight the fact that Oster very clearly 

differentiates between loneliness and solitude. W hile the former is perceived as 

being a negative experience (with associations of abandonment, unhappiness and 

desperation) the latter is portrayed as a positive force, insofar as it engenders a 

creative spirit and encourages dialogue with the self, as ‘jam ais de solitude qui ne 

se cree une compagne’ {RPAP 25) and ‘il n ’est point de solitude qui ne soit 

accompagnee (R 22).^* The very title of Solitude de la Iwniere encapsulates this 

poetic ideal, where isolation (with its usual connotations of imprisonment, 

uncertainty or abandonment) are subverted by associations with w annth, light and 

(spiritual) illumination. Following the Romantic belief that, as John E. Jackson 

states, ‘loin d ’etre un aspect accidentei de sa situation, la solitude devient un
 ̂ y 5 29

mode d ’etre du moi. [...] Rendu a soi, le sujet sera devenu sa propre societe’, 

Oster perceives solitude as a positive force to be actively sought out, rather than 

as a negative absence of presence:

Solitude de Celui qui chante dans mon vers!
Solitude du Verbe, enfennant, transper9ant le secret Univers!

{SL 113)

Here, solitude is depicted as a point of passage, both in terms of its association 

with communication and inspiration ('Celui qui chante dans mon vers') and divine 

revelation ('transpergant le secret Univers'). Within the Osterian poetic world of 

silence and of praise, there is a deliberate privileging of solitude, whereby the

Ana-Paula Coulinho M endes refers to ‘ce territoire poetique qui se trouve au-dela du seuil du 
silen ce’, ‘Solitude de la lumiere ou la Grace d ’etre solitaire’, in P ierre  O ster: p o e tiq u e  et poesie , 
pp.181-89 (p .182).

Roger Little highlights the distinction between isolem eni and so litu de  in relation to Saint-John 
Perse’s poetry, noting that ‘dans la solitude un dialogue est [...] possib le entre j e  et m oi , E tudes 
sur Saint-John Perse, p. 18.

John E. Jackson, M enw ire et subjectivite  rom antiques (Paris: Jose Corti, 1999), p. 17.
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poet effectively silences the voice of m odem  urban life through his self-im posed 

isolation in nature.

C losely  linked with la solitude  is the m otif o f  silence, as the p oet’s solitary 

state a llow s him  to enter into a silent foiTn o f  com m unication with nature (he 

refers to ‘le silence, qui invinciblem ent sign ifie que nous pouiTons prier..!’, SL 

128). W ithin the sacred silence o f prayer, the believer is granted access to the 

divine and a point o f contact is made, a privileged reciprocity to which Lamartine 

refers:

Attendons le souffle suprem e 
Dans un repos silencieux;
Nous ne sommes rien de nous-m em e 
Q u’un instrum ent melodieux!^^

Sim ilarly, O ster conveys the com fortable fam iliarity  he feels with silence as he 

stresses the interactive nature of his solitude {'M aintenant le silence du so ir est 

sem blahle au visage que j ’a im e\ GA 19). S im ilar to R enard’s perception of 

silence, O ster believes he can attain a more profound revelation o f le spirituel ‘a 

I’oui'e du silence’ (SL  94):

A ttache a tous les phenomenes d ’unite et de resonance, je  suis capable 
cependant d ’entrer dans le silencieux differend qui nous traverse. [...] 
Puisse-je entendre en moi cette voix qui parle et cette voix qui se tait! 
A ucune autre ambition ne me dirige.

{R 29)

The idea o f solitude and silence as being thresholds to le spirituel can be traced 

back to O ster’s earliest published collection, w here his sense of abandonm ent is 

not provoked by solitude, but rather by the fact that ‘la voix incertaine, mais 

vivante, qui me parlait s ’est tue; les mots divins qui ont longtem ps donne une 

apparence de fonne a ma solitude me fuient...’ (CM  124). W hile there is a strong 

em phasis on the positive liminal function of solitude and silence throughout the 

poem s, the problem atic nature of these thresholds is also evident. That is to say 

that, despite the poet’s insistence on an ultim ate fusion with a spiritual autre, 

there is a strong sense that this is not always attainable. This is seen in the fact

L am artine, M edita tio n sp o e tiq u es . ‘L 'E sp rit de D ieu ’, p. 128.
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that at times, in contrast to Renard’s strong emphasis on a spintual destination, 

Oster seems to still be engaged in the process of searching for, rather than finding:

Ah! qui chante ce chant? Qui s’efforce 
Au chant dans le silence de I’Ete?

(5 L 5 6 /P r4 3 )

Despite O ster’s declaration that ‘je chante’, the repetition in the above example 

conveys an uncertainty as the poet must confront the fact that sometimes there is 

no reply from I ’ailleurs.

Oster and Language

‘Oue chaque page poetiquement se souleve’

One of the striking features of Oster’s poems is the fact that the poet has 

consistently maintained the same style and format over a number of decades. That 

is to say that, throughout the years, Oster has continually placed a deliberate 

emphasis on the honing of his distinctive style, rather than on the development of 

new poetic foiTns. The similarities in subject matter, tone and style in the various 

texts give the overall body of work a remarkable cohesiveness. The Osterian 

preoccupation with the complex relationship between le vers and la page is made 

apparent throughout the poetry and it reveals the poet’s keen awareness of the 

boundaries and parameters that govern the visual impact of a poem. Leafing 

through Oster’s poetry, the reader is immediately struck by the span of the texts as 

they extend beyond the horizon of the page. In Requites, Oster observes that;

Par le vers et par la page, par notre aptitude a ranger dans un ordre 
personnel des mots quelconques, nous obtenons une maniere de 
connaissance qui nous permet d ’exceder notre inanite particuliere, de nous 
deplacer d ’un pas. Nous acquerons le pouvoir de nous confondre a la 
necessite qui gouvenie les images.

{R 20/P T  251)

Oster places word-order ( ‘ranger dans un ordre personnel des mots quelconques’) 

within the context of an overarching structure ( ‘le vers’) and a physical space ( ‘la
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page’). Ii'onically, the predom inance o f the tw o latter features is em phasised by 

the very word-order, where le vers  and la page  are inextricably bound together. 

This section will be concerned principally with O ster’s perception of the physical 

aspect of poetry and the way in which the threshold influences the poet’s creative 

expression.

Since the publication of O ster’s first volum e of poetry {Le Champ de mai) 

in 1955, the poet has consistently produced poem s that extend beyond both the 

horizontal and vertical boundaries o f the page, representing in the texts 

‘I’im m ensite qu ’ont suscitee au bas du ciel I’or et les m on ts’ {NTN  14):^*

La nuit pure et I’eclat d ’une pure tem pete ont peut-etre crie que je  
ne vivais point. [...]

Le tem ps au dos com m e un enfant je  m ’enfuis en riant pour 
fatiguer mon ombre. [...]

(CM  76-77)

Here, the poet’s breathlessness ( ‘je  m ’enfuis en rian t’) is re-enacted as the line 

draws out the last breath of the reader as the outlying boundaries of the text play 

an intrinsic role in conveying the overall m eaning as he seeks to express ‘une 

vision infin ie’ {OM  viii).^^. As can be seen in the poetry o f Saint-John Perse, the 

use of longer line length can indicate a sensitivity to the notion of thresholds on 

both a physical and im aginative plane:

-  Ainsi parfois nos seuils presses d ’un singuHer destin et, sur 
les pas precipites du jour, de ce cote du m onde, le plus vaste, oii le pouvoir 
s ’exile chaque soir, tout un veuvage de lauriers!^^

O ster’s poetic style and the way he situates the words on the page hints at a desire 

to continually push back the physical lim itations of the page. In this sense, the

Jean-Pieire Lemaire comments that ‘lire un poem e de Pierre Oster[...] c ’est d ’abord se  laisser 
entramer dans le deroulement d ’un paysage sans bord’, yet ‘le vers de Pierre Oster, en effet, 
respire non plus a son extremite, dans le blanc final, mais dans son corps brise, par toutes ses 
ruptures’, ‘L ’Ouvrage de P enelope’, in P ierre Oster: poetiqu e et poesie , pp.39-43 (pp.39& 42).

Referring to the use o f the tetrameter in Saint-John Perse’s poetry, R oger Little highlights the 
impact o f  the longer line length with the com m ent that ‘for the reader used to the alexandrine and 
shorter lines, there is a powerful impression o f  dynamic ‘sou ffle ’, o f  being stretched to o n e’s 
lim its’, Saint-John P erse  (London: The A thlone Press, 1973), p .99.

Saint-John Perse, E loges su ivi de La G loire des rois, A nabase, Exil, ‘Anabase V I’, p. 127. W hile 
Oster’s use o f  the longer line length is reminiscent o f  the style o f  poets such as Saint-John Perse,
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poet is perpetually redefining the threshold between the printed text and the page. 

The longer line length constitutes part of Oster’s poetic vision, for it is an attempt 

to convey ‘I’Espace precieux’ through the physical and rhythmical components of 

the texts, in a realm that is unbounded by the strictures of strict rhyme or 

regularity:'^"'

... Ce temps supreme est la forme de la Parole de Dieu; I’Espace oij se 
deploie son etemelle nouveaute. L ’homme spiritual aime et desire jusqu’au 
temps etemel qui indique Divinite...Que men livre soit confronte a un 
espace nouveau: que la verite dans sa fraicheur elliptique s’y deploie; que la 
succession des etats de conscience que rapidement j ’ai a franchir soit 
d ’abord une juste, une benefique metamoi'phose.

{SL 160)

For Oster, the writing act involves a confrontation with ‘un espace nouveau’ and a 

series of liminal experiences ( ‘la succession des etats de conscience que 

rapidement j ’ai a franchir’). Thus, Oster deconstructs the poem ’s physical 

boundaries and instead creates a threshold space into which the poem may 

expand. That is to say, that which is traditionally considered a barrier (the white 

border of the page) no longer acts as a constraining force but rather, the blank 

canvas of the page is perceived as a frontier that may be crossed:

Que chaque mot de tout son poids de poesie pese sur I’apparei) de la page. 
Que chaque page poetiquement se souleve.

{R 39)

‘La poesie excede toutes contraintes’

Oster’s defiance of particular poetic boundaries can also be seen in his approach 

to the writing process. The poet frequently reworks the same poem, changing and 

modifying the text ten or fifteen times, even after the text has been sent to print. 

This demonstrates Oster’s belief that a text is never definitive, for poetry is 

regarded as a living organism that is continually changing and a state of being 

rather than an act. In this way, Oster’s poems perfoiTn a liminal function, for they

as Patrick K echichian points out, ‘il s ’agit moins d’imitation que d ’e loge, de regard vers le meme 
horizon’, . L e M onde, 2 juin 2000.

Bernadette Engel-R oux remarks that ‘[...] la phrase du long et ample vers de Pierre Oster a 
maintenant capte quelque chose du fremissement du m onde’. La M esure et leflux , lecture de  
P ierre O ster Soussoiiev. niattre d ’incertitude (Mazamet: Babel Editeur: 1994), p.24.
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serve as a series of windows through which the other poems (or versions of the 

same poem) may be seen. It is the poet’s meticulous attention to detail that 

demands a perpetual reworking of the texts, as he scrutinises the poetic landcape 

(‘Etre poete, c’est regarder’, RPAP 50). Poetry is portrayed as a modus operandi, 

with the result that any one poem may be altered repeatedly as part of an overall 

poetic process, for ‘la poesie excede toutes contraintes’ (RPAP  55).

While Oster’s poetic voice is highly distinctive in contemporary literature, it 

does bear some of the hallmarks of former poetic traditions, more specifically 

Anglo-Saxon poetry and the trouvere of Northern France. In particular, Oster’s 

rhythmic patterns and use of alliteration echo the Anglo-Saxon poetic tradition, 

whose own origins of rhythm are to be found in an oral t r a d i t io n .T h is  was 

based on ‘a vigorous and strongly welded rhythmic p a t t e r n t h a t  followed the 

natural rhythm of the speaker’s breath, so that emphatic speech drew attention to 

alliteration and rhyme. Poetry was first and foremost a spoken phenomenon and 

so was written and recited as continuous prose, very similar to the style and 

overlapping themes in Oster’s work. In the case of both the Anglo-Saxon and 

trouvere tradition, the poet was continually engaged in a process of modification 

that involved embroidering, contracting and changing the poem according to the 

receptivity of the audience. The poem was perceived as a living organism that was 

always susceptible to metamorphosis, drawing on the dynamic that existed 

between poet and audience. Each retelling of a poem and every added syllable 

formed part of this organic whole, whereby there was no sense of the real poem 

and then subsequent amendments. Each version was as authentic and original as 

the last, and part of the poet’s role was to continually fine-tune and hone the poem 

in order to draw out all its various elements. In this sense, a poem was very much 

a work in progress and the poet’s job was never finished, as the poet chose to 

compose through the form rather than in it. The poem was never considered an 

entity in itself, as both Anglo-Saxon poetry and the trouvere relied much on the 

art of binding phrases together, linking episodes to episodes and ultimately 

creating an organic whole where the overall direction was more important than 

individual lines. Oster’s almost obsessive reworking of poetry demonstrates a

For an in-depth study o f A nglo-Saxon literature and culture, I refer the reader to Charles 
William K ennedy’s The Earliest English Poetry  (London: Oxford U niversity Press, 1971) and 
C.L.W renn’s /I Study o f  O ld  English Literature (London: Harrap, 1967).

Kennedy, The Earliest English Poetiy,  p. 19.
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similar poetic vision and a refusal to conform to the reader’s tacit acceptance of 

poetry as an act with a beginning and an end. Instead, the published work is no 

more definitive than a first draft, and indeed often O ster’s revisions will draw on 

previously published material, with the result that a perpetual dissatisfaction 

pervades his w ork/^ The countless manuscripts and minute changes that Oster 

effects on his poetry bear testimony to the arduous nature of the poetic process, 

which the poet describes as ‘une lenteur imparfaite a construire combiner 

conserver de pareils edifices de langage’. Conversely, however, Oster experiences 

a certain freedom as he constantly reworks myriad variations of the same texts, 

for he uses this process as a means of engaging with alterity ( ‘Creer; creer pour 

comprendre’, CM 117).

Throughout Oster’s revisions, a strong linguistic scaffold remains in place 

and the relatively superficial changes to a poem do little to alter the rhythm or 

structure of the texts. Rather, ‘la perfection de 1’oeuvre est le prix de son 

integration a I’intelligible’ {R 18) as, throughout all the revisions of a text, Oster 

strives to communicate more clearly. Thus emerges a complex, and seemingly 

contradictory, attitude towards the threshold, where O ster’s ‘descriptions infinies’ 

seem to suggest a constant flux and lack of structure. Nonetheless, despite the 

surface movement of the text, there is a strong sense of delineation and 

boundaries within which the poet moves. Therefore, while any element of the 

poem may be revised five or ten times, the essence of the poem, its theme and 

tone remains in place. In this sense, Oster’s liminal mentality allows him to cross 

and redefine thresholds and boundaries at will, in order that he may ‘confondre 

vie et creation dans une unite superieure’ {CM  105). The natural world remains 

steadfastly the source of the poet’s inspiration, while the surface texture of the 

poem is susceptible to myriad changes that create a miroitement effect. For the 

critic, therefore, distinctions between form and content, tradition and originality 

have little purchase on a poetry of repetition and constant flux.

O ster’s rigid adherence to the theme of nature sets him somewhat apart 

from contemporary literary trends and, fully aware of his own isolation, Oster has 

a clear poetic vision, namely to convey a universal wholeness through the 

smallest and most humble of elements ( ‘La totalite feconde nos choix, s’y reflete.

R oger L ittle  com m ents that ‘1’insatisfaction est son re g n e ’ w here th ere  is ‘la recherche in lassable 
du m ot, du ry thm e, de la sonorite  ju s te s '. ‘P ierre  P a lim p es te ’, in P ierre O ster: poetique  et poesie , 
pp .33-34 (p .33).
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Nous avons affaire avec e lle ’, RPAP  22). W hile R enard is inspired by the 

everyday objects that suiTOund him to m ove from  the horizontal to the vertical 

axis, O ste r’s focus is not solely directed upwards, but it also expands outwards 

from the com m onplace:

La poussiere illum ine, am plifie la veneration qui nous lie aux plantes, aux
pieiTCS. Je la celebre, en meme temps que je  ravaude I’humain.

{OM  xxvii)

O ster’s poetry em phasises the possible crossing of the threshold betw een man and 

nature, he encourages the reader to join him  in the quest for this liminal 

experience through an appreciation of le pe tit ( ‘Cherche, avec une application 

presque intem perante, cela qui releve du petit. E tudie la tete de I’ep ing le’, OM  x).

‘La plenitude infatigable du T ou t’

O ster’s am biguous statem ent that T u n iv ers  de nouveau rime avec le laiigage' {D 

71) suggests the balance between order and creativity that the poet seeks to 

em body in his writing, where language is portrayed as being an ordering force that 

causes nature to ‘rhym e’. N ature is a perpetual source of inspiration for Oster and 

the poetic act functions as a type of filter through which the poet processes and 

thus com prehends the world. O ster’s type of com position suggests a form of 

ritual, where each of the poem s is part of a m ystical cerem ony. It is through the 

ordered nature o f the poem s (and their repetitive elem ent) that access to a spiritual 

realm  is rendered possible.^* W hile the arithm etical precision with which Oster 

constructs the poem s does in some way seem to be at odds with his apparent 

abadonm ent to nature, this does not negate the poem s’ creative value, but rather it 

echoes the order that the poet perceives in the w orld round him . In the same way 

that nature recreates through repetition, so O ster seeks to create and renew by 

reverting to traditional p a t t e r n s . S i n c e  early on in O ster’s career, the poet has

Mario R osa Pontes picks up on this aspect o f Oster’s poetry, com m enting that ‘c ’est en effet 
cette impression de litanie, de liturgie religieuse a caractere repetitif, douee parfois d ’un reel 
pouvoir incantatoire, qui se degage de toute I’ecriture osterienne: I’avidite du poete sem ble se 
heurter a la minceur langagiere qui pourtant le seduit’, ‘U ne poetique de I’effacem ent’, in Pierre  
O ster: p oeu qu e  el po esie , pp.67-75 (p .69).

Franijois-Xavier Jaujard makes the point that Oster has created a poetry with ‘une science  
rigoureuse de la metrique et le dessein avoue de renover le vers francais (use par son passe, sa
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consistently produced poems of one hundred lines. Entire collections of poetry 

(for example Les Dieux and La Grande A nnie) are comprised of poems written in 

the same one-hundred line formula. The use of vers litres  illustrates a movement 

away from the boundaries of traditional rhyming forms and thus the poet’s 

commitment to this verse form demands that another structuring force be 

employed in the texts. While O ster’s poetry is far removed from the Alexandrine, 

it manifests a very ngid internal structure, while the poet also seeks to embody a 

‘liberte agile’ {OM xxvii) in the texts. This section will study the apparent 

contradiction betw'een the freedom and constraints in O ster’s work and tensions 

that arise therein.

In tandem with the broad sweep of the line length, Oster’s poetic vision 

places a huge emphasis on the texture of words and sound and their sensual power 

over the reader. Thematically speaking, Oster’s poems are strikingly limited in 

range, as they concentrate on the contemplation of nature to the exclusion of all 

else. The Post-Romantic era has very much tended towards specificity, yet the 

poetry of Oster creates a world of paradigmatic majuscules, as a means of 

conveying the poet’s wonder at and veneration of ‘la plenitude infatigable du 

Tout’ {R 30). In contrast to Reda’s fascination with the individuality of the scenes 

he portrays, Oster stresses the universality of nature through the use of capitals, 

where ‘les mots a majuscules ne designaient que I’idee des choses’.̂  ̂Rather than 

limiting him self to describing an individual tree in a particular landscape, the poet 

tries to encompass the whole of ‘tree-ness’ in the manner of Platonic Forms."*' So 

the texts are replete with references to ‘I’A rbre’, ‘le C iel’, ‘la Plaine’, ‘le Jour’ 

and ‘la N uit’, constructing a ‘pays total: qui contient a la fois la Mer et la Riviere, 

la Montagne, la Plaine et le Vallon, les Rochers, le Sable et I’Herbe. Pays abstrait 

surtout’."*‘ It is worth noting that Oster’s use of generalities betokens an attempt to 

encapsulate the world as he perceives it, rather than to produce philosophical 

notions of abstraction. The universal landscape that Oster portrays is indeed a

richesse) grace au recours aux subtilities de la metrique anglaise ou latine’, ‘Esquisse d ’un profil, 
in La Voix d es po e ies , pp.33-35 (p .34).

Engel-R oux. p .59.
Referring to the poetry o f  Saint-John Perse, Jacques Charpier m akes the point that ‘I’usage de la 

majuscule est commun en poesie. M ais la plupart du tem ps, e lle  s ’attache a une idee, pour donner 
a un mot abstrait une sorte de visib ilite , de pesanteur qui le grave sur la page et I’im pose mieux a 
Tesprit. E lle joue un peu ie role d ’une incarnation graphique pour des notions apparaissant trop 
vagues au poete." Sainr-Jolin P erse  (Paris: Gallimard, 1962), p. 107.

Engel-R oux, p. 13.
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Paysage du touT,^^ for it has little to distinguish it as being unique, and his 

consistent use of the generic reveals an unusually limited amount of personal 

inteipretation or authorial i n f l u e n c e . I n  contrast to Reda, Oster chooses to 

describe scenes rather than relate, and he employs the immediacy of the visible, 

tangible world as a threshold to the quasi-divine. The semantic linearity of the 

texts means that the cohesive whole to which the poet aspires is not simply 

conceptual, but realised in the poetry. The sequential numerical ordering of the 

poems miiTors nature’s intemal order, where every word points to the organic 

whole."^^

While the subject matter is limited, O ster’s meticulous attention to 

linguistic patterns focuses on the sounds of the words themselves. Delighting in 

the very process of description, the poet is particularly mindful of the phonetic 

quality of language:

Courons, sourions nous aussi sous les images du jour, de cour en 
cour.

(VNP 11)

Tout m ’indique d ’attendre

La vague tendre, tendre en mars, et plus tendre encore en 
septembre!

(A r̂A  ̂25)

Je vous possederai, poussieres! Poussieres, je  susciterai

Un grand vent pour vous prendre! Vous serez, 6 poussieres.
(SL59 /PT45)

These examples from O ster’s work clearly show his fascination with the tonality 

of language through repetition, alliteration and word play ( ‘attendre’, ‘tendre’, 

‘septembre’, ‘possederai’, ‘poussieres’, ‘serez’, ‘courons’, ‘sourions’, ‘sous’, 

‘jou r’, ‘de cour en cour’). The allitei'ative emphasis also suggests the influence of

This is the title o f  Oster’s collection  o f  poetry (1951-2000) published in the P oesie  Gallimard 
series.

Engel-R oux remarks that ’dans le desert inaugural qu’il traversait d ’abord, le poete allait jusqu’a 
s ’exclure lui-m em e du champ du poem e, s ’en absenter jusqu’a s ’en abstraire’, p .35.

This aspect o f  Oster’s writing is referred to by Claude B onnefoy, who states that ‘ses mots 
epelent le monde. Sa parole se fait roc, arbre, prairie, sang des choses, reprend souffle dans le 
vent, s ’humanise dans la chair, le regard, I’amour’, ‘Pierre Oster Soussouev ou la parole 
inserable’, in Lm  Voix des p o e te s , pp.21-23 (p .21).
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the oral and the Ango-Saxon poetic tradition, in which poems were embued with 

immense power for they were believed to hold a deeply ritual significance. Much 

more than merely a linguistic game, alliteration and internal echoes are used by 

Oster as expressions of his fascination with the infinite possibilities of creation 

and with new endless thresholds. The very supple structure of the poetry and its 

detailed exploration of linguistic possibilities demonstrate O ster’s desire to create 

new patterns and linguistic frameworks, as he seeks to create ‘un langage attentif, 

comme celui de Virgile, a imiter «le lyrisme des evenements naturels, des 

meteores, des toiTents», a nous faire entrer dans «l’exces qui nous embrasse»’.‘*̂  

With the exception of some of O ster’s earliest poems in Le Champ de mai, 

the structure of the main body of poetry varies little from decade to decade. 

Phrases and themes reappear again and again, like multiple refractions emanating 

from the one prism. Although the majority of his poems adhere rigidly to the one 

hundred line format, the overall thematic thread of the work means that the poetry 

does not contain strict boundaries between individual poems. While each poem is 

shaiply delineated from the other poems in a collection (through the one-hundred 

line cut-off point and the numbering of the poems), recurring themes and 

vocabulary unite the body of work. Numbering the poems in sequence, Oster 

highlights the infinite possible combinations that language affords, where each 

poem is a stage in a greater overall process. Rather than using poetry as a means 

of dealing with isolated incidents or experiences, Oster is primarily interested in 

the process itself. So much so that (without the indication of the numbered 

poems) it would be difficult to delineate one text from another, for they read as an 

infinite sequence."^^ For Oster, the highly impersonal system of numbering each 

poem also functions as a mode of detachment and gives the impression that the 

poetry is working independently from the poet, as one text seems to follow 

automatically on from another. Therefore, while there may be repetition within 

the texts, there are also moments which encapsulate Oster’s deep communion 

with the natural world. The idea of refraction and reflection therefore plays an 

integral part in the act of writing where ‘I’immensite surgit dans un reflet. Tout le 

bien se refracte dans le miroir d ’un acte’ (AL 25).

Jean-Claude Renard, La Voix des poetes ,  p. 19.
To explain this phenomenon, Jean-Claude Renard makes the suggestion that ‘peut-etre cette 

numerotation est-elle une fa^on d ’evoquer les ‘opus’ des m usiciens? Car le poete [...] pratique lui 
aussi la musique: celle des m ots’, Pierre Oster: poetique e lp o e s ie ,  p .30.
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‘Le Present est notre seule profondeur’

Throughout the texts, the reader is drawn into an atemporal poetic landscape, 

where chronology is subverted and where the only indication of time passing is 

seen in the changing seasons and skyscapes. The poet continually returns to the 

same basic elements (namely the sky, mountains and trees), underscoring the 

universal continuity in all that Oster sees. As the following examples highlight, 

recuiring scenes, ideas and terminology span from poem to poem:

Une flaque obscurcit 
La marelle du ciel

(CM 32)

Le ciel dur se defie de ces demiers oiseaux dont la prairie 
’encense.

(5L 78)

Un image, le del... Et rien d ’autre a la fin iie me reste.
{GA 63)

Le deploiement d'un ciel royal autour 
des arbres de brumaire

( D l l )

The natural world depicted in the poems is firmly undeipinned by an 

understanding of the immediacy of an etemal present, for ‘nous ne pouvons vivre 

que si nous travaillons sans fin a comprendre que le Present est notre seule 

profondeur’ (SL 14). Oster’s writing rarely deviates from the present tense and he 

claims that ‘je  ne connais, je ne desire connaitre, que dans le plus difficile 

present’ {SL 136). The poet immerses himself in an eternal Eden ( ‘Je me contente 

de cette etemite infime a laquelle nous inclinent les sens’, R 33) and draws the 

reader into a realm where past and future have been deconstructed and only the 

present remains;

‘Les elem ents sans age exhibent une presence indestructible, et les vig iles im muables, soleil, 
lune, ciel. arbre...montent la garde de la creation ou president a la releve des saisons. Et voici le 
paysage immemorial, et sans frontieres autres que la ligne du regard’, T illiette, La Voix des poetes ,
p .11-12.
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Le Tem ps me defendra du Tem ps qui me ravit!
(J’abandonne le monde! Le m onde 
M ’abandonne autant que je  suis...)

{ S L 9 0 I P T 6 D

By situating his poetry alm ost exclusively in the present, O ster subverts a 

chronological order and sim ulates ‘I’atem poralite to ta le ’."̂  ̂The atem poral plane is 

portrayed as a point o f passage to a spiritual encounter, as O ster outlines in 

Solitude de la lumiere:

La Foi. Elle est, ou suppose, com m e I’adhesion a un Tem ps nouveau qui 
serait sensible a la presence du Logos, et par Lui com m e enfin fonde en 
realite.

{SL 133)

There is an integral link between Oster's understanding o f tim e and his 

spirituality, where it is through 'un Tem ps nouveau ' that he believes that he is 

granted access to the Logos ( ‘Je me convertirai a la religion d ’une alliance 

immediate avec le tem ps./Religion d ’exactitude et d ’abandon’, A L  20). Situating 

himself as an observer in this natural landscape, O ster invites the reader to join 

him:

La plenitude habille la fragilite. A chaque heure, autour

De la prairie com m unale, au som m et d ’une m olle colline,

L ’etendue enveloppe dans ses filets des nuages vagabonds,

Tu les observes, c ’est done ta route. O fficie. Consom m e le 
sacrifice.

(VNF 13)

Having crossed the threshold into an absolute present, at the point where all time 

is concentrated, O ster encourages the reader to participate in the liminal 

experience with him;

Christine Van Rogger Andreucci, ‘Le M onde entre “E ssence” et “A spects”, Le C hoix d ’une 
langue’, in Pierre Oster: poetique et poesie, p p .127-136 (p .131).
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R eunissons dans le present du poem e tout ce qui nous est donne; que notre 
vie y soit com m e I’eclat de I’A ctualite divine; que notre M ort meme y 
transparaisse illum inee.

{SL 163)

Creating a poetic fram ew ork that exists far from  the hassles and stresses of daily 

m odem  existence, O ster sustains a universe in which the onslaught o f tim e has 

little consequence. M oreover, he resolutely avoids any references that may limit 

or date his work to any specific period. Instead, he chooses to contain his poems 

in an atem poral realm  that is unaltered by the passing of tim e or technological 

advances in urban life ( i e  Tem ps vrai, c ’est le sens interieur des existences 

singulieres. Ce tem ps-la sauve bien q u ’il detru ise’ (NP  108). O ster can truly 

create and control ‘un present transparent, oij le passe toujours dim inue, oiJ deja le 

futur ne soit p lus’ {P 165), for he is able to isolate and fully im m erse h im self in a 

wholly self-contained poetic landscape.

‘Au seuil et au sommet d ’une com plem entarite precieuse’

H aving exam ined some of the main aspects o f O ster’s poetry, it is im portant to 

m ake som e reference to the poet’s other significant contribution to the literary 

world, nam ely the aphorism . W hile this study is concerned principally  w'ith 

O ster’s poetry, the dichotom y between the poem and the aphorism  invites 

exploration and goes some way to explaining O ster’s lim inal mentality. 

U ndoubtedly, the greatly different physical appearance o f the two forms 

represents the two very different purposes for which these literary genres are 

designed. O ster uses the length and expansiveness o f the poem  to challenge the 

outlying boundaries o f the page, while the concise style o f the aphorism  pares 

language down to its m inim um . The poem s deal exclusively with nature and are 

expansive and solitary, while the aphorism s are urban and urbane, constrictive 

and social. W hereas le j e  in O ster’s poetry would feign objectivity, his 

com m itm ent to the aphoristic style of discourse reflects a very different, 

subjective, first-person voice:

Parler du neant, c ’est une sottise, une faiblesse, et un crim e.
{NP 115)
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La revoke n ’aura jam ais de sens. II faut com prendre, aim er ou 
dominer.

(NP  129)

The fact that Oster oscillates between these tw o starkly opposing genres, 

changing so utterly and uniform ly, suggests that, despite their differences, the 

long sweeping line of the poem  and the short concise aphorism  nevertheless share 

a common feature.Just as the poem s express the ‘solitude de Celui qui chante 

dans mon vers’ (5L 113), so the aphorism  represents another assertion of 

independence on the part o f Oster. He articulates a keen awareness o f the self- 

imposed isolation that com pels him to m ove beyond m ore fashionable literary 

foiTns and he portrays him self as ‘le poete epris d ’une im age du m onde q u ’il 

en tr’apergoit en ferm ant les yeux, s ’enfonce dans sa nuit. Equipee sans retour; 

sans com pagne; sans fo i’ {NP 113). In both the poem  and the aphorism , O ster’s 

unusual style heightens, if not engenders, the sense of isolation he experiences as 

he acknowledges that je  suis seul a penser selon m oi’ {NP  110). Yet it is only in 

this way that O ster feels that he is truly able to express him self:

Le pouvoir d ’exprim er que possede le poete n ’est que la resultante de son 
double pouvoir d ’attention interieur et de nudite spirituelle. Le poete, qui 
sait oublier toutes choses, sait aussi voir au-dela: rien ne s ’interpose entre 
lui et le Reel Supreme.

{NP 125)

It is by m eans of this 'double pouvoir d ’attention interieur et de nudite spirituelle' 

that Oster m ay cross the threshold into a heightened com m union with a spiritual 

realm. This process is one that seems to entail solitude from  anything that would 

distract ('Le poete, qui sait oublier toutes choses [ ...]  rien ne s ’interpose entre lui 

et le Reel Suprem e'). In both the poem  and the aphorism , O ster appears to be 

deliberately isolating him self in an attem pt to 'voir au-dela'.

The use of the aphorism , while notably em ployed by Rene Char, is a 

relatively rare form of expression in m odem  literature. In the sam e way that 

O ster’s poem s create an im penetrable b a m e r betw een h im self and contem porary 

society, so the aphorism  m arks O ster’s attem pt to differentiate betw een daily 

existence and the poetry. Equally, the two m odes of discourse draw on a sim ilar 

writing technique, although this is expressed in very different ways. O ster’s 

interest in the world of science is reflected in the arithm etical precision and
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attention to detail that can be seen in both the poetry and prose. In literary forms, 

Oster painstakingly constructs a world in which he rigidly im poses his own 

boundaries and borders. The same im petus that prom pts O ster to adhere to one- 

hundred line poems and intricate rhym ing patterns also allow s him to construct 

short pithy epithets. In both cases, the sam e basic principle applies, nam ely that 

‘dans un texte unique, j ’entrelace a loisir des elem ents qui me sont foum is par les 

jo u rs’ (R 21). Certainly, the aphorism  and the poem  display two contrasting 

aspects o f O ster’s artistic vision, and yet this contrast does not appear to trouble 

O ster excessively, for he is happy to express h im self through both genres. Rather 

than w anting to clarify his ow'n position as regards literary technique, Oster 

focuses on the act of writing itself;

La plenitude de I’Acte me contente. Elle etanche m a soif, 
nounit ma faim , m ’est I’apaisem ent d ’une parole.

{RPAP  15)

Thus, the two m odes of discourse em body an organic w hole in which the poem 

uses the sweeping line length, the majuscules  and expansive im agery to reflect the 

im m ensity of ‘I’Espace p r& ieux ’, while the aphorism  encapsulates the intricacy 

and self-contained order of a world in which ‘chaque goutte de pluie est feconde’ 

{NTN  87). The dynamic created in the synthesis of these tw o very different forms 

of discourse is of ultim ate interest to the poet, as together these genres  act as a 

threshold to VUnite:

Poesie et prose I’une a 1’autre transparentes. Exigence d ’une vigueur 
seulem ent classique. C ’est la que je  veux me placer, au seuil et au sommet 
d ’une com plem entarite precieuse. A toucher I’objet central.

{OM  xxii)

O ster perceives language as a threshold into ‘I ’essence divine’ (D  73) and 

he does not merely feel an affinity with nature, but he believes that the 

relationship is a reciprocal one. The poet addresses the natural forces and believes 

that they in turn reply in the guise of the inspiration which nature arouses in him 

( ‘Un chant com m ence. [...] Et je  vou-/drais m ourir de ce 

com m encem ent./Cherchant en songe quel m ot nouveau, quel m ot/nouveau me 

penetre’, N T N  13). The poet's belief that ‘la poesie excede toutes contraintes’ 

(RPAP  55) is represented in the texts by the longer line length, while the poet
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stresses the universahty o f nature through the use of m ajuscules. H aving explored 

the ways in which O ster is inspired by nature, the fo llow ing chapter will study the 

poetry of Jaccottet, a poet who also draws on nature for a great deal of his artistic 

inspiration. How ever, while Oster uses poetry to create a definite boundary 

around the irenic scenes in his poems and seeks an absolute fusion betw een le je  

and nature, Jaccottet is much more interested in fusing his everyday experiences 

of nature with his understanding of le vertical. Thus, these two ‘natu re’ poets 

have very different ideas as to how they may gain access to le spirituel. W hile 

Oster privileges the im m anent, Jaccottet, in a m anner sim ilar to that of Renard, 

deals with a transcendental (and therefore directional) theology.
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PHILIPPE JACCOTTET:

THE UNIFYING THRESHOLD

‘La puissance invisible, le coeur du m onde’

The landscape o f the poetry of Philippe Jaccottet (1925-) is one where the beauty 

of trees, rivers, birds and m ountains is celebrated and his delight in and 

appreciation of the particularities of nature is m anifested throughout the poems. 

However, Jacco tte t’s portrayal of the natural world is very different from the 

Osterian vision of an irenic autre  but rather, like R enard, he dem onstrates an 

interest in transcendence instead of im m anence. Yet in contrast to Renard's 

perception o f transcendence, Jaccottet's poem s suggest that nature can act as a 

point of passage to divine revelation. This chapter will explore the various ways 

in which the texts represent nature as a threshold to le spirituel and as a point of 

access to what he ternis as ‘la puissance invisible, le coeur du m onde’ (5 43).

At the beginning of this chapter, it is worth reiterating the distinction that 

this thesis m akes betw een the horizontal and vertical axes o f the poetic 

im agination. W hile this is not an attempt to encapsulate fully the com plexities and 

infinite subtleties of the poetic im agination in such a general classification, 

nevertheless the horizontal/vertical distinction can prove useful as one m eans of 

categorising poetry. As this study has already dem onstrated, a poet’s tendency 

towards either axis will, to a large extent, dictate the thresholds he perceives in 

the world around him and, in turn, the m anner in which he then portrays these in 

his poem s. For this reason, the horizontal/vertical classification is especially 

pertinent when considering the them e of the threshold and its representation in the 

texts. At this point, it is im portant to em phasise that this categorisation does not 

imply a prem editated m anipulation or contrivance on the part o f the poet to place
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his poetry into either a vertical or horizontal fram ew ork. R ather, it is an indicator 

of an artist’s particular preoccupation, which is naturally reflected  in the subjects 

about which he chooses to write and the way in which he view s them. It is the 

premise o f this thesis that the horizontal/vertical d istinction is one that is an 

intrinsic part of the poet’s im agination, and therefore o f the poem , and frequently 

only becomes apparent on a closer inspection of the text.

In ternis of the horizontal/vertical distinction, Jacco tte t’s poetry provides a 

useful contrast to the o ther poets studied thus far. As we have already seen, 

R eda’s alm ost exclusive interest in the horizontal plane m eans that the thresholds 

he perceives are, first and forem ost, physical ones (as reflected in the many 

references to doors, window's etc. in his poems). Conversely, R enard’s focus as a 

writer and a croyant is consistently drawn upwards to the vertical plane as his 

liminal m entality is prim arily concerned with the threshold  that exists between 

man and God. The Osterian paradigm  seeks a fusion o f the tw o axes and yet this 

is done within an im aginative construct that is set apart utterly from  everyday life. 

In Jaccottet’s poetry, there are m any representations o f both Vhorizontal and le 

vertical and the texts encom pass both axes in a diverse range o f poetic styles. The 

first section of this chapter will explore Jaccottet’s perception of nature and of the 

divine and how he attempts to fuse the two in his work. I will then focus on three 

specific images that illustrate this tendency (nam ely the tree, the bird and the 

m ountain) and examine the ways in which they are depicted as having liminal 

properties. The final section will explore Jaccottet’s understanding o f poetry as a 

threshold and the m anner which he seeks to create "une paro le  capable d ’etablir  

uii rapport]ViSit avec ce q u ’elle designe\^

'Enracinee dans le concret. dans le particulier'

Formally speaking, Jaccottet's work displays the greatest diversity of the five 

poets in this study and his creative output includes not only a w ide variety of 

poetic styles {vers litre , traditional sonnets and hai'-ku), but also carnets and 

joum als. The very range o f ways through which Jaccottet chooses to express

' Jean Starobinski, ‘Parler avec la voix du jour’, in the introduction to Jaccottet’s Poesie,  pp.7-22
(p.8).
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him self indicates something o f his lim inal m entality, where he does not limit 

him self to any particular genre  but instead prefers to flit over generic boundaries. 

Similarly, Jaccottet’s translation work (m ost notably of Germ an Rom antic poets 

such as Holderlin) indicates an underlying interest in alterity, as this form  of 

w'riting im plicitly involves a confrontation with linguistic and cultural otherness 

as Jaccottet attempts to m ake the texts relevant and accessible to the Francophobe 

reader. U ndeipinning Jaccottet's various w riting styles is a keen aw areness of the 

need to use language that reflects reality ('il faudrait que le livre renvoie au 

monde', TS  279) and therefore that facilitates com m unication, rather than hinders 

it. To this end, his writing is im m ediate and personal in style and, m uch in the 

same way that Reda delights in the com m onplace observations of the Parisian 

suburbs, so Jaccottet fills his poem s with observations o f the natural world:

Un soir, le ciel resta plus longtem ps clair 
sur les grands jardins verts et noirs 
couleur des pluies de la veille.
Les globes luirent trop tot.
Alors dans le nid des branches 
apparut le chant du merle

(7 18)

II y a juste, au pied du lit, cette araignee 
(a cause du jardin), je  ne I’ai pas assez 
pietinee

{P 34)

Derriere la fenetre dont on a blanchi le cadre 
(contre les m ouches, contre les fantom es), 
une tete chenue de vieil hom m e se penche 
sur une lettre, ou les nouvelles du pays.

{PSN  13)

As the above examples illustrate, Jaccottet's poem s provide candid portraits that 

focus on everyday sights,'" rather than on introspective m usings, as he observes

 ̂ In their study o f Swiss writers, Stephanie Cudre-Mauh'oux and Alban Cerisier make the point 
that ‘Phihppe Jaccottet accorde volontiers son attention aux choses m odestes’, ‘Philippe Jaccottet, 
sans en avoir I’air’, in Galliinard et la Suisse: un siecle  d ’ajfinites l i t tem ires  (Paris: Gallimard. 
1999), pp.78-81 (p.78).
 ̂ Derek Mahon states that ‘Jaccottet is an intensely visual poet’ in his introduction to Philippe 

Jaccortet Selected  Poems,  trans. by Derek Mahon (London; Penguin, 1988), p. 12.
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cloudscapes, wildlife and sunlight.'^ Nevertheless, invariably the poems move 

from a focus on le concret to a certain measure of reflection;

...Et le ciel serait-il clement tout un hiver, 
le laboureur avec patience ayant conduit ce soc 
oil peut-etre Venus aura paru parfois 
entre la boue et les buees de I’aube, 
veira-t-il croitre en mars, a ras de teiTe, 
une herbe autre que I’herbe?

(L //9 1 )

Here, the everyday and the metaphysical are intrinsically linked, where 

commonplace musings ('...Et le ciel serait-il clement tout un hiver') seems to lead 

to deeper reflection.^ This fusion lies at the very heart of Jaccottet’s work, as the 

poet oscillates between representations of tangible reality and of a metaphysical 

autre rather than focus on one axis over the other.

Above all else, Jaccottet is adamant that his poetry and spirituality be firmly 

rooted in the particulars of everyday life and so he rejects certain forms of poetic 

expression ‘parce qu’elle n ’est nullement enracinee dans le concret, dans le 

particulier’ {EM 68). Throughout the texts, Jaccottet attempts to recreate the 

balance between le concret and a spiritual element that he perceives in nature’s 

composition:

les eaux abondantes descendre 
aux degres d ’herbes et de roche 
et les premiers oiseaux louer 
la toujours plus longue joumee 
la lumiere touiours plus proche

(P 104)

This example typifies Jaccottet’s writing style in which the landscape dominates, 

and man plays a secondary role in the scene. The natural world and the spiritual 

interact effortlessly ( ‘les premiers oiseaux louer’) and everyday phenomena 

assume supernatural qualities ( ‘la toujours plus longue joum ee/la lumiere toujours

In this way. he engages in a process whereby he ‘puts us back in touch with the freshness of 
things [...] restoring our originally unprejudiced life o f  the sen ses’, Cleanth Brooks and Robert 
Penn Warren, Understanding Poetiy ,  4th edn (N ew  York: H olt, Rinehard & W inston, 1976), p .68. 
 ̂ Mark Treharne describes Jaccottet's poetry in which ‘les phenom enes du paysage et du lieu' 

contain 'un sens de Tetrange, de I’insaisissable et du lointain’ , ‘N ote sur la poesie de Philippe 
Jaccottet’, in Sud, 32/33 (1980), 143-148 (p .143).
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plus p roche’). This interaction betw een tangible reality and the m etaphysical can 

be straced back to some of Jaccottet's earliest published poems:

En ce jardin la voix des eaux ne tarit pas,
est-ce une blanchisseuse ou les nym phes d ’en bas, [...]

—  Les nym phes, les ruisseaux, im ages oii se com plaire!
M ais qui cherche autre chose ici q u ’une voix claire, 
une fille cachee? Je n ’ai rien invente [...]

E t je ne revais pas
i P  36)

In this poem  entitled ‘N infa’ (published in the late 1940s), Jaccottet juxtaposes 

the ordinariness of ‘la b lanchisseuse’ with the mystery o f ‘les nym phes d ’en bas’, 

while repeatedly asserting the veracity of his experiences ( ‘Je n ’ai rien invente’, 

‘Et je  ne revais pas’). As this chapter will dem onstrate, Jacco tte t’s poem s mark an 

attempt to reconcile both these elem ents of existence, wherein various 

representations o f alterity reveal a com plex and considered understanding of the 

threshold.

‘Une ascension des choses’

Jaccottet takes much of his inspiration from  the natural world, which in turns 

initiates an interaction with ‘le T out-autre’ (5 39).*  ̂ It is worth highlighting the 

fact that, while Jaccottet’s poem s contain m yriad representations of vertical 

images, the poet's spiritual expression appears both m uted and unconventional in 

com parison to religious poets such as H opkins, Claudel and Renard. Nonetheless, 

whilst by no m eans a religious poet, Jaccottet does express an awareness o f a 

possible m ystical relationship with nature. There is an aw areness o f a realm  and 

pow er beyond tangible reality that interacts with the individual. It is a force ‘qui

This is a straight translation o f the term Ganz andere  em ployed by R udolf Otto (translated by 
John, W Harvey as ‘w holly other’). Otto claim s that ‘the consciousness o f  a ‘w holly other’ evades 
precise formulation in words, and we have to em ploy phrases which seem  som etim es sheer 
paradox, that is, urational, not merely non-rational, in import’. The Idea o f  the Holy,  trans. by 
John W . Harvey (London: Oxford University Press, 1950), p .59.
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est en toi et hors de to i’ {LH 90) and, while Jaccottef chooses not to define it by 

any religious doctrine or tradition, it is nevertheless undeniably present;

qu ’il y ait, non pas au-dela des collines 
ou des nuages, non pas au-dessus du ciel 
ni deiTiere les beaux yeux clairs, ni cache 
dans les seins nus, m ais on ne sait com m ent 
mele au m onde que nous traversons, 
de cela que la voix ne peut nom m er, de cela 
que rien ne mesure

( L / / 71-72)

Throughout the texts, there is a strong em phasis placed on the potential 

com m union that is possible between the individual and nature:

Ecoute: com m ent se peut-il
que notre voix troublee se m ele ainsi
aux etoiles?

(PSN 63)

Jaccottet’s desire to transcend tangible reality betokens his spiritual aw areness, an 

awareness that is frequently described in teiTns o f a m ovem ent along the vertical 

axis:

C ’est bien une ascension des choses que je  considere, ou com m e la 
montee d ’un angle dont la pointe irait toucher I’enigm e de nos vies

(PSA 11)

The notion of crossing the threshold between the horizontal and the vertical axes 

(this ‘ascension des choses’) appears to be an intrinsic part of Jaccottet's 

im aginative fram ework and indeed his critical writings reveal the extent to which 

he is aware of the horizontal/vertical dichotom y. For exam ple, in L'Entret ien des 

muses,  he sees Claudel as a writer who ‘se debat sauvagem ent entre teixe et c ie l’ 

{EM 16). In Bonnefoy’s poetry, Jaccottet believes that ‘I’horizontale, qui dom ine 

(table, lit) suggere un m ouvem ent lent et soutenu’ (EM  254) while he describes 

him self as being ‘trop sensible que je  suis a I’etroitesse de I’intervalle qui separe 

le vol de la voltige, la grandeur de la grandiloquence’ (EM  16). Jacco tte t’s varied 

literary and spiritual taste is reflected in his his reading of works as diverse as

I  Holderlin (from the Geim an Rom antic tradition) and Basho (a H ai-K u poet and
I
i
I
i
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follow er o f Zen philosophy). One of the com m on threads of these very different 

writers is that they share a general appreciation of the presence of spiritual 

elem ents in the natural w orld and Jaccottet appears to be draw n to this aspect of 

any given work:

II se peut que la beaute naisse quand la lim ite et I’illim ite 
deviennent visibles en m em e tem ps

(S 39-40)’

Equally, elsewhere Jaccottet claims that ‘le poete serait cet hom m e sans 

apparence, sans appartenance, qui s’obstine a ecouter ce vague bruit de source, de 

plus en plus lointain, dont il tire sa vie m em e’ {EM 285). H ow ever, his fascination 

with a m etaphysical alterity is offset by an awareness o f the distance that exists 

between m an and i ’espace [...] plus haut, non pas plus haut,/ailleurs, pas mem e 

ailleurs’ ( L H l l ) :

Toute fleur n ’est que de la nuit [...]

M ais la d ’oii son paifum  s’eleve 
je  ne puis esperer entrer 
c ’est pourquoi tant il me trouble 
et me fait si longtemps veiller 
devant cette porte ferm ee [...]

Ce m onde n ’est que la crete 
d ’un invisible incendie.

{P 108)

The contrast of opposites that is set up betw een ‘ce m onde’ and ‘la [...] ou je  ne 

puis esperer entrer’ hints at the problem atic nature o f the threshold (as represented 

here by ‘cette poite feiTnee’). Jaccottet’s awareness of le spirituel is evident in the 

references to vertical m ovem ent ( ‘s ’e leve’) and to m ystery (as im plied by ‘un 

m visible incendie’). This is then counterbalanced by an em phasis on the 

horizontal through tangible reality ( ‘toute fleur’), signalling the potential 

difficulty there may be in fusing le concret and le spirituel. In the follow ing 

sections, I will exam ine three recum ng im ages in which Jaccottet's lim inal

On is reminded here o f  Holderlin's remark that 'the measureless attracts’, Hdlderlin: his poem s,  
trans. by M ichael Hamburger (London: Harvill Press, 1952), p .231.
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m entality can be traced, to see the ways in which the poet seeks to achieve la  

resolution de cette contradiction profonde en une souveraine harm onie' {EM 294) 

in the texts.

The Tree

As an im age, the tree it is frequently used by Jaccottet to signify a possible 

threshold betw een the natural w orld and a divine encounter. The tree im age is one 

that is w idely used in poetry and the chosen portrayals of the tree can indicate an 

individual poet's preoccupation with either the horizontal or vertical plane. In the 

poem s of C laudel and Valery, for exam ple, the tree is seen in tenns of its 

verticality, as it serves to direct the reader’s gaze upwards. In contrast, Saint- 

John P erse ’s perception of the tree places it firm ly on the horizontal axis and its 

function as a stagingpost supersedes any suggestion of the spiritual.^ In Jaccotte t’s 

poetry, there is a focus placed on the tree’s lim inal function where, in Bachelard's 

words, ‘I’arbre droit est une force evidente qui porte une vie terrestre au ciel 

b leu ’.”  ̂Jacco tte t’s portrayal o f the tree image is principally  in term s o f it reaching 

up from the ground to the skies and thus it becom es the fulcrum  o f concrete 

reality and another p lane."

W ithin this study, a clear distinction can im m ediately be m ade between the 

use of the tree im age in the poetry of Jaccottet and Oster. The latter chooses to de- 

contextualise his portrayal o f the natural w orld, tending tow ards the alm ost 

absolute generalisation of all elem ents of nature. Trees are represented in the form  

of ‘I’A rbre’, as a m eans of expressing the whole of ‘tree-ness’. In direct contrast.

* Roger Little refers to ‘I’importance de la verticalite de I’arbre’ in C laudel’s ‘L ’Arbre’, Etudes sur  
Saint-John P erse ,  p .69.
Elsewhere, M ichel Decaudin comm ents that ‘I’arbre est dans sa structure verticale et figure 
d ’unite’, ‘La D im ension verticale dans la poesie de V alery’, Paul Valeiy  contemporain: actes et 
coUoques, ed. by M onique Parent and Jean Levaillant, 12 (Paris: Editions K lincksieck, 1974), 
pp.95-103 (p .99).
’ Roger Little highlights this fact, stating that ‘dans A nabase ,  I’im age de la halte, c ’est I’arbre; 
celle du voyage, y compris le voyage spirituel, c ’est I’herbe et ses graines’, Etudes sur Saint-John  
Perse,  p .70.

Bachelard, L ’A ir  et les songes,  pp.232. The perception o f  the tree as a vertical im age is then 
reiterated by Bachelard when he refers to ‘le geste de I’arbre, son acte vertical essen tie l’, p .233.
" It is this perceived verticality that marks the tree out, because ‘I’arbre seuL dans la nature, pour 
une raison typique, est vertical, avec I’hom m e’, .Claudel, Connaissance de  I ’Est  ([Paris]; Mercure 
de France, 1956), ‘Le P in’, p. 148.
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the reader is im m ediately struck by Jaccottet’s delight in the sheer diversity of 

nature. Even when Jaccottet does refer to a tree in the generic, the trees form an 

intrinsic part of the landscape, interacting with both the earth and sky:

Du m onde confus, opaque 
des ossem ents et des graines 
ils s ’aiTachent avec patience

afin d ’etre chaque annee 
plus cribles d ’air

{P 138)

This short poem (Arbres I) is one of three in a series ( ‘A rbres I ’, ‘Arbres II’ and 

‘Arbres m’), in which the trees are situated on the horizontal axis and are 

described as ‘travailleurs tenaces/ajourant peu a peu la te ire ’ {P 140). However, 

they are also associated with the vertical axis, for they lead ‘vers une grotte a 

peine plus profonde’ where ‘peut-etre [...] n ’y a-t-il plus d ’absence ni d ’oubli’ (P 

139). Jaccottet is very much a poet o f specificity, where detail is always noted. 

The tree forms an intrinsic part of the natural landscape and so it is in the 

background of everyday dramas:

Le dim anche people les bois d ’enfants qui geignent, 
des femmes vieillissantes; un gar§on sur deux saigne 
au genou

{P^D

W hile Oster is interested prim arily in the paradigm  of the tree, Jacco tte t’s poetry 

dwells on the rich diversity and individuality o f different tree varieties. This is 

reflected in the fact that his poem s are peppered with references to ‘les peupliers’ 

{P 89), ‘les lilas’ (P  44), ‘des chenes’ (P  112), ‘tilleul et lau rier’ {LH  80), ‘des 

figuiers’ (L // 31), among others.

‘S ’ouvrir vers le hau t’

Throughout the texts, the im age of the tree is linked w ith tw o predom inant 

themes: the life cycle and spiritual awakening. For Jaccottet, both o f these prompt 

reflections on a metaphysical autre beyond the im m ediately tangible and thus a
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liminal awareness is implicit therein. The first dichotom y in Jaccotte t’s poetry is 

the fact that the tree represents both abundant hfe and death and decay:

L ’amandier en hiver: qui d ira si ce bois 
sera bientot vetu de feux dans les tenebres 
ou de fleurs dans le jou r une nouvelle fois?
Ainsi I’homme nouiri de la teiTe funebre.

{P 92)

Jaccottet’s perception of the tree as a sim ultaneous rem inder of nature’s bounty 

and of m an’s inevitable mortality is rem iniscent of V alery’s poetry, in which ‘a 

shaip sense of the way in which growth and decay, existence and degeneration, 

are inseparable principles’. For both Jaccotte t and Valery, there is an inescapable 

link between life and death, where ‘to live, to grow, is to forfeit the total 

potentiality of the seed and to enter on a cycle o f existence that leads to maturity, 

decay and death, for like the human organism  the plant m ust spend energy in 

order to live’.'^ This peipetual cycle o f germ ination, blossom  and death prompts 

Jaccottet to reflect on m ankind’s fate and on his relationship with ‘la teire 

funebre’:

Les peupliers sont encore debout dans la lum iere 
de I’arriere-saison, ils trem blent pres de la riviere, 
une feuille apres I’autre avec docilite descend, 
eclairant la menace des rochers ranges derriere.
Forte lumiere incom prehensible du tem ps,
6 larmes, lannes de bonheur sur cette ten'e!

(P  89)

In this poem  entitled ‘Le Livre des m orts’, the inevitability o f death is 

encapsulated in the leaves that fall like tears to the ground ‘avec docilite’. 

Importantly, Jaccottet demonstrates his acceptance of natu re’s life cycle, as he 

sees him self as being equipped with an ‘ame soum ise aux m ysteres du 

m ouvem ent’. The tree image acts as a strong rem inder of m an’s im potence when 

confronted w'ith the earth’s natural order, for it is a perpetual rem inder of 

mortality. Jaccottet describes trees as ‘ces m erveilles de vert,/ces colonnes, mem e

Christine M. Crow, Valeiy, Consciousness an d  Nature  ([Cambridge]: Cambridge U niversity  
Press. 1972), p. 139.
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choisies pour la cognee’ {P 46) and refers to them by em ploymg language that 

imitates nature’s pattein of the life/death cycle, where the inverted internal rhyme 

m the phrase ‘merveilles de vert’ is abruptly cut short by the shaip sound of the 

staccato consonant [c] ( ‘colonnes’, ‘cognee’).

However, even when its leaves have fallen, the tree is not seen as a negative 

image. Conversely, Jaccottet sees the strength of ‘les arbres nus’ in their 

verticality as the bare branches reach up into the sky (he describes ‘leur fagon de 

s ’ouvrir vers le haut, le passage sans rupture du tronc rude aux subtiles branches 

extremes: I’Un qui s’epanouit avec grace en le M ultiple’, S 121). While the tree’s 

movement upwards and outwards does prompt Jaccottet to reflect on 

metaphysical questions, the tangible presence of the tree ( and its 'tronc rude') 

continually draws Jaccottet’s attention back to the immediacy of what is before 

him:

Peu m ’importe le commencement du monde

Mamtenant ses feuilles bougent 
maintenant c ’est un arbre immense 
dont je touche le bois navre

Et la lumiere brille a travers lui 
brille de larmes

{P 148)

In this short poem from the ‘M onde’ section in the Airs collection, Jaccottet’s 

overall poetic vision is encapsulated. The poet is unconcerned with resolving the 

great mysteries of life ( ‘peu m ’importe le commencement du m onde’) and instead 

he focuses his attention on the sheer physical presence of the tree. The intemal 

echo of ‘bougent’ and ‘touche’ emphasises the interactive nature of the 

relationship between the tree and the poet, as the latter is keenly aware of the 

movement of the tree’s leaves. There is a rapport established between Jaccottet 

and nature, where the former is granted immediate access to a tangible autre ( ‘je 

touche’). Moreover, the tree is attributed with human emotions ( ‘le bois navre’), 

thus suggesting Jaccottet’s belief that communication between man and nature 

can be reciprocal.
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The use of the tree image as a poignant reminder of life’s brevity and of 

m an’s inevitable demise is a familiar one in literature. One is reminded 

particularly of Hopkins’ ‘Spring and Fall’, in which a young girl is comforted as 

she mourns the apparent death of Goldengrove trees;

Margaret, are you grieving 
Over Goldengrove unleaving?
Leaves, like the things of man, you 
With your fresh thoughts care for, can you?
A h! as the heart grows older
It will come to such sights colder [...]
And yet you will weep and know why.
It is the blight man was bom for.
It is Margaret you mourn for.'^

Similarly in the poetry of Jaccottet, the tree image is frequently used to signify 

both the beauty and tragedy of nature, for the ‘prodige de ces milliards de 

mouvements, de transmutations simultanees et successives’ (5 121) is also a 

symbol of death ( ‘I’ossuaire des forets’, /  33). In a sense therefore, the poet sees 

the tree image as representing the threshold space between life and death. The 

aesthetic beauty and physical presence of the tree is counterbalanced by the 

metaphysical reflection that it prompts in Jaccottet and thus it would seem that the 

‘enjoyment of beauty [is] interfered with by thoughts of its transience’.’"' In this 

instance, Jaccottet’s reflection only seems to lead to baffled resignation:

Accepter ne se peut 
comprendre ne se peut
on ne peut pas vouloir accepter ni comprendre

{P 149)

The stark unpunctuated phrases and the negative repetition ( ‘ne se peut’, ‘ne peut 

pas’, ‘n i’) suggest that the tree image may also be associated with a sense of loss

Gerard M anley Hopkins, The S elec ted  Poem s o fG .M . H opkins, ed. by James R eeves (London: 
Heinemann, 1987), ‘Spring and F all’, p .50.

Sigmund Freud, W ritings on A rt an d  Literature  (California: Stanford U niversity Press, 1997), 
p. 177. This is the conclusion drawn by Freud after observing a certain p oet’s reaction to nature. 
Freud writes that ‘the poet admired the beauty o f  the scene around us but felt no joy  in it. H e was 
disturbed by the thought that all this beauty was fated to extinction, that it would all vanish when 
winter cam e, like all the human beauty and all the beauty and splendour that men have created or
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and resignation. Again, one is reminded of the poetry of Hopkins, where in 

‘Binsey Poplars’ the poet expresses both nostalgia at the felling of the trees and 

regret at m an’s ruthlessness:

My aspens dear, whose airy cage quelled.
Quelled or quenched in leaves the leaping sun,
All felled, felled, are all felled; [...]
O if we knew but what we do’^

So too for Jaccottet, the tree image contains in it both elements of beauty and 

sadness, life and death, for the trees, like man, will inevitably retum to the ground 

from which they came:

Comme on voit maintenant dans les jardins de fevrier
bruler ces petits feux de feuilles
(et Ton dirait que c ’est moins pour nettoyer
le clos que pour aider la lumiere a s ’elargir),
est-il bien vrai que nous ne pouvons plus
en faire autant, avec notre coeur invisible?

(PSN  37)

‘Lumiere de passage’

Not only are trees used to signify the threshold between life and death, but they 

interact with other elements of the natural world. As the following examples 

illustrate, frequently Jaccottet conveys this in the texts through the focus that he 

places on the inteiplay of the light or wind in the branches of the trees:

Quelquefois c’est comme en avril, aux premieres tiedeurs, 
quand chaque arbre se change en source, quand la nuit 
semble ruisseler de voix comme une grotte

(CB 15)

may create. All that he would otherwise have loved and admired seem ed to him to be shorn o f  its 
worth by the transience which was its doom ’, p. 176.

Hopkins, The Selected Poems ofG .M . Hopkins,  p .36.
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[...] Reconnaissance neanmoins 
a ce vent dans les chenes qui ne se tait point.

(P 8 5 )

Les legeres feuilles bougent a peine, 
comme pensees d ’enfants endormis. Je traverse 
la distance transparente

{LH 85)

Thus Jaccottet depicts an harmonic interaction between trees and the forces of 

nature (elsewhere he describes the trees as ‘tout ce vert’ that ‘tremble et brille [...] 

sensible au moindre courant d ’air’, P 43). Moreover, this interaction hints at the 

possibility of communication between the poet and the tree, for as the leaves 

move they are described in teiTns of ‘voix’ and ‘pensees d ’enfants endormis’. One 

is reminded of Valery’s ‘Dialogue de I’A rbre’ where the poet develops this 

theme:

Mais c ’est Toi que j ’entends [...] Cent mille feuilles mues font ce que le 
reveur muiTnure aux puissances du songe. Je te reponds, mon Arbre, je  te 
parle et te dis mes secretes pensees.

Both the sunlight and wind are intangible and yet their presence is very 

much in evidence through the medium of the tree. Thus, the tree serves as the 

point of passage, granting access to ‘la distance transparente’:

je  ne peindrai qu ’un arbre qui retient dans son feuillage 
le murmure dore d ’une lumiere de passage...

(F 9 1 )

The tree’s interaction with the light and wind ( ‘le murmure dore’) creates this 

‘lumiere de passage’ and provides a threshold space to a metaphysical encounter. 

The association between light and an experience of le vertical appears to be 

particularly strong in Jaccottet’s poetry and he is drawn to the interaction between 

light and trees, carefully documenting the nature of this relationship:

Paul Valery, (Euvres, 2 vols (Paris: Gallimard, 1960), II, ‘D ialogue de I’arbre’, p .178.
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Et moi m aintenant tout entier dans la cascade celeste, 
de haut en bas couche dans la chevelure de I’air 
ici, I’egal des feuilles les plus lum ineuses, [...] 
un instant, d ’em brasser le cercle entier du ciel 
autour de m oi, i ’y crois la m ort com prise.

(P 180)

Here Jaccottet's contrsuction of an intim ate and com plex link betw een the 

horizontal and vertical plane is seen clearly, for the com m onplace picture of 

sunlight falling on a tree is rendered extraordinary as the poet m oves beyond the 

purely physical appearance of the scene. These lines of poetry resonate with a 

spirituality that is expressed in vertical term s, as ‘la cascade celeste,/de haut en 

bas’ and ‘la chevelure de I’a ir’ force the p oe t’s gaze upw ards and call to m ind 

B audelaire’s description o f 'cheveux bleus, pavilion de tenebres tendues,/V ous me 

rendez I’azur du ciel im m ense et rond '.’  ̂ A lthough the stimuli are different, both 

Jaccottet and Baudelaire express a m om ent o f revelation in which the horizontal 

and vertical axes are fused. It may be this revelatory encounter to which Jaccottet 

refers in the phrase ‘lum iere de passage’, where the tree acts as an agent of both 

literal and figurative illum ination;

Les hauts arbres tranquilles
et la lum iere de dix heures en septem bre
com m e une fraiche cascade

(PSN 9)

The tree’s lim inal potential is expressed in the fact that it is the threshold between

the com m onplace ( ‘la lum iere de dix heures’) and the m ystical ( ‘une fraiche

cascade’). U ndoubtedly, this duality and lim inal quality explains in part
1 8Jaccottet's attraction to the tree image.

Elsew here in Jacco tte t’s poems, the link betw een sunlight and the tree is 

developed to encom pass spiritual enlightenm ent:

Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du mal, ‘La Chevelure’, p.55.
A similar quality in V alery’s poetry is highlighted by Decaudin in his com ment that ‘si I’arbre et 

la colonne tendent vers le ciel, la lumiere en descend. [...] II y a certes une lumiere rasante [...] qui 
est promesse de verticalite’, Decaudin, p. 100.
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Dans I’enceinte du bois d’hiver 
sans entrer tu peux t ’emparer 
de I’unique lumiere due: 
elle n ’est pas ardent bucher 
ni lampe aux branches suspendue

(P 105)

In this poem, the inteiplay between light and the tree offers the possibility of 

finding ‘I’unique lumiere’. The singular quality of this light source makes it seem 

tangible ( ‘tu peux t ’emparer’), with emotional and spiritual associations:

Elle est le jour sur I’ecorce 
I’amour qui se dissemine 
peut-etre la clarte divine 
a qui la hache donne force

{P 105)

The light is equated with spiritual contact ( ‘la clarte divine’), while the bark of the 

tree acts as the agent by which ‘I’amour [...] se dissemine’. The poet creates a 

striking visual image as he contrasts ‘I’enceinte du bois d ’hiver’ (with its 

associations of darkness and enclosure) and the brightness of ‘I’unique lumiere’. 

For Jaccottet, ‘la clarte divine’ is closely linked to the inevitability of death ( ‘la 

hache’), as the axe abruptly cuts the tree off from its life source. In doing so, the 

axe also reinforces the pow'er of a spiritual awakening ( ‘a qui la hache donne 

force’). Through the tree, the poet may experience what Mallarme refeixed to as a 

‘renouveau’:

Et triste, j ’eiTe apres un reve vague et beau.
Par les champs oij la seve immense se pavane

Puis je  tombe enerve de paifums d ’arbres, las,
Et creusant de ma face une fosse a mon reve, 
Mordant la ten'e chaude ou poussent les lilas,

J ’attends, en m ’abimant que mon ennui s’eleve...'^

Stephane M allarm e, P oesies  (Paris: G allim ard , 1952), ‘R en o u v eau ’, p .32.
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The notion of the tree as a threshold between light and dark, life and death, 

the horizontal and vertical axes is one that lies very much at the heart of the 

representation of the tree in Jaccottet’s poetry:

Peupliers le soir [...] leur forme [...] comme des signes ou des semaphores, 
des flammes, des bougies [...] Puis qu’ils retiennent la lumiere (et I’ombre) 
-  la est probablement I’essentiel -  , qu’ils sont, dans I’etendue, autant de 
jalons, comme si chacun d ’eux redisait plus loin dans un texte le mot 
lumiere ou le mot soir, or et ombre. Ils accentuent, ils ponctuent I’espace, 
avec un cote dore et un cote noir, a distance presque indistincts.

(5 139-40)

While ‘les chenes semblent eclaires de I’interieur’ {AJ 10), they create a space 

where ‘une lumiere de passage’ is possible. The tree marks out definite physical 

boundaries on the horizontal landscape and, as Jaccottet scans the horizon, the 

trees mark thresholds and borders between different spatial contexts:

Ainsi de I’eglantier, chaque fois que je I’ai revu, qu’il m ’a suipris. Ses 
branches dessinaient une arche sous laquelle on etait tente de passer,
comme pour acceder a un autre espace, tout en sachant bien que, dans un
sens, ce n ’etait pas «vrai».

{AJ 25)

j ’avance enfin parmi les feuilles apaisees, 
je puis enfin faire ces quelques pas, leger 
comme 1’ombre de I’air [...]
(Chose breve, le temps de quelques pas dehors, 
mais plus etrange encore que les mages et les dieux.)

{LH 86-87)

Here, Jaccottet’s perception of the spatial threshold and of horizontal points of 

passage is very clearly associated with the tree ( ‘j ’avance’, ‘faire ces quelques

pas’). Nonetheless, Jaccottet also links the idea of movement with that of the

vertical plane ( ‘plus etrange encore que les mages et les dieux’, ‘une arche [...] 

comme pour acceder a un autre espace’). In this way, the tree is portrayed in terms 

of peiformmg a liminal function between man and a metaphysical autre, and yet 

these moments of epiphany granted by the tree are not entirely ‘«vrai»’. The poet 

is still fully aware of the fact that trees are simply trees ( ‘tout en sachant bien que, 

dans un sens, ce n ’etait pas «vrai»’, A J  25). It is important to note that, while
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Jaccottet displays a profound interest in finding the threshold to a spiritual realm, 

m contrast to Renard, he does not adhere to the doctrines put forward by many of 

the religious poets. Instead, the tree itself (rather than religious codes or doctrines) 

is perceived as a comforting and guiding presence:

Ce qui est admirable encore dans I’arbre, c ’est qu ’il est elegant et 
noueux a la fois. Sans doute m ’en apprend-il plus sur la serenite, sur la 
patience, qu’un tableau a sujet moral.

(5 121)

The Bird

‘A la fois pres et com m e tres lo in ’

Moving on from the image of the tree that is used to embody both the horizontal 

and vertical axes, I will now examine a predominantly vertical image, namely that 

of the bird. In the same way that Jaccottet pays close attention to a wide diversity 

of trees, so he often focuses on individual bird types (for example wood pigeons, 

nightingales or cuckoos). There is a strong imaginative link established between 

trees and birds in Jaccottet’s work and the bird is situated predominantly within 

the context of wooded areas (they are ‘dans le lien'e sombre’, P 34, ‘dans le nid 

des branches’, P 52, ‘dans I’assemblee des chenes’, P  112). Throughout the 

poems, the bird is conveyed as an image of freedom which, to a large degree, is 

due to the fact that it exists in a realm that transcends m an’s control. Its flight 

embodies many of the qualities traditionally connected with spirituality and so, in 

Bachelardian terms, it is ‘une image dynamique’:

Le mouvement de vol donne, tout de suite, en une abstraction foudroyante, 
une image dynamique paifaite, achevee, totale. [...] Ce qui est beau, chez 
I’oiseaux, primitivement, c ’est le vol. Pour I’imagination dynamique, le vol 
est une beaute premiere.
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For Jaccottet, this ‘beaute prem iere’ is in part due to the fact that the bird exists in 

both the horizontal and vertical plane, for it is a creature of flesh and blood that 

can nonetheless transcend the earth. For the m ost part, the texts portray birds as 

occupying a threshold space that involves both the coiporeal and the spiritual 

plane. There is a powerful association betw een the bird and spiritual existence 

that follows a w ell-established established tradition, as Bachelard comm ents:

Si la purete, la lumiere, la splendeur du ciel appellent des etres purs et
ailes, si, par une inversion qui n ’est possible que dans un regne des valeurs,
la purete d ’un etre donne la purete au m onde ou il vit, on com prendra tout
de suite que I’aile im aginaire se colore des couleurs du ciel et que le ciel

21soit un m onde d ’ailes.

So, for example, the perception of the bird as a point o f passage into the vertical 

realm  and, consequently, as a symbol o f freedom , is one that can be found in 

Holderlin and Valery:

For even today 
I heard it said in the breezes:

22That poets are free as swallows.

L ’oiseau fremit, bondit, abandonne instantanem ent sa presence sur une 
branche et I’emporte. II ravit avec soi un centre du «m onde», et le vole 
poser ailleurs.^^

For Jaccottet, the ascent o f the bird directs the p oe t’s gaze up into the sky 

and towards the light (he describes the bird as it ‘fuit en criant vers I’eclaircie’, 

P SN  74). The associations with ‘la purete, la lum iere, la splendeur du cie l’ that 

Bachelard indicates are evident Jaccottet's poem s, where the bird image is 

frequendy juxtaposed with various representations of light:

Bachelard, L ’Air et les songes, pp. 79-80.
Bachelard, L ’Air et les songes, p .89.
Holderlin, p. 183.
Valery. (Euvres, 2 vols (Pans; Gallimard, 1957), I, ‘Croquis’, p .303.
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Je ne vois presque rien plus rien que la lum iere, 
les cris d ’oiseaux lointains en sont les nceuds

(P 180)

The ‘etres pu rs’, conveyed as creatures of purity and light, are also linked with 

various references to fire (which is both a purifying force and a source of light):

Un aigrette rose a I’horizon 
un parcours de feu

S ’il pouvait habiter encore la m aison 
a la m aniere d ’un oiseau 
qui nicherait m em e en la cendre 
et qui vole a travers les larmes!

(P 112)

(P 154)

The b ird ’s pow er lies in its resilience, a quality that allows it to triumph over 

adversity ( ‘qui vole a travers les lairnes’). In the above exam ple, Jaccottet draws 

on the ancient im age of the phoenix, a prom inent symbol of im m ortality  in ancient 

Egyptian and early Christian art. This mythical creature was believed to build its 

own funeral pyre and, having set fire to the nest, would be consum ed in the 

flam es and be reborn from the ashes. There is a striking contrast between the 

b ird ’s ability to transcend the destructive force of fire and Jaccotte t’s own 

attem pts at crossing the threshold that leads to a spiritual aulre:

Ces tourbillons, ces feux et ces averses fraiches, 
ces bien heureux regards, ces paroles ailees, 
tout ce qui m ’a sem ble voler com m e une fleche 
a travers des cloisons a m esure em portees 
vers un but plus lim pide a m esure et plus haut,

c ’etait peut-etre une batisse de roseaux 
m aintenant ecroulee, en flam m es, consum ee

(P  90)

The poet's desire for spiritual enlightenm ent is represented by a m ovem ent from  

the horizontal plane ( ‘des clo isons’) towards ‘un but plus lim pide a m esure et plus
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hau t’. H ow ever, the parallels drawn betw een bird and m an (where the latter 

attempts to em ulate the form er by creating ‘ces paroles a ilees’) stop short when 

the poet is unable to escape his limitations. The illusive nature of transcendence is 

stressed by the violence and destruction o f the final im age, where hope of 

engaging with I'autre has been utterly destroyed.

There is an undeniable sense of frustration and spiritual isolation suggested 

in Jaccottet’s poetry, as the poem s express a profound sense o f division between 

the bird (a predom inantly vertical image) and man (an earth-bound creature). This 

is com m unicated where the birds are portrayed as being physically and audibly 

distant ( ‘les cris d ’oiseaux lointains’, P  180) and w here ‘on n ’entend pas 

d ’oiseaux parm i ces pieires/seulem ent, tres loin, des m arteaux {P 107). It is worth 

em phasising that Jaccottet’s detailed descriptions of birds prevent them from 

becom ing sim ply a spiritual metaphor. Indeed, throughout the p oe t’s work, the 

reader is rem inded that the bird  is also dependent on the horizontal axis in order 

to survive. For this reason, the bird em bodies much o f Jacco tte t’s poetic vision, 

for, while a predom inantly vertical image, it is nonetheless bound by the 

constraints o f natural law;

De m em e le vol de I’oiseau n ’est pas
absolum ent libre, mais obeit a des lois invisibles.

{AJ 14)

The very fact that the poet is so keenly aware of birds in nature shows that they 

are often close at hand (rather than existing purely in I ’ailleurs). It is this 

com plexity that renders it such a rich image, em bodying both the tangible and the 

elusive com ponents of existence ( ‘ces cris d ’oiseaux sous les nuages [...] a la fois 

pres et com m e tres lo in’, P SN  21).

‘Vers I’espace eclaire’

Jaccottet’s participation in ‘la jubilation verticale’ {GR 66) is evident from  the 

beginning of his poetic career, as he endeavours to recreate the b ird ’s flight in his 

poems:
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J ’ai su pouitant donner des ailes a mes paroles, 
je  les voyais toum er en scintillant dans I’air, 
elles me conduisent vers I’espace eclaire...

(7 32)

In the same way that birds can transcend the purely horizontal, so Jaccottet aims 

to 'give flight' to his words and thereby be granted access to ‘I’espace eclaire’. 

Thus, the im age of a bird in flight is em ployed to convey literary inspiration:

Je me souviens qu ’un ete recent, alors que je  m archais une fo is  de plus 
dans la campagne, le m ot jo ie , comme traverse parfo is le d e l  un oiseau que 
Von n ’attendait pas et que I ’on n ’identifie pas aussitot, m ’est passe par  
re sp r it et m ’a donne, lui aussi, de Vetonnem ent.

{PSN  25)

The parallel m ade between the swift flight of a bird and a w ord passing through 

the poet’s m ind is a striking one. It indicates Jacco tte t’s understanding of the 

creative process, where words are seen as existing independently  o f the writer and 

are intrinsically linked with the notion of transcendence. Indeed, elsew here the 

poet makes explicit his belief that words have the pow er to transcend, stating that 

"que les oiseaux tournoient dans le soleil; que ces paro les brillent sans aucun 

po ids un instant encore avant la n u it ', PSA  135).

H owever, as Jacco tte t’s poetry develops over the years, the poet is still 

peiplexed by an essential dichotom y for after over two decades o f writing, he is 

forced to acknow ledge that the threshold to the vertical plane is not easily 

crossed:

Le poete tard if ecrit:

«Mon esprit s ’effiloche peu a peu.

M em e la passerose et la m esange m e sem blent lointaines, 
et le lointain de m oins en moins sur.

( PS N1 3 )

i
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Fleurs, oiseaux, fruits, c ’est vrai, je  les ai convies, 
je  les ai vus, montres, j ’ai dit:
«c’est la fragilite m em e qui est la force»,
facile a dire! et trop facile de jong ler
avec le poids des choses une fois changees en mots!
On batissait le char d ’E lie  avec des graines 
legeres, des souffles, des lueurs, on pretendait 
se vetir d ’air comm e les oiseaux et les saints...

{LH  77)

In the second extract, the image of clothing oneself in air ('se vetir d ’a ir’) is used 

to convey the attem pt to cross over into le vertical (w hether this be literally, as the 

bird can, or spiritually, like the saints). H ow ever, the poet is forced to 

acknow ledge that ‘le poids des choses une fois changees en m ots’ will not 

necessarily grant him access to a spiritual realm  (as expressed through the vague 

'le lointain de m oins en moins sflr' and the im plications of deceit in ‘on 

pretendait’). This adm ission stands in direct contrast to his earlier poem s, in 

which he portrayed ‘les nymphes, les ruisseaux, im ages o Ij  se com plaire’ {P 36). 

Jaccottet now finds h im self bereft of his fonner creativity and thus is ‘non plus 

aile [...] depuis lontem ps fui par les nym phes’ {LH  77), nevertheless he rem ains 

deteiTnined to continue writing:

[...] m ais en me for§ant a parler [...] 
j ’insiste, quoique je  ne sache plus les m ots, 
quoique ce ne soit pas ainsi la juste  voie

{LH  78)

Thus, despite the uncertainty that Jaccottet now experiences, his desire to create 

poem s with (what he referred to twenty years previously as ‘ces m ots de peu de 

po ids’, P  91) rem ains unabated. The notion of a possible point o f passage to a 

spiritual autre  continually runs as a m otif throughout the texts and the 

developm ent o f Jaccotte t’s poetry over the decades betokens a perpetual attem pt 

to reconcile m an’s coi'poreal existence with his spiritual side. W hile Jacco tte t’s 

perception o f poetry m ay change, the bird im age continues to signify a union 

between the horizontal and vertical axes and to exem plify a liberated m ode of 

com m unication. In La Promenade sous les arbres  (1980), the poet declares:
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Ah! surement, j ’adopterai un jour un langage plus vif et plus chantant pour 
m ’y elever comme alouette et le conquerir dans I’allegresse de la poesie!

(PSA 59)

The notion of liberty and boundaries appears again and again in Jaccottet’s 

writing, as the poet struggles to combine freedom of expression with ‘des lois 

invisibles’ of his craft. The reconciliation of these two aspects is pivotal in 

Jaccottet’s poems and influences, not only his own poems but his broader artistic 

taste. This is exemplified in his high regard for Purcell, a composer whom 

Jaccottet describes in ternis of opening up the threshold to the vertical axis:^"'

Nul doute, cette fois les voyageurs 
ont passe la demiere porte:

ils voient le Cygne scintiller 
au-dessous d ’eux.

{PSN 68)

In contrast to the relationship between words and objects, a musical note or chord 

cannot be said to ‘represent’ an object in the same way. Nevertheless, the very 

signs that are used as representations of notes do hint at the influence of the 

vertical axis as it is imposed on the horizontal lines of a sheet of music. 

Therefore, while ‘la lecture horizontale n ’est pas annulee [...] 1’organisation 

verticale prevaut dans I’espace musicale’.̂  ̂For Jaccottet, Purcell’s music, like the 

image of the bird, expresses a feedom of movement that suggests the possibility 

of access to an ailleurs beyond le vertical.

II nous a fait entendre le passage des brebis 
qui se pressent dans la poussiere de I’ete celeste

{PSN 64)

It is this point of access that Jaccottet seeks throughout his poetry, as he strives to 

produce ‘rien qu’une voix qui volerait chantant/a travers I’ombre et la lumiere’ 

{LH 24).

In musical terms, Purcell refused to be constrained by tradition and his music defied many o f  the 
conventions o f the Resoration period, Ai'thur Hutchings refers to Purcell’s music in which 
'sequences may pass through a series o f keys, whereas in older music “m odulation” meant 
cadencing on other notes than the tonic, rarely with a distinct shift o f  tonality’, Purcell  (London: 

1982), p .l6 .
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‘Lorsque nous paiierons avec la voix du rossignol’

In the poem s, Jaccottet displays a particularly keen aw areness of the sound of 

birdsong as he walks through the ‘paysage leger/oia des oiseaux jam ais visibles 

nous appellent’ (P 4 3 ):

Que les oiseaux vous parlent desoiTnais de notre vie. [...] 
et quand nous volerons portes par la legerete 
a travers tous ces illusoires murs que le vent pousse [...]

Lorsque nous parlerons avec la voix du rossignol...
(P  68-69)

In the sam e way that V alery claim s that ‘I’oiseau seul et I’hom m e ont le chant’, 

so Jaccottet perceives birdsong as a point of contact betw een man and the bird 

( ‘les oiseaux vous parlen t’, ‘nous parlerons avec la voix du rossignol’). This ease 

of com m unication is analogous with freedom  of m ovem ent, whereby man is 

released from  the restrictions on the horizontal plane ( ‘nous volerons’, ‘a travers 

tous ces illusoires m urs’). This m ovem ent towards the vertical axis is a crucial 

part of Jacco tte t’s general spiritual framework:

J ’im aginais toute la m atiere aspirant a se m etam orphoser lentem ent [...] 
com m e si toutes choses cherchaient a devenir de plus en plus graciles et de 
plus en plus lum ineuses, a m onter sans relache [...] vers une sorte de cime[.]

(PSA  131)

Jaccottet’s desire to create ‘w eightless’ poems signals an attem pt to cross the 

threshold between tangible reality and a spiritual realm  with ‘des paroles 

pareilles/aux actes des fleurs, bleues ou rouges,/a leur parfum ’ (ABA  31).

W hile birdsong, like words, may express beauty and spirituality ( ‘les 

premiers oiseaux louer’, P  104) nevertheless it still rem ains a part of everyday life 

and, in this respect therefore, it represents a fusion o f Vhorizontal and le 

vertical?''’ Rather than exclusively focusing on one axis, Jaccottet explores the

D ecaudin, p. 101.
Valery. Q£uvres, II, ‘O iseaux ch an teu rs’, p .660.
Jacco ttet's  em phasis on the fusion o f  the tw o axis m eans tha t his portrayal o f  b idsong  is 

decidedly less overtly  relig ious than the C lau d e l’s, who claim s tha t ‘les cris de I’alouette  et sa 
m ontee dans le ciel exprim ent la jo ie  de I’am e qui s ’eleve vers D ieu ’, C la ire  P fenniger,
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problem atic nature of the threshold space betw een the te irestnal and the divine, as 

he strives continually for fusion between the two;

Nos paroles volent dans la lum iere transparente, com m e les hirondelles 
rapides aux soirs d ’ete, et au-dessous la vie de I’hom m e continue avec les 
changem ents du jour.[...]

II ne s’agit pas pour autant, j ’insiste, d ’un envoi.
(PSA  129)

W hile m an’s words may soar ‘dans la lum iere transparente’, they are nevertheless 

intrinsically linked to ‘la vie de I’hom m e’ below. For Jaccottet, it is this balance 

that is the very nexus of the threshold through which man may encounter the 

divine:

Loue soit I’amour qui fait s ’elever la louange sur la faute et qui emporte 
notre esprit dans ses senses de puissant oiseau, afin q u ’il atteigne les plus 
transparents etages de I’air.

(PSA 133)

The Mountain

It is perhaps unsuiprising that Jaccottet, as a native o f Sw itzerland who has a 

fascination with the natural w'orld, frequently em ploys the im age o f the m ountain. 

Indeed, throughout the texts, he gives the im pression that he feels a particular 

affinity with mountains, claim ing that ‘cette m ontagne a son double dans mon 

coeur’ {PSN  45). Yet while Jaccottet is accustom ed to the dram atic m ountainous 

landscape of the Swiss countryside, he is equally captivated by ‘ces m ontagnes 

basses de la D rom e’ ( ‘L ’A pproche des M ontagnes’, PSA  59). In a m anner sim ilar 

to the portrayal of the image o f the tree and the bird, Jaccottet sees the m ountain 

as representing a point of passage between two axes, fo r physically it provides a 

way in which man may ascend, and by im plication transcend ('M aintenant nous 

m ontons dans ces chemins de montagne', P S N  39). In this way, the space

‘L 'E x p ressio n  juste: un outil c laude lien  pour partic iper a la c rea tio n ’, L ’E sprit createur: P aul 
C laudel, 13 (1973), 34-43 (p.41).
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delineated by the m ountain m arks a m ovem ent (or a threshold) from the 

horizontal to the vertical axis (indicated in the above exam ple by the verb 

‘m onter’). As the poet contem plates m ountains both large and small, he explores 

their dual function as ban ier and threshold to both a geographical and 

m etaphysical ailleurs. This section will exam ine the ways in which this image 

reveals m ore of the poet’s lim inal m entality, as it perform s a m ediating role 

betw een the earth and sky.

‘Le m ur de la m ontagne’

The m ountain is often portrayed in teirns o f a baixier, for one of its key 

characteristics is that it serves as a very definite boundary that clearly delineates 

I ’i d  from  Vailleurs. M ountains are seen as blocking access to that which lies 

beyond one’s present spatial context and the fact that the m ountain is seen 

prim arily as a banner signifies an im portant aspect o f the poet’s lim inal mentality:

Le front contre le m ur de la m ontagne 
dans le jou r froid
nous som m es pleins d ’hon'eur et de pitie.

{P 169)

In the above exam ple, the im penetrable nature of the m ountain ( ‘le m ur’) is 

associated with ‘le jo u r fro id’, instilling fear and pity in Jaccottet. The ambivalent 

im age of the m ountain is caused partly by its sheer size, as it dom inates the
7Rind iv idual’s view of the landscape. The sheer physical presence of the mountain 

betokens lim its and boundaries and yet Jaccotte t’s lim inal m entality constantly
29seeks to challenge the very concept o f such lim itations:

Haruki Murakami makes tiie point that ‘mountains, according to the angle o f  view , the season, 
the time o f  day, the beholder’s frame o f  mind, or any one thing, can effectively change their 
appearance. Thus, it is essential to recognize that we can never know more than one side, one 
small aspect o f  a m ountain.’. A Wild S h eep ’s Chase  (London: Ham ish Hamilton, 1990), p .170.

The significance o f  this barrier is particularly striking when w e consider that, as Richard 
Stamelman com m ents, ‘the poetics o f  passage, o f  passing through, o f  a travers,  are important to 
Jaccottet’. ‘The U nseizable Landscape o f  the Real: The Poetry and Poetics o f  Philippe Jaccottet’, 
Studies in T w entie th -C entw y  Literature (1989), 61-83 (p .64).
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II ne faudrait pas que la limite eut plus de force que I’illim ite [...]. Tout 
recom m ence toujours a partir de conditions et d ’incertitudes, de difficultes 
nouvelles. La est aussi I’espoir: dans I’obscurite, dans I’im possibilite. Pas 
m oyen de renier ce point de depart qui est pouitant com m e un piege d ’oii il 
sem ble que Ton ne puisse sortir.

(5 43)

Here, Jaccottet clearly illustrates his lim inal m entality and his desire to move 

beyond bam ers, however form idable they may be. Sim ilar to Reda, the appeal of 

travel and o f crossing physical thresholds is com m unicated ( ‘pas de m oyen de 

renier ce point de depart’), despite any risks that it may entail. For the poet, any 

obstacle (how ever im passable it may appear to be) contains w ithin it the idea of 

renewal and hope ( ‘tout recom m ence [...] la aussi est I’e sp o ir’). Paradoxically, 

therefore, despite the m ountain im age’s very definite associations with barriers, it 

also seems to be analogous with the prom ise of som ething that lies beyond;

La parfaite douceur est figuree au loin 
a la limite entre les m ontagnes et I’air

(A 45)

Lured by the enticem ent o f I ’inconnu, the poet clim bs the m ountain and 

eventually can be rew arded with a new perspective o f the w orld below , as 

Jaccottet’s reference to G eorge W illiam  R ussell’s writing expresses:

Q uand j ’etais jeune, j e  frequenta is beaucoup les montagnes, ayant 
decouvert que dans Vatm osphere des hauteurs la vision devenait p lus riche 
et p lus lumineuse.

(PSA  24)

P lus rien gue des m ontagnes m iroitantes’

For Jaccottet, the sheer physical presence of the m ountain em bodies ‘a la fois 

lente ascension et concentration’ (S 100-01). It is perhaps for this reason that 

Jaccottet employs the m ountain image to com m unicate feelings of oppression and 

teiTor, as the immense pow er of the m ountain is used to express crushing
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difficulties ( ‘M isere/com m e une m ontagne sur nous ecrou lee’, P  171). 

Conversely, however, it is also described as being a place of peace and silence:

D ans la m ontagne, dans I’apres-m idi sans vent
et dans le lait de la lumiere
luisant aux branches encores nues des noyers,
dans le long silence:
le muiTnure de I’eau
qui accom pagne un instant le chem in

{PSN  35)

Part of the attraction of the m ountain space is precisely the silence that it offers 

and an association is frequently made in the texts betw een the m ountain, silence, 

strength and stability. Equally, while the m ountain has a very dom inant physical 

presence, it is often linked with images o f ephemera:

M aintenant done, des m asses pesantes sont devenues pareilles a 
des fumees, et sans doute est-ce la le m irage que je  desirais.

{PSA 64)

(et les papillons sont autant de flam m es perdues, 

les montagnes autant de fum ees)
{P 180)

le socle des m ontagnes fum e de trop de brouillard...
{PSN  19)

In these exam ples, the m ountain image is jux taposed  with transient phenom ena 

( ‘le m irage’, ‘les papillons’, ‘brouillard’), suggesting the poet's fascination with 

the shift that occurs when these substantial, form idable natural form ations 

becom e hazy and indistinct in appearance. This shift is best observed at some 

distance from the m ountain and Jacottet often chooses to focus prim arily on the 

view' o / th e  m ountain, rather than the mev/ f ro m  the m ountain in his poem s. That 

is to say, the poet does not highlight the role o f the m ountain as a vantagepoint 

but instead, he frequently situates h im self at one distance rem oved from the 

m ountain and his gaze is drawn towards  the m ountain. Thus we see that the 

m ountain is frequently juxtaposed with references to distance in the poems:
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D ans I’etendue
plus rien que des m ontagnes m iroitantes

{P 134)

La lum iere se fortifie, I’espace croit,
les m ontagnes ressem blent de m oins en m oins a des murs,
elles rayonnent, elles croissent elles aussi, [...]
Q u ’avons-nous franchi la?

{PSN  39)

V iewed at some distance, the m ountains are no longer seen an im passable, 

definitive ban ie r but rather they are linked with m ystery and splendour and the 

association betw een the m ountain and the play o f light ( ‘m iroitantes’, 

‘rayonnent’) in the above examples highlight this. E lsew here, Jaccottet reiterates 

this quality, where the m ountain is transform ed into an indistinct haze ( ‘plus j ’y 

pense, plus je  m ’assure que le m om ent oij ces m ontagnes m ’em erveillent est 

quand justem ent elles sont a peine visibles; c ’est leur legerete de buee qui 

m ’obsM e’, PSA  64).

‘Au seuil de I’illim ite ’

The liminal experience of the mountain is also conveyed through the fact that, for 

Jaccottet, it is an image that is synonymous with the notion of travel and of 

passage:

II y a des gens qui ne respirent a leur aise q u ’au seuil de I’illim ite; j ’aime 
plutot cet espace que les m ontagnes definissent m ais n ’em prisonnent pas, 
com m e quelqu’un peut aim er le m ur de son jard in , autant parce q u ’il suscite 
I’etrangete d ’un ailleurs que parce q u ’il arrrete son regard; quand nous 
considerons les m ontagnes, il y a toujours en nous [...] I’idee du col, du 
passage, I’attrait de ce qu ’on n ’a pas vu...

{PSA 63)

Just as Reda perceives the wall as both a b a n ie r and an indication o f a 

geographical autre, so Jaccottet sees the m ountain as a force that hints at 

‘I’etrangete d ’un ailleurs’. For this reason, a lim inal m entality  is im plicit in
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Jaccottet's representation of the m ountain as he considers ‘I’attrait de ce qu ’on n ’a 

pas vu ’ and he finds him self drawn to the threshold  o f I ’ciilleurs'.

(L ’enfant reve d ’aller de I’autre cote des m ontagnes, 
le voyageur le fait parfois [...]
On se demande quelle image il voit passer 
dans le m iroir des neiges, luire quelle  flam me, 
et s ’il trouve une porte entrouverte derriere .[...])

{PSN  20)

This image of ‘la porte entrouverte’ displays an im portant feature o f Jaccottet’s 

lim inal fram ew ork, where each threshold holds the prom ise o f other thresholds 

beyond. In the sam e way that the clim b to one m ountain peak reveals the summ its 

yet to be scaled, so the poet’s view of the horizon is always expanding. In this 

sense, Jaccottet’s liminal m entality is sim ilar to that of C har’s, where ‘the 

threshold in all its form s is the central architectural figure and the thought of the 

poetry [...] where traversal is continuous’.

Throughout Jaccotte t’s poem s, the theme o f distance and travel occurs again 

and again and the mountain is described as ‘I’espace sans espace’ {P 90) where 

concepts of lim its and distance are distorted. H ow ever, unlike R eda’s writing, 

these are not the casual observations of the prom eneur, for they offer a very 

different awareness o f spatial displacem ent:

Entre la plus lointaine etoile et nous 
la distance, inim aginable, reste encore 
com m e une ligne, un lien, com m e un chemin.

S ’il est un lieu hors de toute distance,
ce devait etre la qu ’il se perdait:
non pas plus loin que toute etoile, ni m oins loin,
m ais deja presque dans un autre espace,
en dehors, entrame hors des m esures.

(P  166)

W hile Jaccottet’s spiritual beliefs are undoubtedly expressed in a decidedly more 

m uted way than R enard ’s, nonetheless the above exam ple dem onstrates the way 

in which Jaccottet’s concept of the threshold is in trinsically  linked to the notion of 

an intangible, unknow n autre ('un lieu hors de toute distance'). The journey that
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the poet depicts begins on the horizontal ( ‘un chem in’), yet is directed upwards 

(‘entre la plus lointaine etoile et nous’), and ends in a space beyond limits and 

boundaries ( ‘non pas plus loin [...] ni moins loin’).

This pattern of movement is one that is illustrated repeatedly in the 

mountain image, where Jaccottet is drawn to the vertical plane ‘avec le passage 

iiTesistible des oiseaux’ (P 89). The rapprochement of the tension between the 

two axes also gives some insight into Jaccottet’s understanding of spirituality, in 

which the image of the mountain plays a significant role:

J ’imaginais toute la matiere aspirant a se metamoiphoser lentement [...] a 
monter sans relache, grace a I’amour qu’elles nous inspirent, vers une soite 
de cime; et cette cime atteinte, toute peine, tout mouvement, toute parole 
cesseraient automatiquement dans un etat qu ’il est absolument vain de 
vouloir evoquer ou meme comprendre.

{PSA 131-32)

Here, Jaccottet’s understanding of the threshold is clearly revealed, as the poet 

links movement along the vertical axis with an absolute and indescribable autre 

('a monter sans relache [...] vers une sorte de cime'). Much in the same way that 

Holderlin describes ‘cette realite interieure redecouveile dans la «sainte 

innocence» des A lpes’,"’' so Jaccottet sees the mountain as the point of passage 

between the horizontal and the vertical plane, where both are inextricibly bound 

(he envisages ‘une sorte d ’universel mariage, et concert, de la Teixe et du C iel’, 

GR 66). ’^

Over the passing years, however, there has been a perceptible shift in 

Jaccottet's portrayal of the fusion of the two axes, as he manifests a new 

trepidation towards anything that is not firmly rooted in the horizontal;

Mary-Ann Caws, The Presence o f  Rene Char, p .l 15.
Andre Alter, H dlderlin: le chemin de himiere (Paris: Champ V allon, 1992), p .309.

^^This calls to mind B lake’s ‘The Marriage o f H eaven and H ell’, in which the poet envisages a 
world where ‘roses are planted where thorns grow,/And on the barren heath/Sing the honey b ees.’ 
B lake’s aw'areness o f  something beyond the constraints o f  com m onplace ex istence prompted him 
to claim that ‘if the doors o f perception were cleansed every thing w ould appear to man as it is, 
infinite.’ W illiam  Blake, C om plete Writings, ed. by G eoffrey K eynes (London; Oxford University 
Press, 1969), p. 148 & 154.
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M aintenant, je  me m efie a nouveau de I’elan qui m ’a porte [...] A lors ce qui 
me gene en lui, c ’est q u ’il m ’ait em porte de I’autre cote, dans I’invisible; 
parce que cela ressem ble a une fuite.

(TS  330)

In this later exam ple of Jacco tte t’s work, he rescinds his foiTner m terest in 'I’autre 

cote', seeing it more in teiTns of escapism  than o f exploration and he appears to be 

less interested in ascending spiritual heights than in years. This change is reflected 

elsewhere, when Jaccottet states that:

Le problem e, pour notre esprit, serait m oins d ’entasser des rochers, de batir 
des tem ples, que d ’ouvrir des passages dans les murs,

(PSA  36)

The image of ‘des passages dans les m urs’ betokens a clear shift in Jaccottet’s 

paradigm , as the focus of spirituality is now fiitnly situated on the horizontal 

plane, as he wishes to attain ‘une observation a la fois acham ee et distraite du 

monde, et jam ais, au grand jam ais, d ’une evasion hors du m onde’ (PSA 39).

Poetry as a threshold 

‘Un refuge contre le ree l’

As we have seen in the representations of the tree, the bird  and the m ountain, 

Jaccottet's poetry involves a constant and ongoing act o f reconciliation between 

the tangible world and a metaphysical autre, as articulated through a variety of 

liminal i m a g e s . W h i l e  both Jaccottet and O ster portray a close relationship with 

nature, Jaccottet’s acceptance of the problem atic stands in m arked contrast to 

O ster’s active denial of any sense of division between self and nature:

Jean-Luc Steinmetz makes reference to ‘ce m ouvem ent [...] qui fait des sim ples objets 
quotidiens. de leur realite, les supports d ’un autre reel, plus aleatoire, plus im palpable’, ‘La 
Reduction a I’admirable’, in P hilippe Jaccotret, p o e te  et traducteur: a c tes  du coUoque de  ju in  
1984 ([Pau]: Universite de Pau. 1984), pp .17-27 (p .25).
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Je te parle, mon petit jour. M ais tout cela
ne sera-t-il q u ’un voi de paroles dans I’air?

(P 57)

In Jacco tte t’s poetry, nature is som etim es attributed with divine properties ( ‘cette 

ium iere souveraine’, P SN  47) and yet the poet is also wary o f deifying nature and 

of indulging in what he perceives as escapism:

Je ne vois pas le salut dans quelconque retour a la Nature avec un grand N, 
et [...] je  ne vais pas chercher dans le silence des cam pagnes un refuge 
contre le reel.

(TS 293)

Therefore, while O ster em braces nature w holeheartedly as a non-directional 

divine force, Jaccottet’s rather more m uted response recognises the lim itations of 

nature ('Feuilles et nuages [ ...]  vous ne nous etes pas d ’un grand secours./Un 

sim ple coup de vent un peu frais vous eteint', P S N  56). As a consequence, fusion 

with a spiritual other by means of nature is not always easily attained, as the poet 

acknow ledges that ‘mem e le jour, m em e la plus vive lumiere, mem e le tres doux 

septem bre ne sont pas faciles a traverser...’ (AJ  42). One o f the poem s from

Pensees sous les nuages  dem onstrates this, as Jaccottet clearly shows the tension

underlying his relationship with nature;

Jour a peine plus jaune sur la pierre et plus long, 
ne vas-tu pas pouvoir me reparer? 
ressoude-m oi ce coeu. [...]
Soliel enfin moins tim ore, soliel croissant, 
souleve-m oi sur tes epaules, 
lave-moi de nouveau les yeux, que je  m ’eveille, 
arrache-moi de terre, que je  n ’en m ache pas 
avant le tem ps com m e le lache que je  suis.

Je ne peux plus parler q u ’a travers ces fragm ents pareils 
a des pierres

{PSN31)

The series of com m ands and supplications that the poet em ploys em phasises the 

fact that he believes intim ate com m unication to be possible with the natural 

world, while also indicating the problem atic aspect of this com m unication. The
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sense of desperation conveyed as he begs to be released freed from a purely 

horizontal existence (‘souleve-moi sur tes epaules’, ‘aiTache-moi de teiTe’), 

suggests that nature may not respond to his requests. Thus, it must be stressed that 

Jaccottet does not see nature purely as a divine or magical force and yet he does 

place an emphasis on the vital relationship between man and nature. While both 

Oster and Jaccottet draw much of their poetic inspiration from the natural world, 

Jaccottet does not envisage a "La Grande Terre' in which all natural elements are 

awe-inspiring and, at times, fear-inducing. Rather, Jaccottet’s personal journals 

attest to a different type of relationship with nature, in which an intimacy is 

perceived between man and the natural world.

‘Ni a toi. ni a rien’

The liminal aspect that pervades Jaccottet's poems can be clearly seen, not only in 

the fact that a relationship with nature is seen as possible, but the very way that 

that relationship is depicted. Certainly, the poet imagines a great deal of 

communication between himself and nature ( ‘Foret marine a I’aurore [...] j ’entre 

et je suffoque en toi’, P 54, ‘Tu es ici, I’oiseau du vent toumoie,/toi ma douceur, 

ma blessure, mon bien’, P 26). When referring to interaction with nature, 

Jaccottet frequently employs the familiar ‘tu’ form (for example, 'Aide-moi 

maintenant, air noir et frais, cristal/noir', LH  85) and thus highlights the close link 

he feels with the natural world. Jaccottet seems very comfortable with addressing 

nature and his poems convey a desire similar to Holderlin’s ‘to end this eternal 

conflict between our Self and the world [...] to unite ourselves with N ature’:'’'̂

Alouette, etoile en plein jour, [...] 
puissiez-vous me conduire encore 
jusqu’au seuil d ’une telle nuit.

( /2 6 )

H o ld e r l in ,  p . 85
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Si je  me suis egare 
conduisez-moi maintenant 
heures pleines de poussiere

(A 79)

The above examples illustrate the way in which Jaccottet envisages the possibility 

of personal interaction as being limitless, for he does not restrict his 

understanding of communication to human contact. Instead, the very act of 

directly addressing a wide range of natural elements grants him access to a 

relationship with them, whereby the parole  becomes a passage.

W hile it is tme that the texts are conspicuously devoid of references to 

people in the third person, nevertheless they are filled with references to tu, nous 

and vous. Jaccottet’s poetry is replete with questions, commands and invocations, 

directed at various objects and people. Throughout the poems, there is a focus on 

representations of self and other and it is here that we see the poet's conception of 

parole-passage represented, where the word is explicitly linked to a point of 

access. For example, ‘Portovenere’, in the L ’EJfraie collection of 1944, illustrates 

this notion even at this early stage of the poet’s career;

La mer est de nouveau obscure. Tu comprends, 
c ’est la demiere nuit. M ais qui vais-je appelant?
Hors I’echo, je  ne parle a personne, a personne.
Ou s’ecroulent les rocs, le mer est noire, et tonne 
dans sa cloche de pluie. [...]

la majeste de ces eaux trop fideles 
me laisse froid, puisque je  ne parle toujours 
ni a toi, ni a rien.

(P31)

Here, Jaccottet highlights the sensual quality of nature by appealing to the senses 

of sight ( ‘obscure’, ‘noire’), sound ( ‘appelant’, ‘I’echo’, ‘tonne dans sa cloche’) 

and touch ( ‘froid’). This possible inetraction with the natural world is then 

counterbalanced by the reference to frustrated communication ( ‘qui vais-je 

appelant’, ‘je ne parle a personne, a personne’, ‘je  ne parle toujours/ni a toi, ni a 

rien’). The poem depicts an immediate and tangible world into which the reader is 

invited, as Jaccottet draws his readership into the poetry ( ‘Tu com prends’, ‘ni a
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to i’). The fam iharity of the second-person tu estabHshes an intim acy that is then 

reiterated by the use of je ' ( ‘M ais qui vais-je appelan t?’, P  31), drawing the 

reader's attention to the relationship betw een the text and the self and thereby 

em ploying la parole  as a point of passage between le j e  and I ’autre. Later in the 

text, this close alliance is reinforced by the uniting o f the first and second person 

in the dialectic ‘je  ne parle toujours/ni a toi, ni a rien’. The irony of this statem ent 

serves to underm ine the credibility of the words, thereby destabilising the very 

notion of com m unication. This rupture is reiterated by the p oem ’s final image, 

when any possibility of com m unication with I ’autre is denied, as the threshold is 

closed definitively ( ‘claquer la porte’).

The poet’s openness to I ’ailleurs is reflected in the interplay between self 

and other throughout his work and his attem pts to explore the linguistic threshold 

between le j e  and Vautre indicate the pivotal role that a lim inal m entality plays in 

his writing. The opening poem s in L ’EJfraie, for exam ple, highlight the intimacy 

between the first person and tu, as the sim ple statem ent ‘T u dors’ it m arks a 

crossing o f the threshold between poet and reader. H ow ever, this ease of 

com m unication is underm ined by the fact that le tu is unspecified  and unknown. 

The reader therefore is placed in an am biguous situation, as (s)he is addressed in 

the fam iliar form although (s)he is unknown to the poet. W ith no guidance other 

than literary convention, unconsciously the reader consents to being drawn into 

the poem and assum es the role of the addressee. The close relationship betw een le 

je  and le tu is reinforced by the juxtaposition of the personal pronouns in the line:

Tu dors, on m ’a mene sur ces bords infinis
(P  25)

In this way, Jaccottet establishes a link betw een self and other and yet he 

highlights the fact that this poetic universe does not consist uniquely of je  and tu, 

for he introduces the am biguous on. This other presence is vague yet undeniable 

and is a definite controlling force over le je  ( ‘on m ’a m en e ’). The relationship 

between self and other is em phasised a few lines later ( ‘[...] com bien de 

choses/j’en pourrai dire, et de tes yeux...’), and this alhance is finally consolidated 

through this use of the pronoun ‘nous’:
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Mais ce n ’est que 
I’oiseau nom m e I’effraie, qui nous appelle

(P  25)

'Le poeme nous ram ene a notre centre’

This notion of the parole-passage  extends beyond Jaccottet's representations of 

direct com m unication with nature and into his very poetry, for it is through 

language {parole) that he may express the point o f passage  he beheves possible 

between le concret and le spirituel. The balance of opposing elem ents is not 

m erely a them e in Jaccotte t’s poems, but influences his very approach to the 

poetic act. In his carnet o f January 1959, Jaccottet records his ‘reve d ’ecrire un 

poeme qui serait aussi cristallin et aussi vivant q u ’une ceuvre m usicale, 

enchantem ent pur, mais non froid, regret de n ’etre pas m usicien, de n ’avoir ni leur 

science, ni leur liberte’ (5 15-16). Here the poet acicnowledges the importance of 

both structured m ethods and creative freedom in the creating art with which ‘on 

n ’exphque absoium ent rien, mais une perfection est donnee qui depasse toute 

possibiHte d ’exp lication’ (5 16). The poet is keen to convey this 'perfection' 

through a renew ed sense of awe at the wonder o f creation and writing is intrinsic 

to this aim, as Jaccottet equates the mystery of life with that o f poetry ( ‘I’etrangete 

m em e du fait de vivre, qui n ’est pas mince, et I’etrangete du poem e, seraient 

inseparables [ ...]  la poesie et la vie m ’ont toujours paru etro item ent liees, a leur 

racine’, TS 307). The poem  is seen as em bodying the idea of the parole-passage  

as it performs an interm ediary role between the artist and the natural world, 

piercing through m uch of the pretence that Jaccottet sees around him;

Pour nous qui vivons de plus en plus entoures de m asques et de schemas 
intellectuels, et qui etouffons dans la prison q u ’ils elevent autour de nous, le 
regard du poete est le belier qui renverse ces m urs et nous rend, ne serait-ce 
q u ’un instant, le reel; et, avec le reel, une chance cle vie.

{EM  301)

It is the poet who m ay m ove beyond the perceived lim itations o f his environm ent 

( ‘le belier qui renverse ces m urs’) and thus extend hope to those who wish to
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cross the threshold of life itself ( ‘une chance de vie'). For Jaccottet, poetry has an 

unquestionable ability to break borders and cross the threshold into le reel ‘parce 

que la poesie pouiTait etre melee a la possibilite d ’affronter I’insoutenable’ (5 

90).-’^

The concept of the threshold is a crucial part of the p oe t’s perpetual quest to 

align not only man and nature but le sensible  and I'eternel, where words are 

clearly portrayed in term s of their lim inal function to a spiritual epiphany;

Ainsi, ainsi faut-il poursuivre, dissem iner, risquer des m ots, leur donner 
juste  le poids voulu, ne jam ais cesser ju sq u ’a la fin -  contre, toujours contre 
soi et le m onde, avant d ’en arriver a depasser I’opposition, justem ent a 
travers les m ots -  qui passent la lim ite, le m ur, qui traversent, franchissent, 
ouvrent, et finalem ent paifois triom phent en parfum , en couleur -  un 
instant, seulem ent un instant.

(S 57)

Poetry thus acts as the very threshold whereby man m ay enter into comm union 

with the divine ( ‘D ieu, dedans de la paro le’, S  42) and Jaccottet portrays this 

m ediating function of language in oppositional terms:

Toute activite poetique se voue a concilier, ou du m oins a rapprocher, la 
limite et I’illim ite, le clair et I’obscur, le souffle et la form e. C ’est pourquoi 
le poeme nous ram ene a notre centre, a notre souci central, a une question 
metaphysique.

(S 3 9 )

Here, the liminal pow er of poetry is em phasised as it is portrayed as being able to 

unite directly contrasting elem ents, com m unicating som ething of Jaccottet's 

vision of ‘cet etat d ’equilibre entre les contraires’ (PSA  128). Thus it serves as a 

point of access to the m etaphysical (even if it does not necessarily provide 

answers to humanity's preoccupations or questions).^*'

Stamelman makes the point that ‘what defines the unseizabiliiy.aiiid the elusiveness o f  the real is 
its fundamental otherness. The poem is a space through which this otherness passes, a necessary 
space, for without it the a lterin ’ o f  the real could never be expressed’, p .63.

Micheal Sheringham stresses the liminal role that Jaccottet grants language, stating that 
ecrire pour Jaccottet c ’est se vouer a ce va-et-vient, ce tatonnement... Pour etre digne de cette 
tache de creuser les chemins du monde, pour etre ouverture au monde, la parole doit surmonter 
bien des obstacles', 'L’etre et le lieu: Frenaud, Jaccottet, D egu y’, in La p o esie  ait tournant des 
annees 80. pp.75-86 (p.78).
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‘Parler sans images’

In a preface to Jaccottet’s work in the Gallimard Poesie collection, Jean 

Starobinski highlights one of the central preoccupations expressed in Jaccottet’s 

poems, namely the relationship between truth and language. Starobinski 

comments that ‘Jaccottet n ’estime pas que la veiite soit un vain mot, ni qu’il soit 

illusoire de tenter d ’aller en un pacte indissoluble, le vrai avec la parole poetique.’ 

In contrast to Renard’s understanding of truth, Jaccottet’s is based neither on a 

belief system nor feelings, but "elle se revele dans la qualite d ’une relation au 

monde f '' Thus, for example, the mountains are much more than a picturesque 

scene, for they are believed to communicate some truth about mans' relationship 

with the world (the poet claims that the ‘«montagnes legeres» essayaient de dire la 

verite, non pas sur le monde ni sur moi, mais peut-etre sur nos rapports’, PSA 66). 

While the poet sees language as providing a type of a vehicle to a deeper form of 

reflection, it must be stressed that he does wish to use nature as a veiled code for 

his beliefs.'^* Jaccottet is very keen to avoid the label of a philosopher or thinker 

but instead he wishes to create poetry that encapsulates nature's beauty, asserting 

that ‘la poesie n ’est ni cet enjolivement du reel, ni cette evasion hors du monde
5 39avec quoi on veut trop souvent la confondre’ {EM  301).

Jaccottet’s perception of poetry is one that is closely bound up with one of 

the significant influences on his writing, namely the Japanese hai-ku. In 

L ’Entretien des muses, Jaccottet comments:

(II m ’am ve de croire que les seuls poetes qui aient su, continument et de la 
fagon la plus pure, inscrire I’etemel dans le sensible, sont les maitres 
japonais du hai-ku. Chez eux, non seulement la trouee se produit a travers 
le particulier, mais a travers les plus vils objets. Et comme sans y penser.)

{EM  257)

Jean Starobinski in the introduction to Jaccottet’s P oesie , p .8.
As M ichael Bishop comm ents ‘perhaps the most fundamental, and certainly a long-felt, factor in 

Philippe Jaccottet’s conception o f  (the) language (o f poetry), is his deep sense o f  the horrifying 
untruthfulness o f  ‘speech’. The C ontem porary Poetry o f  F rance, p .55.

In this respect, Jaccottet's objective echoes that o f  Roud, who claim ed that ‘c ’est d ’un autre 
langage des tleurs que j ’aimerais parler, un langage d irect, sans «com m e», sans la docilite du 
sym bole’, Gustave Roud, Les Fleurs e t les saisons (Geneva: La Dogana, 1991), pp. 11-12.
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An aw areness of the threshold is implicit in the Japanese poem , where there is a 

strong em phasis on the joining together of opposing e le m e n ts .S im i la r ly ,  

Jaccottet’s liminal m entality is pivotal to his poetic vision, for it is through an 

understandm g of the threshold that a point of fusion betw een le concret and le 

spirituel be located. The poet is attracted to poems that com bine I ’eternel and le 

sensible, an act that is peifoiTned through the m edium  of everyday objects and 

that goes to form the basis of poetry that is ‘pure’. This purity is a quality that 

Jaccottet believes the Japanese masters em body in their poetry and he refers to the 

hai-ku as being a poetic form  in which:

Une verite etait saisie, et si legerem ent saisie, en quelques mots: une de ces 
relations cachees entre des choses lointaines, parfois m em e insignifiantes en 
apparence, relations dont la decouverte nous illum ine au point, dans certains 
cas, de changer notre vie.

(TS  126-27)

Jaccottet’s fascination with hai-ku poetry is particularly evident in A irs  (1967), in 

which he adapts the hai'-ku form within the fram ew ork o f contem porary French 

verse. This collection opens with the phrase ‘Peu de choses’, which is a fitting 

synopsis o f  the general them e of the poem s. Follow ing the tradition of the hai-ku 

masters, Jaccottet chooses nature as his subject m atter, w ith a particular focus on 

everyday elem ents such as rivers, grass, fields and birds, where ‘le poete n ’est pas 

demiurge [...] il est celui qui s ’efface pout laisser paraitre la beaute dont il est le 

tem oin.’"" In one of these poem s, Jaccottet em ploys an alternate 

m asculine/fem inine rhym e with one aural rhyme throughout, offering the listener 

a rhythm ic representation o f the absolute unity to which he aspires:

The liminal aspect o f  the hai'-ku can be detected in R.H. B lyth’s remark that ‘in haiku, the two 
entirely different things that are joined in sameness are poetry and sensation, spirit and matter, the 
Creator and the Created’, The Genius o f  Hdi-kii: R eadings fi'om  R.H. Blyth on P oetiy , Life and  
Zen ([London]: British Haiku Society, 1994), p .68. I have taken Blyth as the principal reference 
for the hai-ku, as it his writings that had such a profound influence on Jaccottet's own work. In his 
writing, Jaccottet refers to the work o f R.H. Blyth, one o f  the greatest W estern experts on Japanese 
culture. W hen Jaccottet read B lyth’s four volum es o f  work in A ugust 1960, he wrote that ‘ils 
contenaient, de tous les mots que j ’ai jamais pu dechiffrer, les plus proches de la verite’ (S  55).

Pinson, p. 184.
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Verite, non-verite 
se resorbant en fumee

Monde pas mieux abrite 
que la beaute trop aimee, 
passer en toi, c ’est feter 
de la poussiere allumee

Verite, non-verite 
brillent, cendre parfumee

(P 98)

Jaccottet’s celebration of ‘la poussiere allumee’ displays an imaginative poetic 

framework that is similar to the Japanese masters, where the unique beauty of 

every object is to be appreciated.^^ The clarity and purity that Jaccottet perceives 

in the hai'-ku renders it ‘une poesie sans im ages’, in which there is an absolute 

fusion ‘de la vie quotidienne et du monde donne au premier venu’ (TS 129). The 

sub-titles to the Airs collection convey this balance between nature and the 

metaphysical experience, as Jaccottet moves from the ‘Fin d ’hiver’, to ‘O iseaux’, 

to ‘Fleurs et fruits’, to ‘M onde’, to ‘Voeux’. The contrast between the individual 

tides of Jaccottet’s work suggests the tension caused by the attempted alignment 

of these two worlds. Titles range from the most commonplace natural elements 

( ‘Martinets’, ‘Fruits’, ‘Lune d ’hiver, ‘Oiseaux’, ‘Arbres I, II & HI’) to ‘J ’ai de la 

peine a renoncer aux images’ and ‘Peu m ’impoite le commencement du monde’. 

Rather surprisingly, the more metaphysical themes do not fall under the sub-title 

‘Voeux’, but are scattered throughout Airs, thus highlighting the continual tension 

between le concret and the metaphysical. For Jaccottet, this tension is one which 

is alleviated in the hai’-ku poems, as each unit of seventeen syllables is a self- 

contained text ( ‘une verite etait saisie, et si legerement saisie, en quelques mots’, 

r5 p .l2 6 ).

Undoubtedly, the attraction that the poet feels towards the hai'-ku is partly 

due to the fact that hai-ku masters such as Basho employed images of simple 

everyday objects in their work to portray beauty and simplicity, rather than as

‘In poetry, as in life  itse lf, d istin ctn ess , the individual thing, d irectn ess is  a ll-im portant’, B iyth, 
p .63.
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sym bols o f philosophical tru th s/^  Blyth com m ents on this aspect of Japanese 

poetry, when he remarks:

But where Basho is at his greatest is where he seem s m ost insignificant; the 
neck of a firefly, hailstones in the sun, the chiip of an insect, m uddy m elons, 
leaks, a dead leaf -  these are all full of interest, m eaning, value, that is, 
poetry, but not as sym bols o f  the Infinite, not as types o f  Eternity, but in 
themselves. Their m eaning is ju st as direct, as clear, as unm istakable, as 
com plete and perfect, as devoid o f reference to o ther things, as dipping the 
hand suddenly into boiling water."^"^

As a foiTH of writing, it seeks to be ‘devoid of reference to o ther th ings’, where 

each ha i-ku  is perceived as being an organic w h o l e . T h r o u g h  the poem  ('dont la 

brievete garantirait la perfection, dont la sim plicite attesterait la perfection'),^*’ an 

appreciation of the natural world and of sim ple things is expressed in an attempt 

to highlight the extraordinary that exists in everyday objects. This aspect o f the 

hai-ku is one to which Roud is also attracted:

Je me suis dit parfois q u ’une seule poesie, etrangere a A thenes autant q u ’a 
Jerusalem , a pu suiTnonter ces contradictions: celle du hai'-ku, oij Ton 
croirait vraiment que le m oindre objet, le m oindre m om ent de ce monde-ci 
sont habites par une lum iere etemelle.'^^

W hile R enard’s poetry explores ideas within the confines o f a system atic 

theology, Jaccottet aspires to creating a poetry in which he avoids m etaphysical 

reflection ( ‘peut-etre faut-il aller vers une expression m oins m etaphysique’, S
A O

92), in an attempt to sim ply state that which he sees. S im ilarly, Jaccottet aspires 

to write poetry that is 'truthful' ( ‘elle doit dire vrai, ou en tout cas, m entir m oins

Barthes states that 'tout en etant intelligible, le haiku ne veut rien dire', L ’empire des signes  
(Geneva: Editions d'Art Albert Skira, 1993), p.91.

Blyth, p.56.
Barthes puts this in the fo llow ing terms: 'Vous avez le droit, dit le haiku, d'etre futile, court, 

ordinaire; enferm ez ce que vous voyez, ce que vous sentez dans un m ince horizon de mots', 
L'Empire des  signes, p .9 I .

Barthes, L'Empire des signes, p .91
Roud, p p .71-72.
This approach is one reminiscent o f  the hai'-ku masters, a fact that Blyth highlights when he 

stresses that ‘it is necessary to state with som e vehem ence that haiku is not sym bolic, that is, not a 
portrayal o f  natural phenomena with som e meaning behind them', p.71. Blyth goes on to state that 
‘no haiku is a philosophical comment. Human life is not little: it is not to be compared with the 
infinite, whatever that is. Haiku are not hints; they suggest nothing w hatever’, p .115.
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que les dogm es, les doctrines’, TS 306) and, to this end, he form ulates the idea of 

language w ithout images:

J ’aurais voulu parler sans im ages, sim plem ent
pousser la poite...

(LH  49)

This desire for utter transparency is necessarily highly problem atic, m arking an 

essential dichotom y that pervades Jacco tte t’s poetry as he can only ever express 

him self through the very images from  which he seeks to be rid. Here, for 

exam ple, the association between language w ithout im ages and the opening o f a 

threshold is made explicit, while also highlighting the fundam ental paradox of 

Jaccottet's claim  (where the door acts precisely as an im age of the poet's 

aspiration). Thus the poet necessarily finds h im self entrapped in a ‘bonheur 

desespere des mots, defense desesperee de I’im possib le’ (S 51) as he is unable to 

fully reconcile words and images. W ith the passing years, Jaccottet is forced to 

admit the futility of his aim to write poem s 'sans im ages', for ultim ately it is all 

the poet has to offer ('Pour moi, il me sem ble q u ’un poete ne peut donner ni 

com m andem ents, ni solutions, ni reponses [ ...]  Q u’il laisse done sim plem ent 

apres lui quelques images', TS 295-96).

The final chapter in this study will exam ine the poetry of Alain Bosquet, a 

poet w hose interest in the signifying pow er of words stands in sharp contrast to 

Jaccottet’s quest for a language 'sans im ages', and indeed to the work of all the 

other poets studied thus far. For this reason, the application of threshold 

teiTninoIogy will now take a new direction, as we focus on a poet whose liminal 

fram ew ork is conveyed much more through the characters in his poem s than than 

through im aginative representations of the threshold. The follow ing chapter will 

explore the way in which B osquet’s im aginative fram ew ork is revealed through 

the poet’s portrayal of le je  and I ’autre  and through the narrative voices that he 

adopts in the texts.
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ALAN BOSQUET:

THE LINGUISTIC THRESHOLD

‘Le reel. I’iiTeel? Tous deux, ie les renie’

This study o f the threshold has involved a process o f plo tting  the often difficult 

course that contem porary poets take as they negotiate concepts of identity and 

alterity and of exam ining the way in which this is expressed through various 

liminal representations. All the poets in this study have engaged in an exploration 

of a hypothetical aurre beyond tangible reality and this has been reflected by those 

aspects of othem ess that each one chooses to privilege in the texts. As this study 

has dem onstrated, the threshold dissem inates a plurality o f m eanings and it is this 

plurality that is particularly germane as we em bark on a study of the poetry of 

Alain Bosquet, where the poet's liminal m entality through the idea of poetry as 

being an inexhausible point of passage.

B roadly speaking, B osquet’s poetry covers a w ide range o f general themes 

(such as death, love, m orality and nature), all of which are underpinned by a sense 

of the absurd as the poet works from the prem ise that ‘cette planete est ridicule’ 

{SFS 145). In relation to the work of the four other poets explored in this study, 

B osquet’s poetry is particularly contem porary in its them atic content and the 

poems echo clearly a post-m odeinist m istrust o f m eta-narratives. In contrast to 

R enard’s orthodox faith and O ster’s irenic paradigm . B osquet’s poem s present the 

reader w'ith a world in which definitions and boundaries are no longer objective 

certainties and where various representations of the threshold  are em ployed to 

both reflect and deflect reality. This chapter m arks a new departure in the 

application of the them e of the threshold, for B osquet’s eclectic mix o f styles and 

subject m atter constitutes a very different type of poetry from  that which has been
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explored thus far in this study. B osquet’s poem s present a w orld in which the 

banal and the suireal co-exist with no ostensible pattern or sense and yet an 

underlying awareness of the threshold pervades the texts. In this chapter, I will 

examine the poet’s liminal m entality as revealed in the poetic form , la realite and 

le reve, le je  and Vautre and the role of language as a point o f passage.

B osquet’s imm ensely successful writing career spanned four decades and 

the sheer volume of his creative output in m any literary genres  (poetry, novels, 

recits, anthologies, plays, criticism ) is in itse lf notew orthy. The appeal of 

B osquet’s work extends far beyond the confines o f the Francophone world and it 

is testim ony to his popularity as a writer that his poem s have been translated into 

a large num ber of languages (including Arabic, Catalan, English, GeiTnan, Greek, 

Norwegian, Russian, Serbo-Croat, Spanish, and Turkish). U ndoubtedly, the 

marked broad appeal of B osquet’s poems over the years has been due in part to 

the accessibility of the tex ts’ m anner and subject m atter. That is to say that, rather 

than trying to confuse or obscure. B osquet’s prim ary aim  in his poem s is to 

com m unicate clearly, in the belief that ‘a poem has no need to question its tools -  

gram m ar or the blank page. The challenge for me is to be com prehensible and 

translatable’ (NM  x). Bosquet does not see his poetry as an attem pt to offer 

explanations ( ‘le poeme n ’est q u ’un produit de beaute’, F E D  802) but instead he 

places a firm focus on a celebration o f the com plexity and absurdity of life ( ‘mon 

existence est une vaste rigolade’, SFS  177):

Je suis poete: est-ce la faute a pas-de-chance?
Et je  suis prosateur: voudra-t-on m ’excuser...
La vie est belle et tour a tour stupide: on danse,
on souffre, on reflechit, on echange un baiser.

(SP  12)

B osquet’s witty, slightly in 'everent tone com bines universal them es such as life 

and death, love, nature and human relationships with m any of the everyday 

preoccupations associated with late-tw entieth-century life:

Un vieux preservatif sur la comm ode.
(FED 113)
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Bien lave? J ’appartiens au savon Palm olive.
Bien rase? J ’appaitiens a m a lam e Gillette.
Bien nouiri?  J ’appaitiens a mon yoghourt Danone.
A I’heure? J ’appaitiens a m a m ontre Omega.

{FED 430)

Au bureau, a cinq heures,
avec pour seul tem oin m a m achine a ecrire

{FED  733)

References of this sort root the poem s historically and culturally, rendering them 

very different from  the atem porality o f O ster’s pastoral scenes or R enard’s 

religious quest. The contem porary specificity of the subjects with which Bosquet 

deals is reiterated by the general ironic tone that extends throughout his poems:

Je ne connais q u ’un seul remede: I’ironie, 
avec, de tem ps en tem ps, un peu de cruaute.
Le reel, I’iiTeel? Tous deux, je  les renie 
en me m oquant: je  ne passerai pas I’ete.

{SF 14)

The ironic tone of self-conscious parodic scepticism  that runs throughout the texts 

illustrates the way in which Bosquet seeks continually to challenge notions of 

authorial integrity as he describes h im self as ‘moi qui voudrais tout dire et ne rien 

exprim er’ {FED 627).

The Poetic Form

‘Je m ’accroche a la rime'

On a stylistic level, one o f the striking features of B osquet’s w ork is his use of 

rhyme, for the poems are entrenched in the poetics of versification and B osquet’s 

attraction to traditional rhym e schem es can be traced over the length o f his poetic 

career. Throughout the years, the poet consistently em ploys regular rhyme 

schem es and vers l i tre  and thus he creates a rich pattern o f poetic styles, as he
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draws on a variety of styles and techniques.’ W hile the im age o f the threshold 

rarely appears in B osquet’s texts, there is evidence of his lim inal m entality in the 

focus that he places on rhyme and in the way in which he plays with the 

horizontal and vertical lines of the texts them selves. Thus, while B osquet’s poem s 

do not contain a hierarchy of lim inal representations, the concept o f the threshold 

is equally pertinent to an exploration o f verse techniques as it is to specific 

threshold images.

B osquet’s attraction to traditional structuring forces in the texts is m ade 

m anifest through his frequent use of regular rhym e, rhythm  and repetition and the 

force of these structures acts as a trunk on to which Bosquet grafts his poems:

Je m ’accroche a la rim e, 
syllabe apres syllabe [...]

Je sais trop

le poids des servitudes, 
pour croire que mes vers suivent ma loi.

J ’obeis, sage et prude:
I’instinct n ’est plus a moi,

il depend des folies 
qui m ’im posent les nom s, les adjectifs, 

dictature etablie 
a mon insu.

{FED 497-98)

In this exam ple, the regular rhyme schem e draws attention to the phonic quality of 

the poem , while the visual im pact of the text m irrors its significance (as, for 

exam ple, the words ’syllabe apres syllabe’ appear on the page one syllable to the 

left of the previous line). Parallels and echoes can be found throughout the texts 

and there is often a strong focus placed on the internal, as well as on end, rhyme. 

As the follow ing exam ple shows, the poet often constructs poetry using very 

definite patterns o f repetition:

' For an insightful study on the general shift from the use o f  rhyme to that o f  vers l i t r e  in modern 
French poetry, I refer the reader to Jean-Louis Backes, Le vers et les form es p o e tiq u es  (Paris; 
Hachette, 1997.
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6 peintre de I’exil qui s’appelle existence 
6 peintre du neant qui t ’appelles jongleur 
si nous dansions mais immobiles 
si nous dansions mais graves

{FED 102)

The strict syllabic equality that Bosquet often imposes on his work marks another 

important stylistic aspect of his poetry as he frequently chooses to structure his 

poems around the alexandrine, hexasyllable or octosyllable:

r  uni vers rugira 
j ’invente une priere 
pour te beatifier 
r  uni vers bairira 
j ’invente 
la cathedrale 
pour tes cheveux

{FED 181)

Ce soir, la lune est carnivore,
Et se disputent les citrons.
Six moits deja! Qui les deplore?
Au coeur, la nefle se coiTompt.

{FED 117)

Early examples, such as Laiigue morte published in 1951, illustrate Bosquet’s 

adept use of the octosyllable line. This proficiency is demonstrated repeatedly by 

the poet:

Presente-moi cette inconnue 
que tu deviens toutes les fois 
que mon poeme s’insinue 
comme un insecte entre tes doigts, 
change tes seins en hirondelles 
et te partage avec les loups.
M ’appartiens-tu, femme rebelle 
qui prends la forme d’un caillou ?

{FED 15)
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Eloigne-toi, fem m e trop lasse 
Pour habiller ce livre nu.
Une autre image te rem place, 
qui revendique a I’inconnu 
le droit de vivre de m ensonges.
Tu me deplais! ecrite en vers 
ou effacee. Je te prolonge 
com m e on prolonge un jeu  pervers 
qui prend la form e d ’une danse

{PED  18)

The altem ating fem inine and m asculine rhyme in the rime croisee  and the 

octosyllable line that are shown in the above exam ples are particularly 

representative of pre-m id-nineteenth-century poetry. How ever, it m ust be stressed 

that B osquet’s adherence to traditional form s is counterbalanced with a playful 

disregard for those same rules, as the poet underm ines the very structure he has 

im posed on the writing. This can be seen in the above exam ples, where the ’5 ’ 

m uet at the end of one line is not fully rhymed, for it is not fo llow ed by another 

’s ’ muel (therefore ‘loups/caillou’ and ‘m ensonges/prolonge’ do not com ply with 

the classical form). In this way. Bosquet m ixes the classical tradition with 

standard post-Rom antic practices. Elsew here in the poetry. B osquet frequently 

chooses to em ploy the quatrain, extending it for anything up to twenty stanzas.^ 

At an earlier stage in Bosquet’s career, in M aftre Objet the poet presents the 

reader with an an*ay of quatrains under the sub-title of Les Sem blables. In one 

sense, the poems in this particular collection are sem blables  in the sense that they 

have all been given grammatical teiTns as titles (Au N eutre, A u  Vocatif, Au  

N egatif, A  L ’Anterieur, Au Subjectif, A u Passif, A u  Positif, A u  Collectif, PED  

123-32). Thus, even through the very titles of the poem s. B osquet highlights the 

gram m atical m echanism s within the texts. All of the poem s are com prised of 

between five and thirteen stanzas and each of them  is written as alexandrins  with 

rimes croisees:

' For one such example, I refer the reader to B osquet’s poem  Je ne suis un p o e te  d ’eau douce  
(pp. 148-50), in which the quatrain is sustained for nineteen stanzas.
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Comptes a rendre a la matiere! mille excuses 
Pour ton chaos natal! tu voulais I’illustrer,
Lui donner un visage. O naif, tu t ’abuses 
A comprendre pourquoi tu vis contre ton gre.

{PED 125)

Tout est paifait, tout est loyal, il marche aux cimes 
De ses verbes heureux. Les siecles sont combles 
Par sa chanson de geste: a cette heure il s’estime,
Applaudit I’univers et veut se ressembler.

{PED 131)

While the content of the poem is often a great deal more contemporary, Bosquet’s 

technical ability and originality is frequently in evidence through the traditional 

forms that he adopts.^

'Pourquoi. Monsieur, cet emploi de la rime?'

As Bosquet’s poetry develops over the years, this simultaneous adherence to and 

manipulation of classical poetic rules gives his poetry a jocose quality as he 

openly acknowledges his manipulation of traditional genres. One of the 

fundamental aspects of Bosquet’s liminal mentality is revealed through his 

playful attitude towards classical poetic structures. In particularly striking contrast 

to Oster’s remarkable poetic consistency, Bosquet alternates between a wide 

variety of rhyme schemes and subject matter. Paradoxically, while the poet often 

employs traditional forms, he does not attach any particular value to them, for he 

recognises the artifice in writing and proceeds to play with it:

Je vous ferai des epigrammes sur mesure: 
toute une etemite en encre violette! [...]
Je me moque de vous:
je vous ferais des epitaphes sur mesure.

{QT 92)

 ̂ I use the term ‘originality’ in the context o f  the sonnet form as it is defined by D avid Scott, who 
comments that ‘true originality as a sonneteer [...] expresses itself less perhaps through flagrant 
divergence from the norm than through a kind o f  incontrovertible manifestation o f  its necessity’, 
David H. T. Scott, Sonnet Theoiy and P ractice  in N ineteenth-century France: Sonnets on the
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This form  of flippant hum our betrays B osquet’s general sense o f detachm ent from 

the texts, as he m ocks his role as poet ( ‘Je vous ferai des ep igram m es’, ‘Je me 

m oque de vous’). T he use of direct address through use of the second person can 

be found throughout the poem s, where, in contrast to O ster's and Jaccottet's 

dialogue with nature, Bosquet's interaction with the w orld is o f a very different 

kind:

Pourquoi, M onsieur, cet emploi de la rime, 
qui fait de vous un poete attarde?
D ans chaque texte en vers elle supprim e 
un m ystere, un frisson. Tout est farde:

VOS poem es d’amour portent peiTuque 
et leurs douleurs n’ont rien de natural.
On s ’y regarde a peine, on s’y reluque:
I’artifice y rem place le reel.

{PED  688)

There is a clear irony here in the fact that, w ithin the context o f a traditional 

regular ten-syllable line and rime croisee. B osquet is giving a voice to the 

criticism  that his poetic style is in some way artificial and m ust be m odernised. 

Accusing him self o f parody (through the persona that he h im self is parodying), 

Bosquet responds to  these claims in the following poem  in the collection:

O sera-t-on m odem iser la rose?
O sera-t-on econduire I’azur? [...]

S ’il reste pur,

chaque poem e accepte le caprice, 
la raison, I’irraison et la fureur.

{PED  688)

In B osquet’s poem s, this capricious tone is sustained as the poet is at pains to 

avoid philosophising, claim ing that ‘rien n ’est plus triste/qu’un m anuscrit qui se 

voudrait profond’ {PED  689). In order to avoid writing poetry that is too 

‘profond’, Bosquet engages in a process of peipetual creation and deconstruction 

as he continually sets up poetic structures that he then subverts. One such

Sonnet,  O ccassional P apers in  M odern L anguages ([H ull]: U n iversity  o f  H ull Pub lica tions, XII, 
1977), p .l3 .
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example of this process can be found in Sonnets pour une fin  de siecle, in which 

the poet employs what seems to be a traditional sonnet and yet he omits the 

rhyme, thus undermining the apparently traditional form. In this collection, the 

poems are all constructed with a regular rhythm within each line and so a familiar 

rhythmic pattern is established. However, this pattern is disrupted immediately by 

the absence of rhyme at the end of each line and thus a tension is created between 

the interior of the lines and their outlying boundaries. This tension is made doubly 

clear by the fact that it is made manifest in the poems both orally and as they are 

represented on the page. Repeatedly in the texts, one finds a similar process at 

work, where Bosquet emphasises the potential dissonance between rhythm and 

rhyme. This playful challenging and dismantling of perceived norms can be found 

on every level in Bosquet’s poetry, as he repeatedly subverts the semantic and 

stylistic parameters within which he seems to be working:

Poete mort car il aimait ce monde.
Poete mort de critiquer ce monde.
Poete mort pour la patrie.
Poete mort pour la patrie des autres.
Poete mort d ’amour.
Poete mort par le defaut d ’amour. [...]
Poete mort comme tombent les arbres.
Poete mort pour que I’indifference 
ne soit pas derangee.
-  Taisez-vous, taisez-vous: 
ici, jam ais aucun poete 
n ’est mort.

{PED 752-53)

This excerpt is taken from a poem in which the first twenty-five lines begin with 

the words ‘Poete m ort’ and thus a pattern of boundaries and structures is well 

established in the poem. Bosquet then disrupts this pattern with a line that both 

orally and physically differs completely from all that has preceded it. The 

dissonance that this rupture causes is compounded by the irony of the line ( ‘ne 

soit pas derangee’). Once Bosquet has subverted the pattern that he had originally 

set m place, the lines of verse that follow no longer begin with the familiar ‘Poete 

mort’. Instead, they undeiTnine and contradict both the rhythm and sense of the
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previous lines ( ‘ici, jamais aucun poete/n’est m ort’), an aspect of the poetry that is 

emphasised by the use of negative qualifiers ( ‘jam ais’, ‘aucun’ and ‘ne’).

Equally, the poet sometimes stresses the apparent disparity between a 

specific poetic form and its content where, for example, a traditional form is 

employed to describe a contemporary context:

Vers les trois heures du matin, quand le barman 
crache un poumon dans son whiskey et que, lassee 
de s’offrir aux clients de I’hotel, la putain 
devisse tout a coup son visage en carton

pour le jeter sur le tapis, ai-je le choix 
entre I’ivresse et le sommeil? Je puis monter 
au 308, lire un journal de I’avant-veille 
ou boire avec degout une lune trop chaude.

{PED 448)

Here, the traditional form stands in shaip contrast to the subject matter and to the 

referents ( ‘le barman’, ‘la putain’), illustrating Bosquet’s poetic style where 

juxtaposition and dissonance are key elements. This feature of Bosquet's poetry is 

also to be found in the way in which he employs unusual rhymes:

Ranimer les neants. Punir les roses.
Ete perdu. Vendre le desarroi 
Comme des fruits blesses. Myxomatose 
Dans les cerveaux. Enfer numero trois.

{PED 169)

Je passe inaper^u, meteore bavard.
Tout est nul; mon esprit de nouveau se maquille.
Tout est perdu puisque les roses parlent d ’art.
L ’aurore est ironique et me tend des bequilles.

{PED 89)
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J ’eprouve une douceur sous ma souffrance: 
est-ce un lilas qui veut me caresser ?
Shylock est employe au Gaz de France.
Au paradis, j ’ai mon laissez-passer

car je suis avec Dieu dans les affaires: 
il me donne 1 % sur I’au-dela.
Epilepsie. La dent qu’on doit extraire.
O Jeanne d ’Arc, bois ton coca-cola!

{PED 536)

In the above examples, the regular rhythm and rhyming patterns are disrupted by 

the semantic content of the poem, as Bosquet’s apparently arbitrary rhyme 

incorporates many contemporary signs ( ‘coca-cola’, ‘Gaz de France’) with a 

regular rhyme scheme ( ‘roses’/ ‘M yxomatose’, ’se m aquille’/ ‘bequilles’, ‘I’au- 

dela’/ ‘coca-cola’). In this way, the poet sets up a dichotomy between form and 

content and creates a tension w'ithin the texts’ continual pattern of repetition and 

reconstruction. Throughout the texts, there is an unusual alliance of fonn and 

style and yet the poet’s challenge to established norms does not take the form of a 

complete rejection of traditional form and rhyme. Rather, he employs traditional 

poetic rules as structuring forces to give shape to the texts. Bosquet also exhibits a 

great creative freedom in the way in which he applies these rules and, in this way, 

he displays his ability and desire to cross the stylistic thresholds that exist 

between various poetic forms and structures.

‘Entre le reve et la realite’

‘Je songeais au rfel. ie songeais a la fable’

Bosquet’s poems offer a strikingly wide range of images and impressions as the 

poet flits from one subject to another throughout the texts. Bosquet also sees the 

text as a liminal space in terms of relationships, for it is portrayed as a place into 

which the reader is invited to enter;
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Je vous invite a I’interieur de m on poeme,
Ne craignez rien; [...] 
ici entre le reve et la realite, 
on ne fait pas de difference; 
tout est peiTnis, 
meme de ne plus savoir, 
de ne rien desirer.

{PED  305-06)

In contrast to R eda’s interest in m odem  urban life, R enard’s preoccupation with 

spiritual m atters and Jaccottet’s strong focus on the natural world, B osquet’s 

poems do not privilege the everyday or the m etaphysical. Rather, they depict a 

strange, fantastic W onderland in which truth and fiction are absolutely 

intertw ined. Bosquet continually seeks to bridge the gap ‘entre le reve et la 

realite’ and it is only by entering ‘a I’in terieur’ of the poetry that the reader may 

understand the internal logic of the texts. For Bosquet, the poem  acts as a 

threshold between the individual and Vautre, while also being the point of 

passage between le reve and la realite, so that his poetry has continually hovered 

on the threshold that divides truth and fiction. Yet despite the fantastic scenarios 

som etim es described in the texts. Bosquet consistently uses com m onplace objects 

and contem porary references throughout, in an attem pt to w rite poem s that are 

more readily accessible to his readership. This approach to poetry is outlined in 

the introduction to Sonnets p o u r  une f in  de siecle, where B osquet expresses his 

frustration w'ith what he perceives as being the disparity betw een contemporai'y 

poetry and contem porary existence:

Le reel a disparu depuis trente ans de notre poesie. [...] Je ne vois dans 
aucun poem e nos verites terrorisantes, ou les m ythes qui nous fo n t vivre; 
personne ne les change en objets d ’art. Notre poesie  ne sait pas ce q u e s t  
un P.-D.G., un magnat du petrole, un evenem ent televise, un sex-shop, une 
m ilitante fem iniste, un obsede entre deux sodomies, un tranquillisant bleu 
pale, une assurance sur la sottise, un conge impaye, un p lacard  
publicitaire, une nymphomane, une generation inarticulee.

{SFS 1)

Bosquet wishes to create poetry in which "nos verites terrorisantes' and "les 

mythes' co-habit, while also acknowledging the m ultifaceted nature of his own 

preoccupations:
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Ce poids du siecle, que je  partage avec le prem ier venu, j ’aimerais 
I ’integrer a nos preoccupations millenaires: emen>eillement, amour des 
etoiles, desir d ’etre ailleurs, capture d ’un ideal, granit de I ’angoisse. [...] 
Je suis tour a tour romantique et feroce, soucieux de Dieu et de la securite 
sociale.

{PED 397)

His poetry marks an extension of these various concerns and appears to be a 

conscious process of integrating the banal and the extraordinary, in the belief that:

Tout est pennis a Vimaginaire, qui ne s ’embarrasse pas de valeurs. 
J ’invente done une origine du monde, peuple d ’objets; pour ne point 
exclure I ’absurde, je  m ’impose I ’idee que si certains sont naturels comme le 
citron, la cascade, I ’oiseau-mouche, d ’autres precedent la necessite dont ils 
naitront.

{PED 113)

W hile Reda focuses on day-to-day reality and Oster cocoons himself in an 

edenic au-deld. Bosquet mairies the details of everyday existence with outlandish 

fiction within his poetic construct and envisages an absolute fusion of the banal 

and the extraordinary. Bosquet’s liminal mentality is made apparent in this poetic 

vision, for he uses the poem as a threshold into a space where defining boundaries 

between le reve and la realite can be challenged. Bosquet creates poetry in which 

he allows himself the freedom to explore a wide imaginative sphere, where 

everyday life is unrestricted by the usual forces of logic and nature. The poetry 

reflects Bosquet’s conviction that ‘being is difficult; imagining is fruitful’, as he 

responds to the complexities of life by ‘imagining a different soil of man, 

unknown gods, likely and unlikely links’ (NM  x). These ‘likely and unlikely 

links’ often possess a suiTeal quality, as Bosquet is continually challenging the 

reader’s expectations by situating ordinary objects in extraordinary contexts:

L ’enfant attrape un papillon: cela se mange.
Et le requin, I’enfant: cela se mange aussi.
Et Dieu attrape le requin, pour le manger

{SFS 18)

La lune vagabonde a brise sa machoire.
(SFS 73)
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Je crois que ma casquelte a des gouts litteraires
{FED 497)

As the above examples illustrate, Bosquet’s poems contribute towards the 

creation of ‘un univers de sa fagon’/  in which the poet claims that ‘je  songeais au 

reel, je  songeais a la fable’ {FED 456). In this way. Bosquet challenges 

distinctions between le reel and le reve and he doggedly resists imaginative 

constraints, claiming instead that le reel is ‘notre unique joue t’ {FDD 204):^

Le tigre dit; <Je lui donne mes yeux.»
Le toumesol: «Qu’il puisse voyager 
comme voyagent mes petales, 
de ro rien t a 1’Occident.»

{LDG 88)

Et la neige a si peur 
d ’imaginer qu’elle serait la neige!
Elle devient un vieux mouchoir,
et le mouchoir ne pense pas,
et le mouchoir n ’a pas besoin de s ’affirmer.

{LDG 29)

Je telephone a Dieu
pour qu ’il me prete un peu de foi.

{FED 638)

Here we see again the way in which the texts present a poetic Wonderland where 

commonplace objects and events take an absurd t w i s t . I t  must be stressed that 

Bosquet’s poems do display many of the characteristics associated with a 

predominantly horizontal imagination for, in general, the poet places a deliberate 

focus on tangible objects rather than on a metaphysical autre. Nevertheless, the 

way in which Bosquet juxtaposes the commonplace and the extraordinary does

“ Taken from a press article by Albert Loranquin from 15 D ecem ber 1959 on D euxiem e  
Testament, in Alain B osquet, ed. by Pierre D alle N ogare (Paris: Pierre B elfond , 1979), p. 183.
 ̂ Hubert Juin comm ents that ‘ce qui requiert en premier lieu  dans les ouvrages de ce poete, c ’est le 

refus donne aux seules lim ites teirestres. [...] Tout s ’illim ite. U ne fem m e contient les fem mes. Le 
II est nombreux. Le Je est pluriel. Le Vous et le Nous s ’embrasent de peuplades a I’infini’, ‘Une 
lecture’, in A lain B osquet, pp.9-17 (p .10). 

j  ̂As a result, the reader undergoes an experience akin to A lic e ’s, whereby ’so  many out-of-the-way
i things had happened lately, that A lice had begun to think that very few  things indeed were really

im possible’, Lewis Carroll, A lic e ’s Adventures in W onderland and Through the Looking-G lass 
I (Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Editions, 1993), p.21.

1
I
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seem to offer the poet a threshold into le vertical, as he states that ‘j ’habite 

I’improbable; en lui tout est sacre’ {QT 142).

'C’est pour dire tout cela . .1 pas besoin de comprendre'

In the poetry examined thus far, a liminal thematic study has revealed some 

underlying tension in the poets' imagination, whether that be in Reda’s 

representations of the wall image, Renard’s uncertainty when confronted with 

Vabune or Jaccottet’s quest to use language 'sans images'. Even in the case of 

Oster, the irenic poetic construct presented in the texts marks a wilful denial of 

any problematic within the poems and yet, paradoxically, there is a clear disparity 

between this isolated bucolic paradise and the poet’s frustration as he tries to 

interact with nature. In the case of Bosquet, it could be argued that the poet is 

tightly controlling the W onderland he has constructed, in order that everything in 

this imaginary w'orld may be contained and that no threatening or unknown 

element may intrude. Thus, Bosquet’s foray into the suixeal does not mean that he 

abandons himself utterly in a realm w'ithout rules. While it is true that the laws of 

nature and of logic are, at times, suspended in the texts, that is not to say that all 

controlling forces have been completely disregarded.

An open acknowledgement of paradox and conflict is often expressed in 

Bosquet’s poetry through the juxtaposition and contradictory elements that run 

through the texts. Yet these are not presented as being a source of concern for the 

poet in any way. For the other poets in this study, the threshold reveals itself as a 

fearful image as well as an enticing one and even Oster’s attempt to exclude 

almost all representations of the threshold in his work suggests its problematic 

nature as an image. However, in Bosquet’s poems, the poet seems to combine an 

acknowledgement of the threshold’s ambiguity with complete acceptance, so that 

incongruity and contradiction appear to be the hallmarks of his liminal mentality. 

This stance can be seen on a number of levels in Bosquet’s work, where 

presupposed boundaries are challenged through the calling into question of grand 

naiTatives and the bluning of the lines between truth and fiction, as Bosquet states 

that ‘entre mes tempes/Tout est mensonge et simulacre’ {QT 174). This assertion 

acts as a form of self-critique whereby the poet appears to be denying any ultimate
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responsibility for his work. This attitude is m anifested in other ways in the texts, 

as B osquet denies h im self any privileged voice or position in his poetic creation, 

as can be seen in the poem  ‘La V erite’:

Le reel gagne 1’ombre
qui lui dira si le reel est acceptable. [...]
Com m e une eponge, la parole
efface les sordides verites
pour devenir la verite prise a son piege.

{LDG 84-85)

In contrast to R enard’s portrayal of the poet as a one who proclaim s ultim ate 

truth, B osquet’s perception o f language is perhaps som ew hat less visionary ( ‘la 

parole/efface les sordides verites/pour devenir la verite prise a son p iege’). 

Throughout the texts. Bosquet openly states contradictions and doubts rather than 

trying to resolve them and there is a definite trend of acceptance rather than 

resolution. The poet’s recognition of the am biguities and com plexities of life is 

often expressed in the poem s through the use o f juxtaposition:

Pour devenir poete, il faut d ’abord aim er 
-  d ’un am our cultive mais paifo is tres debile -  
la pierre et le poulain, le jo u r et le brouillard,

la lune et I’infini, la foule et le silence, 
puis, com m e ici, le dire avec sim plicite, 
en adm ettant que chaque m ot est un m ensonge.

{PED  406)

Here, the poet sets up a series of contrasts that are ordered in the style of 

oppositional pairs ( ‘p ierre’/ ‘poulain’, ‘jo u r ’/ ‘brouillard’, ‘lune’/ ‘in fin i’, 

‘fou le’/ ’silence’) and yet the links between the various elem ents are not always 

clear. This pattern of non-oppositional contrasts dem onstrates the way in which 

the different factors are inter-related and yet their relationships cannot necessarily 

be defined or logically explained.

B osquet’s lim inal m entality prom pts him  to construct a poetic realm  in 

which any distinction between le reel and le reve is blurred. In this respect, the 

poem s work within their own self-referential fram ew ork, in which the poet
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portrays an improbable world where fancy and fable are privileged over ‘la prose, 

exacte et raide/comme la guillotine’:

Le reel a mange notre chimere
car tout le temps que nous dialoguons,

le monde sans honneur nous depossede 
de notre fable et de notre chanson.

(P£D 681)

Bosquet openly states his weariness with metaphysical matters and, in this 

respect, his work differs greatly from the poetry of Renard (and to a lesser degree 

the poetry of Oster). Instead, similar to the hai'-ku philosophy conveyed in 

Jaccottet’s poems, Bosquet expresses a desire to use poetry as a means of 

representing life rather than inteipreting it:

Le poeme du poete,
c ’est pour dire tout cela
et mille et mille et mille autres choses:
pas besoin de comprendre.

{PED 303)

Le ie and I ’autre

‘Pourquoi ne pas peupler de personnages/notre poeme?

One of the most striking differences between Bosquet and the other poets in this 

study is the fact that Reda, Renard, Oster and Jaccottet make little or no reference 

to people in their work (with the exception of le je  and le tu form). In marked 

contrast. Bosquet populates his work with a vast range of diverse characters such 

as businessmen, gods, millionaires, diplomats, and lovers, reasoning ‘pourquoi ne 

pas peupler de personnages/notre poeme: ils le rendraient vivant?’ {PED 696). 

Indeed, Bosquet does not simply limit the characters depicted in his poetry to 

humans, for he often chooses to personify objects and animals in the texts. In this
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way, the poet can contribute to the W onderland that his poem s describe, where 

the natural order of things has been displaced:

Objets,
devenez animaux!
Je I’exige, animaux, 
devenez hommes

{PED  94)

The poetic world established by Bosquet is govem ed by new law s beyond the 

boundaries of realism , where the defining lines betw een hum ans, anim als and 

objects are blun'ed { 'J ’accepte le tabouret, la cravache, le telephone, etres 

independants, choses tres l i t r e s ’, PED  113):

La guepe ordonne:
«Ecris-moi une Bible;
je  veux etre une guepe inspiree.»

{PED 622)

Je lis sur mon journal:
des houligans ont attache une com ete
a la criniere des pouliches.
Je lis sur m on journal:
I’lle adultere a demande pardon 
a I’ocean, son vieux m an paralyse.

( QT1 5 3 )

Q uelquefois dans la nuit, le telephone a peur 
et se m et a parler aux punaises qui m ontent 
sur les grands lits tout noirs oij les am ants sordides 
font des taches d ’amour.

(PED  406)

‘Je ne supporte pas d ’etre moi: ie m ’invente!’

Having crossed the threshold into a new im aginative space, the reader discovers 

that within this space, all definitions and boundaries are continually being 

undermined. Perhaps m ost fundam entally. Bosquet deconstructs the traditionally 

unified identity of the first person, by assuming a m yriad of personae:
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J ’ai dit «girafe»: 
je  dois devenir cette bete

{PED  95)

Je suis un arbre. Croyez-m oi: voici mes feuilles; [...]
Je suis un aigle. Croyez-m oi: voici mes plum es. [...]
Je suis un fleuve. Croyez-m oi: voici mes rives.

{PED  49)

Je suis le porte-plum e et le bas-ventre, 
ne me dem andez pas de q u i! la glu, 
le parapluie, le cercle sans le centre, 
le vieux fourgon, le livre le m oins lu.

{PED  540)

Throughout the texts, there are innum erable exam ples of the poet assum ing 

another persona and insisting on his ceaselessly changing identity. As the above 

examples illustrate, at tim es this insistence is done so with som e vehem ence (with 

phrases such as ‘je  do is’, ‘C royez-m oi’, ‘ne m e dem andez pas de qu i!’). This 

process o f identification allows a plurality of voices to em erge, with the result that 

the identity of the nan'ative j e  is constantly shifting. Le j e  who speaks is no longer 

a fully integrated whole, but a subject pronoun that m oulds and grafts itself into 

any num ber of other forms.^ W hereas the other poets in this study have 

m aintained a relatively consistent portrayal o f le je .  B osquet speaks through a vast 

array of personae and objects. This ranges from  the figure o f the deity depicted in 

‘Le D ieu-T reize’ {LDG  115) to the voice of a grain o f sand represented in 

‘Legende du grain de sab le’ {LDG 80) and in each case, the poet adopts and 

adapts the personality o f le j e  according to its subject. Therefore, through the 

medium of poetic discourse, Bosquet discovers a realm  in which subject and 

object, dream  and reality are fused and redefined and where he engages in an 

intimate process of identification with the anim als and objects that surround him:^

’ Juin com m ents that ‘il est m anifeste que son Je ne veut du tout se confondre avec le Je’, Alain  
Bosquet,  p. 12,
* Robert Lohro remarks that ‘cette identification est poussee si loin qu’il s ’etablit entre la nature de 
I’homme (sa nuque, son ventre, ses vertebres, son souffle...) et I’univers d ’insolites echanges et 
qu’on ne distingue plus ce qui est de I’essence de I’hom m e de ce qui est du m onde’, ‘Alain  
B osquet’, in Alain Bosquet, pp.2 05 -210  (p.207).
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Je ne vois pas pourquoi j ’aurais plus d ’irnportance 
que ce demi-citron 

qui pouiTit dans mes doigts. [...]

Je suis brise; je  m ’assim ile a quelque assiette, 
pour me tenir plus coi.

{FED  496-97)

J ’habite a I’interieur d ’un pain de cam pagne:
nous m oisissons ensem ble. Cela lui apprendra a se croire 

comestible!
(WV 34)

B osquet not only evokes another world through his poetry, he also situates 

him self in the very centre of his creation and grants h im self the pow er to assume 

the identity of anything he may choose with these ‘adjectifs am icaux/com m e des 

clowns dans une gare./Adjectifs soupgonneux/com m e des com ediens’ {PD 153). 

The poet thus becomes com m entator on and interpreter o f this poetic realm:

J ’explique
les arbres qui galopent.
J ’explique
I’ocean qui se leche les blessures. [...]
J ’expHque
le feu qui se croit glace; et la glace, le feu.

{PED  307)

Throughout the texts, le je  flits from subject m atter to subject m atter, adapting 

and m erging with the images portrayed. B osquet’s use of this m ulti-faceted j e  

suggests the poet’s desire to fully integrate h im self into  those things which 

surround him , using the poem as a point of passage into the characters, anim als 

and objects that fill his work. There is a wilful passing over differences, with the 

result that the self becomes so variegated that I ’autrui  becom es fully accessible 

and im aginable using the subject as a springboard to otherness.^ This process also 

has the effect of highlighting the duality of self, as the poet is constantly 

challenging the boundaries that define the subject.

 ̂Thus B osq uet’s liminal mentality is revealed as involving a process ‘de passer outre, de vouloir a 
tout prix annuler cette difference, se confondre avec I’arbre, I’oiseau, la pierre’, Roger Vrigny in a 
press article from 12 August 1974 on Notes pou r  itn phiriel, A lain Bosquet,  p. 193.
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Bosquet resolutely avoids philosophical introspection in his poem s and 

instead he uses them to play with the concept of identity by trying to deconstruct 

the presupposed baniers that delineate the subject and the other. In contrast to the 

Osterian focus on being at one with the natural world and on losing oneself in la 

Source,  B osquet’s poems contain no suggestion that an attem pt to com pletely 

identify with objects in the w'orld around will lead to revelation or self-discovery. 

Indeed, it would seem that B osquet’s representation of the variegated self 

som etim es offers nothing but disenchantm ent ( ‘Je vagabonde entre m oi-m em e et 

m oi/sans reussir a me trouver’, PED p .287). For the poet, the process o f creating 

poetry is intrinsically linked with thresholds and barriers as Bosquet plays with 

the concept of otherness as an aesthetic tool:

Je publie des poemes depuis quarante ans. Ils con 'espondent a un besoin 
que, loin des m etaphysiques, je  dois qualifier de coiporel. Les sens, les nerfs 
et I’illusion de me liberer de m a peau y participent [...] On aim e s ’investir 
d ’un pouvoir exterieur a soi.

( J A V l )

By playing out a multitude o f selves through the writing, Bosquet uses language 

as a point of passage to an infinite num ber of personae and thus it is a threshold to 

a continual process of renewal:

[...] Puis je  rentre au poeme, 
oij c ’est moi qui m ’attends, 

affable, ironique, verbal; je  m ’aime 
de vivre hors de mon tem ps.

(JAV 32)

There is an underlying preoccupation with alterity throughout the poem s, as 

Bosquet assum es different personae through a process o f intim ate identification 

with a w ide variety of creatures and objects. In this way he can find h im self ‘au 

seuil d ’un univers m eilleur’ {JAV  17) in which there is a continual b lu n in g  of the 

boundaries betw'een le j e  and Vautre, as self-representation becom es increasingly 

bluiTed w'ith the language of representation:
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Table, dis-tu? [...]
Pour la comprendre, 
je vis en table, 
je  suis la table.
O esclavage de I’objet 
ressuscite dans rhom m e!

{QT91)

The impulse that drives Bosquet to lay claim to these myriad identities also 

entails that the poet convince the reader of the validity of the fictitious construct 

that he sets up in the poems. That is to say, he seeks to draw the reader over the 

threshold that divides la realite and le rive  in order that this poetic Wonderland is 

sustained:

Massacre ou mascarade, allons nous expliquer!
Je ne suppoite pas d ’etre moi: je m ’invente!

( !2 r i lO )

He draws the reader into the poem by implying that the reader is also involved (as 

illustrated here by the use of the first person plural pronoun ‘nous’). In this way, 

the reader is encouraged to cross over the point of passage between reality and 

Bosquet’s poetry. The link in Bosquet’s imaginative framework between the 

violent connotations of ‘M assacre’ and the suggested deception of ‘mascarade’ is 

implied by the striking visual and oral similarities of the two signifiants. 

However, despite this association between masquerading one’s identity and 

annihilating it. Bosquet appears to be unimpassioned about the whole notion of 

identity. Indeed, his poetry suggests that he regards deception and deceit as a fact 

of life ( ‘Je masque,/Tu masques, nous masquons. Race de magiciens’, PED  152):

Mon oeuvre d ’art 
est de mettre le masque 

sur mon esprit qui connait le declin.
J ’oppose a I’hoiTeur d ’etre un honneur de paraitre.

(JAV 62)

For Bosquet, the poem is a means whereby he can ‘mettre le masque/sur mon 

esprit’, and he expresses a clear preference for artifice over reality. This
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privileging of appearances is highlighted by the visual and oral sim ilarity between 

‘hoiTeur’ and ‘honneur’ and by the fact that ‘paraitre’ is em phasised syntactically 

(as it is this verb that resounds at the end of the line).

'Se connaitre est enfer./S’im aginer est paradis'

The poet’s fascination with artifice is closely linked to his dism issal of an 

objective authorial voice, a view that is com m unicated in the poem s through the 

m ulti-voiced world that he has created. On reading B osquet’s work, one becom es 

increasingly aware of the ludic nature of the poetry and of the gam es that the poet 

plays with him self and his readership. As B osquet juggles the m any personae in 

his poetry, to a large extent he succeeds in eluding introspection on any profound 

level by presenting a world of im ages in which ‘reflechir n ’est pas resoudre mais 

d issoudre’ (A^V 15). Indeed, the poet openly states his suspicion o f any search for 

identity, as he equates it with a potentially lethal disease ( ‘L ’identite, cancer’, 

LD G  142). Rather than assum ing a single identity. B osquet wishes to render 

him self open to a plurality of voices:

II faut rester possible.
II faut rester pour soi un autre.
Se comprendre, 6 prison!
Se trouver m euitre.
Se connaitre est enfer.
S ’imaginer est paradis.

{LDG  142)

Here, the poet makes explicit his lack of interest in self-analysis (equating it with 

prison and with hell) and his preference for the im agination. One of the 

consequences of the process whereby ‘il faut rester pour soi un autre’ is that le je  

is no longer encapsulated in an iixefutably integrated w hole ( ‘Entre moi et moi, 

quel est cet individu qui tantot nous reconcilie?’, VN  76). Instead, every poem  

offers new voices and new ways to reinvent the self in a poetic world where 

‘partout I’indefini/ decide enfin de se creer’ (LDG 33):'°

Juin states that ‘le Je est lieu de questionnement [...] I’invention de Je, c ’est I’invention de Tu, 
c ’est I’invention du poeme de Je par le Tu silencieux -  qui est dehors. C ’est le dehors qui invente 
le dedans’, Alain Bosquet, p. 15.
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Moi face a moi, nous devenons ces grands rivaux 
Q u’a jam ais la raison irraisonnee separe.

Chaque jou r je  m ’obstine a me redefinir
E t je  redefinis le monde. Je m ’oppose
Aux m oindres verites! Nous som m es ieurs martyrs.
La chose n ’est jam ais qu ’un prenom  de la chose.

{ Q T \ \ 2 )

Continually questioning the notion of the unified subject ( ‘Entre moi et moi, 

quel est cet individu qui tantot nous brouille et tantot nous reconcilie?’, VN  76), 

Bosquet highlights the power that language has to cross the threshold between le 

reel and I ’irreel:

Tu recom poses le reel 
avec un cheval triste,
un navire qui va ju sq u ’aux dim anches [...]
Tu recom poses I’ireel;
le pain se dit que vivre est douloureux,
les mots se nouixissent de sang [...]
V a-t’en: 
q u ’irreel et reel
pendant un siecle s ’entre-tuent...

{PD 199)

B osquet’s refusal of the notion of any absolute truth ( ‘Je m ’oppose aux m oindres 

verites’) leads him to use poetry as a m eans o f representing a w orld in which 

relativism  and uncertainty reign and where ‘le feu n ’est pas universel,/ni 

saisissable cette bouche./L’azur a ses m ensonges’ (LDG  55). The texts are replete 

with contradictions and uncertainties and, throughout the poem s, one can detect a 

tone that wavers between willing com pliance and resignation, as Bosquet accepts 

a peipetual shifting state of being ( ‘II faut etre propice./Il faut etre com plice’, 

LDG  55). Rather than using the poetry as a threshold to a deeper understanding of 

the self or of truth (as is the case in the poetry o f Renard and Oster), Bosquet uses 

it as a point of passage into a kaleidoscope of personalities:



J ’existe a plusieurs exemplaires:
celui qui par depit est moi,
celui qui pour en rire est 1’autre,
celui qui n ’est personne,
celui qui voudrait etre un nouveau-ne.
Je people chaque chambre 
de faux et de copies 
car dans mon existence 
je  ne m ’aiTOge pas le droit 
de devenir si je  suis authentique.

L ’identite, quelle menace!
(PED  739)

The typeface and punctuation in the final line draw the reader’s attention to 

B osquet’s summary of existence and yet the reader is left unsure as to the nature 

of this pronouncem ent. As is the case with so much of B osquet’s poetry, the 

highly ambiguous nature of the texts means that they reveal alm ost nothing about 

the poet’s personal opinions. Here, the phrase 'L ’identite, quelle m enace!' hovers 

between being a flippant, hum orous rem ark and a serious pronouncem ent on 

existence. This indeterm inacy pervades B osquet’s poetry, rendering the texts 

them selves a type of threshold between the ludic and the gravely serious. 

M oreover, the poet appears to delight in generating this am biguity, for he uses it 

as a type of veil behind which he may shield his own identity  and opinions. The 

above poem forms part of the collection ‘E ffacez-m oi ce v isage ', a title that 

signals the poet’s desire for a certain type of anonymity. This collection illustrates 

precisely how Bosquet’s quest for anonym ity involves a com plicated netw'ork of 

various personae, as can be seen in the above exam ple, w here le je  refers to ‘m oi’, 

‘1’autre’, ‘personne’, ‘un nouveau-ne’. The poet questions the concept of 

authenticity, describing it in terms of conjecture ( ‘deven ir’) and he chooses to 

embrace both ‘de faux et de copies’, viewing them as equally  valid com ponents of 

what he terms ‘mon existence’. M ore so than any of the o ther poetry explored in 

this study, Bosquet’s poem s deconstruct both le je  as a m ythical signifier and the 

concept o f authorial objectivity, as the poet represents h im self as nothing more 

than a bewildering collection of various voices. B osquet’s approach to literature is 

closely aligned with his lim inal mentality, for it is through poetry that he seeks to 

enter the gap between le je  who enunciates and le je  w ho is enunciated. W hereas,
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for the m ost part, the other poets in this study have chosen to ehde this gap. 

Bosquet stresses it again and again, as le j e  is peipetually  changing. The texts 

hover on the threshold space between these tw o representations o f le je ,  as 

Bosquet shies away from com m itting to any one consistent m anifestation o f the 

self ( ‘L ’identite me fait peur’, SFS  188), changing his identity to adapt to his 

social setting:

Quand vous m ’inviterez a vivre paraii vous 
une autre fois, j ’eviterai la form e hum aine.
Agneau parfait, pivoine pure, insecte fou, 
tel sera mon destin; ou quelque etoile naine.

(SP  32)

B osquet’s representations o f m ultiple subjects prove particularly difficult to 

delineate, for the le j e  continually eludes its defining boundaries ( ‘Je dis, je  dis, 

mais je  ne suis personne’, Q T  15), to the point where it even m akes claims of 

non-identity:

Je suis I’absence,
La vacuite

( G r i8 7 ) :

Je suis I’om bre et le vent; je  suis la chiffre 
et ne reconnais pas I’identite.

(JA V 161)

B osquet’s preoccupation with the negotiation o f identities indicates the centrality 

of this them e in his work, as the texts continually redefine the relationship 

between le j e  and I ’autrui, and yet the poet is perpetually  caught in an entirely 

self-reflexive poetic universe. This transcendence o f Cartesian logic in which le je  

is an infinitely variable tenn  roots B osquet’s poetry very much in a late-twentieth 

century context, and in La Quite, Bosquet portrays the search for identity as an 

entirely futile one:
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Je suis parti a la recherche de m oi-m em e.
J ’ai quitte m a m aison, ma fem m e et m es trois fils.

J ’ai invente des m ots 
pour me sentir m oins seul. [...]
J ’ai mal vieilli: je  ne me suis jam ais trouve.

{PED  458-59)

Here, the character expressed by le je  leaves both his physical and em otional 

security (conveyed in the fonn  of a house and fam ily) ‘a la recherche de moi- 

m em e’. D espite his m any adventures and victories ( ‘J ’ai fonde des royaum es./J’ai 

negocie 1’achat de mille republiques’), ultim ately his search proves to be in vain 

( ‘J ’ai mal vieilli; je  ne me suis jam ais trouve’). N onetheless, it is im portant to 

note that w ords play an im portant role in the subject’s search for m eaning for, 

while they m ay not provide answers, they do offer a m easure of solace ( ‘J ’ai 

invente des m ots/pour me sentir moins seu l’). E lsew here in the poem s, while 

Bosquet m akes no claim s to present an exclusive truth through his writing, there 

is the suggestion that he does acknowledge a positive link betw een identity and 

poetry:

Suis-je I’individu que parfois je  rencontre 
au bout de m on poeme et qui se sauve avant 
le prem ier geste, par pudeur, ou par refus 
de s ’attendrir?

{SFS 184)

Here, the text openly questions the notion o f identity by draw ing attention to the

m ulti-faceted j e  and the plurality of the first person pronoun, so that the poem

itself allows dialogue betw een self and self.

Language as a Threshold 

‘Chez moi dans la peau d ’un poem e’

W hile B osquet perceives the notion of identity as being highly problem atic, the 

written w ord is seen as being able to provide some resolution of the question of
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identity ( ‘I’ecriture m ’apporte/de mot en m ot I’identite/de mon etre in trouvable’, 

SFS  184). The writing act is not a m eans of finding or expressing ultim ate truth, 

but it does set up an interdependent relationship  between the poet, w ord and 

world that is vital to Bosquet ( ‘I take poetry very seriously. It justifies m e’, N M  

ix). This interdependency is a crucial factor in the poet’s expression o f his lim inal 

m entality and in his exploration o f  I ’autre  through language:

La pieiTe pense;
«Pour etre pieire
j ’ai besoin d ’un langage,
et mon langage aura besoin d ’un dieu
pour I’im poser a cette pieire  que je  suis
et que je  ne suis pas encore.»

(LDG  28)

In two respects, language acts as a threshold  to  the world beyond, for it offers 

both a m eans of conceiving Vautre  and then o f interacting with it ( j ’ai besoin 

d ’un langage,/et mon langage aura besoin d ’un dieu'). M oreover, for the poet who 

uses language as the tools of his trade, it provides both a function and a product, 

and therefore contributes to foiTning the p oe t’s identity and understanding o f self:

Apres toi, mon poeme,
il n ’y aura plus rien: pas de poete,
pas de langage.

(/Ayi87)

B osquet does not purport to use language as a m eans o f expressing 

Reality, but he does use it to establish a reality in which the poet can insert 

him self and adopt any given persona. It is therefore possible for B osquet to 

construct a meaning through  the poetry, rather than trying to find m eaning within  

the poetry. That is to say that the texts set up an alternative reality into which 

Bosquet may enter:
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Je retoum e a ma page, ou se joue le concert 
de mes syllabes folles.
II vibre, I’univers 

a se sentir enfin compris de mes paroles,
{JAV \13)

Je m ’enfonce chez moi dans la peau d ’un poeme 
ou je me tiens au chaud, 
et j ’interdis au monde 
d ’y penetrer.

{PED 649)

Creating his own univers, the poet wilfully cocoons him self within the written 

word, and the imagery used in the second example illustrates his perception of the 

poem ’s protective environment ( ‘la peau’, ‘chaud’). However, the soft nasal 

sounds in the first line ( ‘en’, ‘on’, ‘an’, ‘un’) gradually give way to harsher 

consonants ( ‘-ter’, ‘-dis’, ‘d ’y’, ‘-trer’), as highlighted by the contrast between the 

gentle ‘peau d ’un poem e’ and the urgency of ‘penetrer’. This reflects the tension 

between the world of the text and the world outside, as the latter threatens to 

destabilise the security of Bosquet’s Wonderland.

'J’entre en moi. me retoum e et me vois au-dehors'

Within the texts. Bosquet acknowledges that a representation of the multiple je  

can bring with it is own problems ( ‘En moi, c ’est la guerre civile’, QT  151). In 

contrast to Oster’s edenic construct that denies any knowledge of a world outside 

the poem, a sense of conflict can be detected in Bosquet’s work because of the 

poet’s need to create a world that is manifestly distinguishable from reality:

Qui me dira ce qu’est ce besoin de rever 
d ’un royaume inconnu oii je  n ’ai pas ma place?
Qui me dira s ’il me faudra un jour braver
un temps hors de mon temps, un impalpable espace?

{SP 36)

There are strong Biblical overtones in Bosquet’s search for ‘un royaume inconnu’ 

and yet his poetry is a far cry from Renard’s strident religious conviction. As a
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result, Bosquet’s longing is counterbalanced by his uncertainty (as expressed 

through the questions and punctuation). In the above example, both sentences 

begin with ‘Q ui’ and end with a question mark while the use of the future tense 

highlights the fact that the poet still awaits answers. There is an all-pervading 

sense of uncertainty (‘rever’, ’s’il’, ‘je  n ’ai pas’, ‘im palpable’), indicating that 

Bosquet is not entirely at ease within this imaginative construct. The poet has 

obtained a precarious balance between function and meaning and has established 

a new system of rules within poetry ( ‘J ’entends dans le irreel/une promesse de 

logique’, JAV  83). However, the distinction between le reel and le rive  continues 

to be a problematic one as the poet wrestles with the concept of identity:

Combien sont-ils au fond de moi ? Une peuplade: 
le je ,  le toi, 1 ’alter-ego

{JAV  122)

Bosquet has become what he ternis the ‘troisieme personnage au milieu du 

poeme’, for ‘je  ne suis ni I’ecrit ni l’ecrivain;/observateur qui se debat dans ce 

dileinme’ {JAV 124). Throughout the poems, Bosquet must continually contend 

with the plurality of self because he sees the very nature of poetry as being one 

that demands a move beyond a unified subject:

Cette existence en vers, je  ne I’ai pas choisie.

J ’entre en moi, me retoume et me vois au-dehors.
(23^112)

Presente, absente, irreelle, reelle, 
je  suis de n’etre pas. Me definir 
serait me condamner.

{PED 695)

‘J ’ai ma securite/Dans la fable et la rim e’

While Bosquet’s attitude to language is often playful, nonetheless he constantly 

draws the reader’s attention back to the inextricable link between the poet and the 

poem. In a poem entitled ‘Dire pour etre’ {PED 484-85), Bosquet asserts that ‘je 

suis ce que j ’ecris’, while elsewhere he states that:
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Vocabulaire, en toi je  trouve m a raison.
Je suis le mot sacre: mon berceau et m a tombe.

( JAV31)

It could be argued that the ‘ra ison ’ attributed to language is based both on the 

cohesive internal logic found within linguistic structures and on the fact that 

words give the poet a function. In ‘ce m onde im parfait’ that often lacks 

consistency and order, words offer a system (and by extension, a type o f security) 

that ultimately foster a sense o f belonging in Bosquet:

Je n ’ai qu ’une patrie: c ’est mon langage.
J ’habite le frangais.

( J A V H l )

For Bosquet, the creative process is intrinsically linked with life, so m uch so that 

he claims that ‘vivre est pour moi chercher une image inso lite ’ ( QT  110):

Pour etre moi j ’ecris:
C ’est aux mots de com prendre [...]

J ’ai ma securite 
Dans la fable et la rime.
M onde, je  t ’ai quitte 
Pour le verbe: il m ’exprim e

A ma place.
((2^185)

'N om m er./c’est construire des m urs'

One of the dichotom ies in B osquet’s poetry lies in the ultim ate lim itations of 

language. Poetry is portrayed as acting as a threshold into a space w here Bosquet 

m ay adopt a variety of personae and where he can challenge notions o f identity 

( ‘J ’apprends I’anonym at’, J A V  175). Undoubtedly, Bosquet is fascinated by the 

pow er of language and his ability to m anipulate it:
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Voyez, je mets au point quelques mots insolites 
et je  malmene aussi des verbes provocants.
Chirurgien du langage, a present je  vous quitte 
pour assister a la naissance d ’un toucan.

(SP 32)

Nonetheless, Bosquet is also keenly aware of its limitations ( ‘Le poeme capte, 

mot a mot, le sacre mais ne peut le retenir’, LDG  12):"

J ’ecris (je pense ecrire), done je  ne sais pas.

Je dois (mal dii'ige) m ’ecrire avant d ’ecrire.
(<2ri5)

As the following examples illustrate, Bosquet often brings these limitations to the
1 2fore by drawing attention to the very process of signification:

Tous les matins le mot «cheval» se leve 
et boil son cafe-creme.
Dans la maison d ’en face, 
le mot «saison»
prend une douche et songe aux lointaines vacances

(PED 306)

Je dis «soleil», et le mot brille;
Je dis «colombe», et le mot vole; 
je dis «pommier», et le mot est en fleur.

(QT  92)

J’ai dit «poete»: je dois... 
mais je reste girafe, 
je reste volcan.

(PED 95)

Similarly, Bosquet expresses his awareness of the fact that every word he employs 

places boundaries and limitations on the imagination:

"  Juin draw s attention  to the paradox  that ‘plus le poe te  parle  et p lus il ouvre le m onde, mais 
egalem ent: plus il parle, et plus il se lim ite! II donne ex is tence  a I’un ivers au detrim ent de so i’, 
Alain B osquet, p. 14
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Dire est diminuer; parole, tu de9ois!
Dans le mot le plus doux sommeille une panthere.
Le poeme est un art de penser contre soi.
Mon langage, c ’est toi qui tues I’imaginaire!

i Q T U l )

On ecrit un poeme, et tout est louche 
dans chaque mot comme dans chaque vers.

{PED 703)

In this way, Bosquet emphasises the unpredictable nature of signification and 

therefore acknowledges that the writer can never assume a governing narrative

position. This leads the poet to a great deal of questioning and contradiction, as

conveyed in the poem Le signifiaiiT, le signifie:

Fermez cet ceil -  mais s’il ne vous appartient pas?
Remplissez ce bourgeon -  mais s’il n ’est pas a vous? [...]
L ’infini, le fini, comme un combat de coqs.
L ’appartenant contre I’appartenance:
I’ombre qui mord jusqu’au sang la lumiere.
Cc qui se meut pour sembler immobile.
L ’Un plus multiple que les tarentules 
fuyant devant le feu.
Une moitie plus grande que le tout.

(LDG 63)

Here, the uneasy alliance between the two components of the sign is very clearly 

portrayed through the images of violence ( ‘com bat’, ‘I’ombre qui mord jusqu’au 

sang’, ‘les tarantules’, ‘feu’). Similarly, these lines set up a series of 

contradictions and paradoxes ( ‘L ’infini’/ ‘le fin i’, ‘L ’appartenant’/ 

‘I’appartenance’, ‘l’ombre’/ ‘la lumiere’, ‘L ’Un le plus m ultiple’, ‘Une moitie plus 

grande que le tout’) that remain irreconcilable:

By ‘signification’, I refer to the process that produces meaning and not the meaning itself.
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Le signifiant, le signifie:
deux fois le chiffre quatre
qui se veut seul pour mieux tromper sa propre loi.
La verite doucement endormie
sur son mensonge, coussin si moelleux. [...]
Donnez au vent cette criniere -  et si 
au lieu d ’un grand cheval il y avait 
le mot «cheval» ruant 
contre la nuit qui le poignarde?

{LDG 63-64)

Likewise, in Nommer  Bosquet refers to language, not in teiTns of its liminal 

function but rather as a limiting force:

Nommer,
c ’est construire des murs,
c ’est en defendre tout acces,
exclure la lumiere et congedier le ciel.
Car la parole ecrase
et en definissant appauvrit
la chose qui voulait etre plus que la chose,
1’esprit reveur qui s ’en allait en reve.

{LDG 189)

‘Je voudrais vivre a I’abri du Ian gage’

Bosquet’s poetry emphasises the unreliable mediation of language and illustrates 

the fact that language is, by its very nature, ambiguous and that writing operates 

as a conflictual differential force. Bosquet acknowledges this is not a resolution of 

conflicting forces that will lead ultimately to a reconceptualisation on a higher 

level. Rather, he sees it as the element within language that allows the poet to 

articulate, structure, create and eternally recreate his own reality. By accepting 

this, and not continually striving for ultimate meaning, reality within the texts is 

no less true than that which hes outside:
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Voici le m ur

Qui me separe de m oi-mem e. [...]
C ’est en creant

Des m ots que je  comprends le m onde.
{ Q T l l l )

The parallel structures of these two phrases invite com parison. The wall to which 

Bosquet refers in the first line ( ‘Voici le m u r’) is one that is constructed by his 

craft o f poetry writing. By erecting this w all, the poet establishes a barrier 

between him self and the w orld ( ‘Je voudrais vivre a I’abri du langage/et des 

idees’, PED  672). It is due to the im pervious nature of the wall that a protective 

environm ent is created in which Bosquet feels secure:

L ’identite me faisant peur,
je  me sens m ieux en mur de m a m aison

iSFS  188)

T hese self-im posed thresholds and bairiers are a vital com ponent of 

B osquet’s paradigm  and stand in striking contrast to the lim inal m entality of the 

poets studied thus far. A particular contrast is evident betw een him and Renard 

and Oster, for the latter tw o both perceive a spiritual realm  existing beyond the 

self and regard poetry as a means of accessing spiritual power. In this way, 

Renard and Oster use their poem s as a point o f passage betw een the profane and 

the spiritual. Conversely, Bosquet does not seek a spiritual experience, but rather 

he hopes to construct a hyper-reality that provides a forum  for change and 

developm ent:

My wild notions can be summ ed up in a sort of doctrine: the poem  is totally 
useless, but it offers the reader a secular prayer, through which he can 
im agine new rapports between man and the universe, m an and the void, 
man and himself. [...] Art is the radiant prom ise of a life beyond life. I write 
not to com m unicate w hat is known to m e, but rather to becom e som eone 
else, after the writing. The poem is guarantee of m etam orphosis.

{NM  I X)
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For Bosquet, ait is not a m eans of accessing a spiritual realm , but of creating a 

space where he can ‘changer de forme et de nature./E tre n ’im porte quoi, sauf 

I’etre hum ain’ {JAV  102). B osquet sees poetry as a place in which m etam oiphosis 

is eternally possible and, while the poetry is firm ly rooted in an understanding of 

truth, this truth is itse lf a negation:

These days I say that my poem s consist o f verifiable truths, o f wild notions 
and a challenge.

The verifiable truths are these: I am  m ortal and fragile. I find no 
precise m eaning to this world.

{NM  ix)

‘M on verbe me traverse’

W hile B osquet’s poetry is not spiritual in the sam e sense as either R enard’s or 

O ster’s, words undoubtedly contain a certain pow er for the poet:

Le verbe est a tous: je  ne pretends m ’y insinuer q u ’en locataire provisoire; il 
m ’expulsera a son gre. Par I’ecriture, je  puis aller a m oi, itineraire banal. Par 
le verbe, je  puis aller a D ieu, chemin plus ivre.

Mon ecriture est a moi. M a parole, je  I’em prunte. M on verbe me 
traverse, sans que j ’aie le droit de I’accepter ni de le refuser.

{LDG  12)

Here, the liminal potential w ithin language is expressed through the images of 

journeying ( ‘je  puis aller a m oi’, ‘je  puis aller a D ieu, chem in plus ivre’, ‘M on 

verbe me traverse’). W hile Reda places an em phasis on physical journeys and 

Renard is alm ost exclusively concerned with the spiritual journey, Bosquet 

establishes a strong im aginative link between language and m ovem ent from one 

space to another, as words are portrayed in term s o f a threshold  betw een self and 

other. M ore specifically, le verbe becomes the threshold  betw een man and G od 

for it has the pow er to capture the essence of the divine ( ‘Le verbe definit D ieu’, 

LDG  8, ‘Le verbe est oracle’, LD G  12). By m eans o f the texts, B osquet constructs 

a universe that follows its own rules and laws, w herein the poet m ay continually 

reconstruct the boundaries. As a result, while Renard struggles to reconcile his 

belief system with his experience of the world, B osquet seem s to be content to
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accept the inconsistencies of his belief system ( ‘J ’ai fait Dieu a mon image’, GDR 

117, ‘Je dialogue avec Dieu, qui finit par m ’obeir’, FF  108), Rather than masking 

his doubts and fears, Bosquet openly states and examines the contradictions in the 

texts (as the collection Le livre du doule el de la grace illustrates with titles such 

as Ce qui n ’est pas, D isaccord, Interrogations, Un long desir, Doutes, L ’ame la 

plus pure, Verite, La verite, Le dieu solitaire. Veneration). At no stage does 

Bosquet appear to be troubled by the inconsistencies in his work, but rather they 

reflect the paradoxes that the poet sees as being intrinsic to the human condition:

Je trouve que toute contradiction est preuve de vie, a la fois physique et 
spirituelle.

Dieu n ’existe que traduit par un verbe, qui dit combien Dieu est 
intraduisible.

{LDG 7)

Within these contradictions and doubts, language is portrayed as the one 

element that may lead to a spiritual encounter ( ‘Quleques vers me suffisent pour 

invoquer Dieu, et meme le convoquer. L ’imaginaire est la maladie de la foi’, LDG 

9). Throughout the poetry. Bosquet simultaneously suggests and denies a 

transcendental other, thus undermining his own statements by openly admitting a 

self-engendered paradox whose logical insufficiency is made public ( ‘Je suis 

assez adulte pour creer les dieux que je desire, quitte a les renier’, V7V 11):

Imaginer Dieu? II est abstrait comme un azur sans horizon, une montagne 
sans cime, une mer sans rivage. Et deja je me reprends: il est concret 
comme un ciel aux dix mille bords, une montagne aux dix mille sommets, 
une mer aux dix mille contours. [...] Je vais de dieu en dieu, comme d’arbre 
en arbre, ou de ruisseau en ruisseau. Le sacre, lui, est unique.

{LDG 9)

Here, Bosquet oscillates between belief in theism (as represented by ‘D ieu’ with a 

majuscule) and multiple gods ( ‘de dieu en dieu’). However, the one overarching 

characteristic is the fact that Bosquet envisages a divinity who is seemingly 

limitless and who will not be constrained by barriers ( ‘sans azur’, ‘sans cim e’, 

‘sans rivage’, ‘aux dix mille bords’, ‘aux dix mille som m ets’, ‘aux dix mille 

contours’). There is an unresolved paradox in Bosquet’s portrayal of the divine.
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for it becomes immediately apparent to the reader that there is one threshold that 

the deity will never cross. For while Bosquet, Oster and Renard all deal explicitly 

with concepts of the deity, Bosquet does so in a way that is strictly contained 

within the limits of the poem:

Dieu existe, puisque tous les jours je  I’invente. Dieu 
n ’existe pas, puisque tous les jours il me faut le rein venter.

(LDG 7)

Any notion of a deity is only permitted within the confines of the texts and 

Bosquet contains his perception of God carefully within clearly delineated 

boundaries ( ‘j ’admire plus le platane et le fleuve que D ieu’ (LDG 9).

‘Dans le verbe ma chair a trouve sa raison’

While Bosquet strictly limits his portrayal of the divine, the poet is forced to 

acknowledge his inability to fully control language and its significative role 

beyond the writer’s intention. The power of the deity may be perceived as being 

restricted, yet Bosquet is keenly aware that language is not so easily contained. It 

is interesting to note that the poet often portrays language in terms that are 

associated conventionally with representations of deity. Consequently, for 

example. Bosquet makes reference to language’s power over life and death 

(‘chaque verbe conduit au suicide’, PED  17) and to its dominating presence ( ‘II 

faut hair le mot/car il invente le present’, LDG  148). The comparing and 

contrasting within the poet’s perception of God and of le verbe emphasise this:

Le verbe definit Dieu; I’ecriture le supplicie.

L’eghse emprisonne Dieu; le poeme emprisonne le verbe.
{LDG 8)

Similarly, the association between spirituality and language can be seen in the fact 

that le verbe eludes definition, in a manner that is reminiscent of Renard’s 

representation of God in abstract tenns:
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Le verbe bleu pour le vertige.
Le verbe vert pour le depart, [...]
Le verbe bleu pour le contraire du vertige.
Le verbe vert pour la venue, [...]
Mais le verbe proteste :
<Je ne suis pas couleur, 
je  suis musique et je suis fornie, 
le chant et le caire, 
le murmure et le cercle 
au coeur des symphonies [...]»

{LDG 90-91)

As this example illustrates, language is personified and is portrayed as having its 

own identity outside the poet. As a result, language is depicted as granting life to 

the poet, rather than the contrary:

Vivre ou ecrire, ecrire ou vivre? Je soupire:
Dans le verbe ma chair a trouve sa raison.

iP ED Al)

The regular rhyme scheme of the rime croisee and repetition of contrasting 

elements highlight the imaginative link between words and life ( ‘vivre’, ‘ecrire’, 

’soupire’) for, in Bosquet’s paradigm, he feels he must choose between living and 

writing. In contrast to Reda’s and Jaccottet’s desire to portray accurately the 

scenes they perceive around them. Bosquet constructs an imaginary universe in 

which the role of words themselves is brought to the fore. He describes the poem 

as being ‘mon seul sorcier’ (FED 41) and, to a certain extent. Bosquet feels that 

he owes his existence to the power of words:

S ’il faut que le poeme ecrive son poete,
Dis-moi, mon livre, est-ce de toi que je  suis ne?

(FED 42)

In this way, the poet relinquishes responsibility for his own work and claims that 

it is the poem that dominates ( ‘Je joue un role secondaire dans ma vie;/Mon 

poeme est le seul a comprendre pourquoi’, FED  58). Thus the poem is of great 

value ( ‘-  (^a vaut combien, notre poem e?/- ^ a  vaut beaucoup:/votre coeur et le 

mien’, FED  304), for it is seen as endow'ing the poet with meaning in his life.
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W ords are not portrayed as a sacred tool used to convey essence and 

Bosquet can envisage neither a happy alliance nor a com plete rupture between life 

and poetry, for he is acutely aware of the problem atic relationship  between the 

two. He claim s that ‘the poem  is an act of innocence with diabolic savoir-faire’ 

{NM  x) and so ‘pour devenir poete, il faut etre im becile’ (PED  405). Yet Bosquet 

continues to see language and the process of signification as a protective ban ier 

from direct engagem ent with that which exists beyond the poetic realm:

Quand j ’ecris: «Larosee», 
je  n ’ai besoin 
ni d ’a im ern i de vivre.

(PED  643)

The hyper-reality of the poem  is govem ed by a new system  o f codes and is not 

subject to the rules of reality, and Bosquet uses this constructed  poetic space to 

explore the possibilities and lim itations of language. The poet does not wish to 

create a poetry of realism or philosophical expression, but one w here he can play 

endlessly with representations of the self ( ‘Le «je» est suspect; le «moi» est 

insaississable’, VN  54) and blur the boundaries betw een le j e  and I ’autre, stating 

the desire that:

Bientot
il y aura un nom  tout seul 
pour le poem e et la realite.

{PED  305)

Bosquet establishes an underlying pattern of contrast throughout the corpus, 

where the surface and the symbol interact and react with each other. The poet’s 

liminal m entality can be found at the centre of language structure, for his poetry 

proposes a threshold within the sign itself, as it focuses on the problem atic 

process of signification. The poetry presents a seem ingly endless stream of 

changing images and yet the essential com ponents of irony and paradox remain 

consistent throughout the texts. Denying any suggestion o f ultim ate truth or 

reality, Bosquet continually glides between le reel and le reve, in an attempt to 

gain access ‘au seuil d ’un univers m eilleur’ {JAV  17).
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CONCLUSION

‘Une tension irresolue entre le M em e et I’A utre’

Am ongst the immense diversity of poetry from  the latter ha lf o f the twentieth 

century, a com m on preoccupation with alterity can be detected as poets engage in 

the process o f negotiating identity and of seeking to understand and express the 

world around them. As a starting point, this exploration is often initiated by the 

poet's own questions and doubts and, as such, may be expressed in ternis of 

division and tension:

[ ...]  la chute dans le discontinu, le dem em brem ent, la separation sont notre 
lot. L'acceleralion de la division [ ...]  la m ultiplication des m iroirs, quelle 
ellipse nous en guerira?'

The above exceipt from the writings o f C aspar typifies a prevalent them e in a 

great deal o f contem porary poetry, where a deep sense o f m etaphysical 

'separation' is counterbalanced by the hope (how ever vague) o f some sort of 

resolution ('quelle ellipse nous en guerira?'). Throughout contem porary poetry 

concepts such as identity, belonging and a deity are frequently conveyed in the 

portrayal of conflicting forces and an attem pt to then resolve those conflicts. This 

can be seen, for example, elsew here in Caspar's work, w here he expresses his 

desire to:

' Caspar, A pproche de le parole, p. 10.
‘ Eric Gans highlights this link between poetry and alterity, stating that ‘le rapport originaire a 
rA utre [...] est le lieu de naissance de la p oesie’, in Poesie et alterite, pp.45-51 (p.51).
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Abolir des cloisons, franchir le cercle etroit d'une fonction, d'un moi fictif, 
ou reel, pour se solidariser un instant avec I'ample courant qui vient a nous
et nous quitte, nous souleve un instant et nous oublie [...] lui sans
limites[.]^

While neither specifically stylistic or idealistic, the theme of alterity seems to act

as a creative impetus whereby 'la seule progression que nous vivi-/Ons cette

poussee vers le seuil au-dela'."* Representations of I ’autre vary from poet to poet, 

ranging from the emphasis on physical explorations in poets such as Caspar and 

Reda to the metaphysical concerns found in the writings of Emmanuel and 

Renard (to name but two). The variety of images used to convey alterity reveals 

its highly subjective and often ambiguous nature as a concept, and yet it is its very 

non-specificity that renders it such a powerful theme. Indeed, it is often through 

representations of alterity that poets describe their poetry and, as such, it seems to 

be intrinsic to the process of writing poetry. Thus, for example, Jabes associates 

poetry with an unknown other as he describes the poet's task as one where he 

infiltrates an unfamiliar world ('un monde defendu dont il ignore les limites et la 

puissancc').^ For Rcnard too, there is an explicit connection between poetry and 

alterity, as he believes that the poem itself embodies the point of contact between 

that w'hich is known and the unknown ( ‘chaque poeme est toujours a la fois le 

meme et un autre’, AN  65). In this sense, a poet's perception of poetry seems to 

min'or that of his understanding of life, where 'I'experience poetique est done, 

comme I'existence elle-meme, une totalisation toujours inachevee'.*^

As the above examples indicate, within contemporary French poetry one 

can detect 'une tension in'esolue entre le Meme et I’Autre'^ as poets engage in a 

pei-petual exploration of the point of interaction where le je  is confronted with 

alterity (in whatever form that may take). Given the vast array of representations 

of alterity that seem to exist, this thesis has proposed a thematic study of the 

threshold image as a means of ascertaining the poet's perception of alterity and, 

consequently, his imaginative framework. It has been my aim to offer a viable

 ̂ Caspar, Approche de la parole, p.76.
Deguy, Poemcs II, p .99.
Jabes, Le Seuil, Le Sable, ‘Portes de secours’, pp. 164-65. 

‘’ Collot, p .l69 .
 ̂Collot, Poesie et altehte, p.25.
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reading o f contem porary poetry by dem onstrating the ways m which 

representations of the threshold can convey an awareness of alterity on a physical, 

spiritual and linguistic level.

‘Son infini interieur et son quasi-neant exterieur’

It has been the premise of this thesis that, through a tracing of patterns of liminal 

images, it is possible to to locate the point at which the poet confronts alterity 

(where ‘le je  decouvre sim ultanem ent son infini interieur et son quasi-neant 

exterieur’)  ̂ and thereby to determ ine the poet's broader preoccupations. Thus, for 

example, in R eda’s poetry we can see how I ’autre  is conveyed prim arily in 

geographical terms, as is reflected by the fact that the thresholds he perceives are 

represented through a proliferation of door, w indow  and journeying im ages in the 

texts. Reda's poems contain a series of horizontal thresholds as every destination 

is transform ed into another potential point o f departure, thereby revealing the 

poet's interest in exploring the world around him and his underlying awareness of 

a geographical autre. In utter contrast to Reda's predom inantly  physical 

representation of le lim inaire, Renard’s portrayal of the threshold is, first and 

foremost, as the vertical point of passage that is possible between man and God. 

Thus, Renard’s perception of le concret seem s to function autom atically as a 

springboard to metaphysical reflection and there is a continual focus placed on 

m ovement upwards towards le sacre.

In the poetry of both Reda and Renard, the portrayal of the threshold is 

predominantly focused on either horizontal or vertical images, yet a thematic study 

of this kind also facilitates the tracing of liminal patterns between the two axes. This 

can be seen, for example, in the poetry of Oster, where the poet's perception o f le 

sacre  is intrinsically linked to that of interaction with nature:

 ̂ John E. Jackson, La Poesie et son autre: essais sur la modernite (Paris: Jose Corti, 1998), p. 14.
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(Mes yeux m'ont demande, j'ai dem ande aux pierres 
Quelle force nous lie a I'effroi des rivieres.
La mer m'a repondu d'un seul chant de riviere,
Un monde amoncele m'a parcouru soudain ...)

(CM 76)

While O ster’s pantheism involves a belief in non-directional immanence, 

nonetheless the texts depict an absolute union with la Grande Terre as a means of 

experiencing spiritual revelation and to this end the poet envisages nature as a 

threshold. It is his belief that the forces of nature then respond, thus allow'ing him 

to paitake in a forai of intimate communion wdth a spiritual autre (what he teiTns 

‘une pure alliance’, NTN  26). This relational perception of the threshold is also 

very much in evidence in the poetry of Jaccottet, although vastly different from 

Oster’s emphasis on a pantheistic fusion. Similar to Reda, he is fascinated by 

everyday objects and the details of the world that sun'ound him, however this is 

also fused with a belief in a possible interaction between man and a deity through 

the natural world. Jaccottet focuses his attention on the often subtle balancing of 

le concret and le sacre, as seen in the texts in a num ber of recurring images. Thus, 

for example, the tree is portrayed in terms of a vertical line, while being firmly 

rooted in the horizontal, and therefore it establishes a link between the earth and 

less tangible elements such as sunlight and wind. Similarly the bird is depicted as 

being able to cross the boundary between the horizontal and the vertical axes and 

thus is used to represent the threshold between man and God.

In Bosquet’s poetry, the application of the theme of the threshold functions 

on yet another level, as the poet is less interested in interacting with a 

metaphysical autre than he is in creating poetry in which the threshold between la 

realite and le reve is peipetually being crossed. Throughout the poems, there is an 

underlying pattem of contrast where noiTnal rules governing day-to-day 

experiences are overturned as the most unlikely objects are juxtaposed. By doing 

so. Bosquet chooses to transform banal objects by placing them in extraordinary 

contexts in the poems and thus he constructs poetry that acts as a point of passage 

to a hyper-reality.
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‘Cc5' abim es infranchissables  [...1 le seuil annule'

By tracing the patterns of representation o f the threshold im age, this study has 

revealed the poets’ perception of the threshold, while also indicating any 

problem atical elem ent w ithin that representation. These problem atical elem ents of 

the threshold im age (which C aspar portrays as 'ces abim es infranchissables  [...] 

le seuil annule')^ provide not only a deeper understanding o f the poets’ lim inal 

m entality but, by extension, they expose m ore fully the im aginative fram ework 

that undeipins the p oe t’s work. In R eda’s poem s, for exam ple, despite his focus 

on m ovem ent and points of passage, there are repeated references to diverse 

baiTiers (varying from a shut door to a shuttered w indow or even to a wall). These 

reveal an inherent tension in the texts, as Reda's desire to continually cross 

thresholds and to explore a geographical autre  is repeatedly challenged. Equally, 

Renard’s desire to cross the threshold from an existence solely in le concret to one 

founded in le sacre is continually counterbalanced by a deep sense of internal 

division (he refers to 'mon coips d ’ici, mon corps d ’ailleurs', M  67). Thus, there are 

many and varied allusions to I ’inconnu in the poetry in representations of mazes, 

chasms and death, all of which indicate a deep sense of doubt and fear within 

Renard’s belief system and the tension between his assertions and his feelings.

O ster situates his poetry in an isolated bucolic paradise and it is through his 

appreciation and adoration of ‘I’Espace precieux’ (5L 38) that he hopes to place 

him self ‘au seuil et au som m et d ’une com plem entarite prec ieuse’ {OM  xxii). 

However, within the poem s can also be detected a problem atic elem ent as the 

references to silence and solitude suggest that his perpetual quest for a union 

between him self and nature is not so easily attained. Equally, while Jaccottet’s 

understanding o f nature as a threshold to le spirituel d iffers greatly both from 

R enard’s Christianity and O ster’s pantheism , his poem s reveal a continual tension 

as the representations of the threshold are also associated with borders and 

baiTiers:

’ Caspar, Sol absolu, p.20 & 119.
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Nous habitons encore un autre m onde 
Peut-etre I’intervalle

(P  145)

In B osquet’s poetry, the poet evades introspection and adopts a persistently 

jocular tone througliout:

Horizon,
je  renonce a com prendre.

( 2 ^ 1 1 7 )

Nonetheless, an investigation o f threshold representations does illum inate the 

com plexity of his lim inal m entality, where a focus is placed firm ly on playing 

with endless representations o f the self. By assum ing the identity o f different 

characters, objects and even gods, Bosquet flits from  subject to subject and object 

to object, using the poem s as a means of denying the existence of any one 

governing narrative position. N onetheless, w ithin this game of m ultiple personae 

where artifice is privileged over reality and derision probes serious issues, a 

tension can be sensed as the poet calls into question the nature o f identity and 

relationships ( ‘J ’ecris pour le peuple sans savoir ce q u ’est le peup le’, VN  142).

‘La poesie accede a un niveau tout different’

Having used the them atic study of the threshold to determ ine both the poet's 

perception of alterity and any problem atic elem ent therein, this thesis has also 

been concerned with ascertaining a poet's understanding o f language. As we have 

seen in the poetry studied, the contem porary poet often displays a keen awareness 

of the ambiguity of language,'^ as he wishes to express his experience o f I ’autre  

and yet is conscious of the duplicity of language."  It is this conflict that the

Char claims that ‘au centre de la poesie, un contradicteur t’attend', Poemes et proses choisis 
(Paris: Gallimard, 1957), p.235.
“ C. A. Hackett highlights the fact that ‘les poetes explorent, experimentent, interrogent le 
langage, cherchent a lui arracher tous les sens et tous les secrets, Ils luttent, au corps a corps, avec 
des mots polysemiques, variables, ambivalents’, ‘Panorama de la poesie fran9aise contemporaine’, 
in La Poesie au tournant des annees 80, pp. 13-23 (p. 16).
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poet’s lim inal m entality seeks to resolve, where language (and m ore specifically

the poem ) is often portrayed in terms of a point of passage for, how ever

inadequate it may be, it does facilitate the p oe t’s self-expression, so that ’avec les
12m ots, nous longeons I'abime'.

W hile Reda resists any overt introspection or philosophising in the texts, he 

expresses an awareness of poetry’s liminal capacity  and a desire that his poetry be 

one ‘dont partout la source etem elle s’epanche’ (RC  148). In the same way that 

Reda places an em phasis on the process of travelling  rather than on a specific 

destination, so his understanding of poetry focuses prim arily on the idea of poetry 

ressem bling a detour (he describes it as ‘un eclatant ou au contraire im perceptible 

et hum ble mais necessaire detour’, C V  75). In this way, poetry allows the poet to 

explore not only his tangible suiToundings in the suburbs o f Paris but also to 

explore the liminal space between the im agination and the creative act, where 

‘chaque page ouvrirait une porte entre les signes de la pensee et le poeme de la 

C reation’ (RP  80):

II reste quc la poesie accM e a un niveau lout different. Elle peut bien 
expiim er I’homme: en dem ier ressort, a sa pointe la plus fine (la plus 
fragile), elle ne dit qu ’elle-m em e, tem oigne electivem ent de son propre 
passage a travers tel ou tel (et qu ’ils en soient benis).

( C V l l )

For Renard, poetry is seen as a means o f escaping the realities of earthly life 

and of entering into the presence of le sacre  ;

L ’activite poetique et son produit, le poem e [...] sont un lieu de liberte 
mentale et verbale qui nous delivre des noiTnes et des cadres alienants de 
I’existence quotidienne, et constituent une lutte constante contre I’usure du 
temps, les drames de I’Histoire et la fatalite de la mort.

{AN  202)

Renard em phasises poetry's liminal function, stating that i e  poem e [...] etablit un 

pont verbal, un pacte, une «arche d ’alliance» entre les in-eductibles unicites de 

chaque etre et chaque chose’ {AN  28). Yet the poet is also constantly faced with

Jabes. p .305. S im ilarly , M ichel C ollo t m akes the po in t that it is ‘la confron ta tion  avec I’A utre du 
langage qui conduit ie poete  a reinventer la langue, a fa ire  en tend re , avec la m em e langue, une 
autre paro le’, ‘L ’A utre dans le m em e’, in Poesie et a lterite , p p .25-32  (p .26).
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the challenge of expressing a divine ineffable autre  by m eans o f the written word 

as he attem pts to ’aller vers cela  [...] au fond com m e au-dela des m ots/sacre par le 

mystere'.''" Similarly, O ster is continually frustrated by the lim itations o f language 

and his m yriad re-workings o f the same poem  highlight the idea of poetry as a 

process, where there is no definitive version and each poem  acts as an opening 

into the other poems. O ster’s pei-petual dissatisfaction with language is based on 

his sense o f 'la ten ifian te  vacance qui s ’introduit dans chacun de nos vocables' 

{ M W  30), as words are perceived as being w him sical, fickle and capricious, 

capable o f leaving the poet feeling abandoned and rejected  ( ‘parfois le langage 

nous rejette, nous fuit [...] La nuit nous ecarte de la route. Les m ots parfois sont 

des en-ants’, R  26). N onetheless, the liminal function o f language lies at the heart 

of Oster's understanding o f poetry, where it is 'affiiTnation in term ittente de notre 

inteiTnittente proxim ite par rapport a I’etre' {MIU  30).

Frustrated by the am biguity of words (which he describes as being 'si peu 

puissants sur la realite quotidienne?', A J  28), Jaccottet claim s to w'ish to write 

poetry ‘sans im ages’, in an attempt to facilitate the transparency of 

com m unication that he believes possible. It is by em ploying what Jaccottet calls 

‘ces paroles ailees’ ( / 78) that poetry becom es a parole-passage,  whereby he may 

express ‘une sorte d ’ecla ircissem enf (PSA  79). In the poem s, we see the extent to 

which the poet perceives the liminal potential w ithin poetic expression as a point 

of passage between l e j e  and a divine autre, as he refers to 'I’ideal de toute poesie, 

le point supreme q u ’il lui arrive d ’approcher, peut-etre d ’atteindre' (EM  36). 

Bosquet's writing stands in shai-p contrast to Jaccotte t’s ostensible desire for 

transparency, as paradox and contradiction are governing features o f B osquet’s 

poems. The poetry presents the reader with a seem ingly endless stream  of 

changing im ages and yet the deep sense o f the absurd through the ironic tone that 

is sustained rem ains consistent throughout the texts. D enying any suggestion of 

ultimate truth or reality. B osquet continually glides betw een le reel and le reve

'^Renard, Jean-Claude R enard ou Les Secrets de  la Chim ere suivi d e  Poem es inedits p a r  Jean- 
Claude Renard  (Paris: Schena-Nizet, 1992), p.91.

The enormous liminal potential that Jaccottet sees in poetry is highlighted by Jean Onimus, 
when he remarks that ‘la p oesie  occupe un intervalle entre le nombre et I'esperance, entre le 
multiple et le centre, entre la mesure et ramour: elle  etablit des relations entre ces deux faces de 
nos consciences, si totalement differentes'. P hilippe Jaccottet: une p o e tiq u e  de I ’insaisissable  
(Seyssel: Champ Vallon, 1982), pp. 163-64.
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and explores the possibilities and lim itations o f language. The poet continually 

stresses the am bivalent nature o f language, w here the threshold is central to the 

very linguistic system  that B osquet em ploys as he highlights the fact that each 

semantic unit opens up a host o f in teipretations and associations. In this way, 

B osquet’s lim inal m entality lies at the very heart of language structure, as his 

poetry allows him to engage in ‘un art de la m etam oiphose’ {JAV  17).

‘Etrangete legitim e’

A detailed analysis o f the poem s selected for this thesis has dem onstrated that the 

threshold proves to be a central im age used to express a broad range of 

perceptions of alterity. In this way, it also functions as a valuable key to each 

writer's poetic identity, enabling the reader to see the ways in which the poet 

develops his 'etrangete legitim e'.'^ As this study has explored the representations 

of both physical and metaphysical thresholds, so it has enabled the m apping out 

o f general pattem s in the poetry. By tracing the configuration o f m etaphors in any 

given work, it is possible to determ ine pattem s within the poet’s im agination and 

thereby ascertain the poet's chief preoccupations. The threshold im ages are often 

em ployed unconsciously and subconsciously and therefore are particularly 

revealing as they uncover preoccupations o f w hich the poets them selves are often 

unaware. Thus, from  the dow n-to-earth urbanity o f Reda to the frequently surreal 

world conveyed in Bosquet’s poetry, the poe ts’ lim inal m entality emerges, not as 

a project, but a product of their subconscious.

The wide diversity of poetry featured in this thesis has been chosen in part 

to demonstrate the broad range of threshold m entalities that can be found in 

poetry written in the latter half o f the tw entieth-century. M oreover, the very fact 

that a study of the them e of the threshold can be applied to the panoply of styles 

and voices within contem porary poetry dem onstrates that it is a valid and useful 

approach to poetry criticism. Indeed, the universality  of this them e means that it 

has far-reaching im plications for further lines o f enquiry, as it is not restricted to 

contem porary poetry, French poetry, nor even the poetic genre. Therefore, the 

m ultiplicity of applications may involve other poets, other periods or languages.
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all of which may benefit from  critical analysis based on the them e of the 

threshold. Despite the universality of a them atic study of this kind and its 

application to a vast aiTay of work beyond tw entieth-century poetry, the image of 

the threshold has received very little critical attention as a them e in contem porary 

poetry p er se. This study has been an attempt in som e small m easure to redress 

this im balance and to offer a valid way of reading contem porary French poetry, 

while acknowledging the necessary lim itations that are im posed on any project of 

this kind. This thesis does not claim  to offer definitive answ ers to all the 

ambiguities and com plexities of tw entieth-century poetry, but it is a contribution 

to the ongoing research and debate and, it is hoped, a significant point of access 

into the contem porary poetic imagination.

Rene Char, Fureur et mystere,  p. 71.
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APPENDIX

The following section lists works by Reda, Renard, Oster, Jaccottet and Bosquet 

that I have employed with a key toj the abbreviations in alphabetical order. Full 

publication details are listed in the bjbliography.

Jacques Reda

A

ART

BS

C

CC

CV

HM

HT

LU

PLM

PLR

R

RC

RP

SD

T

Amen,l968

Amen, Recitatif, La Tourne, 1988 

Beaute suburbame.\9^5P

La Course: noirvelles poesie itinerantes et familieres,1999

Chateau des courdnts d'air, 1986
I

Celle qui vient a pks legers, 1985 

Hors les murs, 1982 

L 'Herbe des talus, 1984

Lettre sur I ’univers et autres discours en vers frangais, 1991

PLM et autres text6s, 1982

Premier livre des n’connaissances, 1985

Recitatif, 1970

Retour au calme, 1!)89

Recommandations aux promeneurs, 1988

Sonnets dublinois, 1990
I

La Tourne, 1975
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Jean-Claude Renard

AN Autres notes sur la poesie, la fo i et la science, essai, 1995

CP Choix de poemes, 19^7

CPR Ce puits que rien n ’epuise, poemes, 1993

DN Le Dieu de Nuit, |»emes, 1973

DR Dix runes d ’ete, poemes, 1994

E l L '((Experience intirieure» de Georges Bataille ou la

Negation du mystere, essai, 1987 

LS La Lumiere du silence, poemes, 1978

LV Le Lieu du voyageur: Notes sur le Mystere, essai, 1980

M  Metamorphose du monde precede de Origines, poemes, 1991

NP Notes sur la poesie, essai, 1970

NF Notes sur la foi, essai, 1973

OM A I ’oree du mystere, 2000

QP Ouand le poeme d^vientpriere, essai en collaboration avec

Marc Tardieu, 19s!7 

SG Sous de grands vents obscurs, poemes, 1990

TI Toutes les ties sont secretes, poemes, 1987
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Pierre Oster

AL Alchimie de la lenteur, 1997

CM Le Champ de maii 1955

D Les Dietcc, \970

GA La Grande Annee, 1964

MIU Un machine a indiquer I ’univers, entretiens, 1992

NTN Un nom toujours nouveau, I960

PT Paysage du Tout (1951 -2000), 2000

OM L ’Ordre du mouvement, esquisses, 1991

R Requetes, 1977

RPAP Requetes, version nouvelle, suivie de Pour un art

poetique, ebauches, 1992 

SL Solitude de la lumiere, 1957

VNP Vingt-neuvieme poeme, 19S5



Philippe Jaccottet

All publications by Gallimard, unless) otherwise stated.

A Airs, poemes (1961-1964), 1967

AJ Autres journees, camets (1980-1984), 1987

CB Chants d'en bos, 1974

EM L Entretien des Muses, chroniques de poesie, 1968

GR Gustave Roud, 1982

I L ’Ignorant, poemes (1952-1956), 1957

LH A la lumiere d ’hiver, poemes, 1977

PSA La Promenade sous les arbres, proses, 1980

PSN Pensees sous les nmges, poemes, 1983

P Poesie (1964-1967), 1971

S La Semaison, camets (1954-1979), 1984

TS Une transaction secrete: lectures de poesie, 1987



Alain Bosquet

All publications by Gallimard unless otherwise stated.

JA V Un jour aprh  la vie, 1984

LDG Le Livre du doute et de la grace, 1977

NM No Matter No Fact, 1988

NP Notes pour un pluriel, 1974

PED Je ne suis pas un poete d'eau douce, poesies completes (1945-

1994), 1996

PD Poemes, Deux {\91Q-\91 A), \9%2

QT Quatre testaments et autres poemes, 1967

SFS Sonnets pour une fin de siecle, 1980

SP Stances perdues/Lost Quatrains, 1999

VN Le Verbe est un navire, 1998
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This bibliography is organised as follows:

A. i Primary works by the poets

ii Secondary works related to the poets

B. i Other primary sources

ii Criticism related to general literary works

iii Other critical works
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included.
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